


Many people think just because a computer does 40-column format to accommodate larger printouts, 
difficult things, it must be difficult to operate. Not so. and tell you how much room you have left on your disk. 
At least not with PFS 'M and PFS: REPORT. Get more out of what you put in. 

PFS and PFS: REPORT let you concentrate on PFS: REPORT sorts, calculates, totals, formats 
doing your work, not on working your computer. There's and prints presentalion-quality reports with up to 9 col-
no complicated programming or computer language to umns, in alpha or numeric order, with automatic 
learn. Using the PFS Series is so straightforward, you entering and justification. With your information in 
can learn it in as little as 20 minutes, and that's some- this format, you can analyze it quickly to help spot 
thing both experts and beginners can appreciate. trends, plan and make decisions. 
Design your own management system, simply. A whole family of software for Apple® II and III. 

PFS lets you arrange your information in "forms" PFS consistently ranks among the 5 top-selling 
you design yourself. Once you've created your form- business software packages for Apples. Because you 
with spaces for all the necessary data-you simply fill can use it for almost anything-from chemical analyses 
in the blanks. to keeping track of your wine collection, from bal-

If you don't like the original form, PFS lets you ancing your checkbook to computing your payroll. 
change just the form, without having to totally re-enter And there are more programs on the way. 
the information on it. For a free, hands-on demonstration of PFS and 

To use your forms, just call up the information PFS: REPORT, stop by your local computer store. If 
you want in a variety of ways such • they don't have it yet, tell them to 
as "less than:· "more than:' "equal Hardworking call Software Publishing Corpora-
to;· "between" or "not'.' You can ation at (415) 962-8910. Or write 
even find specific charac- so.£ ...... ..,.a-e f4or Apples 19.01 1:-<mdings Dr., Moun-
ters, words, names or num-

1

.1.l,,YY i .&.' tam View, CA 94043. 
hers. And PFS can also h t • 't } t { k You'll be amazed at 
sort labels, change its t a ISO a 0 0 wor . howmuchyoucanbiteott. 

P.fe: Software Series 
®Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, lnc. '"PFS is a trademark of Software Publishing Corporation. 
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What better way to celebrate the 
spring equinox than with a chance to win 
a second Apple disk drive? The Chris 
Lights, junior and senior, have collabo
rated on a very special Apple trivia quiz 
to make sure you'll have earned the disk 
drive if you win it. 

You'll have until June 15, 1982, to get 
your answers back to So/talk. Take care 
and be precise. In case of apparent ties, 
more precise answers will win over less 
precise answers before chance steps in. 

If no one gets all the answers to Ap
pletrivia correct, that entry with the 
most correct answers will win. In the 
case of a tie, the random number gen
erator will be called into play. Second 
place winner may choose $50 worth of 
prizes from goods created by Softalk ad
vertisers. Third, fourth, and fifth places 
each win an extra year's free subscrip
tion to So/talk. And don't forget that all 

Although some of the questions ap
pear to be devilishly hard-as they're in
tended to be-all questions are in one 
way or another related to the Apple com
puter, peripheral hardware for it, soft
ware for it, or material written about it. 
All sources for the questions have been 
circulated nationally and have been gen
erally available at one time or another. 
Just because you own an Apple, you'll al
ready know some of the answers. Other 
answers will require considerable effort. 
Good luck! 

1. In The Prisoner, "The ....... . 
Lives." 

2. Name the four creatures that attack you 
In Space Eggs. 

3. What hue ls lo-res color number 13? 
4. What Is the real golden apple In Be

neath Apple Manor? 
5. What six cities mW!t you defend In 

ABM? 
6. The Pascal language Is named after a 

famous matematlclan. What wa.s hie flrllt 
name? 

7. Who wrote ''Allen Chopper Death: the 
Sound of Venusian 'Helicopters' Destroying 
New York City May 12, 1983"? 

8. Who ls the author of the book carried by 
the girl you meet In "Encounter In the Park"? 

9. What symbol does Apple Writer W!e to 
Indicate that the next letter entered will be 
printed In upper case? 

10. In what direction does Idiot's Delight 
rotate? 
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entrants are, by virtue of entering, en
titled to subscribe to Softalk at the $18 
sponsored rate. 

So fill out the entry form on this page 
and mail it and your answers-printed, 
computer printed, or typed, but legible
to Softalk Appletrivia, 11021 Magnolia 
Boulevard, North Hollywood, CA 91601. 

Address: ___________ _ 

City/state/zip: ________ _ 

Phone:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Now, with a new disk drive for the 
taking, here is the First Great Apple
tri via Contest. JI 

11. On the Apple bus, what voltage does pin 
number 33 carry? 

12. What two eymbols are Introduced by 
AppleWriter Extended? 

13. Who are Steve Wozniak and Steve 
Jobs? 

14. What vehicles pass you In Autobahn? 
15. Romanga Is one of six cities. What are 

the names of the other five? 
16. How many receptor slots are there In 

The Great American Probability Machine? 
17. What program will do both differential 

and Integral calculus? 
18. What tune does the Lemonsvllle 

weather report play for hot and dry weather? 
19. What color Is the bull In Cranaton 

Manor? 
20. Star Trek has Kllngone. What does Ap

ple-Trek have? 
21. What Is the title of Lauren Radner'11 

cover drawing for volume 1, lMue 2, of Micro 
Media Magazine? 

22. What does the vending machine In 
Cyborg sell? 

23. "A Girl's Best Friend" ls ........ ? 
24. Describe the wizard's appearance In 

Hi-Res Adventure #2: The Wizard and the 
Princess. 

25. What ls the name of Admiral Worm· 
wood's flagship? 

26. How many harmonics can the MW!lc
System 's Instrument definer a.sslgn to a single 
wave form? 

27. What ls semlpro otfe1111lve play num
ber 13 In Computer Quarterback? 

28. What Is the value of trea.sure number 20 
In Temple of Apshai? 
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THE 
COUNT ~ 

A WINNING 
BLACKJACK SYSTEM 

AND IT'S A GAME! 

WANT to learn Blackjack? 
WANT something the whole family 
can have fun playing? THE COUNT is 
a systematic approach to Blackjack 
play which eliminates house edge and 
maximizes the player's opportunity to 
win. Learn in as few as two even
ings! THE COUNT teaches a basic 
playing strategy, without counting 
the cards. Instead, it teaches you 
a hand counting method which 
has been proven to give the 
player an edge over the casino! 
THE COUNT can also be a 
game for the kids! Imagine 
yourself with unlimited re
sources. The house has you 
"down" for several thou
sand! The bet is $100,000. 
Hit or stand? What should 

you do? 
Count on THE COUNT! 

48K Apple II w/3.3 Disk 

24.95 

@PEAR 
t{ SOFTWARE 
0 A DIVISION OF 

MUL Tl DATA SERVICE 

407 TERRACE - ASHLAND OR 97520 
(503) 482-8122 

ALSO NOW AVAILABLE: 

THE MANIPULATOR 34.95 
A TEXTFILE UTILITY SYSTEM 

THE LIBERATOR 29.95 
A SUBROUTINE LIBRARY SYSTEM 

ORDERS & PRODUCT INFORMATION 
CALL OR WRITE - ADDRESS LISTED ABOVE 
VISA & MASTER CARD (ADD 3% PLEASE) 

ADD 2.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING - NO SALES TAX 

" SO~IAL~ 
29. What good are the monkey11 in Odys

sey: The Compleat Apventure? 
30. Who wrote The Screen Machine? 
31. In the original Adventure the black rod 

won't open the clam. What will? 
32. What do you find in Zork if you travel 

by ratt downriver to a beach and dig in the 
sand? 

33. In Tawala's Last Redoubt, what are the 
names of your messengers? 

34. Guzzlers are green, and the Bouncer i11 
white. What color are the Artesians? 

315. FID is a DOS 3.3 utility program. What 
is the name of the equivalent 3.2 program? 

36. How many players doe11 Raster 
Blaster allow? 

37. Whose fight song does Hi-Res Football 
play when it 's booted? 

38. What symbol does Disk-0-Check Ulle to 
indicate that a check has cleared? 

39. What is the stalling 11peed of your air
plane in Flight Simulator? 

Contest Contest Revisited. Philip 
Sub's first-prize-winning Apple Jumble 
has turned out to be one of Softalk's most 
popular contests, despite the misspelling 
of Hectar Plagbits's name. Most en
trants caught the error and took the cor
rect spelling from the name tags illus
trating the story; a few folks even en
joyed the added challenge. 

Coincidentally, Suh and Alan Nayer, 
one of the Contest Contest runnersup, both 
frequent AIDS Computer Center in San 
Francisco. Store vice president Ray
mond Tong arranged for them to pick up 
their prizes at the same time and 
snapped their picture together. Results 
are not yet in on Nayer's contest, ASCII 
Railroad, which appeared in February's 
So/talk. 

Art Gallery. Talent, it would appear, 
takes second place only to spirit among 
So/talk readers. A surprising number of 
talented people entered our November 
Art Gallery contest, especially in the 
computer-generated design division. 

The task was to design a package for 
an imaginary or real software program, 
then to render the design either by hand 
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40. What symbol does VisiCalc Ulle to indi
cate that the cursor is set to move vertically? 

41. At level five, what is the average length 
of time that Sargon II takes to make a move? 

42. Who is the only woman candidate ll11ted 
by the author in President Elect? ' 

43. What name missing trom the following 
list begins with "D": Alhambra, Sparta, Uto
pia, and Zoe? 

44. Who is the author of Sabotage? 
415 . What is the name of the butler in Sher

lock's Home? 
46. What is the magic word In Scott 

Adams's Pirate Adventure? 
47. Which pin on Apple II's slot five goes to 

ground? 
48. What does "CALL -936" do? 
49. How many monkeys are there in The 

Infinite Number of Monkeys? 
150. What was the name of the Sllentype 

printer before It was modified for Apple? 
JI 

or by computer. Most entrants chose the 
imaginary, and some even included de· 
scriptions of the games they were repre
senting. Good ideas, too. 

The So/talk staff has chosen six hand
done and six computer-rendered de
signs. It's up to you to vote for the one in 
each category that you like best, and the 
two that get the most votes will win the 
first prizes. 

Two of the entries below, The Wind 
and Land of the Pharaohs, came with de
tailed descriptions of the games but with
out titles and imaginary logos, probably 
because of lack of knowledge of how to 
combine these with the paintings in slide 
form. Because of the quality of the art
work, we believed they should be includ
ed anyway. 

To keep the vote fair, the order in 
which the finalists are listed is unrelated 
to the order of the art works. Finalists, 
who will receive $10 credits at their local 
computer dealers and an additional 
year's free subscription to So/talk if they 
don't win , are: Eddie Moore, Mesquite, 
Texas; Jeff Coyle, Anaheim, california ; 
Ben Lanterman, Bridgeton, Missouri; 
Nathan Jensen, Austin, Texas; Mary Cic
colella, Piscataway, New Jersey; Bob 
Martin, Boulder, Colorado; Chuck Ar· 
nold, Dalton, Georgia; Wendel Kirk
bride, Idaho Falls, Idaho; Mildred Ed· 
wards, Waterloo, Iowa; and Brian Tay
lor, Pasadena, California. If you counted 
fewer entrants than entries, you're 
sharp; two entries each from two people 
made the finals. 

Election Bonus Sweeps. There's more 
than one reason to vote for the artists you 
like best. Not only does it support your 
fellow readers, but your ballot is your 
automatic entry into the other kind of 
drawing. Ballots will be numbered as 
they come in. On or soon after April 16, 
the random number generator will be put 
to work, and the person whose ballot 
number corresponds to the number the 
rng chose will win $100 in products of ad
vertisers in So/talk. 



Starfire 5. The disk drive that won't play hide-and-seek. 

What do we mean by that? 

You chose the Apple IL and it's a good 
computer choice 

But Apple diskette drives play h1de-and
seek w ith your valuable data 

And 1f you're not looking for a diskette. 
you're worrying about scratching one 

Besides. they're Just too slow and hold too 
little 

That's why your Apple II needs a REAL 
business partner 

Like Starf1re 5, the 5 Megabyte Winchester 
disk from Corona 

The one that holds 38 diskettes of data, 
available instantly, and can alphabetize 
a mail ing list 5 to 10 times faster 

The one that seals your data off from 
danger and insures 1t with DataGuard 
automatic data protection 

Double-volume data tiles. 

And best of al l. Starf1re 5 lets your fi les be 
twice as long, beating a crucial lim1tat1on 
of Apple's disk operating system, without 
abandoning it 

That's the kind of partner your Apple II 
needs to let 1t fulfill its computer promise 

At $2995. it's quite a deal 

So ask your dealer to show you Starf1re 5 
from Corona 

Or call us for the local dealer who can 

Because Starf1re 5 1s the BUSINESS partner 
for your Apple II 

213-998-0505 
21541 Nordhoff St .. UnitB. Chatsworth. CA 91311 
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Use the coupon to send your votes by 
April HI, 1982, to Softalk Artists, 11021 
Magnolia Boulevard, North Hollywood, 
CA 91601. Remember to vote twice: once 
for each of your favorites in the two 
categories. 

Circle one hand-drawn entry and 
one computer-drawn entry for the 
best imaginary software packaging. 

HAND-DRAWN 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

COMPUTER-DRAWN 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Name:-------------

Address: ____________ _ 

City /State/Zip---------

Phone: ____________ ~ 

Choice of prizes:---------

Dealer: ____________ _ 

Send this ballot to Softalk Artists, 11021 
Magnolia Boulevard, North Hollywood, 
CA 91601, by April 15, 1982. Vote for the 
one illustration of your choice in each of 
the categories. 
(Remaining information is required only 
for Sweepstakes entry.) JI 

The only 

prof esslonal 

ANOVA for Apple II I 

HSDANOVA 

Anoly1l1 of Varlonce 
l lo 8 lndependenl Foclara 
Bolonced Dealgn1 
Between ond/or Within Sub}ecl1 De1lgn1 
Up la 1400 Dalo Polnl1 with 481{ Memory 
Anova Tobi" Oulpul 
Treotml!nl Means ond Slandard Devlallans 
l{.,yboord or Diak Dalo lnpul 
Video or Hord Copy Oulpul 
Dato Fiie Creallon 

$74.95 

Apple II, 48K With Disk, 
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Words from a Winner 
Just a note to thank you again for the 
Oracle '81 prize. Everyone here has been 
very excited about the contest, although I 
must say that I'm glad it's over! A few 
days ago we took a picture of me picking 
up the disk drive at AM which you should 
have already received. 

Well, it's been a lot of fun and thank 
you all again, not only for the disk drive 
but for producing my favorite Apple 
magazine-I really appreciate the time 
and effort that must go into making it 
what it is. 
Jim Ganz, West Hartford, CT 

Getting Straight on the Beagle Bros. 
I saw in your January Hobby 10 list that 
you finally listed Jack Cassidy as coau
thor of DOS Boss. That's correct; we 
wrote that one together. 

However, you also show him on the 
same list as coauthor of Utility City. 
That's wrong! I wrote Utility City by my
self; he had nothing to do with it! 

Lookit; I work my fingers to the bone 
on this software, and all the while that 
egomaniac is sitting at home watching 
soap operas and writing letters to Sof
talk. That guy will try to take credit for 
anything! He once told me he wrote Visi
Calc! 

But don't let him intimidate you. The 
true program ·authors are listed in our 
ads . And you can tell by looking at his 
picture (January, page 65) that he has 
shifty eyes. 
Bert Kersey, San Diego, CA 

On Subscriptions 
I've had an Apple since early 1980, and 
have been getting your magazine since 
issue #1. I want you to know I'll be happy 
to pay for it. My wife and I subscribe to 
about twenty publications-important 
stuff like Barron's, Business Week, Sci
ence News, National Geographic, and so 
on. I even get a stack of computer maga
zines. But Softalk is the only one I pounce 
on and devour the day it is delivered. 

I am a journalist by trade and a con
sultant by profession. I use your maga
zine as an example when trying to ex
plain to Editorial Types the importance 
of advertising as editorial material. For 
while I gain a lot from your articles and 
reviews, I am also intensely interested in 
the ads. 

It has been a pleasure watching you 
grow from that first skinny issue seven
teen months ago. I wish you good luck in 
your conversion to a subscription publi
cation. I don't think you'll have any trou
ble at all. 
Tom Weishaar, Overland Park, KS 

For the last few months I have had a 
gripe about your magazine. It's not with 
Softalk itself, but with the cover. Every 
issue I have received from your compa
ny has had the cover fallen off of it. So 
when January's issue came along, I was 
not really surprised. But by looking 
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Penguin Pioneers Unprotected Good Will 
Penguin Software announces a new policy on copy protection: an open letter to 
all Apple owners. 

In conjunction with the release of The Graphics Magician and the updated 
Complete Graphics System II, Penguin Software is announcing a new policy 
with our applications software for the Apple. The Complete Graphics System II, 
Special Effects, and The Graphics Magician will all now be available on non
protected disks. 

We've been torn between two points of view. As computer users, we appre
ciate the ability to have several working copies of our applications software, and 
even the ability to go in and modify the code, if desired. We'd use programs such 
as VisiCalc or DB Master for dozens of other applications if we could have them 
running off several separate disks and didn't have to guard our master copies 
with such extreme care. Being programmers also, occasionally we'd like to 
adapt a program slightly to our system or our needs. On locked disks, much of a 
software product's potential usage goes untapped. 

On the other hand, as publishers we've been drawn into the prevailing point 
of view that lack of copy protection means greatly decreased sales due to cas
ual' 'piracy." This is not just a crazed overreaction; we've all been to user group 
meetings, homes of acquaintances, and even some computer stores where 
we've been aghast at the almost encouraging attitude toward copying copy
righted software, most of which took authors months, maybe years, to perfect. 

The real scare here is that many of us have decided to take a risk on a very 
new industry and trust our livelihoods to it. Suddenly, individuals out there be
come statistics, some of which say that for every nonprotected program sold 
there are at least a dozen "pirated" copies. Those kind of numbers could really 
wreak havoc on paying the bills. Scary? Yes. 

From these conflicting points of view, our desire to make a good product bet
ter won, but not by much, over our fear of tampering with something that is al
ready going well. Our policies, from pricing to support, have always been very 
consumer-oriented. Ultimately, it is from that viewpoint that we decided to go 
ahead with removing the protection. We feel that you, the consumer, are enti
tled to software as useful as possible for the money you spend. 

Our hope is that the added convenience will result in more sales, not less, and 
that the software market has matured to the point where people realize that the 
result of illegal copying is less convenience for everyone with all software. We 
hope that people will think twice before accepting copies from friends, and we 
hope to be able to continue this policy and start a new trend toward improved us· 
ability of all applications software. 

Please don't abuse our trust in you. 
Mark Pelczarski, President, Penguin Software 
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through the best Apple II magazine, I 
saw your article about distribution pol
icy and thought right away that Softalk 
would not be free to me anymore. Now I 
know most of us computerholics of the 
world are disappointed. But I'll put it to 
you straight. I imagine that everyone will 
be happy to comply with paying for Sof
talk, because it's invaluable to the health 
of us and our Apples no matter what the 
price. (And thanks for the new cover pro
tection.) Keep up the good work. 

P.S. Now I can get back to playing 
Gorgon. 
Steve Cohen, Thousand Oaks, CA 

The purpose of this letter is to give you 
my views concerning your change in pol
icy by going to subscription rates. Up un
til now you have been giving the Apple 
user something for which they invested 
only time and thought to consume. 

For this, I am appreciative and have 
read your magazine thoroughly. With 
that policy, your obligation to the read
ing public is minimal ... user beware. 
Anything advertised in your magazine 
has been helping to, or has paid for my 
subscription price. Once you begin charg
ing the reader for the right to read your 
magazine, you have committed yourself 
to an additional obligation. No longer has 
the advertiser in your magazine as sig· 
nificant a part in furnishing the maga
zine to the reader. 

If I am to pay $2.50 monthly for your 
magazine, I expect you to exercise edi
torial license to evaluate all advertise
ments in your journal. I consider you re
sponsible to back claims made in your 
ads. Consumer's Union charges $1.50 per 
month for their consumer's report, they 
have no advertisements and they objec
tively evaluate all merchandise dis
cussed. Are you willing to make that 
step? 

At least 50 percent of the software and 
hardware advertised in your magazine 
is not as good as the advertisement 
promises. I have several items sitting in 
my shelf to prove 'this point, i.e., Easy 
Writer, DB Master, Data Factory, Apple 
Paddles, Broderbund Payroll Program, 
Videx eighty-column card, Charles Mann 
Payroll and Accounts Payable pro
grams. 

I have several good programs as well 
. . . including VisiFile and VisiCalc. If the 
increase in the amount of advertising in 
your magazine still does not pay your ex
penses, I would think you need to reeval
uate your advertising charges. If, on the 
other hand, the reason for this move is a 
matter of supply and demand ... there is 
no question that there is a great demand 
for your magazine . . . then please be 
honest with the public. 
Darrell H. Hunsaker, M.D., FACS, P.S., 
Yakima, WA 

The percentage of ads to editorial in 
Softalk has not increased; the circula
tion has skyrocketed. To charge the ad-
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vertisers accordingly would put ad prices 
out of reach of all but a handful of manu
facturers-not nearly enough to support 
even a thirty-two page book such as our 
premiere issue. The alternative would be 
to limit circulation. Will you take the re
sponsibility of telling half our sub
scribers and all new Apple owners that 
they can't get Softalk at all because Dar
rell Hunsaker wants his free? 

To test the products of every adver
tiser would entail-among many other 
practical problems-a separate staff that 
did nothing else-driving our cost and 
yours skyhigh. Refer to Marketalk Re
views for our opinions. Incidentally, 
Videx and Charles Mann have never ad
vertised in Softalk; nor has Apple adver
tised its paddles. 

As to other reasons, and your impli
cation that (horrors!) we might be will
ing to take a profit, we do indeed look for
ward to such a day. The principals of Sof
talk have yet to take a full salary. 

A Generous Spirit 
I think Softalk is the best computer 
magazine currently being published, 
and, although I'm sorry to see you end 
your free distribution policy, I will be 
glad to pay for it. You have had a phe· 
nomenal degree of success, going from a 
slim little magazine mostly in black-and· 
white to an enormous one full of color pie· 
tures, all in just a little over a year. 

I have a few comments to make 
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about letters in your letter column. As for 
Paul Wilson's contention that it is stupid 
to publish your programs in a magazine 
rather than market them, I disagree. It 
takes a lot of time, effort, and money to 
market a program. If you want to do all 
that, you have to feel a program is really 
marketable. All-text adventures, such as 
the ones described in the letter, probably 
do not have that much of a market now, 
due to competition from the many so
phisticated hi-res ones. To succeed, an 
all-text game needs to have a really novel 
twist. However, simple text adventures 
can still be very entertaining, both to 
play and to program. As a matter of fact, 
I have recently written two of them my
self. Since, as I said, they probably are 
not very marketable, I submitted them to 
Softdisk Magazette, which is "throwing 
them away" according to Mr. Wilson. I 
don't feel that, as writing the programs 
was a good exercise of my programming 
skill, and I hope they provide entertain
ment to the subscribers. As a subscriber, 
I hope other readers take the same pride 
in creating quality programs to submit; 
this makes the publication (in this case a 
magazine on diskette, but the same is 
true of print magazines including soft
ware) better for everyone. 

Adding my input to the ongoing ob· 
scenity controversy, if, as you state, 
more people have supported you for pub· 
lishing the so-called "obscene" ads than 
have denounced you, why have you only 

Fast interactive debugging 
of APPLESOFT™ programs 

SOFT-STEP™ - a new easy-to-use debugger for the expert and beginner 
alike. Some of its outstanding features: 

STEP-single-step thru your BASIC programs 
BREAK-set breakpoint at any line 
UST-list next line to be executed 
TRACE-trace all or only chosen lines 
EXAMINE-see the values of variables or memory 
DEFINE-change values of variables or memory 

Requires 32K APPLE (only 2. 7 kbytes long}. No modification to your source pro
gram needed. Fast Assembly language. $39.95. See your dealer today 

ACCU-SHAPES™ - the ultimate shape
building program. Shapes are constructed on the lo-res 
screen with simple keyboard commands to unparalleled 
accuracy. Save tables to disk. Add, delete, insert, edit, 
move, etc., at will. Construct on lo-res, view on hi-res. 
Fast 8K Assembly language. 48K APPLE required. 
$39.95. See your dealer today. 

APPLESOFf and APPLE are trademarks of Apple Computer 

LOOP-HOLE™ - a fast, 
fun, hi-res action game for two . 
You win by trapping your oppo
nent in your trail-if his bul
lets don't get you. Play with 
game paddles or keyboard com
mands. $29.95 

ACCENT 
Software 

3750 Wright Place 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 
(415) 856-6505 
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printed the letters of those who criticize 
your publishing of these ads? I think it 
would be fair to print letters from both 
sides. The letters you have published 
seem to show your readers to be of a puri
tanica l morality , rather than of the for· 
ward-thinking type that I would expect 
m ost com puter users to be. While the so
ca lled Moral Majority (really an im
moral m inority) is attempting to throw 
the countr y back one hundred years, 
throwing out the First Amendment in the 
process , I think publications such as 
yours should fight this. 
Daniel Tobias, Poughkeepsie, NY 

Thanks, Coach 
I have never written (or 'APPLE
WROTE' ) a letter to any editor or au
thor, but I was so enjoyably enlightened 
by your article "All About Applesoft" 
that I was truly compelled to write to 
thank you. 

I have had my Apple for about three 
months and I have been very successful 
in utilizing some of the software on the 
market . During these months I have 
spent many hours trying to work through 
the Apple manuals to learn also to pro
gram. Frustrated and confused I would 
resort to a favorite game program to un
wind. I decided that I must find some 
book or some person that would "break" 
my Apple into edible and understand
able bytes, so I visited my local comput-

Iii~ 
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er store and looked through every book 
on their shelves to find that one author 
who would talk to me in bits. I came 
home to find my second issue of So/talk in 
the mailbox. Wrongly, I thought to my
self, "Self, here is another 'over my head' 
computer magazine" when I spied (af
ter your new subscription policy) "All 
About Applesoft." Anxiously, I raced 
through all necessary duties, chores and 
amenities of the day and finally sat down 
to try to figure out the APPLETRUTH as 
told by Doug Carlston. I started getting 
excited as I read each sentence with un
derstanding and not frustration. Just to 
prove to myself that I did understand, I 
listed the first program without peeking 
(or is it poking?). I was so pleased that 
my APPLEMONSTER now hears and 
obeys its Master's voice, that I was com
pelled to tell you my story and thank you 
for beginning to teach me to talk to my 
new APPLEFRIEND. 

Please advise me if this article is part 
of a book you have written or must I keep 
bugging my mailperson each month to 
quickly deliver my So/talk. 

With your help, by the time my free 
subscription runs out, I'll be able to ap
preciate all of So/talk and will gladly buy 
a subscription! 

I think David summed it up best after 
learning how to slay Goliath when he said 
"Thanks, Coach!" 
Neil Wyenn, Saugus, CA 
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A Light Trip 
That four-page "ego trip" you allowed 
Christopher U. Light to indulge himself in 
his column Ventures with VisiCalc this 
month is uncalled for. 

You certainly must have some feel
ing for how much help such a column 
could be. 

Of course, I am interested in paying 
for my subscription to So/talk. The 
magazine is current, it addresses itself to 
my hardware, and I believe, overall, 
makes a contribution to my effort and un
derstanding. It goes without saying, how
ever, that articles of that nature certain
ly don't encourage me. 
Paul F. Swinford, Romeoville, IL 

Flying Horse Found 
We are the software developers of Peg
asus, the Apple Pascal database sys
tem. Last month's Open Discussion con
tained a letter asking our whereabouts. 
From phone calls and letters it appears 
that people have had a hard time locat
ing our address. Our address is Shakti 
Systems, Inc., Box 94M3, Schaumburg, 
IL 60195. For Pegasus ordering informa
tion, call James Powers, 609-589-5500. 
J. David Lehman, Schaumburg, IL 

Clones? 
I've been waiting awhile for an excuse to 
write a letter! In January '82 Open Dis· 
cussion you said, in response to a ques
tion, that one can never have two pro
grams with precisely the same name on 
the same disk. Unfortunately, this is not 
true. You can "rename" every file on a 
certain disk to have the same file name. 

On another subject, does anyone know 
of a way to enlarge hi-res screen print
outs on the Epson Mx-80FT? 

I think there should be a separate cat
egory of the bestseller lists for games. 

Anyhow, I want to congratulate So/
talk on keeping me up to date on every 
aspect of the Apple world. I am sure it is 
an arduous task. 
Ian M. Rose, White Plains, NY 

Family Game ln Demand 
Perhaps you can help me obtain a spe
cific program for my Apple. Some time 
back I purchased a copy of Warlords, 
produced by Speakeasy Software, 
Kemptville, Ontario, Canada. It was on 
tape, which fit my system at the time. 
My family and I liked it a lot, especially 
since it involved all four of us together. 
After a while the tape developed a glitch, 
and refused to load the second half of the 
program. I sent it back, along with an ex
planation, requesting a working tape. 
Since then I have called the phone num
ber listed in their literature, and written 
additional letters, all to no avail. I heard 
a rumor that Speakeasy is no more, also. 

What I want is to get a working copy 
of the game, so that I can put it onto a 
disk and make a few changes to improve 
it, and so on. The game was not sophisti· 
cated by current standards, but we liked 
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it . Can' you put me in touch with someone 
who can provide a copy? 
Jay Warner, Racine, WI 

Can You Justify Those Numbers? 
My Apple II Plus and I appreciate very 
much receiving your outstanding maga
zine. It's been a big help. 

As an old Fortran fan, I've come to 
appreciate the many excellent features 
of APPLESOFT a great deal-except for 
one: the difficulty in right-justifying col
umns of numbers, especially when trail
ing zeroes are needed. While there are so
lutions-and even an example program 
in the reference manual-they seem to 
be computationally inefficient. I've never 
completely solved the problem, but have 
come up with a useful algorithm for 
right-justifying data, to wit: 

10 BS=" ":REM - INITIALIZE BLANK MASK 
15 N = 15 :REM - INITIALIZE COLUMN WIDTH 
20 V = any expression :REM - COMPUTE 

NUMBER TO BE PRINTED 
25 FOR I= 1 TO 4 
30 PRINT RIGHTS (Bs+STRS( V )+" ", N); :REM 

- PRINT THE VALUE OF VIN A COLUMN N 
SPACES WIDE 

35 NEXT I 

The above will print V four times (for 
example, as the first row in four col
umns of numbers) in a relatively neat 
format, with each column precisely N 

• SOtIAL~ 
spaces wide including leading and trail
ing blanks. In this example, B$ supplies 
the leading blanks necessary to right-jus
tify the numbers, and+" "concatenates 
an additional blank to the end of the num
ber for positive spacing. While one must 
be sure that V won't require more than 
N-2 digits to use the algorithm-else sig
nificant digits will be lost-it's more con
venient than PRINT SPC(N-LEN(STR
$ (V))) ; STR$ (V) ; SPC (20) ; I hope it 
helps someone. 
Paul T. Burnett, Alamogordo, NM 

More on Crystal 
The letter from P . T. Carroll, Fort Story, 
Virginia, in the December 1981 issue of 
So/talk prompted me to write. Mr. Car
roll described the recurrent problems he 
has had with Lasar Wars from Crystal 
Software. I'd like to mention some simi
lar problems that I've had with another 
of their programs, Sands of Mars. Ap
parently, I purchased one of the first 
copies of Sands of Mars, because it con
tained over ten major errors, several of 
which were serious enough to require re
setting the computer and aborting the 
program. 

In May 1981, I began a long and frus
trating correspondence with John Bell, 
the president of Crystal computer. First, 
Mr. Bell acknowledged that there were 

Put your 
business forms 
on an Apple 11™ 
An innovative software system that speeds the processing and analysis of 
common business forms on a personal computer. VersaForm 
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Business Form Processor 
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Versions 

~ Applied 15985 Greenwood Rd. 
~'ifi Software Monte Sereno, California 95030 
~~II Technology (408) 395-1541 
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several bugs in the "original version" of 
Sands of Mars, and supplied me with a 
print-out of the corrections. He request
ed that the purchasers of the first copies 
inform him of any additional bugs and 
promised that they would be reimbursed 
$10 per original bug. I phoned Crystal 
that day and informed them of four bugs 
which I had discovered, but which were 
not mentioned in his corrections. I also 
sent a letter to Crystal that same day, de
tailing a total of nine new bugs and their 
corrections. A few days later, Mr. Bell's 
wife wrote, thanking me for my letter, 
and enclosing a new copy of the pro
gram. This new disk had not even been 
initialized and, of course, it would not 
boot on my Apple. I wrote again to Mr. 
Bell, informing him of this, and inquir
ing about the bugs and corrections that I 
had supplied. He sent me a third copy of 
Sands of Mars. It, too, had some of the 
same serious problems. Mr. Bell men
tioned he had not received my correc
tions. I finally wrote again and told him 
of my complete dissatisfaction with his 
product and company. 

If anyone else has had similar prob
lems with Crystal or other software ven
dors, please voice your opinions; we have 
no other practical recourse as yet. 
Michael Davis, Ph.D., Tucson, Arizona 

Listing Lapses 
I just received my first issue of So/talk, 
and I love it already! As a new Apple 
owner, I think it's better than having a 
second disk drive. 

However, I do agree with David Fell
man (I'm glad to see I agree with an
other Rochesterlan, too ! ) that you should 
publish listings in a form that would be a 
facsimile of the actual working pro
gram. Typesetting involves at least one 
human operation, and that opens the door 
for errors. Since the Apple , like all its 
brethren brains of copper and silicon, is 
very unforgiving when it comes to typos, 
typeset solutions can often cause more 
work than they save. 

A case in point: Richard Patton's pro
gram for converting hexldecimal num
bers is a very handy thing to have 
around. I have no great difficulty doing 
the conversion on a calculator that I keep 
on the desk within arm's reach ofthe Ap
ple, but, as I said before, humans make 
mistakes. And even an obvious error can 
hide itself for hours before you find it ... 
like the error in line lfiO of Dave's pro
gram. It should read: 

150 PRINT "AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER WAS 
DETECTED IN THE INPUT STRING. IT IS -
"MIDS(AS,N, 1 ): RESTORE: GOTO 30 

Another: Robert Leedom's sugges
tion to eliminate the glitch in Renumber 
is something every Green Apple should 
know about. But how does a Green Apple 
actually do it? I'll tell you how! He 
spends hours, hours he can ill afford 
sometimes, pouring over the manuals, 
researching areas of programming that 
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AIRSIMT: 1 
Flight Simulator 
:7f:: Close to th e ultimate :7f:: 

in airplane simulation for 
the Apple·i l computer. 

FLICKER -FREE 3-D SCENERY. 
BOSTON TO NEW YORK CITY. 

SIX LANDING FIELDS - HOME, 
2 TRAINING FIELDS. BOSTON. 
MARTHA'S VINEY ARD. AND NEW 
YORK. 

ACCUMULATE SCORES FOR 
SUCCESSFUL LANDINGS AT HOME 
OR TRAI NING FIELDS. 

REALISTIC DYNAMIC MODELING 
OF AIRCRAFT. 

AEROBATIC - LOOPS STALLS. 
ROI.LS. INVERTED FI.IGHT. 
IMMELMANN TURN. AND MORE. 

INSTRUMENT FLYING EQUIPMENT 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON. VOR'S AT 
4 FIELDS, GLIDE-SLOPE INDICATOR. 
HORIZONTAl.-SITUATION 
INDICATOR (HSI). RADAR. 
BALL-RANK INDI CATOR. 

OPTIONAL INSTRUMENT FLYING 
MODE - CLOUD CEILING 500 FEET. 

WRITTEN IN MACHINE LANGUAGE. 

FOR APPLE ll OR ll + WITH 48K RAM, 
1 DISK , APPLESOFT ROM OR 
EQUIV AI .ENT. 

VISA' 

$40.00 
for diskette 
and manual. 

Mass . residents add 5°/r, 
($2.00) sa les tax. 
Overseas shipping add 
$3.00. 

MIND SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 506 

Northampton, MA 01061 

(413) 586-6463 

"A ppl!- is ;i trade mark of Apph-! Compuln. Inc. 
At rs im is a trfl dPmark of Mind Syst P-ms Corporation 

are still over his head, before he dis
covers how to get past line 10010 of Re
number. I cannot understand why, if Ap
ple knew as far back as May 1980 that 
they had a glitch, they are still selling un
corrected programs, but I find it even 
more puzzling that you would publish the 
solution without giving us all of the solu
tion. 

I still think it's a great magazine ... 
and many thanks to Dave and Bob for 
their letters. 
Robert D. Curtin, Rochester, NY 

Talking to Apples 
I read J. Barry Smith's letter in the Jan
uary 1982 issue (page 13) and I'm not 
sure if he's pulling someone's leg by ask
ing about voice recognition units. The 
specifications he states are almost word
for-word the ones listed for two products 
that I know about. 

One is the Heuristics H2000 and the 
other is the Cognivox VI0-1003 by Voice
tek. Both cost between $250 and $300. Un
fortunately, I have been unable to view a 
demonstration of either unit. I suggest 
writing for specs and dealers: Heuris
tics, 1285 Hammerwood Avenue, Sunny
vale, CA 94086; Voicetek, Department B, 
Box 388, Goleta, CA 93116. 
Roy Trahan, Fullerton, CA 

Programmed Perplexity 
Just a line to let you know that the (Jan. 
'82) Poke 33, 33 instruction is just great. 
However the cursor drops two lines after 
the return. Is there any way to make the 
cursor go to the next program line? 

I need help in appending files and cor
recting a mistake when initially creating 
a file. I have an Apple II Plus, language 
card, and one disk drive. 

It would help if you would include 
more REM statement, analyze and dis
cuss the purpose of the various opera
tions and variables, and give a heading 
and goal of each program at the begin
ning of the listing. 
Jerome Roth, Brooklyn, NY 

Let's Put Apples In the PX 
This [letter] concerns the recent policy 
action by Apple Computer-that policy 
that eliminates mail order sales of Apple 
products. I . have been an Appl~ owner 
since mid-1979. Since then I've expanded 
my system to disk drives and Silentype 
printer, as well as other accessories. I 
felt very strongly about the Apple com
puter-and the company-and have 
heartily recommended it to other non
computer owners. 

No longer!!! Apple's policy of pro
hibiting Apple sales by mail is ludicrous. 
All of my hardware and most of my soft
ware has been obtained by mail order. 
Why? Because I, like thousands of 
others, am in the military and am sta
tioned overseas where the only method of 
obtaining Apple products is by mail. 

I am president of Manzana Panama, 
the Panama Apple Users Group. Over 90 
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percent of our membership is made up of 
military members, and all but one ob
tained their computers by mail order. By 
prohibiting mail order sales, Apple has 
effectively cut off all sales to overseas 
personnel who simply cannot "walk into 
a local store" to buy an Apple . Even if 
there is a dealer overseas, the military 
member must now pay local prices 
(which often include import taxes) that 
are well above list price. 

I understand one of the reasons for the 
curtailment was because of a lack of 
dealer service. Well there is a common 
concept when dealing with mail order 
firms-caveat emptor. We are well 
aware of the risk associated with mail or
der, but we are willing to undertake that 
risk! I would rather take a chance on ser
vice with the firm I ordered the comput
er from than not have a computer. Local 
word of mouth is very effective in deter
mining the best mail order firms-look at 
the success of Huntington. 

The net result is that I can no longer 
support Apple Computer Inc. nor Apple 
products. Those individuals who come to 
me asking me what computer to buy, I 
can now only refer them to the Atari, or 
IBM, or other computers that can be mail 
ordered easily. Additionally, all other pe
ripheral equipment I buy will be manu
factured by other companies (Lobo, Vis
ta, and so on). 

I realize these actions on my part will 
have little impact. But I cannot help but 
feel that the court actions I've read about 
by mail order firms, plus the detriment 
to public image, can only hurt Apple. I 
whole-heartedly urge Apple to recon
sider their decision. 
Montgomery A. Lee, Captain, USAF 

R-Oots of the Apple 
I read the letter "A Better Way To Trace 
Roots" in your January issue of So/talk in 
which a reader described his dilemma of 
trying to locate a good computerized ge
nealogy system. About 15 months ago a 
friend of mine expressed, very strongly, 
the same desire to me. After contacting 
numerous genealogy societies and re
searching available software I too was 
convinced of the need. 

In March of this year I am going to re
lease a genealogy package called "The 
Genealogi.st 's Right Hand". This sys
tem, like many others on the market, has 
the ability to generate the standard re
ports such as a family tree, pedigree 
chart, and sorted indexes of all the peo
ple in the system. This however is where 
the similarity ends. First of all there is no 
real limit to the number of people the sys
tem will manage, it will handle literally 
millions. Next you ask how much and 
what information can you collect about 
each person and I will answer this by say
ing basically anything and as much as 
you like. The question of how many chil
dren and by how many marriages is also 
answered by the word unlimited in both 
cases. 



THE APPLE SPELLER fills the void 
that has consistently kept the large 
variety of excellent word processing 
packages for the Apple II Computer 
from approaching the power of a 
dedicated work processor. Finally, 
the first professional quality spelling 
verification program is available for 
the Apple II. The Apple Speller will 
certainly be the standard against 
which all other similar programs are 
compared. 

The Apple Speller interfaces to the 
most popular Apple word processors, 
including Applewriter, Apple Pie, 
Executive Secretary, Letter Perfect, 
Magic Window, and Superscribe II, 
just to name a few. In fact, The Apple 
Speller can analyze the output of any 
editor that writes a standard Apple 
binary or text file to a diskette. In 
addition to this flexibility, the per
formance of The Apple Speller will 
astound the microcomputer world. 

The Apple Speller is supplied with 
a 30,000+ word dictionary on a 
single 5%'' diskette with additional 
space to easily add another 8,000 
words to suit your individual needs. 

The Apple Speller has built-in utilities 
to maintain the dictionary diskette. 
You can readily add words, delete 
words, and create an unlimited num
ber of modified and/or new diction
aries for specific application. 

The Apple Speller is unbelievably 
fast. The first pass reads your docu
ment and collects all the words it 
contains at a rate of 5,000 words 
per minute. Next, the words are 
compared to the dictionary for spell
ing errors at the incredible speed of 
50,000 words per minute. Finally, all 
misspelled words are marked as 
such in your document with a rate 
of 1,000 words per minute. This 
translates to proofreading a 10 page 
document in 1 minute if there are no 
spelling mistakes and 2 minutes, 15 
seconds for an unlimited number of 
spelling errors. 

Numerous options are provided 
throughout the program to enable 
you to completely control all activi
ties of The Apple Speller. These 
include the ability to ignore both 
control codes and formatting com
mands, an alphabetical listing of 

either mispelled words or all the 
words in your document along with 
usage frequencies, multiple options 
for the action taken with each 
misspelled word, and much, much 
more! A verification mode is pro
vided to allow you to examine and 
dispense with misspelled words 
while viewing them in the actual 
context in which they appeared in 
your file. 

The Apple Speller requires an 
Apple II/Apple II+ equipped with 48K, 
DOS 3.3, and 1 or 2 disk drives. Two 
disk drives are required to delete or 
add words to the dictionary. 

The Apple Speller is being intro
duced at the incredible price of 

$75.00_!_ 4Q 
~ 

Sensible Softwam 
6619 Perham Drive Dept . M . 

West Bloomfield , Michigan 48033 
(313) 399-8877 

Visa and Mastercard Welcome 
Please add $1 25 postage and 

handling Per diskette 
- . Please sp ecify program desrred 

APPLE 1s a registered trademark of APPLE Computer Company Reg1ste 1ed Tradema1k of DIGITAL RESEARCH CORP Reg istered Trademark ol MUSE SOFTWARE 
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The New AIO·D. 
Another winner from the folks who invented 

multi·function Apple interfaces. 
SSM is still ahead of the game 

when it comes to the Apple II'."M 
Choose from any of four operating 
modes. And you 're assured of flexi
bility at a price that spells big 
savings. 

Check out why SSM spells 
success: 

THE NEW SERIAL/PARAL
LEL AI0-11: this new full-function 
serial and parallel interface for the 
Apple II gives you true simulta
neous operation. It's totally trans
parent to the user; there's no soft
ware to write, and no need to 
modify your computer. Advanced 
design techniques overcome the 
need for " phantom" slot assign
ments and related software com
patibility concerns. 

The AI0-11™ appears to applica
tion software as either an Apple 
communications card or parallel 
printer card. You don't have to 
worry about special setup require
ments. Hassle-free, user-oriented 
AIO-II design permits easy selec
tion of four functions: serial modem, 
serial terminal/printer, parallel Cen
t ronics printer, and general-purpose 

parallel. On-board firmware provides 
all necessary drivers in a single 
package. Optional cables support 
Centronics-compatible printers and 
others. 

You can remain in the game, too, 
with either our Serial ASIO™ or 
Parallel APIO™ boards-if low 
cost, single function 's your style. 
Our ASIO connects your Apple to 
a modem with an optional terminal 
routine, or to a terminal/printer 
without modifying the cable. It 

The Transfol'mation People 

gives you standard RS-232 interface 
with complete handshaking. And 
selectable rates from 110 to 9600 
baud. The APIO parallel interface 
supports general-purpose 1/0 and 
all popular Centronics-compatible 
printers, including Epson, IDS, 
Okidata, Anadex, and others. 

All our game-winning boards are 
designed to make your Apple more 
productive. Optional software sup
port is available for AJ>ple Pascal 
and Microsoft CP/M'." 

Whether you 're an OEM or end 
user, we can deliver any quantity 
you specify. Fast. For the latest 
word on any of these interface 
boards, or our newly enhanced 
A488™ (the industry's highest per
formance IEEE-488 controller), see 
your local dealer, or call us today. 
SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc., 
2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA 
95131 , (408) 946-7400, Telex: 
171171, TWX: 910-338-2077. 

Apple and Apple II are trademarks of Apple 
Computer, Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital 
Research. AIO·II, ASIO, APIO and A488 are 
trademarks of SSM Microcomputer Products, 
Inc. 
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There is one last very important fa
cility I want to mention briefly and that is 
the dynamic report generator. This al
lows you to very easily and quickly de
sign very simple reports such as mailing 
labels for club meetings or Christmas 
cards all the way up to family reports 
showing any amount of detail about a 
person along with their father, mother, 
children, and wife or wives. 

There is much more but I think that 
this should give your readers interested 
in genealogy the general flavor of the 
sytem. 
George B. Wissing, Fairfield, OH 

My Kingdom for a Write-Protect Sticker 
Enclosed are copies of two letters I sent 
to On-Line and Muse that I believe may 
be of interest to readers of So/talk as well 
as other software authors. The letters de
scribe a problem I encountered when us
ing a Muse product with suggested solu
tions. These letters are self-explanatory 
so I won't repeat it all here. 

If you would publish two items, I be· 
lieve it would be a useful service to your 
readers: 

1. Publish a warning for users of Cas
tle Wolfenstein describing the reset wipe
out danger 

2. Publish the five listed suggestions 
in the Muse letter to emphasize some of 
the characteristics required of quality 
commercial software 

So/talk continues to be my favorite 
Apple periodical and I look forward each 
month to its arrival. I am one of its 
charter "subscribers" and will continue 
to subscribe with your recent change in 
policy. 
George Anderson, Scottsdale, AZ 

George Anderson's Letter to Muse 

I received your Castle Wolfenstein for 
Christmas and have thoroughly enjoyed 
it for three weeks, until yesterday. Un
fortunately, your software caused the 
wipe out of another of my valuable disks. 

The purpose of this letter is to explain 
how this happened so that you may con
sider precautions in your software and in
.structions to prevent this occurrence. Ac
cording to the Apple DOS manual, one 
procedure for booting my Apple Plus is: 
Place disk in drive, reset, PR#6, <CR>. 
After having finished playing Castle 
Wolfenstein-that is, the program halted 
with "you're caught" on the CRT, I pro
ceeded to boot another of my disks. Us
ing the above procedure, when reset was 
pressed, your software became unex
pectedly activated and began overwrit
ing (and wiping out) my program disk in 
a "save game" mode. Your instructions 
require escape to save a game, not re
set! Your instructions warn not to press 
reset while the disk drive is active. The 
drive was not active when I pressed re
set. 

My suggestions to you and your in
dustry to prevent such unhappy situa-
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program. 

5. Your software should always veri
fy the presence of the correct disk in the 
drive by first reading a "key record" be
fore writing. 

Having these types of features in your 
products is the difference between qual
ity commercial software and merely a 
hobby program. Although I am very un
happy about the loss you have caused 
me, I understand that your industry is 
still embryonic and you may not have the 
total resources needed to develop prod
uct quality assurance. However, I be
lieve that the future belongs to those com
panies that mature most rapidly in qual-

See your local dealer 
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tions are: 
1. Be specific in your instructions 

about required inputs and error-trap all 
illegal inputs . 

2. Place caution notes in both the 
CRT prompts and in your written in
structions if number 1 is not accom
plished. 

3. Always maintain the operating 
characteristics of the Apple as described 
in the Apple manuals, such as the ex
pected response to pressing reset. 

4. Always return the Apple to its resi
dent language at the end of a program in
stead of leaving it hung. Power cycling a 
computer is not a proper way to exit a 

{]] ©'" 

1589 Fraser Dr., Sunnyvale, Ca 94087 
Apple II and II+ Is a trademark of Apple Computer,lnc. 
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ity. I hope m y suggestions help keep you 
among the survivors. 

Anderson 's letter to On-Line repeats 
nrnclz of th e Muse letter; its purpose was 
to obtain ci replacement for the wiped-out 
disk, which was Threshold. 

Basic Solution a Month Later 
Per your request in the December issue 
of Softalk, I am taking the time to write 
and tell you that I really enjoyed your col
umn. In fact, I enjoyed it to such an ex
tent that I typed in the short program 
submitted by Brad Stone for a "Hello" 
program. Anything to make life easier 
and more tricky, right? Well, in this case, 
tricky it was, as I was not able to detect 
any typos with my inexperienced eye, 
something I was specifically looking for 
as my abilities as a programmer are 
limited. And we have all seen the correc
tions to programs that have been listed in 
magazines run in the next month's issue, 
right? 

Well, right at the end of the listing, on 
line 320, there is a lower-case b. Then 
right on line 1000 there is a symbol that I 
cannot find on my Apple keyboard. So I 
saved the program to disk until such time 
as I can fix it or read in your column next 
month how to do it. It is not all that bad, 
however, for in the process of trying to fix 
the program I learned some more about 
Basic and a couple of other items of in
terest about the Apple, so I consider the 
time well spent anyway. But just in case I 
can't fix it, you will print the corrections, 
right? 

I have, as you have undoubtedly gath
ered, an Apple, with two drives, a moni
tor, and a C.ITOH M-85 printer. I am sta
tioned in Tokyo, Japan, with the U.S. gov
ernment and was able to get the monitor 
and printer at really nice prices as they 
are manufactured here. The M-85 is the 
counterpart of the Epson MX-80. There is 
quite a lot of activity in the area, with 
both Japanese and Americans getting to
gether for talk and demonstrations, real
ly an exciting atmosphere. Some of the 
Japanese are really talented at hard
ware fabrication and machine language, 
a real joy for a neophyte like me to be 
around. 

By the way, Softalk, Softside, Nibble, 
and C.A.L.L. Apple seem to be the most 
popular English language magazines 
here, but the Japanese have a whole slew 
of publications with quite technical arti
cles. 

Well, this was just a short note to say 
"Keep up the good work," but as usual 
this is so much fun that I got carried 
away. 

Oh, the types of programs that I like 
are the ones that make life easier, like 
the one in the December issue. 

Again, enjoyed your column and hope 
to see more programs like the above. But 
I think I will wait until the corrections 
come out next time, at least until I find 
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out more about programming. 
Brant Shockly, Camp Zama, Japan 

And a Little Babe Shall Lead Them 
I challenge you to publish the attached 
letter. 

[The letter:] 
In glancing through the "letters to the 

editor" in your January 1982 issue, I no
ticed the usual assortment of complaints 
about "uncopiable" software; one per
son found his purchase (a diet program) 
so protected that it didn't even do the 
tasks that it was advertised to be able to 
do; another person bought a game that 
was subsequently discontinued by the 
company that made it. 

Then there were-and are-the 
countless others who didn't write to you 
to tell you that a "protected program" 
they bought couldn't be modified to suit 
the buyer's needs, couldn't be saved on 
eight-inch disks or other recording media 
that suit the buyer, couldn't be backed-up 
with a copy, etc., etc. 

I was amused to see that, predict
ably, you sided with your advertisers in 
seeing nothing wrong with such prac
tices; yet you condemned any sugges
tion that buyers of such software can do 
as they please with their purchase, be it 
removing the "protection" scheme, 
modifying the program, etc. 

How hypocritical! 
Consider the following arguments: 
1. It takes no more effort to write a 

good program than it takes to write a 
good book. Yet you won't see books sell
ing for up to $500 a copy. What a nerve it 
takes to sell a program for $100 to $500 
when one can buy books by mankind's 
best minds-Einstein, Russell, Freud, 
and others-for a few dollars. 

2. When I buy a program, I buy the in
structions that constitute that program; I 
do not buy the box that the program 
came in. I feel perfectly entitled to do as I 
please with my purchase except to make 
a profit from its author's work. I can 
break the code, modify it, give it to 
friends, eat it, burn it. Being prevented 
from so doing is simply unacceptable. 

3. How many kids do you know who 
can afford to buy many programs at $30 
to $500 a copy? These kids are tomor
row's technocrats. If I give them a copy, 
the software manufacturer is not losing a 
sale he wouldn't have made in the first 
place (because of the outrageously high 
prices he charges). 

4. The only reason why people don't 
bother to make tapes of music albums 
they buy and pass them to friends is be
cause the cost of the blank tape is only 
slightly below the cost of the original al
bum. Until software makers understand 
this simple truth, "bootlegged" software 
will outnumber original purchases by 
well over twenty to one. 

I suppose that you have to placate 
your advertisers by not condoning soft
ware trading. But you don't have to be 
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hypocritical and lose your personal re
spectability in the process. Just confine 
your editorializing to technical issues. 
Peter Hohenbrink, Age fifteen, 
Placentia, CA 

Enough of Buccaneers and Barons 
Having long watched the pirate manu
facturers controversy swirl in the pages 
of the computer magazines, I have con
cluded that both sides spend more time 
rationalizing than reasoning, and what I 
have to say will make little difference ei
ther way. From several minutes of dis
tracted study I have summarized the ma
jor points of both sides. First, for the pi
rates: 

1. Software is overpriced, and the 
only reason they steal software is the 
price. 

2. Software has to be backed up, and 
only by learning pirating techniques can 
it be done. 

3. Software manufacturers often 
make misleading claims about their 
product, and rather than paying a lot of 
money for software that turns out to be 
less than advertised, it is better to pirate 
it first. 

4. Software that is no longer avail
able cannot be had any other way. 

5. Numerous other excuses that can 
probably be gleaned from combining 1 
through 4 above or The Devil Made Me 
Do It. 

And now for the manufacturers' side. 
1. If their product is pirated, they'll 

go out of business. 
2. They spend a lot of money devel· 

oping software, and their prices reflect 
not only development but also materials, 
royalties, advertising, shipping, dis
tributor/dealer mark-up, and so on. 

3. They support updates on their soft
ware; so that the consumer who buys the 
original can have it updated inexpen
sively if there are flaws in it or if im
provements are made. 

4. It's unAmerican to steal and hurts 
their business. 

Such homilies as "There's truth to 
both sides" are banal, and, in my opin
ion, both sides are probably hypocritical. 
First, I don't care what software costs, if 
people can get it free, they'll probably 
take it. Since I have not met one single 
person-including software manufac
turers, dealers, distributors, and soft
ware authors-who does not have pi
rated software, I seriously doubt that 
anyone can cast stones. Secondly, manu
facturers do have various costs, but any 
businessman worth his salt doesn't fig· 
ure the minimum amount he can get for 
a product and sell it at that. He figures 
the maximum, and if he doesn't go too 
high, he'll get rich . Look at VisiCalc, for 
example-they got their development 
costs back a long time ago and they're 
making a bundle selling both old and new 
versions. However, as for manufac
turers supporting their software, with 
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Professional Statistical Analysis Packages. HSD 
ANOV A: 8 factors, any combination of between 
and within. HSD STATS: 3 I-tests, Chi-Square, 
frequency distribution, graphics, etc. HSD 
REGRESS: multiple regression, descriptive stats, 
graphics. HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS, 
9249 Reseda Blvd., Suite 107, Northridge CA 
91324. (213) 993-8536. 

SIGHT 'N SOUND 

Sound from stereo or cassette player is synchro
nized with light show of user's design on Hi-Res 
screen. Demos include kaleidoscope, EKG, and 
guitar player. 20 page manual. 48K & Applesoft 
req'd . No hardware modifications-$26. 95. 
Compugraphics Software, #6 White Plains Dr., 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 or call (314) 532-5377. 

LIBRARIAN-Filing and keyword retrieval sys
tem for books, articles, excerpts, etc. Produces 
automatic bibliographies. Initial data base 
included. $69. 95. 
CONTOUR MAPPING-High quality con
touring system for printer, plotter, or CRT. Data 
and grid transformations, trend surfaces, resid
uals. Data and file manager. 
GEOLOGICAL and GEOGRAPHICAL soft
ware for Apple and other system. 
GEOSYSTEMS, Inc., 802 E. Grand River, 
Williamston, MI 48895. (517) 655-3726. 
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VisiFile 
Hi Res #4&5 

Beer Run 

Home Accountant 
Trick Shot 

Arcade Machine 

Call or write for information about these spe
cials. 

Bytes & Pieces 

Box 525 Dept 3S 
East Setauket, NY 11733 

(516) 751-2535 

Ask for our free price list 603. 

NOVATION APPLE-CAT OWNERS 

SAVER is an integer program to do direct disk
modem-disk transfers, designed to work with 
IBM VM-370/CMS. All calls listed for BASIC 
use. 48K 3.3 DOS: $29.95. $1.00 shipping. 
Qandew, Box 1488, Highridge, MO 63049. 

Softalk's new classified advertising section offers 
a considerably less expensive way, than display 
advertising, to reach tens of thousands of Apple 
owners. 

Classified advertising space is available at the 
rate of $10 per line for the first ten lines, with 
a five line minimum. Each line over ten lines 
is $25 per line. Ad copy should be received no 
later than the 10th of the second month prior 
to the cover date of the issue you want the ad 
to appear. Payment must accompany ad copy. 

A MOST UNUSUAL CATALOG 

The Yankee Peddler offers over 1000 reasonably 
priced software and hardware items for you and 
your computer. We rep. all the majors: On Line, 
Datamost, Typrinter 221, Epson, OKI, Bud
geco, SOS, Beagle Bros., etc. Send for your free 
catalog today. YANKEE PEDDLER, 10347 
Kurt St., Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342. 

Save Z0-403 on all major 
Brands of micro-software 

90 day guarantee-when you're happy, we're 
happy! Gigantic inventory of old and new 
releases. Overnight shipment by UPS-no per 
item handling fee. We credit orders $1.00 when 
you call out of 213. Eligible for free VisiCalc 
if order within 60 days. 

Software Galore 

For free catalog/orders call 213-827-1851 
(8a-5p only). 
800-423-6326 

(Direct National) 

USERS GROUPS and CLUBS 

Send us the name of your club or group, the 
person to contact, your address and phone num
ber and we will give you 253 off the price of our 
programs. For an extra 53 discount, send us the 
names, addresses and phone numbers of all your 
members. Your total discount will be 303! It's 
an opportunity you shouldn't miss--write now 
to PEAR SOFTWARE, Dept. B, 407 Terrace, 
Ashland, OR 97520-See our ads in Softalk! 

Frustrated with complicated information sys
tems? F1LE WHIZ may better suit your needs. 
Send for free information or order today. 

$ 61, includes shipping. SOFIHOUSE, Dept. 
FWH, PO Box 6383, Rochester, MN 55903. 

ARCADER II allows an Atari joystick (not 
suplied) to simulate keyboard inputs, giving you 
true arcade-style action for your favorite key
board-controlled games. (Initially configured for 
A, Z, left-arrow, right-arrow, space-bar format). 
Auto-repeat function (works from keyboard also). 
Easy, plug-in installation. For REV. I and up 
Apple II. Only $39. 95 plus $1.50 shipping. In 
Ohio add 5V.3 tax. COMPUTECHNIQUES, 
P.O . Box 245, Fairfield, OH 45014. 

The publisher reserves the right to reject any 
advertising that he feels is not in keeping with 
the publication's standards. 

Heads will be set in I 0 point bold face, all 
capitals only. Italics are available for body text 
only; please underline the portions you would 
like italicized. 

The body text of the ad will hold roughly 53 
characters per line. Spaces between words are 
counted as one character. Heads will hold 
roughly 2 5 characters per line, with spaces 

PAYMENTS TRACKING SYS. $75. 

EOM & YTD records-taxes, etc. Ten Programs, 
eight major reports. Requires Apple II 48K two 
disks and printer. Send SASE (legal size) for 
sample to: Payments Tracking System, Box 
1984, Upland, CA 91786. 

PROTECJ'-0-DISK® 

Software protection with back-up for BASIC, 
PASCAL, and Assembly. New licensing agree
ment for publishers only. Diversified Software 
Research Inc., 5848 Crampton Ct., Rockford, 
IL 61111 (815) 877-1343 . 

CEEMAC 

The Visual Composition System 
(Language of Fire Organ) 
Vagabondo Enterprises 

$40 1300 E. Algonquin #3g 
Schaumburg, IL 60195 

Please tell your friends about this ad 

Start your own business part-time at home . Sell 
popular software. Write programs for royalties. 
No inventory required. Significant tax deduc
tions. No franchise fees. $10 gets you started. 
BABSOFT, 262 Metts, Elizabethtown, KY 42701. 
Free info. 

'IHE QUEST FOR THE HOLY GRAIL 

Graphics, exstensive interactive text, strategy and 
music! Search thru the forests and monasteries 
of merry old England and encounter dragons, 
killer rabbits, man-eating trees, black knights, 
wanton wenches, fair maidens, wizards, and 
others. Over 80K of listable and modifiable pro
grams! $24.95, req: 48K Apple, ROM Applesoft, 
DOS 3. 3, I Disk. Superior Software Inc., 4312 
Arizona Ave., Kenner, LA 70062. Source orders 
to TCY806. 

ADVENTURE SERIES 

Jack and the Beanstalk Adv. is offered free to 
introduce the series. Send a disk and $2 for pos
tage or send $6 (and no disk). DISK I contains 
The Three Pigs and The Wolf Adv. & The Thief 
of Baghdad Adv., while DISK 2 contains Robin 
Hood Adv. & Red Riding Hood Adv. Disk 1 and 
2 (48K Applesoft) sell for $24. 95 each. Each of 
these programs places you as a character in one 
of these classic stories. Contact: M.A. C. SOFT
WARE, P.O. Box 27, Chillicothe, OH 45601. 

between words counted as one character. Please 
indicate if you would like the head centered or 
run into the text. 

Please write or call for additional information. 

Softalk Classified Advertising 
11021 Magnolia Boulevard 
North Hollywood, California 91601 
Attention: David I Iunter 
213-980-5074 
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"low cost" updates-that's a joke. For 
example, one piece of software I bought 
with promises of updates for $7 charged 
$20 when the updates finally were made. 
However, one of the updates was on the 
orig!nal--0nly you couldn't get to it un
less you had a "broken" copy. (That's 
how I found it was there. ) 

If manufacturers came out with high 
quality, low cost, and well supported soft· 
ware, I doubt it would make a bit of dif· 
ference. Pirating would go on regardless. 
The fact that there ls a lot of junk and un
fulfilled promises does shore up the ex
cuses of the pirates, but, let's face it, as 
long as there are ways to copy software, 
everyone is going to end up with some hot 
programs. About the only bright spot in 
this (for the manufacturers) ls that I 
have only come across one person dumb 
enough to try to sell pirated material. He 
didn't get very far since no one was will
ing to pay him for what they could get 
free. 

So what's the point of this letter? Well, 
I'm tired of hearing bull from both 
sides-mainly in the form of lame ex
cuses. The pirates are trying to get some
thing for nothing, and the manufacturers 
are trying to get rich. Maybe they de
serve each other, who knows? But, 
please ... let's not hear any more of the 
false morality that has pervaded the 
whole issue. 
Bill Sanders, San Diego, CA 

Opening Apple's Mall-by Request 
The Northwestern University Apple 
Users' Group has today sent the en
closed letter to Apple Computer, asking 
that the ban on mall-order sales of Ap
ples be lifted. We hope you will publish 
our letter. 
Colin C. Graham, Evanston, IL 

The letter: 

Dear Mr. Markkula: 
I write in my capacity as chair and 

founder of the Northwestern University 
Apple Users' Group . This users' group 
consists of about one hundred people rep
resenting somewhat more than one hun· 
dred Apples. We are generally delighted 
with Apple products. But we, as a group 
and individually, deplore Apple Comput
er's recent implementation of a policy 
banning mall-order sales. We urge you to 
change that policy for the following rea
sons: 

1. For some Apple buyers, mall-or
der is quite appropriate; they are lo
cated so far from the nearest dealer that 
meaningful dealer support ls impossi
ble ; they are so knowledgeable that deal
er support is not necessary. 

2. The existence of the mall-order op
tion obliges local dealers to provide high 
quality service, since otherwise people 
will lea rn that the higher cost that they 
pa y for a locally purchased machine 
brings no commensurate benefit. The ex
istence of that option also provides a 

~' SO~TAL~ 
competitive stimulus to local dealers to 
keep their businesses efficient . The mall
order sales ban Is likely to lead to a de
grading of local dealer support. 

3. Apple's banning of mall-order 11ales 
ls in restraint of trade. I leave the legal 
aspects of that to lawyers. The ethical as
pect Is plain and does not enhance the 
reputation of Apple Computer as a com
pany that wishes to provide the best pos
sible computers at the lowest po11sible 
price commensurate with appropriate 
levels of customer support. 

4. To the extent that the ban on mail· 
order sales artificially raises the price of 
Apple hardware, other suppliers will be 
encouraged to produce competing, 
equivalent equipment. That has already 
begun with RAM cards and IB4-inch disk 
drives. I personally have mixed feelings 
about such developments; you should 
not. 

We urge Apple Computer to rescind 
its mail-order sales ban. Thank you for 
your Interest. 

Yours sincerely, 
Colin Graham 
Professor of Mathematics 
Chair, N.U. Apple Users' Group 

The Best Argument 
I want to echo the objections of Michael 
Daugherty, John Zimmer, and other Sof
talk readers to pornographic advertising 
in Softalk. But I object for different, and I 
think more Important, reasons. 

The problem ls not erotica In media, 
or toplessness, or even whether the kids 
will see a picture of a breast. The prob
lem Is not obscenity. Rather, the prob
lem Softalk needs to address Is sexism. 

Ads that present women as sexual ob
jects are sexist, and I object to them on 
that basis alone. They include On-Line's 
Softporn ad, to be sure, and Don Fudge's 
Hi-Res Secrets ad, and others. But I would 
add to the list Howard Software Ser
vices' ad for Creative Financing, which, 
despite the claim that it is "for the se
rious personal computer user," features 
a woman in a most unbusinesslike ki
mono letting her hair down, under the 
double-meaning headline, "Worth Wait
ing For." 

Women are not merely fixtures for 
the sexual enjoyment of men. They are 
people. Depleting them as sexual objects 
denies their personhood. Sexist ads help 
create and reinforce sexist attitudes. And 
Softalk cannot pretend neutrality: either 
you are for sexism-by your action of 
aiding and abetting it--0r you are against 
it. 

If making decisions about what ls sex
ist and what is not sexist seems inappro
priate to an advertising staff, consider 
this: would you run an ad depicting a 
black person in overalls eating a water- . 
melon? Would you run an ad that con
tained the words "nigger," "gook," or 
"spic"? Of course not. You know better 
than to print a racist ad. You should know 
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better than to run a sexist ad. 
This Is, after all, 1982. 

Don Doumakes, Iowa City, IA 

Dislocated Memory? 
I have several questions that I hope you 
or some reader might be able to answer. 

First, why did Apple choose to put the 
hi-res graphics memory where they did? 
Several times I have written program!! in 
Applesoft, only to find that the program 
is too long to use page 1 of high graphics, 
and, due to a large number of string vari
ables, I can't use page 2. I'm sure there ii! 
a way around this problem, but how can 
someone who is not a computer expert 
and does not want to spend money for ex
tras get around it? 

Second, in the March/ April 1980 Ap
ple Orchard, the internal entry point for 
xdraw was given to be $F6:SD. In the 
latest Softalk, it was given to be $F76F. 
There were several other differences 
also. First, which is right, and, 11econd, 
why doesn't someone give concrete ex
amples as to how to use these entry 
points? I have tried dozens of variations 
and have yet to get any results that are 
predictable. Won't someone please treat 
us as the dummies we are and give some 
extremely basic yet informative exam
ples to go by? 

Third, as chips with larger amounts of 
memory (such al! 64K chips) are devel
oped, does Apple have any plans to allow 
for finer graphics as some of the Japa
nese are doing? 

Finally, as more and more software is 
developed for the Apple, would it not be 
possible for Softalk to have a continuing 
evaluation of programs by readers to be 
published monthly rather than just the 
yearly voting? As you pointed out, your 
top thirty indicates what is being pur
chased, but it doesn't give feedback as to 
how good the program is. 
Richard Arnold, Hogansville, GA 

Earth, Wind, and Fire 
I found the review of Volcanoes very in
teresting, perhaps especially so because 
it may indicate something of what we can 
expect from Info World, etc. There are a 
few points that are not clearly stated, or 
may even be somewhat misleading to 
someone who has never played the game. 
From the top (as I used to say when I was 
directing plays) : (1) volcanoes are not 
"true" (or "false")-they are real or 
imaginary. (2) The initial budgets for 
players are in part a function of how 
many are playing the game; evidently, 
your reviewer had in mind only the two
player format when citing a budget of 
about $3~0,000. If players have smaller 
areas of responsibility, they have small
er budgets with which to do Investiga
tions. (3) If seismic surveys are done 
with one or two seismometers installed on 
the slopes of the Imaginary volcanoes, 
their costs are not significantly different 
from those of gas analyses. (4) Players 
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may not only exit a game, they may also 
re-enter any saved game. Perhaps that is 
implicit. 

Finally, (1>) we were amazed that no 
mention was made of the quality of the 
graphics. Perhaps your reviewer has 
only a limited "visual sense," and did not 
notice the exceptionally vivid depictions 
of volcanic eruptions, in several distinct 
artistic styles. (I can effuse about these 
images because, except for very minor 
contributions, I did not draw them. If, in 
analogy to books, I am the author of Vol
canoes, then my wife is the illustrator.) 

I expect that you have not had a 
chance to see these eruption images 
yourself. If you look at the March-April 
issue of Educational Computer, you will 
see a half-page ad in color, part of which 
depicts one of these images, shot direct
ly from the video monitor. 
Gordon G. Goles, Earthware, 
Eugene, OR 

Apple-Controlled Video Recorder? 
I recently saw an Atari 800 being used 
with a piece of educational software. Its 
unique feature was that it could, through 
program control, start and stop Its tape 
recorder. This feature has great poten
tial for educational programs. 

Is this possible with the Apple through 
hardware additions or modifications? 

Is there a way to control VCR equip
ment in the same manner? 

Softalk's a great magazine made even 
better by the addition of a column on 
hardware. Long overdue! 
Steven C. Helms, Bettendorf, IA 

Graft or Good Sense? 
I read Mr. Mazur's article on coproces
sor cards in the November issue with 
some interest since Southern Semicon
ductor also has a 6809-E card for the Ap
ple II which we have been shipping since 
mid-summer of 1981. Unlike the Mill, 
ours was introduced with little fanfare 
but with system software to make it im
mediately usable. An editor, assembler, 
and utility routines were included with 
the card. These programs are all written 
in 6809 assembler and will run with ei
ther Integer or Applesoft (or no) Basic. 
We are now also supplying a stand alone 
debugger which will interface directly 
with DOS and provide breakpoint and 
hardware trace capability. 

I have tried on several occasions to 
contact Mr. Al Tommervik about a pos
sible review of our product but he hasn't 
seen fit to return my calls. Seeing the ad 
for the Mill included with the article may 
explain that. Does Softalk do reviews of 
products before the manufacturer starts 
advertising in Softalk? If so who is the 
proper person to contact? 
David Ramsey, Norcross, GA 

A bit of thoughtful paging through Sof
talk would have precluded your question 
and suspicions about reviews and adver
tising. You would have found numerous 

products reviewed and featured in other 
articles that have never been advertised 
in this magazine. There is one secondary 
connection, however; companies that ad
vertise in Softalk are usually careful to 
send us samples of new products so that 
we can review them. 

You saw the Mill ad where it was be
cause that was the most appropriate pl.ace 
in the magazine for it. You will generally 
see business products advertised near 
the business columns and assemblers 
near Assembly Lines. We attempt to 
place all ads where they are most apt to 
be read by readers who'll be interested 
in them. Your product would be treated 
in exactly the same way whenever possi
ble. 

Down in the Dumps Again 
Mark Lavetter's improved version of Art 
Christopher's Screen Dump Program 
(January 1982, page 18) was a great help. 
I commend him for making the program 
faster and significantly shorter. When I 
tried to use the program in Diarmuid Mc
Carthy's Applesoft tutorial, though, I dis
covered that my Epson printer would not 
print inverse or flashing characters cor
rectly. After studying page 11> of the Ap
ple II Reference Manual, I added two 
statements that convert all characters to 
normal before printing. Of course the 
program is a little longer and slower, but 
it can now handle inverse and flashing 
characters with no trouble. Unfortunate
ly, the program can no longer fit on one 
line. It could fit on two lines, but I chose 
to use three lines for readability. 

l REM EPSON SCREEN DUMP 
2 REM BY MARK LAVETTER 
3 REM 11·5·81 
4 
5 REM BASED ON 
6 REM SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM 
7 REM BY ART CHRISTOPHER 
8 REM LETTER TO 
9 REM SOFTALK 11 / 81 P. 15 

10 
11 REM FURTHER MODIFICATION 
12 REM BY MARK C. WALWORTH 
l 3 REM l ·8·82 
14 

63997 PR #l , 
PRINT CHR$ (9) "SON" 

63998 FOR H = 0 TO 80 STEP 4Q, 
FOR I = H + 1024 TOH + 1920 STEP 
128, 

FOR J = I TO I + 39, 
A = PEEK (J), 
A = A + 64 * (A < 64) + 64 * 

(A< 128), 
A = A +"64 * (A < 160), 
PRINT CHR$ (A);• 
NEXT J 

63999 PRINT CHR$ (13);• 
NEXT h 

NEXT H, 
PR#O, 
RETURN 

If you are absolutely positive that the 
screens you dump will contain no flash
ing or Inverse characters, by all means 
take advantage of the extra speed of 
Mark Lavetter's version. I'm curious to 
see if there will be even more improve-
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ments of the Screen Dump Program ap
pearing in future Issues of Softalk. 
Mark C. Walworth, Riverside, CT 

Pascal and the Epson 
The following may be helpful re the prob
lem described by Jim Burke on pages 22 
and 23 of the January 1982 Softalk. 

There is a problem in interfacing re
cent Apple II Pluses and Epsons for Pas
cal programs and for programs that are 
Pascal-driven (whatever that may mean), 
like Personal Filing System. Some cards 
will just not work, and that Includes the 
Epson Apple Card and the Mountain 
Computer multifunction card. 

I resolved the problem by replacing 
my Epson Apple Card with the Grap
pler, which works fine. The Apple Cen
tronics and parallel cards may well 
work, as might the increasing number of 
parallel cards that advertise themselves 
as Pascal compatible. 

But It is a good Idea to take one's pro
grams to a dealer that has an Apple 
hooked up to an Epson to see if the con
nection really works . Dealers tend thus 
far to say that they are unaware of the 
problem, but there are people at both Ap· 
pie and Epson who are aware of It, and it 
is real. 
John M. Allswang, Los Angeles, CA 

In response to the request of Jim Burke 
and the Epson Parallel Card and Apple 
Pascal 1.1; the following program set up 
works fine on my system: 

PROGRAM TESTPRINT; 
VAR PRINT,TEXT; 
BEGIN 

REWRITE(PRINT,'PRINTER,') (* THIS INITIATES 
THE FILE TO THE PRINTER.*); 

WRITELN(PRINT,'THIS LINE SHOULD GO TO 
THE PRINTER'); 

CLOSE(PRINT) (*THIS CLOSES AND CLEARS THE 
FILE.*); 

END. 
This is the setup I received from Ap

ple after I had trouble getting my printer 
to work. They have a tech hotline in 
Texas that will answer most any ques
tion you can come up with about any lan
guage that runs on the Apple II. The tele
phone number is (214) 245-0228. You will 
get a recording most of the time asking 
the nature of the problem, language, and 
a phone number where you can be 
reached. They will then get your answer 
all ready and call you back within three 
working days, thus saving you long dis
tance charges. Most of the time your an
swer comes within three or four hours. I 
hope this answer Is able to help pull you 
out of your problem. 
Edwin F. Christian, Saint Peters, MO 

Review from the Top 
Your "Hit Parade," the top thirty, is 
great . How about including next to the 
descriptions a notation as to when you re
viewed each entry? Readers could go 
right to the review if they have any ques
tions. 
Bill Black, San Jose, CA JI 
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Outlaugh LafferS curve. 

Get a sponsored 
SOFTALK 
subscription. 

It's now possible for you to personally fight inflation by getting a 
25% reduction on the price of your Softalk subscription. 

The $6 reduction you'll achieve won't exactly make an impact on 
Latter's curve or ensure the success of Reaganomics, but it might 
provide a headstart toward the purchase of your next peripheral or 
piece of software. 

A list of companies currently sponsoring subscribers for Softalk 
appears below. They generally fall into two categories: companies 
that make products and companies that sell products to the end 
user. 

Either type of company can sponsor your subscription. If you 
buy a product from one of the manufacturers listed below, they'll 
sponsor your subscription at the lower rate, but only if you return 
your product warranty card to them. 

If you regularly trade with one of the retailers listed below, they'll 
be happy to vouchsafe for your Apple ownership and sponsor your 
subscription. 

In addition, the membership of any Apple user group can be
come eligible en masse. 

You can tell if you're already sponsored by looking at the mail
ing label on this magazine. If the first two lines say "Compliments of 
XYZ Company" or some similar statement, then you already are eli
gible for the lower rate. 

Dealers, software producers, and peripheral manufacturers: Your cus
tomers can receive Softalk at the lower rate by participating in this program. 
User groups: Your entire membership can be eligible for the lower rates. Call 
Bob Mann for details. 

The list: 

Retailers: 

Computerland, Ithaca, NY 
Computerland, Peoria, IL 
Computers Unlimited, Towson, MD 
Personal Computer Services, Poughkeepsie, NY 
Computerland, Overland Park, KS 
Computer Nook, Pine Brook, NJ 
Data Domain, Schaumburg, IL 
CPU Inc., Montgomery, AL 
Computer Shop, San Antonio, TX 
Computerware, Encinitas, CA 
Computerland, Eau Claire, WI 
Pineapple Computers, Honolulu, HI 
Baker Computing, Huntington Beach, CA 
Custom Computer Corp., Medford,' OR 
Computer Systems Unlimited, Redding, CA 
Computer Port, Arlington, TX 
Software Store, Huntington Beach, CA 
Computerland, Grand Forks, ND 
Systems Technology, Walnut Creek, CA 
Computerware, Modesto, CA 
Syscon Computers, Northport, AL 
Computer Store, Billings, MT 
Compushop, Dallas, TX 
Bite-soft, Burbank, CA 
Computer Shack, Pueblo, CO 
Computer 'N Things, Austin, TX 
SEB Computers, Jacksonville, FL 
Computer Corner, White Plains, NY 
Computerland, Madison, WI 
Computerworks, Westport, CT 
Computer Source, Pittsfield, MA 
Micro Co-op, West Chicago, IL 
Computermart, East Lansing, Ml 
Northwest Systems Services, Aloha, OR 
Computerland, Fort Wayne, IN 
Computerland, Boca Raton, FL 
Columbus Computer Centers, Columbus, GA 
Zim Computers Inc., Brooklyn Center, MN 
Amercomp Inc., Venice, FL 
The Computer Place, Kalispell, Ml 
Computers Etc., Annapolis, MD 
The Computer People, Lafayette , LA 
Grice Electronics, several Florida locations 

The list of manufacturers, OEM suppliers, and Apple user groups: 

Southwestern Data Systems, Santee, CA 
Adam and Eve Users Group, Madison, WI 
Softsel, Inglewood , CA 
On-Line Systems, Coarsegold, CA 
Penguin Software, West Chicago, IL 
The Carlton Agency Company, St. Louis, MO 
Crane Software Inc., Huntington Beach, CA 
Rainbow Computing Inc., Northridge, CA 
Simi Valley Apple Users Group, Simi Valley, CA 
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TASC: The Applesofi Compiler. 
It turns your Apple into 

a power tool. 
Step up to speed. TASC, the Applesoft Compiler, 
converts a standard Applesoft BASIC program 
into super-fast machine code. By 
increasing program execution speed 
up to 20 times, Microsoft gives 
you a power tool for Applesoft 
BASIC programming. 
Highest capacity available. 
TASC will compile and run 
larger programs than any 
other Applesoft Compiler. As a 
disk-based system, it doesn't 
require the simultaneous pres
ence of compiler and program 
in memory. The memory you save 
allows you to compile significantly 
bigger programs. 
Power without bulk. Code expansion of up to 100% 
severely restricts other compilers. TASC's special 
code compression schemes typically limit code 
expansion to only 25%. You'll really appreciate that 
with complex programs or programs that utilize 
Apple's hi-res graphic pages. 
More BASIC power. TASC's powerful new 
commands increase Applesoft BASIC programming 
capability. Chain with COM MON allows compiled 
programs to share variables, so a main menu 
' Applesoft 1s a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 

~;, supports several programs in a 
~ ~~ single runtime environment. "'~ ~, ,._ TASC's True Integer Arithmetic 

..;;:.-.· and Integer FOR ... NEXT 
capabilities maximize the execu

tion speed of compiled programs. 
TASC's near total compatibility 

with Applesoft speeds compil
ation of existing programs 

with little or no modification. 
What about mistakes? You 
perfect your programs inter

actively with Applesoft. If some
thing does slip by, TASC recovers 

from errors discovered 1n compilation 
and traps all runtime errors. It even permits 

graceful interruptions during compilation. 
See for yourself. Ask for a demonstration of 
TASC at your Microsoft dealer. Discover the software 
package that turns your Apple into a power tool. 

A D1v1s1on of Microsoft Inc 
10700 Northup Way • Bellevue, WA 98004 
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9Y CRAIG \TIN\ON 
Our VisiCalc application this month will address itself to 

the care and feeding of your local-and national-taxman. Or, 
rather, to 'the reduction of hassle attendant thereto. 

We could conceivably apply VisiCalc to the task of comput
ing federal income taxes, but it would be tough to come up with 
a single model that could accommodate the wide variety of in
dividual needs. Instead, we'll tackle the taxman in his recur
rent-should we say chronic-manifestation; we'll build a 
model to calculate withholding taxes and other payroll de
ductions. 

This model is in some ways the opposite of what we did last 
month. Then, you may recall, we used VisiCalc to create a ta
ble of numbers representing the future value of an investment 
at various points in time, given various assumptions. This time 
we're going to use VisiCalc's @LOOKUP function to extract in
formation from a previously input table of values and re
lationships. 

The lookup function is ideal for a lot of situations where you 
want VisiCalc to select some number from a table and use it in 
a calculation. Which number the program selects will depend 
on some other criterion, which is input by the user. 

Figure 1 illustrates a tiny lookup table, representing a fre
quency discount scheme for a certain size of magazine ad. BlO 
holds the price for a single insertion; Bll is the price per inser
tion for a three-month contract, and B12 is the price per month 
for six or more months. To extract a value from this table, 
you'll need two VisiCalc cells. The first will hold the search cri
terion, the second the result. 

For example, if you put the value 3 at Al3, then the formula 
@LOOKUP(Al3,A10 ... A12) will return the value MO. The 
function gets or calculates the search criterion at Al3, finds it 
in the table range Alo ... A12, and returns the value to the 
right of the appropriate position in the lookup table. If the ta
ble is arranged in rows, the function finds the search criterion 
in the upper row and returns a value from the lower. 

If the table does not include the search criterion, the func
tion returns the value opposite the next lower entry in the 
source range. In other words, putting a 4 at Al3 would still 
cause the formula @LOOKUP(A13,Al0 ... A12) to return the 
value MO. 

Tax computations, however, are based on many different 
variables, and there are few linear relationships with which 
the behavior of one variable may be tied to another. So our 
payroll deduction calculator is going to have lots of lookup ta
bles, and we'll need to find some way to choose a single end 
result from a multiplicity of plausible ones. 

Tax computations are based on many different variables, 
and there are few linear relationships with which the behavior 
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of one variable may be tied to another. So our payroll deduc
tion calculator is going to have lots of lookup tables, and we'll 
need to come up with some way to choose a single end result 
from a multiplicity of plausible ones. 

Our worksheet, like many a good program, will have an 
area for input, an area where some processing will take place, 
and an area for output. We'll need to pay some attention to the 
spatial arrangement, so that these three functions-input, proc
essing, and output-occur in the proper time sequence. In 
general, the output should appear to the right of anything else 
on the screen if your sheet is set to calculate in columns, and 
below everything else if you're calculating by rows. If you're 
going by columns-VisiCalc's default arrangement-your 
lookup tables ought to be columnar as well. 

It's nice to have input and output areas visible at the same 
time, so that you don't have to go traipsing all over the sheet 
whenever you want to see the results of a change in input pa
rameters. Since we're going to need a large area for process· 
ing, the way we'll bring input and output both into view is with 
a vertical window. The final result of our labors will look like 
figure 2; notice that all the processing areas are neatly tucked 
away off screen. 

This sheet is set up to calculate withholding for federal in
come tax, social security, California state income tax, and 
California state disability tax. The first two items on that list 
will be relevant to most people reading this article. For state 
and any other taxes you'll need to put in whatever information 
pertains to your locality. The methods used on this worksheet 
should be applicable most places in this country. 

On the left side of the sheet you'll find the four independent 
variables: marital status, number of dependents claimed, pay 
period, and gross pay per period. The third item under mari
tal status, unmarried head of household, is a special category 
meaningful to the California state income tax collector. 

Under pay period we've included only three categories. 
Others are obviously possible; the federal tax tables acknowl
edge eight: weekly, biweekly, semimonthly, monthly, quar
terly, semiannual, annual, and daily or miscellaneous. The 
problem with allowing for all of these options on your work
sheet is that you'll run out of memory. Besides, it's almost cer
tainly a lot of unnecessary work. Use whatever data applies to 
your situation; we've included three periods for illustrative 
purposes. 

The sheet as we have it here, by the way, uses 17K of memo
ry. On a 48K Apple using VisiCalc 3.3, that leaves lK for any 
additions. In a typical company application, however, where 
everyone's pay period is the same, you could eliminate one in
dependent variable and save quite a bit of memory. That 
would allow for the inclusion of other kinds of deductions, like 
voluntary contributions or automatic savings deposits. 

On a clear worksheet, run your cursor over to Jl, then move 
it back one column so it sits on I1 and Jl still shows on the 
screen. Now type /WV to establish the vertical window. 

There are some things to note as you do this . VisiCalc pre
serves the default column width of nine on the left side of the 
sheet but narrows the columns on the right to eight. When you 
type in the window command with one column to the right of 
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1 

2 
UNMDHDHSLD = 3 

> 

NO. OF DEDUCTIONS: 

> 1 

o AY PERIOD: 

WEEKLY 

BIWEEKLY 2 

SEMIMONTHLY 3 

> 

• ROSS PAY: 

> 300.0 

Figure 2. 

the cursor, the program assumes that you want to see two col
umns displayed in the right window at all times, and it just 
makes whatever adjustments it needs on the right side to fit 
the new set of row numbers on the screen. The program al
ways tries to use all forty columns on the Apple display. Each 
set of row numbers takes up three columns, and the rest of the 
available space gets distributed as equitably as possible, with 
the specifications requested (or accepted by default) for the 
left window taking precedence over those requested for the 
right. 

The column widths can be modified, of course, and in a 
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vertical-window model you can specify one width for one side 
and a different one for the other; that's the only situation 
where VisiCalc, in its present revision, permits differing col
umn widths. 

Now that you have your windows set up, you can type in the 
material shown in figure 2. The semicolon key will take you 
back and forth from one window to the other. 

On the input side, you'll probably want to put in a /F$ at B17 
for the sake of neatness. Likewise, on the output or results side, 
cells J2, J5, J8, JU, J14, and Jl 7 should be given the dollar for· 
mat. As for the formulas for those locations, J2 is clearly+ Bl 7, 
and J17-the bottom line on this chart-can be entered as +J2-
J5-J8-Jll-Jl4. 

The formula at J8 can be entered as simply +J2*.07. Social 
security is the simplest tax to calculate because it's a straight 
percentage-currently 7 percent-of gross wages. The only 
time you'il need to change this formula is when the govern
ment increases the rate. 

The California State Disability payment is, likeWise, a sim
ple percentage taken off the top. That tithe now stands at 0.6 
percent. There is one complicating factor here, however. The 
state only takes a maximum of $136 dollars a year, regardless 
of how much you make . To cover the possibility that an em
ployee had already met his state disability obligation for the 
year, we can use one of VisiCalc 3.3's conditional functions. 

Start by entering the label PERIOD#> at A20. At B20 you'll 
need to add another independent variable representing the 
number of the current pay period. If your paycheck is semi
monthly, this will be the number of the month times two, plus 
one if you're in the middle of the month-and so on. 

At Cl, enter the formula +Bl7*B20*.008. This will return the 
amount of money paid to the state disability fund up to and in
cluding the current pay period, assuming that the gross pay for 
the current period is an amount close to the average pay per 
period recorded by this employee this year. 

At C2 enter @IF(Cl>l36,0,.008). The @IF function has 
three fields. The first is an expression yielding a Boolean re
sult-true or false . If the result of that expression is true, the 
@IF function returns the value of the second field-whether 
that value be a constant or a formula. If the result of the first 
field is false, the function returns the value contained in the 
third field. 

In this case, the program checks to see if the amount con
tributed to the state disability fund exceeds the maximum re
quired. If it does, then C2 will hold the value 0; if not, it will hold 
.008. The final step, of course, is to enter the formula +J2*C2 at 
location Jl4. 

Now we've got two of our four deductions figured. The last 
two-the federal and state income taxes-are going to take a 
little more work. 

The first step in calculating the amount to be withheld from 
an employee's pay for the federal income tax is to deduct acer
tain amount from the gross pay; this amount, which is depen
dent on both the number of deductions claimed by the em
ployee and on the pay period, is exempt from taxation. 

To figure the exemption, we'll put a small lookup table at 
A22 to A24 and B22 to B24. The three values in column A will 
represent the three pay-period options that our sheet will al
low. The corresponding figures in column B represent the 
exemption, per claimed deduction, for each of these pay peri
ods. The table should look like this: 

22 
23 
24 

A 
1 
2 
3 

B 
19.23 
38.46 
41.66 

So, for example, if an employee claims three deductions 
and is paid weekly, the amount of his paycheck that's exempt 
from withholding is found by multiplying $19.23 by three. 

In order to calculate the amount of money subject 
to withholding, enter the following formula at B30: 
+Bl7-(B8*@LOOKUP(Bl4,A22 ... A24)). Bl7 holds the gross 
pay and B8 the number of deductions claimed. The lookup 
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WEEKLY Payroll Period 
(a) SINGLE person-including head of household: 

If the amount 
of wages is: 

The amount of income tax 
to be withheld shall be: 

Not over $27 . .. .... 0 

Over-
$27 
$63 
$131 
$196 
$273 
$331 
$433. 

But not over-
-$63 ..... 15% 
-$131 .... . $5.40 plus 18% 
-$196 .... $17.64 plus 21 % 
-$273 .... $31.29 plus 26% 
-$331 .... $51.31 plus 30% 
-$433 .... $68.71 plus 34% 

............ $103.39 plus 39% 

ot excess over-
-$27 
-$63 
-$131 
-$196 
-$273 
-$331 
-$433 

(b) MARRIED person-

It the amount 
of wages is: 

The amount of income tax 
to be withheld shall be: 

Not over $46 .0 

Over- But not over- ot excess over-
$46 -$127 .... 15% -$46 
$127 -$210 .... $12.15 plus 18% -$127 
$210 -$288 . ... $27.09 plus 21 % -$210 
$288 -$369 .... $43.47 plus 24% -$288 
$369 -$454 . ... $62.91 plus 28% -$369 
$454 -$556 . .. . $86.71 plus 32% -$454 
$556.. . . ...... . $119.35 plus 37% -$556 

Figure 3. 

function selects an exemption allowance dependent on loca
tion B14, which represents the appropriate pay period. 

You can dress this table up a bit by adding the values 0 and 
4 at A21 and A25, respectively, and @ERROR in both the cor
responding positions of column B. Then edit the formula at B30 
to make the lookup table extend from A21 to A25. This will 
catch any out-of-bounds data entered at B14. If someone en
ters a pay-period code of 5, for example, the value ERROR will 
show up at B30 and, when we're done, at J5 and J16 in the out
put section of this worksheet. 

The data for this lookup table, as well as all the other data 
pertaining to federal income and social security taxes, comes 
from the IRS's Circular E (Publication 15). To determine the 
amount of tax to take out of our employee's paycheck, we need 
to consult the tables on pages 16 and 17 of Circular E. One of 
those tables, the one that covers withholding from weekly pay, 
is reproduced in figure 3. 

The IRS table shows that for each of seven income 
brackets, the tax consists of a specified base amount, plus a 
specified percentage of the taxable income in excess of the 
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bracket cutoff point. For example, if our employee is single, 
claims one deduction, and grosses $300 a week, we calculate 
his tax as follows: first we observe, by means of the lookup ta
ble we established earlier, that his taxable pay with one de
duction is actually $280.77. Then we locate him on the fifth tier 
of the IRS's table and see that his tax will be $51.31 plus 30 per
cent of the difference between $280.77 and $273. 

We can get Vi8iCalc to do the figuring for us by entering the 
four columns of numbers shown in figure 4. You'll find it con
venient to kill the window setup- by typing /WI-before en
tering the data. You can always reinstate the window later on. 

The four columns of numbers represent, respectively, the 
following information: the cutoff points that determine the em
ployee's tax bracket, the base tax for that bracket, the per
centage that must be taken of the amount in excess of the 
bracket cutoff point, and the cutoff point again. The first and 
fourth columns may initially appear to be redundant, but there 
are a couple of reasons why they both need to be there. 

First of all, these four columns will be used as three over
lapping lookup tables. That is, we're first going to look at col
umn A, the bracket boundaries, and pick out the appropriate 
base tax in column B. Then we'll use that base tax value as a 
search criterion for a lookup table made up of columns B and 
C. The result of that operation will give us the proper percent 
figure to be applied to the amount in excess of the bracket cut
off. But the appropriate cutoff figure itself has to be pulled out 
of a lookup table based upon the various percentages. Since the 
two columns of a lookup table have to be adjacent to each 
other, we need to repeat column A as column D. 

There's an important difference between column A and col
umn D, however. We've added a penny to the values in A, to 
cover the possibility of an employee landing exactly on the cut
off line. The IRS table says that an employee so situated on the 
cuff between two brackets is entitled to remain in the lower of 
the two. Putting that extra penny onto the figures in column A 
allows for the eventuality. 

One more note about this set of lookup tables. The values at 
B33 and B34 are both shown as zeros, but they're not identical. 

0 0 0 0 

27.01 0 .15 27 

63.01 5.4 .18 63 
131.01 17.64 .21 131 

196.01 31.29 .26 196 

273.01 51.31 .3 273 

331.01 68.71 .34 331 

433.01 103.39 .39 433 

51.31 

.3 
53.64 

Figure 4. 
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All the values on the left side of a columnar lookup table have 
to be unique and arranged in ascending order. So B34 actually 
holds .001 rounded to zero by means of a /Fl. When @LOOKUP 
selects a percentage figure from column C, it will recognize the 
difference between B33 and B34. The base tax value actually 
held in B34 is a mil higher than it ought to be, but since all our 
final calculations will be rounded off by /F$, the error will have 
no effect. 

Having exact zeros at both B33 and B34 could lead to some 
aberrant results. For example, if a single person claiming one 
deduction earned gross pay of $25 per week, his tax ought to be 
a base amount of zero, plus zero percent of the excess over 
nothing. But our lookup operation that selects the percentage 
amount would overlook the first zero in column Band arrive at 
the figure of .H>; the error would be propagated into the next 
operation, so that 15 percent would be applied to the excess 
over $27-a negative amount. Our employee might not mind; 
he'd be owed $3.18 by the government. But it would be hard to 
explain that to the authorities. 

Below the overlapping lookup tables shown in figure 4 we 
have three formulas that calculate the base tax, percentage, 
and total tax to be withheld-for the single person drawing a 
weekly paycheck. Those formulas are as follows: 

At B42 we can calculate the base tax with 
@LOOKUP(B30,A33 ... A40). B30, you may remember, holds 
the amount of wage subject to withholding-calculated from 
the nu~p,er of deductions claimed and the pay period. 

B43 figures the proper percent multiplier by @LOOK
UP (B42,B33 ... B40). B42 is the value we just calculated; note 
once again that these calculations have to be performed in the 
proper time sequence. 

The formula by which the tax is computed, at B43, looks 
like this: +B42+ (B43*(B30-@LOOKUP(B43,C33 .. . C40))) . B42 
is the base tax, B43 the percent multiplier, B30 the total sub
ject to taxation, and the last term-generated by the lookup 
function-is the cutoff point of the tax bracket. 

This result, of course, is valid only for the single person 
drawing a weekly check. The remainder of our chore in set
ting up for the federal withholding consists of entering more 
lookup tables for all the bases we wish to cover. Since married 
people get their own tables, separate from and mathematical
ly unrelated to single people's, if we want to cover three pay 
periods we'll need a total of six table sets. 

We leave the rest of the data entry to you. Note, however, 
that within a given marital status category-single or mar
ried-the percentage figures are the same for all pay periods. 
Only the base tax amounts and the bracket boundaries change. 
So you can replicate the numbers from the tables you've al
ready entered to other parts of the worksheet. 

Also, the three formulas at B42 to B44 can be replicated for 
each set of tables. All the cell locations in these formulas 
should be replicated relative, except for B30, which represents 
the total wage subject to taxation. This one bas to be repli
cated no change. 

After you've finished putting in the data to cover all the op
tions you need, you'll have a VisiCalc model that computes a 
number of different tax-due figures for a given amount of tax
able income. You still need a way to use the pay period and 
marital status data entered at the top of the model, in B14 and 
B5, respectively, as criteria for determining which tax-due fig
ure should be carried over to the righthand window, to the out
put section of the worksheet. The simplest way we found to do 
this is to use yet another lookup table. 

In our worksheet the two remaining independent vari
ables-marital status and pay period-can be configured a to
tal of six different ways. That is, we have data for three pay 
periods-weekly, biweekly, and semimonthly-each of which 
is broken down into a section for married folks and a section 
for nonmarried folks. If we can combine the two variables into 
a single variable with a domain of six possible values, then we 
can use that variable as the search criterion for one last look
up table that will carry the appropriate tax figure to the other 
side of the screen. 

ODE: 11 

10 ERROR 

11 53.64 

12 39.04 

13 37.55 

14 ERROR 

21 41.95 

22 29.12 

23 27.29 

24 ERROR 

Figure 5. 

The way to make that combination is to m ultiply the mari
tal status value, at B5, by 10 and add it to the pay period value, 
at B14 . This will produce a two-digit code that can hold six dif
ferent values-11, 12, 13, 21, 22, or 23. So the bottom of our fed
eral tax processing area looks like figure 5. 

The code at B116 is derived from the formula 
+ B14+ (10*B5) and is used as the selection criterion for the 
lookup table below it. The values in the right side of that table 
are simply pulled from the appropriate cells at higher eleva
tions on the worksheet. The error results at 10, 14, and 24 are 
provided to forestall input screwups. 

Last , but by no means least, at J5, in the right-hand 
window, we have the lookup formula that selects the appro
priate entry in this ultimate table : @LOOKUP (Bl16 ,All 7 .. . .A120) . 

Actually that's not the end of the problem, since we still 
have the state tax to compute. But the California income tax, 
with its third marital category, low-income exemption tables, 
and tax credits, is horrendously more complicated than the 
federal. So, while VisiCalc is perfectly capable of handling the 
computation, we'll spare you the details . JI 
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Tools of the Craft, Part 9 
Functions. By now, it should be reasonably clear that pro

cedures are somehow analogous to program statements. In 
fact, procedures and statements are interchangeable. Any
where you can put a statement, you can put a procedure call, 
and vice versa. 

I hinted last time about the existence of functions. These 
are objects that look very much like procedures but take the 
place of data expressions, rather than statements. As an ex
ample, let me reintroduce the Chr function. In calling it, you 
must supply a single parameter: an Integer expression that 
should evaluate to a number in the range O through 127, inclu
sive. The value that Chr assumes is that of the ASCII charac
ter associated with the given number. For instance, Chr(65) is 
the same value as capital A, Chr(97) corresponds to lower-case 
a, and Chr(33) is the exclamation point ( ! ) . 

Here is a small program that uses Chr in several places. 
One use is incorrect; can you spot it? (You can always check 
your answer by compiling the program.) 

PROGRAM 
TestChr; 
CONST 

Int= 34; 
Ch= 

BEGIN (* TestChr *) 
Write(Ch,' is'); 
IF (Ch <> Chr(lnt)) 

THEN 
Write('not '); 

Write(' equal to Chr(', Int: 1, '). '); 
Chr(lnt); 

END (* TestChr *). 

U you try to compile ChrFn, the compilation will fail on line 
11, at the point where Chris used as a statement. The compiler 
reports "Error 150" ("Assignment to standard function is not 
allowed.") and, soon after, "Error 51" (":= expected."). To 
understand why these particular messages are given, you 
must, once again, put yourself in the role of the compiler. The 
final semicolon in line 10 primes the compiler for the start of a 
new statement. Proceeding to line 11, it finds an identifier 
("Chr"). Only in assignments or procedure calls will an iden
tifier ever be the first item in a statement. Since Chr is not a 
procedure, the compiler concludes that the statement in ques
tion must be an assignment. However, the compiler knows 
right away that it is not possible for a program to assign any 
value to the built-in function Chr, hence the first error mes
sage. 

The second error is indicated because the compiler, once 
having noted that assignment to Chr is me.gal, proceeds to 
"look the other way," and treat Chr as if it was a variable, or 
other object to which a value may be assigned. By doing this, 
the compiler makes the best of a bad situation ("recovers from 
the error condition," in the language of computer scientists). It 
attempts to continue analyzing the program for further er
rors, even though the presence of previous errors means that it 
cannot generate the executable P-code version of the pro
gram. Continuing, on the assumption that the current state-

ment should be an assignment, the compiler fails to find the as
signment operator (: =) and so complains of "Error 51." 

If you remove TestChr's erroneous line, you will have a cor
rect program, which you can use to determine whether or not a 
certain character corresponds to a certain integer. As shown, 
TestChr will indeed verify that Chr(34) and the quotation mark 
(") are equivalent data. If Int were 49 and Ch were 'A', how
ever, TestChr would deny any relationship between the two. 
(Just to satisfy your curiosity, Chr(49)='1', and 'A'=Chr(60).) 
By changing the values of the constants Int and Ch, then re
compiling, you can determine the ASCII relationship between 
other pairs of integers and characters. If you would like to look 
at the complete ASCII correspondence, see Table 7 in the Ap
ple Pascal Language Reference Manual. 

General Characteristics of Functions. Chr, along with all 
other Pascal functions, behaves as a "magic" expression, in 
that it acquires a different value according to each different in
put parameter value but otherwise fills the same niche as a 
more conventional data expression. A function is like a vari
able, too; it has a name, represents just one value at a time, 
and must be declared as having a certain data type. Chris a 
function of type Char; it returns a single character as its value. 
Other functions may be of type Integer, Boolean, or Real. 
User-defined functions may also be given user-enumerated 
types, or subrange types, provided that such types have been 
declared and named in the program prior to the function defi
nition. 

Finally, a function is also like a procedure, since it has a 
body (invisible, in the case of built-in functions), that contains 
the statements used to compute, obtain, or derive the function 
value. This aspect of functions will become clearer below. 

Writing Your Own Functions. As you can see in the syntax 
diagram of figure 1, the structure of a user-defined function is 
much like that of the user-defined procedures you have al
ready studied. Of course, the heading is different. For one 
thing, the keyword FUNCTION is used, instead of PROCE
DURE. For another, every function must be given a type, just 
as if it were a variable. As you might expect, this is done by fol
lowing the function name (and any parameter list) with a 
colon and a type name. The same restriction that applies to pa
rameter types also applies to function types-they must be 
named, not specified explicitly. Both FUNCTION and PRO
CEDURE headings terminate with a semicolon. 

Below is a program that defines and uses Power, a func
tion that returns the value of the integer parameter ba.se, 
raised to the power of the integer parameter exponent. It il
lustrates both a proper function heading and the method by 
which functions acquire the values that they return to the call
ing program. 

PROGRAM 
TestPower; 

(* Display the results of Power(TestBase, Expo), for several sequential values 
of Expo, and constant value of TestBase. *) 

PARAMETER 
LIST 

Figure 1. 
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CONST 
TestBase = 1 O; 
(* Define the exponent sequence *) 
StartExp= -2; 
EndExp= 4; 

VAR 
(* Will hold the exponent as it is incremented through the range [StartExp .. 

EndExp]. *) 
Expo 

:Integer; 
FUNCTION 

Power (Base, Exponent 
:Integer) 

:Integer; 
(* Power (Base, Exponent) = Base raised ta the Exponent power. *) 

VAR 
I, 
TempVal 

:Integer; 
BEGIN (* Power *) 

(* If Power returns with this value, exponent is out of range. *) 
Power:= O; 

IF (Exponent >= 0) 
THEN 

BEGIN (* Exponent in range *) 
TempVal := 1; 
FOR I : = 1 TO Exponent DO 

TempVal := TempVal * Bose; 
Power := TempVol; 

END (* Exponent in range *); 
END (* Power *); 

BEGIN (* TestPawer *) 
FOR Expo := StartExp TO EndExp DO 

WriteLn('Pawer(', TestBose: 1, ',', Expo: 1, ') = ',Power(TestBose, Expo): 1 ); 
END (* Tes1Pawer *). 

Assigning a value to the function name within the function 
body gives the function itself that value. The statement 
"Power : = O" gives the Power function the value zero. The 
statement "Power : = Temp Val" gives the Power function the 
value that is in TempVal at the time the statement is exe
cuted. (This doesn't establish a relationship between Power 
and TempVal, however. Subsequent statements could alter 
TempVal, but Power's function value will remain frozen until 
such time as another assignment to Power is made.) 

Notice that, if the Exponent parameter is a value less than 
zero, the body of the IF statement will never be executed, and 
the function value of Power, as seen by the caller, will be zero. 
When the Exponent is nonnegative, however, the IF body is ex
ecuted, and the original function value of zero is superseded by 
the final value contained in Temp Val. The value that the func
tion has at the time its body ceases execution is the function 
value that the caller "sees," regardless of how many times the 
function value may change during the execution of the func
tion body. Also, if NO value is assigned to the function name 
during function execution, the function value that is returned to 
the caller should be considered as undefined garbage. (The 
moral is: Please be careful! Incredibly bizarre program bugs 
are often traced to poorly written user-defined functions that, 
under some circumstances, return such garbage values.) 

Because we can assign a value to a function name as if it 
were a variable, you might be wondering whether or not we 
can, within the body of a function, use the function name in ex
pressions as if it were a variable. To be specific, you might be 
curious as to why we bother to use the local variable TempVal 
to accumulate intermediate values for Power. Perhaps, you 
believe, we could have saved time and space by using Power's 
function value itself as the accumulator, like so: 

FUNCTION 
Power (Base, Exponent 

:Integer) 
:In teger; 

(* Power (Base, Exponent) = Bose raised to the Exponent power. ") 
(* NOT LEGAL PASCAL, DUE TO IMPROPER USE OF IDENTIFIER "POWER" *) 

VA R 
I 

:I nteger; 

BEGIN (* Power ") 
(* If Power returns with this value, exponent is out of range. ") 
Power:= O; 
IF (Exponent > = 0) 

THEN 
BEGIN (* Exponent in range *) 

Power := l; 
FOR I := 1 TO Exponent DO 

Power : = Power * Bose; 
(* 

WRONG!! You can't use the identifier "Power" in on expression 
within the function body of Powerl *) 

END (* Exponent in range *); 
END (* Power *); 

It's tempting to wish that the declaration above were pos
sible. Unfortunately, the Pascal compiler will not accept it. Al
though you may assign a value to the function and therefore 
use the function name on the left-hand side of an assignment 
statement within the function body, you may not, in general, 
use that same name within the body on the right-hand side of 
an assignment, or in any expression. 

Whenever the compiler sees a lone function name on the 
left-hand side of an assignment, it views that name as a physi
cal destination for some value. (In other words, for purposes of 
assignment, it treats the function name as a variable name. 
This makes sense, since similar memory storage is used to 
hold the values of both variables and functions.) Whenever the 
compiler sees a function name in an expression, however, it 
wants to treat that name as a function call. Thus, to use a func
tion's name in an expression within the function body itself is to 
indicate that the function should call itself! 

A function that calls itself-a "recursive" function-is not 
so strange (or rare) a beast as you might at first assume. Re
cursion is used often by advanced Pascal programmers, and 
will be the topic of at least one future column. At this point, 
though, we're not concerned with recursion, and do not want 
Power to operate that way. Fortunately, any and every func
tion call-even a recursive one-must be complete, and in
clude an actual parameter list if the function requires param
eters. In trying to process the second version of Power, the 
compiler will encounter the function name as part of a data ex
pression (Power * Base), assume that you intend a (recur
sive) function call, and complain when it doesn't find an ac
tual parameter list after the function name. In short, Pascal 
does not, when scanning the erroneous function above, recog
nize any recursive function calls. Rather, it notes, and informs 
you of, your abuses of Power. 

Some Built-In Functions. Now that you understand a little 
bit about how to write and use functions, you should become fa
miliar with several built-in functions that Apple Pascal pro
vides to you. You don't have to define these handy functions
you can use and benefit from them immediately. 

FUNCTION Abs(Number: Real): Real; 
FUNCTION Abs(Number: Integer): Integer; 
Abs returns the "ABSolute value," or magnitude, of Num

ber. In other words, when Number is negative, Abs(Number) 
= -Number, and when Number is positive, or zero, Abs(Num
ber) = Number. The function value returned is Real when 
Number is Real, Integer when Number is Integer. Of course, 
there is actually only one Abs function, but, like many built-in 
functions (and unlike any user-defined functions), it can ac
cept parameters of different types, and will return a function 
value that reflects the type of its parameter. Abs, having 
powers and abilities far beyond those of ordinary functions, is 
therefore an "anomalous" function, in the same way that 
Write and WriteLn are "anomalous" procedures. 

What is Abs(-39)? How about Abs(-39.0), Abs(O), 
Abs(0.0), Abs(3,14H5), and Abs(3)? What is the data type of 
each function value in these examples? 

FUNCTION Chr(Number: Integer): Char; 
As we've seen, Chr returns the character that is associated 

with Number, according to the ASCII correspondence. ASCII 
defines only Chr(O) to Chr(127), but Chr will accept any non
negative integer expression as its parameter. (We'll diacuaa 
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the reason for this in a future column.) In general, you should 
write your programs to ensure that only proper, ASCII-range 
integers are fed to Chr. 

FUNCTION MemAvall: Integer; 
This function takes no parameters. It retw-ns the number of 

words (two-byte units) that are not currently being used for 
Pascal programs or data in your Apple's RAM memory. Note 
that the number of words is half the number of bytes; you can 
see how many words are available for your programs and data 
by compiling and executing this (nearly) empty program: 

PROGRAM 
HowMuch; 

(* Disploys the number of free RAM WORDS ovoiloble for user programs/ dote. 
(one word = two bytes.) Number is opproximote-occurote to within twenty· 
five bytes or so (the size of this program!). *) 

BEGIN (* HowMuch *) 
Writeln(MemAvoil); 

END (* HowMuch *). 

You may be tempted to see how many bytes are available, 
by displaying "MemAvai1*2" instead of just "MemAvail." Go 
ahead, try it. Then try to explain the negative number you re
ceive! This happens because MemAvail (at 18824, on this Ap
ple) is greater than 16383, so MemAvail"'2 is certainly greater 
than 32767. The expression MemAvail"'2 thus represents a 
value that is outside the range of Apple Pascal's Integer data 
type. The displayed value of this expression is negative, and 
you may consider it a garbage value, even though it does, in
deed, bear a mathematical relationship to the correct value. 
(For the moment, we leave it to the stout-hearted reader to de
termine what this relationship is-we will, however, explore it 
in a future column.) 

FUNCTION Odd(Number: Integer): Boolean; 
If Number is odd, True is retw-ned as the function value, 

otherwise False is retw-ned. For practice, try evaluating 
Odd(O), Odd(5), and Odd(-2). If you need to check your an
swers, write a small program to do so. 

FUNCTION Ord(Value: ScalarType): Integer; 
Ord is another "anomalous" function. There is no type 

"ScalarType," of course; this is just a way of indicating the 
wide range of data that Ord accepts as its parameter. Value 
may be from any fundamental type except Real, or from any 
user-defined enumerated type, or subrange type. Within the 
computer, all such values are represented by integers. Ord 
gives you Pascal's internal integer representation for Value. 
Ord(32) = 32. Ord(False) = o. Ord(True) = 1. Ord('A') = 65. 

Note that, when speaking only of Char values, Ord and Chr 
are inverse functions. For example, Chr (Ord ('A')) = 'A', and 
Ord(Chr(65)) = 65. Ord is most often used to permit a pro
gram to determine the integer value that corresponds to an ar
bitrary ASCII character. (We'll do this shortly.) 

FUNCTION Pred(Value: ScalarType): ScalarType; 
Another anomalous function, Pred accepts exactly the 

same types of parameters as Ord. Moreover, the function 
value of Pred is the same as its parameter. Pred retw-ns the 
value that precedes its parameter (that is, the PREDecessor 
of Value). For instance, Pred(33) = 32, Pred(True) = False, 
Pred('B') = 'A', and so on. If Value has no predecessor (which 
is true, for example, of the Boolean value False), then Pred's 
function value is undefined. (What "being undefined" entails is 
too complicated a subject to go into just now. Use of "unde
fined values" can lead to strange program behavior, including 
program abortion, and should be avoided by all but expe
rienced-and very brave-Pascal programmers.) 

FUNCTION PwrOfTen(Exponent: Integer): Real; 
The Real number 10, raised to the power of Exponent, is re

tw-ned as this function's value. To illustrate, Pwr0fTen(3) = 
1000.0, PwrOfTen(O) = 1.0, and PwrOfTen(-2) = O.ol. Expo
nent may not be less than -37 or greater than 37. (In other 
words, Abs(Exponent) must be less than or equal to 37.) To my 
knowledge, PowrOfTen is rarely used, except by systems pro
grammers. A discussion of why it exists and why it is useful for 
system programming would be a suitable topic for another col-

umn; let me know if you 're interested! 
FUNCTION Round(Number: Real): Integer; 
Round "rounds" Number to the nearest Integer, and re

turns the result as its function value. Here are some examples 
that characterize Round 's behavior: Round (0.0) = 0, 
Round(0.4) = 0, Round(0.5) = 1, Round(0.6) = 1, Round(-0.4) 
= 0, Round(-0.5) = -1, and Round(-0.6) = -1. 

Note that the rounded value of Number must not be great-
er than 32767, nor less than -32767. 

FUNCTION SlzeOf (<Any Variable Name or Type 
Name>): Integer; 
You can see right away that SizeOf is anomalous. It re

tw-ns either the number of memory bytes that are occupied by 
the specified variable, or the number of bytes that would be oc
cupied by a variable of the specified type. The following exam
ples send type-name parameters to SizeOf: SizeOf(Real) = 4, 
SizeOf (lnteger) = 2, SizeOf(Boolean) = 2, and SizeOf(Char) 
= 2. 

SizeOf is another function that is most often used by very 
advanced programmers. It may be fun to play with at this 
point, but we don't yet have any good uses for it. (We will find 
some, however, in future columns.) 

FUNCTION Sqr(Number: Integer): Integer; 
FUNCTION Sqr(Number: Real): Real; 
Sqr returns "Number*Number," and is simply a convenient 

shorthand for that expression, in the same way that the user
defined procedure Inc (Number), as presented in our recent 
discussion of procedures, was a convenient shorthand for 
"Number : = Number + 1." Sqr(O) = 0, Sqr(l.4) = 1.96, and 
Sqr(-2) = 4. Like the Abs function, Sqr is "anomalous," and 
returns a value, the type of which agrees with that of Number. 
Thus, Sqr(l) = 1, an Integer, but Sqr(l.0) = 1.0, a Real value. 

FUNCTION Succ(Value: ScalarType): ScalarType; 
Succ is the inverse of Pred, and retw-ns the value that fol

lows-that is, the SUCCessor of-Value . Succ(l) = 2, 
Succ(False) =True, Succ('A') = 'B', and so on. As with Pred, 
the type of Succ's function value depends on, and matches, the 
type of Value. Also, Value cannot be a Real number. Finally, if 
Value has no successor (which is true, for example, of the Boo
lean value True), then Succ (Value) is undefined. 

Because Pred and Succ are inverse functions, 
Pred(Succ(Value)) = Value,andSucc(Pred(Value) ) =Value. 

FUNCTION Trunc(Number: Real): Integer; 
Number's fractional part is removed (that is, 

TRUNCated), and the resulting quantity, converted to an inte
ger, is retw-ned as Trunc's function value. Thus, Trunc(0.123) 
= o, Trunc (2.718) = 2, Trunc (-0.5) = o, and Trunc (-10.8) = 
-10. Contrast Trunc's behavior with that of Round. Note, for 
instance, that while Round(0.5) = 1, Trunc(0.5) = 0. In par
ticular, Round may be defined in terms of Trunc, as follows: 

FUNCTION 
Round(Number 

:Real) 
:Integer; 

(* Returns Number, rounded to nearest Integer *) 
BEGIN (* Round *) 

IF (Number >= 0.0) 
THEN 

Round : = Trunc(Number + 0.5) 
ELSE 

Round := Trunc(Number - 0.5); 
END (* Round *); 

The truncated value of Number may not be greater than 
32767, nor less than -32767. 

Although we're about to use a couple of built-in functions in 
order to tie up some loose ends from last month's discussion, I 
don't have space to present relevant usage examples for ev
ery function listed here. This shouldn't stop you from experi
menting with them while you await the next issue of Softaik ! 

Functions vs. Procedures. Last time, we gave you the head
ing, but not the body, for a procedure called Capitalize. Here is 
the entire procedure: 
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PROCEDURE 
Capital ize(VAR 

Ch 
:Char); 

(* If Ch contains a lawer-case letter, transform its value ta upper-case (capital)*) 
BEGIN (* Capitalize *) 

IF ((Ch >= 'a') AND (CH <= 'z')) 
THEN (* It's a lawer-case letter-transform itl *) 

Ch : = Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord('a ') + Ord('A')); 
(* Otherwise, it's not a lawer-case letter, so leave it alane. *) 

END (* Capitalize *); 

In writing Capitalize, we've made some crucial 
assumptions about the ordering of values in the Char type. Spe
cifically, it's assumed that alphabetic characters are ordered 
alphabetically, in an unbroken (contiguous) sequence. In other 
words, A immediately precedes B, which immediately pre
cedes C, which immediately precedes D, and so on to Z, with 
the same being true of the lower-case alphabet . (This means 
that Ord(' A') is one less than Ord ('B') , which is one less than 
Ord('C'), and so on.) Given these assumptions (which are 
valid for the ASCII character set) , let's consider how Capital
ize works. 

If Chl and Ch2 are Char values, then (Chl = Ch2) only when 
(Ord(Chl) = Ord(Ch2)). Similarly, (Chl < Ch2) only when 
(Ord(Chl) < Ord(Ch2)), and so on for all the other relational 
operators. All the relational operators apply to values of type 
Char, and yield True or False depending upon the relationship 
between the Ords of the values involved. A character Ch is 
lower case if ( (Ch >= 'a') and (Ch <= 'z ' ))-that is, when 
((Ord(Ch) >= Ord('a' )) AND (Ord(Ch) <= Ord('z'))). 

If you subtract Ord('a') from the Ord of any lower-case let
ter, you get a number from 0 to 2~. where 0 corresponds to 'a', 
and 25 corresponds to 'z.' If you then add this number to 
Ord(' A'), you get a number that falls in the inclusive interval 
[Ord('A') .. Ord('Z')]. Taking the Chr of this number, you get 
the capital version of the original lower-case letter. 

Because Capitalize was written in this way, the conversion 
from lower case to capitals is independent of the exact values 
of Ord('A') and Ord('a'). We could have used the number 6~ 
for Ord('A') and 97 for Ord('a') . In fact, this has been done 
many times by other programmers. But I'm lazy and hate to re
member obscure numbers like Ord('A') . Not only that, but my 
memory might someday lapse, and I could specify the wrong 
number-perhaps 64 or 66, instead of 6~-when writing a pro
gram! Then where would I be (not to mention the unfortunate 
individual who encounters that bug while using my pro
gram)? It's far easier (and safer) for me to use Ord(' A') and 
Ord('a'), thus letting the computer do the work of remember
ing what those numbers are. 

Written as a procedure, Capitalize exhibits a couple of 
minor weaknesses. First, its actual parameter must be an in
dividual Char variable, since the corresponding formal pa
rameter is prefaced with the keyword VAR. Thus , everything 
you want to capitalize must be put in a variable before Capi
talize can affect it-you cannot provide Capitalize with a Char 
expression as parameter. 

Secondly, Capitalize can (and often does) change the value 
of its parameter. For instance, if you hand Capitalize a vari
able that contains a lower -case 'q,' the procedure destroys that 
value, and replaces it with a capital 'Q.' Unless a program has 
taken steps to remember that the value in the variable was 
once lower case, all traces of the original value are lost for
ever. (Capitalize, then, is like the novice stage magician, who 
asks you for a ten-dollar bill, proceeds to tear it up as part of a 
trick, and then can't remember how to reassemble it. If you 
can make do with a shredded bill, everything's fine; other
wise , tough luck!) If you want to retain your original data, you 
must send Capitalize a copy of that data on which to work. It's 
easy enough to make that copy-just assign the original value 
to a spare variable that you have declared precisely for this 
purpose-but the extra statements involved are tedious to 
write , especially if you use Capitalize frequently. (Again, my 
lazineBS shows.) 
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Now, let me show you how Capitalize would be rewritten as 
a function, named Capital: 

FUNCTION 
Capital (Ch 

:Char) 
:Char; 

(* Return Ch, converted ta upper case (capital) ii Ch is lawer case. *) 
BEGIN (* Capital *) 

Capital : = Ch; (* Na change unless lower case *) 
IF ((Ch >= 'a') AND (CH <= 'z')) 

THEN (* It's o lawer-case letter-transform itl *) 
Capital := Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord('a') + Ord('A')); 

(* Otherwise, it's nat a lower-case letter, sa leave it alane. *) 
END (* Capital *); 

Capital can accept any Char expression-not just a vari
able-as its actual parameter. If you do specify a variable as 
an actual parameter, Capital cannot affect (obliterate) its con
tents. Also, Capital's function value can be assigned directly to 
variables or used in expressions. Finally, supposing you do 
want to replace the contents of a Char variable-for example, 
Ch Var-with its upper-case equivalent, then "Ch Var : = Capi
tal (Ch Var)" is all that you need write. 

How I Name Procedures and Functions. To conclude this 
month's discussion, let me tell you why I named the capitali
zation procedure "Capitalize" but called the capitalization 
function ''Ca pita!.' ' 

Procedures replace statements-they do things, and there
fore correspond to verbs in a natural language (such as En
glish or German). Good procedure names, in my opinion, are 
command-tense verbs (such as "Write," "Capitalize," and 
"Create"). "Write('a')" is, again in my opinion, a succinct and 
understandable rendering of the English "Write a (lower
case) 'a'!" The procedure call "Unlock(FrontDoor)" is self
explanatory and also fits the mold. 

Functions replace expressions-they are things, and so cor
respond to nouns in a natural language. Consequently, func
tions should be named with a part of speech that, in combina
tion with the function's parameter list, completes a noun 
phrase , as perceived by a human reader. (About now, you are 
probably wishing you had paid more attention to the gram
mar school English teacher, but, believe me, the concept is 
much more easily grasped and applied than described!) The 
functions "Capital" and "SizeOf" are good examples. The Pas
cal expression "Capital ('a') = 'A' "is a very good Pascal ren
dering of the English sentence "The capital of 'a' is 'A'," while 
"SizeOf (Real) = 4" is a passable translation of the English 
"The size of Real (objects) is four (bytes)." "Capital" is an ad
jective. In combination with the "noun" represented by the pa
rameter, it gives a complete noun phrase. In other words, 
"Capital( 'a')" describes, or names, something. "Of Real" lea 
genitive phrase. In our example, it follows the noun "size," 
and indicates which size is being described. Again, the com
plete phrase-"size of Real"-describes or names something. 
In contrast, "Write (Number)" doesn't describe anything. It 
implores action. 

To go into greater detail about how to choose procedure 
names that "complete the verb phrase" or function names that 
"complete the noun phrase," we'd have to mention a few more·- 
parts of English speech, and perhaps run the risk of putting you 
to sleep. There's probably no need to run this into the ground
you get the idea. Nevertheless, it's good to dwell on these is
sues of programming style from time to time. The time you 
spend considering such "niceties" will lead to clearer, more 
readable programs, and, in the end, will help you to become 
far more expert in the art and science of programming and 
even more productive than those who "have no time to waste 
on such trivial matters." 

"Too much thinking, and not enough doing," say they, 
"never accomplishes anything." 

"On the other hand," say I, "sometimes the more thinking 
you do, the less hard labor you have to do." And the less work I 
have to do, the better I like it. JI 
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caught the business bug, Stone wanted to start a company
software publishing with distribution. 

In order to make the company a viable entity, Stone also ob
tained the rights to Bill Budge's first game, Tranquility Base, a 
top lunar lander program. This marked the start of Stoneware 
Computer Products. Stone also picked up two games by Arthur 
Wells, Bloody Murder and Micro League Baseball, along with 
A1istotle's Apple by Scott Kamlns. 

Working out of a post office box and his car, Stone soon 
found that too much of his time was being swallowed up by the 
business. In early spring 1980, he realized that he would either 
have to give up the company or give up programming. 

Friends in Need. At this point, Stone turned to Ken Klein 
and Mike Belling, owners of a retail computer store in the San 
Francisco Bay area, and his good friends. In April of that year, 
Belling and Klein bought Stoneware, agreeing to retain the 
original name. 

Ken Klein, a big man with a serious face, was born in 
Brooklyn and raised in Texas. Before becoming involved in the 
microcomputer software industry, Klein was in the army for 
three years and then a photographer for six. The desire to eat 
three meals a day caused Klein to seek out a more lucrative 
career. His uncle advised him to look into computers. 

Klein attended technical school on Saturdays, and was soon 
programming mainframes. He liked this enough to spend most 
of the next fifteen years as a programmer and systems ana
lyst for seven or eight different companies on the East Coast. 
From 1977 to 1979, Klein worked as a consultant; it was toward 
the end of this period that he got wind of micros through a re
tail store in New Jersey. 

To backtrack a little, Klein's sister, Sue, got married in 
March 1978 to Mike Belling. Bucking the odds in brother-in-law 
relations, Belling suggested that he and Klein might become 
partners, should they find a business they'd like to start. 

The idea of a computer retail store fascinated Klein, so he 
asked around the stores he frequented on the East Coast, and 
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learned that he could either set up an independent computer 
dealership or operate a franchise. The name Computerland 
popped up as one worth investigating. 

Klein contacted Belling, who lived in San Francisco. One of 
them would have to make the cross-country move; Klein won 
the honor, and Klein and Belling opened their first store in San 
Rafael, California, in April, 1979. 

Origin Story. Not too long after Klein and Belling bought 
Stoneware, Stone, eager to get back to some serious program
ming, asked Klein what kind of program was most needed for 
the Apple. Klein uttered the fateful words: "A good database 
management system." 

Stone went to work. He found that he was able to do much of 
the designing on his own, but came up against some obstacles 
that seemed insurmountable. The file handling system was 
crucial and he turned to Apple Computer for help. 

Apple recommended Stanley Crane and Jerry Macon of Al
pine Software, who had developed a file handling system that 
they wanted to market. Stone flew out to California and spent a 
month of all-nighters incorporating Crane and Macon's pro
gram into the growing DB Master. But this was just the begin
ning; about nine months of hard work would go into the devel
opment of DB Master. 

Stone, Klein, and Belling formulated the concept of DB 
Master at a time when there really wasn't anything like it on 
the market. Stone found that he had time to tackle the task of 
developing the product properly, while Klein and Belling had 
the software publishing business to market it. 

Teamwork Counts. The first edition of DB Ma8ter shipped 
in November 1980. About a month before this, Lou Long, a 
friend of Mike Belling's joined the Stoneware staff as market
ing manager. This use graduate assumed responsibility for 
product marketing. Since coming on board, Long has been pro
moted to general manager and has done a superb job. In the 
rapid-fire world of business software, DB Ma8ter has had un
qualified success, due largely to the efforts of Long. 

Mike Belling's background in business has also been a tre
mendous help to the company. Packaging and marketing
things that weren't Barney Stone's forte despite lots of hard 
work- were Belling's specialties. In Belling's capable hands, 
Stoneware's growth has been well managed, especially when 
you consider that the initial production projections for DB 
Master were exceeded by 250 percent. 

The enthusiasm and expertise of other Stoneware em
ployees has also contributed to the company's success. Marian 
Clerc, the administrative coordinator, was Stoneware's first 
outside employee. Other principals in the Stoneware roster in
clude Frank Diffley, another friend of Belling's whose job ls in
ternational marketing; Frank Colin, head of technical sup
port; and Bruce Herbert, who handles all the lnhouse machine 
maintenance. 

Overall, they are a hardworking, likable bunch. 
Their Hit Parade. Barney Stone no longer owns Stoneware, 

but he does maintain a close working relationship with the 
company that bears his name. Living now in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, Stone has his own software development firm, DB 
Master Associates, which he formed with Crane and Macon of 
Alpine. Stone plans to develop more DB Master-related prod
ucts, as well as a few items characteristically shrouded in 
mystery for now. 

Stoneware originally made the Top Thirty of Softalk's first 
bestseller poll (October 1980) with Tranquility Base (ranked 
twenty-eighth), but DB Master, which first made the list in 
March (ranked twenty-seventh) would come to be one of the 
longest-lived bestsellers on Softalk's list. In the months that fol
lowed, except August and September, the ranking would rise: 
April-twelfth, . .. May-eleventh, ... June-fifth, ... July-
fourth ... October-sixth ... November-fourth . . . Decem-
ber-second ... January-second. 

Even more telling of DB Ma8ter's success ls its dominant 
position among the top ten business programs ; it's generally 
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maintained a position second only to VisiCalc. Softalk first ad
dressed the business ten in the February 1981 issue and DB 
Master placed ninth. It went to fourth and then to third . In 
May, DB Master placed second in the business ten, and it held 
that spot all the way through January of this year. Its lesser 
showings in last month's poll are more than likely due to the 
huge rush of Christmas releases and the Inclusion of several 
software packages in the Apple family pack. 

Since its original release, DB Mas ter has undergone sever
al updates and been enhanced by various add-on packages. Al
ready on the market and soon to be released are DB Master 
Utility Pak #1, DB Master Utility Pak #2, DB Master Hard Disk 
Version, and DB Master Stak Pak. 

Back to the Well. As we enter perhaps the most important 
year yet in the microcomputer Industry, Stoneware has two 
new products on the market : Compucube, a program by Rich
ard Stauduhar that simulates the mathematical puzzle cre
ated by Erno Rubik; and the Illustrator, a graphics program 
for the Apple, to be followed soon by the Illustrator II. 

The smallness of Stoneware's product line should not be 
taken as their riding the success of DB Master. Klein is quick 
to make clear that he will not stand for mediocre software. He 
reviews all potential products and won't allow anything to go 
onto the market with the Stoneware name on it unless it meets 
his high standards. 

One of the keys to Stoneware's success has been its user
support system. Every day, three or four people sit by the 
phone solely to answer users' questions and help solve their 
problems. Although DB Master has sold some thirteen 
thousand packages to date, it's not an easy program to learn. 
Belling and Klein say their worst problem is convincing people 
to read the manual. 

This relationship between the software company and Its 
customers is a mutually satisfying one. User feedback on the 
DB Master manual has resulted in a new version of the manual 
due sometime this summer. Much of the content of the utility 

packs was also inspired by user feedback . Ken Klein realizes 
that running a support group can be expensive but feels that it 
more than pays for itself. A satisfied customer is the best kind 
of advertisement. 

The Best Mousetrap. Much of Stoneware's marketing 
strategy stems from Klein's and Belling's involvement with 
the retail end of the business . They know of the pressures and 
concerns that attend this part of the process. Some retail stores 
like to sell a product and never be bothered with it again; Klein 
boasts that when a call comes In to Stoneware , it's usually 
turned around within twenty-four hours. 

Klein admits that dealing with the public can be difficult at 
times, but software publishers have a responsibility. If they 
don't live up to that responsibility, it 's a disservice to every
one-users, dealers, and themselves. Stoneware is in business 
for the long run and wants all its customers to feel like winners. 

Located fifteen miles north of San Francisco, Stoneware is 
in the middle of what they hope is the never-ending process of 
development and expansion that characterizes a vital and suc
cessful business. Twenty-six employees Inhabit three build
ings within one block of each other on Belvedere Avenue . Dur
ing the recent torrential rains that pelted the Bay area, the 
street disappeared and water was lapping at the door. Work 
ceased for two days as people found It impossible to get to and 
from work. 

The Secret. Almost everyone at Stoneware has one of life's 
saving graces-a sense of humor. Led by the almost larger 
than life Mike Belling, Stoneware radiates good humor, though 
their business is very serious. There's this thing called success, 
but it's so much sweeter when you're having a good time. 

The attitude of looking upon software publishing as an art 
may not be original with Stoneware , but it ensures the compa
ny's reputation, respected position, and continued presence in 
the marketplace. The people at Stoneware are trying harder 
all the time to make their products better so that everyone con
cerned will come out a winner. JI 

WHY DO UNNECESSARY SURGERY 
ON YOUR APPLE? 

Sooner or later, you're going to need a 16K 
memory-expansion for your Apple. When you 

do, we suggest you buy it on the card that doesn't 
require poking about on the motherboard- nor 
removing a RAM chip, installing a strap, etc. 

The Ramex 16 RAM Board just plugs in. It's 
simple, reliable, and does its own memory 

refresh, with no additional connections. 

Run Pascal, Fortran, FP, INT and 
other alternate languages, 56K 

CPM with a Z80 Softcard, increase 
usable memory for Visicalc by 16K. 
The possibilities are endless. Do 
it with the finest, closed-track 
engraved, epoxy sealed, 16K 

Apple and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple 

~emJ~it ~~'i~:~~~~--s :,1~~SJ~~~e~ :~a~5~~:~\~~~~~~~c~r of 
Person al Software_ ~PM is a registereTirademark_ of Digdal 
Research, Inc. Z80 1s a registered trademark of Zdos. Inc 
Softcard is a regJslered trademark of ~ticrosoft _ 

board available- the Ramex 16. And do 
it without unnecessary surgery on your Apple. 

I n spite of its quality, the Ramex 16 costs less 
than most other expansion boards - just 

$139.95. And it comes with a one year limited 
warranty, instead of the usual 90 days. 

Get the Ramex 16 from your local dealer, 
or order direct. Visa and Mastercard 

holders ca1l toll-free, 1-800-835-2246. 

O'\NvO 
OMEGA MICROWARE, INC. 

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA 
CHICAGO, IL 60606 

312-648-1944 

+-z.__ Look, ma, 
no straps! 
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D Steven W. Pederson and Sherwin A. 
Steffin, president and chairman of the 
board of Edu-Ware Services (Agoura, 
CA), have been named as defendants in a 
suit filed against Edu-Ware by Game 
Designer's Workshop, alleging that "de
fendants have jointly and individually in
fringed ... copyrights by publishing and 
placing upon the market computer 
games entitled Space and Space II which 
were copied largely from Workshop's 
copyrighted books ... (the Traveller se
ries) and have thereby been engaging in 
unfair trade practices and unfair compe
tition with Workshop to Workshop's ir
reparable damage." Edu-Ware has de
nied the allegations; the case will go to 
court April 1. D David G. Mulllch has 
been promoted to the position of vice
president of software development, after 
two years of programming systems for 
Edu-Ware. He will be coordinating the 
development of the company's Edu-Ware 
and Interactive Fantasies software. 
D Personal Software (San Jose, CA) has 
changed its name to VlslCorp. Chairman 
and founder Dan Fylstra took the move 
to establish a closer identification with 
VisiCalc and the company's line of re
lated programs. Said Fylstra: "Our 
name change is part of a high visibility 
and aggressive marketing program to 
establish brand recognition, and in
cludes a major advertising campaign 
and dramatic new product packaging." 

VisiCorp's 1981 revenues increased 
fivefold over 1980, placing the company 
at the $20 million revenue level. 
D Japan Economic Journal confirms 
that Hitachi Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) will 
ship samples of its 256K RAM chip to sub
sidiaries this fall, gearing up for volume 
sales beginning in the spring of 1983. In
dustry analysts believe that Hitachi's 
high-density chip will beat all other man
ufacturers to the market by two years, 
thereby further increasing the Japanese 
semiconductor industry's share of the 
memory-component market beyond the 
present 69 .5 percent and cutting the price 
of microcomputers by as much as 15 per
cent. 
D Programs Unlimited (Jericho/White 
Plains, NY), the computer center that 
developed the "software supermarket" 
computer store concept, has been 
granted franchise authorization by 
government regulatory bodies in thirty
six states. They are now ac9epting appli
cations for franchises. Franchises will 
receive assistance in site location and 
lease acquisition and will benefit from a 
national advertising program and parti
cipation in trade shows. The company 
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provides on-site management training, 
inventory training, and financing to 
qualified applicants to assist with the re
quired capital investment, estimated at 
between $162,000 and $241,000. 
D Following the acquisition last fall of all 
outstanding stock in Dynacomp (Roches
ter, NY) by Dr. Frederick Ruckdeschel, 
reorganization and expansion of the firm 
has resulted in the appointment of Ms. 
Beverly Rivers to the position of 
secretary-treasurer, her election to the 
board of directors, and the election to the 
board of Dr. Janet Bernstein. Dr. Arthur 
Gleiner has been named software re
view manager, and Charles Meyers is 
software development manager. 
D Sourcecable, a consumer information 
service of Source Telecommunications 
(McLean, VA) is being offered in com
munity franchise packages from Cox 
Cable Communications, Cross Country 
Cable, Storer Cable Communications, 
and United Cable Television. The ser
vice will include general, sports, and 
business news, educational exercises, 
home shopping, a library of home and 
consumer information, and electronic 
games. It can be tailored to fit the spec
ifications of the system operator and the 
information needs of the community. The 
first active marketing of the service will 
begin in Omaha this spring. 
D SSM (San Jose, CA) has promoted 
David J. Wertzberger from director to 
the new position of vice president of mar
keting and sales. Wertzberger joined 
SSM in May 1981, bringing to the com
pany fifteen years of end-user applica
tions and OEM experience. He will be re
sponsible for marketing and sales pro
grams involving Transend data commu
nications software, and board-level prod
ucts for the IEEE 696/S-1000 bus and Ap
ple II. 

Preparing for its push in OEM and 
end-user markets under Wertzberger's 
guidance, SSM has expanded its San Jose 
offices, doubling the plant's manufactur
ing and warehousing capabilities. 
D Software Distributors (Culver City, 
CA) has announced the appointments of 
Linda Johnson as vice president of ad
ministration and David Dorsey as sales 
manager. Johnson previously worked in 
the sales and marketing division of a dis
tributor for consumer electronic prod
ucts. Dorsey served for three years as 
national sales manager for a wholesale 
distributor. 
D Software Design Associates (New 
York, NY), currently involved in the 
manufacture of a line of productivity 
tools for Fortune 500 companies, has ap-
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pointed Michael S. Ornstein director of 
technical development. He will be re
sponsible for identifying and developing 
new marketing opportunities and over
seeing the expansion of SDA products in 
technical and management services. 
Ornstein began his career at IBM, where 
he spent nine years in m arketing and 
technical functions, and was most re
cently assistant vice president at Blue 
Cross/ Blue Shield of New York. 
D Structured for system houses, com
puter consultants, and OEMs, the new 
software dealer distribution program in
troduced by Microcon SoftwareCenters 
offers a selection of fifteen hundred prod
ucts at competitive prices. According to 
Barry J. Passen,- president, "Our pro
gram affords independent consultants 
the opportunity to establish their busi
ness without the typical heavy initial in
vestment of hardware and software. Ad
ditionally, consultants can be more ob
jective in analyzing their clients' needs 
as they can demonstrate software on a 
variety of microcomputers." 
D Robotics Age magazine, formerly 

ATLANTIC CABINET 
P. 0 . Box 100, 
W1lllamsport , 
Maryland 21795 

Design Line 
Micro Work 

Stations 

• A range of work stations designed specif

ically to house all micro-computers 

• Delivered heavily packed, in self-assem

bly form needing only a Phillips screw

driver and a few minutes of your time to 

assemble 

• Manufactured from 1" all wood particle

board surfaced with hard-wearing mela

mine veneer, in either Oak or Walnut . 

•Dealer and Distributor prices on request 

• For more information write or call 301-
223-8900 
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published by Robotics Publishing Cor
ponttlon (Tujunga, CA) , is now published 
by the newly formed company Robotics 
Age (Peterborough, NH) . Under the edi
torial leadership of Carl Helmers, 
founder of By te, the magazine will "pro
vide a forum for ideas about the design, 
implementation, and application of intel
ligent machines: applied computer sys
tems that range in complexity from in
expensive toys and home appliances, to 
the complex industrial robotic systems 
with arms, vision, and large data bases." 

Information relevant to personal ex
perimentation and custom design by en
gineers, designers, and technologists will 
continue to form a major portion of the 
magazine's content. 
D Dakln5 has announced the appoint
ment of Randy McDonald to the position 
of director of sales and marketing. He 
will be responsible for marketing and dis
tribution and their line of business appli
cation packages and arcade and adven
ture games, in addition to overseeing the 
company's expansion into the home/hob
by and educational markets. McDonald 
was previously a consultant specializing 
in the establishment of effective sales 
and distribution networks. 
D ALS, the company formed from Ad
vanced Logic Systems and Omega Mi
crosoftware, has moved into new, larger 
headquarters in Sunnyvale, California. 
According to vice president of sales Dick 
Ribas, the new facility will be used to fill 
$1.8 million in orders for the Synergizer, 
introduced at the Comdex show in Las 
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Vegas. 
D P eelings II magazine (Las Cruces, 
NM) has appointed Rebecca Winecup, 
chosen for her background in design and 
public relations, as director of market
ing and communications. She replaces 
president John Martellaro as contact for 
dealers and advertisers . 
D Penguin Software has moved to 830 
40th Avenue, Geneva, Illinois 60134 . Their 
new phone number is (312) 232-1984. 
D Thomas A. Jackson, former director 
of marketing for Muse Software, has 
been appointed marketing director for 
Eastern Software Distributors (Balti
more, MD) . He will be responsible forthe 
expansion of the company's national 
dealer base of computer retailers and 
will help implement Eastern's policy of 
full-service support to dealers. 
D Frank Scott Enterprises (Aptos, CA) a 
holding and management service com
pany, has provided funding for the for
mation of two new companies. Interac
tive Data Communications Systems has 
been created to develop advanced com
puterized interactive financial planning 
systems to meet the needs of the new fi
nancial planning service industry. IDCS 
will offer the new systems on a contract 
basis to banks, investment advisors, and 
other financial planning service profes
sionals. The principal components of the 
systems will allow financial planners to 
keep pace with escalating demand for fi
nancial planning services. 

The company's new vice president is 
Dr. Paul Michell. 
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Ultra Magnetics Technology will 
manufacture a full line of flexible mag
netic media for the computer industry. 
Robert Dilworth is president of the new 
corporation; William Cooper is founder 
and senior vice president for engineer
ing and operations. Ultra Magnetics will 
act as OEM supplier to major computer 
manufacturers and offer disk users qual
ity and end-service performance im
provements based on a proprietary 
manufacturing process developed by 
the company. 

An automated plant facility will be in 
production by mid-year, with sales of $20 
million expected in 1983. 
D Digital Equipment Corporation (May
nard, MA) has named David W. Buck· 
nam worldwide operations manager of 
its word processing/small systems prod
uct group. He will be responsible for im
plementation of the group's marketing 
strategies and achievement of its busi
ness goals. Bucknam was most recently 
market development manager for the 
firm's commercial OEM product group 
and has held positions as its marketing 
manager and sales support manager. 
D James C. Dillon has been named vice 
president of manufacturing for OSM 
(Santa Clara, CA). He was previously di
rector of material for Millenium Sys
tems and director of operations of Digi
tal Products of California Microwave, 
Inc. He is a member of the American 
Production and Inventory Control So
ciety and the American Management As
sociation. JI 

T~~ (]orn(.Jl't~P FaiPe! 
Rumor has it that March is a goad month ta visit San Francisca and the Bay Area . It's just a matter af coincidence that 

the West Coast Computer Faire is the same month. 

last year Saftalk was at the fair, but we didn't have a booth. This year things will be different. 

If you attend the fair in San Francisco, March 19-22, stop by our booth and we'll make it worth your while. 

The first copies af Rager Wagner's Assembly lines: The Boak will be on display and far sale. The first issue af Demo 

Disk, a new magazine an diskette that features demos af current software from major publishers, will be available 

free .af charge ta anyone possessing a blank disk. 

We will also be offering a special introductory price an Saftdisk Magazette, the successful user oriented publication 

contained entirely an a floppy disk. Bring a blank disk and you can get the latest issue af Saftdisk far the 

law price af $5. 

There will also be an opportunity ta purchase Saftalk's August '81 caver art in paster farm. This beautiful painting by 

Robert Zraick af a robot holding a rainbow colored apple makes for a handsome addition ta any Apple lover's com

puter roam. 

We'll also have copies af Saftline, our gamer magazine, far free distribution ta anyone with a burning desire ta see 

what is new and happening in game software. 

If that isn' t enough, then we'll also tell a few jokes and da same card tricks. 

The West Coast Computer Faire is an exciting event and Saftalk wouldn't miss it. If you feel the same way, then stop 

by our booth and let us shaw you the world af Softalk Publishing . 



Don't buy Apple Software 
until you read this book. 

Don't settle for manufacturers' promotional material. 

THE BOOK is a complete critical analysis of most Apple software 
available. Experts review, rate and evaluate the programs on 11 separate 
points. It covers Games, Education, Business and Utilities as well as hard
ware. Over 500 programs are reviewed. 

Don't buy software until you read this bo5J ,,1 . . 
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You're the controller of a dozen planes. Can you keep them from colliding and 
safely land them? Test your skill. Play genocidal maniac, landing oriented, col·. 
lision prevention, regular or multiple controllers. · 

Only $12.95 
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DV DAN ~l~(M~R AND 
MORGAN P. (A~~R~Y 

It's a rare free evening and you're deeply involved in a good 
book. You're barely aware of the music you have playing in the 
background, and you're totally oblivious to the load of laundry 
you put in the washer before you sat down. 

Occasionally, favorite passages in the music draw you out of 
the book for a moment; later on, a buzzer summons you to tend 
to the wash, transfer it to the dryer, and set another buzzer, af· 
ter which you return to your book. 

Asked later what you did this night, you'll say you spent the 
evening reading. But your ability to respond to interruptions, 
such as particularly pleasurable musical passages or the nee· 
essary laundry manipulations, enabled you to accomplish 
more than one activity virtually at the same time. 

What if your Apple could respond to interruptions in a simi
lar way? Naturally, it would do so at thousands of times the 
pace you do-if it could do it at all. And, thus, it would perform 
more than one task while apparently fully concentrated on one. 

Well, your Apple can do this, and it does it by means of what 
are called, logically, interrupts. If you'd like to be playing Wiz
ardry while your Apple prints your entire budget from Visi
Calc, take heart and read on. 

During 1981, we wrote a program that teaches the Apple to 
do two things at once. Doubletime Printer, which includes an 
enhanced F8 ROM chip, allows the Apple to print text files at 
the same time as it is running another program. A person 
using this program could be printing one file while editing 
another. 

The techniques we used and the lessons we learned can be 
useful in many other applications, most of which involve inter
rupts . The only requirement is that the programmer under
stand something about the internal workings of the Apple II. 
This article is an attempt to provide such explanatory infor-
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Part1 
of an 

Interrupted 
Article 

mation, starting with the basics so the novice won't be over· 
whelmed. Also included, however, is information that should 
offer some meat for the expert programmer as well. 

A Bit of Background. The heart of any personal computer 
(or rather its brain) is, of course, a device called a microproc
essor chip. In the case of the Apple II, the microprocessor chip 
is the 6:502, the big, forty-pin rectangle in row Hof the mother
board. 

Until just a few years ago, it would have taken a whole 
roomful of equipment to do what the 6002 does. Relative to the 
central processing units (CPUs) of the early computers back 
in the forties and fifties, the 6002 is fast, reliable, and 
sophisticated. 

The 6502 microprocessor has several features that aren't 
used in the Apple II. One feature that hasn't been taken advan
tage of much is the interrupt. An interrupt forces the micro
processor to stop whatever it is doing and go do something 
else. Then when the "something else" is completed, the mi
croprocessor picks up where it left off in its former task. 

Before we talk about interrupts, let's take a few minutes to 
discuss how the 6502 knows what to do and then how it does it. 

When you remove the top from your Apple and look inside, 
the chips you see inside the white box painted on the outside of 
the Apple motherboard are memory chips. There's room here 
for three rows of eight chips; each row provides storage space 
for 16,384 characters or numbers. Multiplying 16,384 by 3 pro· 
duces 49,152. Oddly enough, this is referred to as a ~SK mem
ory system. If you have a language or RAM card in slot 0, you 
have an additional 16K of memory, giving you a 64K system. 

What Shall Be Done with Memory'? Each location in mem· 
ory may serve either as coded instructions to tell the com
puter what to do (a program) or data for the program to act 
on. Few programs use all the memory available, so some 
memory locations may have no meaning to a particular pro
gram. 

The part of memory that contains the instructions for the 
microprocessor is organized so that the instructions are lo· 
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Duy the 
TAX•MANAGIR and turn 

your apple into a tax deduction. 

Let the Tax Laws work for you
buy the TAX· MANAGER 

and deduct the Apple and the Program 

Use The Tax-Manager to help 
you prepare your taxes. Then 
include the cost of this program 
and part of the cost of your 
computer as a deduction. 

You don't have to be an ac
countant to understand it. Sim
ply enter your tax information 
into this easy-to-use program . 
Then sit back and relax while it 

© 1981, Micro Lab. Inc. 

quickly computes the informa
tion and prints most of your fed
eral income tax schedules. Get 
The Tax-Manager now and start 
the new year with your taxes 
under control. 

When tax laws change, don't be 
concerned. The Tax-Manager 
will never be outdated. With 
Micro Lab 's Extended Warranty 

2310 Skokie Valley Road 
Highland Park, IL 60035 • 312-433-7550 

Plan ($30 a year) you can update 
to the current version at no ad
ditional cost. You will not have 
to reinvest more money in a new 
program. The Tax-Manager, 
which is the first of the Micro 
Lab Tax Saver group, will keep 
you current. 

THE TAX-MANAGER IS NOW 
AVAILABLE AT THE INTRO
DUCTORY PRICE OF $150. 

Apple 1s a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc. 



Your personal income tax report, made easy ... 

cmi~u 19f>7 T.AX. • 
• Computes and prints out the 1040 form • 15 supporting forms and schedules • Yearly updates of the program 
• Automatic global recalculations of entries; recalculations linked from schedule to schedule, schedule to form. 

Don't get confused about which support
ing forms and schedules you should file 
- use Tax-Manager. 

use Tax-Manager. 
Don't get depressed about having to 
spend hours copying figures from work 
sheets to forms - use Tax-Manager. 
Manage your personal tax situation to 
your best advantage - use Tax-Manager. 

that, together, give you a complete tax 
management system. 

Avoid paying penalties on income you 
didn't know you should have reported -
use Tax-Manager. 

Don't even think of the days necessary 
for compiling, calculating, checking and 
rechecking - use Tax-Manager. 

It is more than just a computer-aided, tax 
filing system and goes t.ar beyond 
calculating taxes and preparing and 
printing the returns. It consists of a Tax 
Guide, Tax Checklist and Tax Preparation 

This program is user-friendly and comes 
with a well-written manual so that even 
computer novices will find working with 
Tax-Manager easy. Our introductory price 
is $150 and it's deductible. 

Be sure your taxes are calculated with 
the right tax table and rate schedule 
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cated one after the other, head to tail. Although some instruc
tions break the sequence by jumping backward or forward to a 
distant (nonsequential) memory location, generally instruc
tions are executed in sequence. 

Sequential processing works just fine; for many purposes, 
it is the only way to go. You are reading this page sequentially, 
just as it was written. It would not make much sense if the 
same words were spread randomly around the page or if you 
read one word at a time from randomly selected lines. 

Suppose you write a program to deal with events outside 
the computer that are happening at random. Suppose it's a 
program to record the times when a light switch is turned on 
and off. One way to do this would be to tell the computer: 

"Read the switch setting. 
"If the switch is open, go back to the previous instruction. 
"If the switch is closed, read and print the time. 
"Read the switch setting. 
"If the switch is closed, go back to the previous instruction. 
"If the switch is open, go back to the original instruction." 
This little program would print the time that the light 

switch operated each time it operated. 
Unfortunately, a light-switch monitoring program such as 

this one would tie up the whole computer. With the program 
written this way, the sole function of the computer would be to 
keep tabs on the state of that one switch and report activity. If 
you have nothing else to do with your computer, this is fine. 
But what if you have another program you want to run? 

That's where interrupts come in. Interrupts allow the com
puter to do other things while waiting for the switch to operate. 
Through the use of interrupts, the switch can be operated to 
tap the computer on its . electronic shoulder and say "Hey, 
mark the time. I just closed." 

Go Ahead-Interrupt Me. The 6502 was designed to permit 
external events to interrupt its processing sequence. It does 
this in such a way that it is transparent to the program that is 
running, which means that the main program never really 

knows it's been interrupted. 
A few paragraphs back, we said that the 6002 executes 

instructions that it finds in memory in the sequence that they 
are stored. Suppose you're sneaking in another chapter of that 
book you were reading when we began and someone calls out 
to you. You stop where you are and carry on a conversation. 
Then when the conversation is over, you continue reading as if 
there had been no interruption. 

Or do you? You do if you marked your place before shifting 
your attention. If you didn't mark your place-if you slammed 
shut the book and tossed it in a desk drawer to avoid being 
caught-you have to page through the book until you find 
where you were. Marking where you were would have allowed 
you to restart easily. 

In the Apple, there are two registers, memory cells within 
the microprocessor chip, that are important to the process of 
dealing with interruptions. 

The processor status register, or P register, keeps track of 
conditions that programs want to test through the use of a set 
of flags. Flags are actually on/off markers showing such 
esoteric statuses, known only to your Apple, as a zero result, 
positive result, negative result, carry from addition, borrow 
from subtraction, and several other pieces of information that 
you need not deal with directly. Some microprocessor instruc
tions can test these flags and change the operation sequence 
(jump forward or backward) based on the result of the test. 
One of these flags is dedicated to showing whether or not an 
interrupt has occured. 

The second register is known as the program counter, or 
PC. This register is a memory pointer that tells the micro
processor where to go to get its next instruction. Any jump in
struction just changes the contents of this register to the ad
dress of the desired location. 

If the processor status register and the program counter 
are saved and later restored, all the information the micro
processor needs to continue a program will be retained. This 
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mal{es it possible for an interrupt to change the microproces
sor's activity without causing it to get lost when it comes back 
to its original task. 

The Physical Interrupt. When the 6052 senses an interrupt 
signal, it marks its place by storing both its processor status 
register and its program counter in a known location. This lo
cation ls in a special memory area designated as the stack. 
This area ls especially designed to help return the program 
counter to a previous program area. 

Once the interrupted location and status are saved, the 
lnteITllpt processing mechanism transfeni the address of the 
program to handle interrupts into the program counter. This ls 
effectively a jump instruction. 

When the interrupt handling program ls finished, it re
trieves the saved values (they were placed automatically on 
the stack) to restore the processor status register and the pro
gram counter to the status they had before the interrupt. The 
main program continues executing without ever being aware 
that the interrupt occurred. It wouldn't matter to the fore
ground program whether the interrupt processing program 
used a number of hours or only a few microseconds. 

Interrupt Handling "Overhead." In addition to the proces
sor status register and the program counter, the 6502 uses an 
accumulator register (A), two index registers (X and Y regis
ters), and the stack pointer (S). Upon return from an inter
rupt, all these registers must have the same values they had at 
the time of the interrupt. 

If these are not properly handled, the operating program 
may get confused and bomb out. We've seen already how the P 
register and PC are returned to their proper values. The pro
grammer has the responsibility to return from the interrupt 
handling program with the stack pointer (S), accumulator (A), 
and X and Y registers exactly as they were when the interrupt 
occurred. However, the A, X, and Y need be restored only if 
the interrupt routine changed them. 
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More Than One Type of Interrupt. The 6502 recognizes four 
distinct types of interrupts. The first, an interrupt request 
(IRQ), is one that the foreground program may ignore if it sets 
the right processor status flag. The second, what's known as a 
nonmaskable interrupt (NM!), may never be ignored, but can 
be processed in the regular way. 

The third type of interrupt ls called a break (BRK) or soft
ware interrupt. This kind of interrupt, which does not depend 
on external events, must be planned by the programmer in ad
vance; it is a debugging tool that will assist the programmer in 
locating program logic errors. The fourth kind of interrupt is 
the reset, an interrupt that attempts to return the microproc
essor to near its original state (its state when the power was 
first turned on). This interrupt is used when the logic of a pro
gram has been hopelessly jumbled and the system has hung 
up. In the Apple II, this often leads to a reboot situation. 

The 6502 allows only three different program routines to 
process the four interrupts, and it demands that the addresses 
for these routines be stored in the last six memory locations 
(FFFA-FFFF hexadecimal or 65,629-65,535 decimal). 

That's right; three routines to handle four types of inter
rupts. NMI has its own routine address; so does reset. But IRQ 
and BRK double up on one routine. 

This doesn't pose too much of a problem, though, because 
it's easy to distinguish between BRKs and IRQs. The Apple II 
uses nine memory locations to inspect the processor status 
register flags and make the distinction. 

Both the Apple's Monitor ROMs-the autostart and the old 
Monitor ROM-have a routine that the 6502 jumps to when it 
gets a BRK or an IRQ. This routine saves the A register (to get 
a register to work with) and then inspects the P register to de
termine whether it is processing a software BRK or a hard
ware generated IRQ. 

If an IRQ interrupt is what occurred, this program passes 
program control (by a simple jump instruction) to the user 
program whose address is stored by the user at memory loca
tions $3FE and $3FF. 

If no user routine address has been stored here, the 6502 
gets confused. Apple alleviates the confusion by returning to 
the Monitor, bombing out whatever program is running at 
the time. 

Break and Reset Don't CiOunt. Technically, BRK and reset 
operate like interrupts in that they interrupt the running pro
gram and pass control to a special handling routine. But reset 
and BRK handling don't fall within the scope of this article be
cause they are not normal operating conditions. Both have a 
catastrophic effect on a running program. 

Now that we've limited the scope of this discussion to NMI 
and IRQ, what's the difference between the two? 

One bit in the P register disables the curcuitry that re
sponds to IRQs. One simple instruction sets this mask, which 
has the effect of making the microprocessor ignore this inter
rupt. Thus, the IRQ is often referred to as a maskable 
interrupt. 

By contrast, there is no bit that allows the microprocessor 
to ignore an NMI event. That's why such.an event is called a 
nonmaskable interrupt. When the NMI interrupt line is tapped, 
the computer stops whatever it was doing and goes to see what 
it is supposed to do now. Use of the NMI line in the Apple II ta 
usually disastrous; it conflicts sharply with the operation of the 
disk operating system. 

lnterrupttng the Interrupt Article. Now you know what kind 
of interrupts there are and which the Apple can deal with if it's 
prepared to. Next month, we'll talk about limitations and dan
gers that arise from lnteITllpting too rudely. Flnally, we'll dis
cuss just how your Apple can learn to accept interrupts gra
ciously. 

In the meantime, you can go back to that book you were so 
eager to read: tonight there'll be no laundry to worry about; 
you could unhook the phone and spend an uninterrupted eve
ning reading. 

Well, that will have to do it. I've got to answer the door. 
JI 



E-Z Draw 

E-Z Draw is a graphics editing 
package for Apple II BASIC with 
simple one character commands 
so it can easily: 

• Draw dots, lines, parallelo
grams, triangles, circles and 
ellipses on the screen, 

• Move any area of the screen to 
any other area, 

• Transform any area of the 
screen into its mirror image 
while expanding or compress
ing its width or height or rotat
ing it 90 degrees, 

• Draw text on the screen using 
any of 20 original and imagina
tive type styles using the 
Higher Text Character Genera
tor by Ron & Darrell Aldrich, 

• Save images and complete 
pictures to the disk for use 
within BASIC programs, and 

• Draw using any of the Apple 
BASIC colors . 

This program has been used by 
professional programmers to 
generate spectacular hi-res pic
tures for use with their games, 
professional packages and edu
cational software. It can be used 
to create professional illustra
tions, graphs and slides in addi
tion to adding hi-res graphics to 
BASIC programs. E-Z Draw re
quires a 48k Apple II or II+ and 
one disk drive. 

Aud ex 

Audex is a collection of utility pro
grams that allow you to create 
sounds, shape them, edit them 
and play them back in your own 
Applesoft BASIC programs. The 
only tools required are an Apple II 
computer with Applesoft BASIC, 
48K of memory, one or more disk 
drives with DOS 3.3 and an op
tional tape player. Included with 
this disk are: 

• DRAW-A-SOUND, a program 
for creating and editing sound 
pulse patterns using the key
board and hi-res screen. 
These sounds can be tones, 
squalks, thumps or anything 
you choose. 

• EXCERPT-A-SOUND is a pro
gram for getting sounds from 
the cassette port and excerpt
ing portions of this audio data 
for use as sound effects. Ex
cerpting produces more un
iform tones and uses less 
memory. 

• BUILD-A-SOUND is a program 
to connect sounds and tones 
together into extended pat
terns to form or emulate 
speech. 

• AUDIO OPCODES is a collec
tion of relocatable machine 
language routines that allow 
you to easily reproduce in your 
own Applesoft programs any 
sound effects, music, speech, 
etc. created using the above 
utility programs. 

A user manual is provided that 
includes many programming 
examples and complete instruc
tions for using all the utility pro
grams. 

PGE 

The Pascal Graphics Editor is a 
complete graphics editor with 
command and menu structures 
modeled after the Pascal text edi
tor. It Features: 

• Commands for drawing dots, 
lines, rectangles , parallelo
grams and circles 

• A routine to fill any closed area 
with any of 720 color combina
tions 

• Protective viewports which 
allow selective filling, erasing, 
or drawing without disturbance 
of other screen areas 

• Easy moving, rotating , invert
ing (upside down and/or mir
rored), crunching, expanding 
(horizontally or vertically), 
color separating and saving to 
disk any portion of the 
graphics screen 

• A built in font generator which 
can be used to define fonts 
with cell sizes ranging from 
1 x 1 to 16 x 16. Fonts can be 
drawn onto the screen in any of 
16 different DRAWBLOCK 
display modes with optional 
proportional spacing. 

Return of the included license 
agreement entitles you to a free 
back-up diskette and Pascal utili
ties package which includes two 
library units that expand TURTLE
GRAPHICS: 

• The GEOMETRIC UNIT simpli
fies the drawing and filling in of 
simple geometric shapes and 
aids in creating DRAWBLOCK 
arrays and saving pictures to 
disk with commands: PROCE
DURE TRIANGLE, PARALLEL
OGRAM, ELLIPSE, PFILL, 
COPYBLOCK; FUNCTION 
PICREAD AND PICWRITE. 

• The TEXTWRITER UNIT allows 
you to load and use multiple 
fonts including all fonts defined 
by PGE with commands: 
PROCEDURE WFCHAR, 
WFSTRING, FONTYPE, PRO
P ORT I 0 N; FUNCTION 
FONTREAD. 

The Pascal Graphics Editor re
quires a 64K Apple II or II+ and 
one disk drive. 

The Joyport 

The Joyport is the most signifi
cant new input device for the Ap
ple computer since the keyboard. 
A wide variety of software is ra
pidly being developed to take ad
vantage of the Joyport's features: 

• Apple game paddle sockets 
that can use 4 game paddles 

• 2 Sockets to accept Atari type 
joysticks 

• Connections for Apple and 
Atari paddles and joysticks 
that are easily accessible 
without opening the Apple 
case (no more dissecting the 
Apple each time you want to 
change paddles) 

• Complete compatibility with all 
existing BASIC , Pascal and 
machine language programs 
and games 

• 2 Switches to select between 
Apple type paddles and Atari 
joysticks 

• Custom designed enclosure 
that complements Apple case 

A complete users' manual includ
ing installation and programming 
examples is provided with each 
Joyport. For a limited time only, 
included with the Joyport will be 
a free copy of Computer Foos
ball. 

Sirius Software, Inc. 10364 Rockingham Drive Sacramento, California 95827 (916) 920-1195 ~ 
The Pascal Graphics Editor, Joyport, E-Z Draw, Audex, and Computer Foosball are copyrighted products of Sirius Software, Inc. Higher Text 
is a copyrighted product of Synergistic Software. Apple II, II+ and Applesoft are copyrighted products of Apple Computer Inc. Atari is a 
Trademark of Atari Inc. 







TWERPS 
NOW! From the company that brought you 
Sneakers, Beer-run and a host of other blockbus
ters: TWERPS I Sirius does it again. Another whim
sical , challenging game with a cast of top-starring 
characters. Meet Captain Twerp! Thrill at the 
shooting Orbiters! Be amazed by the swooping 
Glingas! Gasp in terror at the drooling Gleep
noks! A game you'll want to tell all your friends 
about. 

Requires an Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive. Twerps is playable with keyboard , 
Apple paddles and joystick, or with Sirius Software's 
Joyport and Atari-type joysticks. 

SNAKE BYTE 
What has 48K BYTES and is addictive? SNAKE 
BYTE! A game that works like a charm. A tail of 
Perilous Purple Plums that's ahead of its time. A 
game you can sink your teeth into. An antidote 
for boredom. Snake Byte . Fangs alot, Sirius 
Software! 

Requires an Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive. Snake Byte is playable with keyboard 
or with Sirius Software's Joyport and Atari-type joy
sticks . 

Sirius Software, Inc. 
10364 Rockingham Drive Sacramento, CA 95827 
(916) 366-1195 

Contact your local computer dealer for more information. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Twerps, Snake Byte , and Joyport are copyrighted products 
of Sirius Software, Inc. Apple II and II+ are trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc. 



BORG 
DERANGED GRUD TERRORIZES COUNTRY
SIDE! Protected by Borg , the invincible Drage
roo, and a notorious band of dragons , the 
infamous Grud has surrounded his hide-out with 
electrified mazes. Can no one crack the code and 
rid us of this menace? - Sirius Press Service, 
Grundonia 

Requires an Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive . Borg is playable with keyboard , 
Apple paddles and joystick, or with Sirius Software 's 
Joyport and Atari-type joysticks. 

KABUL SPY 
TO: KABUL SPY FROM: S.S. HO MISSION: 
FIND PROFESSOR PAUL EISENSTADT. Cap
tured in May of 1981, he is being held by the KGB 
somewhere in North Afghanistan. You will be 
given: a money belt, 300 Rubles , a small pistol , a 
sharp knife and . . . a cyanide pill. We will help 
you if we can . Caution advised. 

Requires and Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K, 
AppleSoft and Apple disk drive. Kabul Spy is playable 
with keyboard . 

Sirius Software, Inc. 
10364 Rockingham Drive Sacramento, CA 95827 
(916) 366-1195 

Contact your local computer dealer for more information. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Borg, Kabul Spy, and Joyport are copyrighted prod ucts of 
Si rius Software, Inc . Apple II and II+ are trad emarks of App le 
Computer Inc . Atari is a trademark of Ata ri Inc . 
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T a y 0 r P o h I m a n 
Exploring Business Basic, 

Part 7 

Last month we explored some of Busi
ness Basie's unique formatted output and 
arithmetic capabilities. There is a good 
more to say on those topics, but such ex
position will be left to some future month. 
This month we'll undertake a journey 
through some of the thickest jungles 
found in the Apple ill: the infamous 
.GRAFIX driver and its faithful Indian 
companion, BGRAF.INV (the preceed
ing collection of mixed metaphors was 
just a sample of what some enterprising 
explorers have encountered on their own 
trips). 

The new Business Basic manual 
(which everyone who purchased Basic 
should have received by now), contains a 
sixty-page section in volume two that de
scribes the programming possible with 
the BGRAF.INV invokable module . In 
addition, the Standard Device Drivers 
Manual contains a section on .GRAFIX. 

Rather than repeat all of that material, 
this column will briefly describe the func
tions of BGRAF.INV and then take up a 
subject that's not mentioned at all: how 
to draw a circle. 

Drawing a circle may sound easy, but 
1 given that BG RAF allows only dots and 
lines, and given that none of the graphics 
modes have equal horizontal and verti
cal resolution, and given that monitors 
distort images because of aspect ratio 
differences, drawing a circle of arbi
trary radius with an arbitrary center that 
actually looks like a circle and doesn't 
take forever to finish is non-trivial. Non
trivial is a favorite word of mathemati
cians and engineers, principally because 
it allows them to assert that a task is dif· 
ficult without requiring that they figure 
out how difficult. 

Well, enough cheap shots at mathe· 
maticians. We will discover later that 
some handy mathematical principles 
will serve us well in our quest for the per
fect circle. 

The BGRAF Invokable Module. As 
has been discussed before, Business Ba-

lnitgrafix Initializes the viewpart, cursor position, color table and transfer options 
Grafixmode Sets the current graphics made. The lour modes are: 

Grafixon 
View port 
Pencolor 
Fillcolor 
Fillport 
Mo veto 
Moverel 
Do tat 
Do tr el 
Lineto 
Liner el 
XYcolor 
Xloc,Yloc 
Newfont 
Sysfont 
Gsave 
Gload 
Release 

0 - 280 x 192 black and white 
1 - 280 x 192 color (sixteen colors with limitations) 
2 - 560 x 192 black and white 
3 - 140 x 192 color (sixteen colors with no limitations) 
Displays the current graphics screen 
Sets the boundaries far graphics operations 
Sets the calar al the pen far draws, plats ar characters 
Sets the background color far filling and erasing 
Fills the current viewpart with the fill calar 
Maves the cursor ta a specified paint 
Maves the cursor relative ta the current paint 
Plats a paint at a specified paint 
Plats a paint relative ta the current paint 
Draws a line from the current paint ta a specified paint 
Draws a line ta a paint relative ta the current paint 
A function that returns the color al a specified paint 
Functions that return the current position of the cursor 
Defines a new character font far printing text an the screen 
Restores the default system font 
Saves a graphics screen ta disk as a PIC file 
Leads a PIC file from disk ta the current graphics screen 
Gives graphics memory back ta Basic 

Command Table 

sic is almost infinitely extensible by the 
use of invokable assembly language rou
tines. These routines can be loaded into 
memory only when needed, and have the 
effect of adding extra commands to the 
language. Furthermore, as many invok
ables as will fit into memory can be used 
at once, with Apple Ill's SOS operating 
system responsible for making sure that 
there are no conflicts. BG RAF.INV is one 
of the most useful of the invokable mod
ules. It is supplied on the Business Basic 
program disk, and is loaded into mem
ory with the command: 

INVOKE "bgraf.inv" 

Those of you who have Apple !I's, or 
who have used Applesoft in emulation 
mode on the Apple III, know that there 
are several commands in that language 
to manipulate color graphics. Among 
these are gr and hgr, color and hcolor, 
plot and hplot that permit initializing 
graphics modes, changing colors, and 
plotting points and lines. In addition, Ap
plesoft has special commands that per
mit the manipulation of shapes based on 
special ta bl es that describe the bit pat
terns of the images. 

The BGRAF invokable has com
mands for all these capabilities, and a 
great deal more besides. Unlike Apple· 
soft, which has a fixed high-resolution 
page for drawing, the Apple III graphics 
modes permit plotting points within a 
range of -32768 to 32767. The concept of a 
viewport (like the window in text mode) 
is what defines which dots actually get 
plotted on the screen. Only the dots with
in the current viewport are actually plot
ted, and the viewport is limited to the 
maximum resolution of whatever graph· 
ics mode is selected. 

We'll see shortly how handy this is, be
cause it permits plotting generally with
out regard to whether the physical screen 
limits are exceeded. Exdeeding the valid 
range in an Applesoft program causes an 
error. In addition, setting the viewport to 
an area smaller than the physical screen 
permits us to draw without worrying 
about overwriting other areas outside the 
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viewport. To keep track of where the 
plotting operations are to take place, an 
invisible cursor is maintained, to which 
all draw and print operations relate. 

There are two capabilities of the Ap
ple ill graphics driver which are not well 
understood but can be extremely power
ful. These come under the heading of the 
color table and transfer option. Used 
properly, they can save an incredible 
amount of programmer effort. 

The color table allows you to set the 
priority of a given color. Imagine that 
you want to draw some blue lines on a 
screen that contains some yellow 
squares. Suppose, furthermore, that you 
don't want to cross the yellow squares (in 
effect, you want to draw the line behind 
the squares) . If the color table is set up 
properly, the graphics driver will auto
matically change any blue dots you plot 
to yellow if you try to plot them over a 
yellow dot. In any other system, your 
program would have to check the color of 
each dot before plotting, thus grinding 
everything to a virtual halt . Imagine 
what this capability could mean if you 
wanted to animate shapes of various col
ors over a background . 

One additional capability in Apple Ill 
graphics is really convenient. At any 
time you can print text directly to the 
.GRAFIX driver and it will be written at 
the current dot position. Since you can 
also change the definition of the charac
ter set with the newfont procedure, hi-res 
animation tricks of the sort found in the 
Apple IT DOS Toolkit package are essen
tially built-in! 

To give you an idea of the functions of 
the BGRAF module, the command table 
lists the commands available, along with 
a brief description of each. Remember 
that to use these in Basic, the module 
must first be invoked, and the word per
form prefixed to each command. Quite a 
collection of goodies, right? 

As was said earlier, there is really too 
much here for one article; indeed, a 
whole book could be written about the Ap
ple Ill graphics. Rather than tackle that 
task, let's start with something seeming
ly simple. As you noted from reading the 
list of functions above, the major com
ponent that's missing is anything to do 
with curves. Rather than throwing you a 
curve (groan!), we'll try drawing some. 

Getting Around In Business Ba.sic. To 
start, some quick math is required. You 
can think of the Apple Ill screen as a co
ordinate system, with x and y locations 
depending on the mode. In all cases, y 
(vertical) values are displayable be· 
tween 0 (bottom) and 191 (top). X (hori
zontal) values range between 0 and 139 
(lowest resolution) up to 0 to 559 (high
est). Circles are nothing more than sets 
of points with a common attribute; 
namely, they are of equal distance from 
a single point called (surprisingly 
enough) the center. There are formulas 
for determining the points that lie on a 
circle, generally derived froir. the formu-

SO~IAL~ D 
la below: 

x'+y'=r' 

This formula works for circles start
ing at a center of 0,0, but since we want to 
draw circles anywhere, and since the 
general form of the circle equation is 
more difficult to solve, we'll rely on 
another fact about circles. The trigono
metric functions sine and cosine define x 
and y values for the unit circle, and it is 
possible to obtain values for any circle by 
multiplying these values by the radius 
and adding the center coordinates; that 
is, to find a point on a circle of radius 30 at 
an angle of 30 degrees from horizontal, 
when the center is at x=70 and y=96, 
these formulas can be used: 

x = COS(30 degrees)*30+70 
y = SIN(30 degrees)*30+96 

59 

These simple formulas suggest that 
we might be ready to write a program. 

Program 1 is a relatively straightfor· 
ward program, except that the trig func
tions (sin, cos) work in radians, of which 
there are 2 x pi in a full circle. That value 
is approximately 6.2832, which is further 
approximated in line 100. One other thing 
of note: Since this graphics mode is not 
"square," some adjustment must be 
made for the fact that there are more 
points proportionately in one axis than in 
another. 

For simplicity, we have scaled the x
axis value (since that is the only one that 
varies in the different modes) by multi· 
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10 OPEN#l,".grofix" 
20 INVOKE"bgrof.inv'' 
30 PERFORM initgrofix 
40 PERFORM grafixmode(% 3, % l) 
45 INPUT"step value: ";stepvol 
50 PERFORM grofixon 
60 PERFORM pencolor(o/o 13) 
70 PERFORM fillcolor(%3) 
80 PERFORM fillport 
100 FOR i=O TO 6.28 STEP stepvol 
110 x=COS(i)*30"(140/l92)+70 
120 y=SIN(i)*30+96 
130 PERFORM dotot(o/ox, o/oy) 
140 NEXT i 
150 INPUT oS 
160 TEXT 

SO(:JALkll 
Open the graphics driver 
Lood BGRAF into memory 
Initialize the graphics screen 
Set mode 3 (sixteen-color) 
Ask for an increment for plotting 
Turn on the graphics display 
Set the color for drawing (yellow) 
Set the background color (purple) 
Fill the viewport with purple 
Step oround the circle (2pi=6.28) 
Colculote x (center=70, rodius=30) 
Calculate y (center ot y= 96) 
Plot the resulting dot loco ti on 

Pouse when finished 
Switch to text mode 

170 PERFORM RELEASE:PERFORM RELEASE:CLOSE 
180 INVOKE Cleon up the graphics memory 
190 END 

Program l 

plying by the constant 140/192, the ratio 
of horizontal to vertical dots. This is done 
in line 110. The other factor in lines 110 
and 120 is the constant 30, which repre
sents the radius. Note also that line 170 
cleans up the graphics memory and 
closes the driver. This is very important. 
If you don't release the memory, it will 
stay around, unusable by Basic. Also, 
doing the invoke in line 180 removes the 
BG RAF module from memory. If you 
have other invokables normally resi
dent, you should delete this statement. 

Run this program several times, with 
different values for the step. You will no
tice that in addition to being pretty slow, 
it takes a step size of about .1 to draw a 
good circle. You'll probably also notice 
that this program can't draw a very good 
circle. Depending on the aspect ratio of 
your monitor, the circle will probably 
look like a flattened circle, that is, an el
lipse. This is so because all monitors dif
fer in the relationship between horizon
tal and vertical resolution and size. We 
will see a little later that this is an easy 
problem to correct. 

As was just mentioned, this routine 
suffers from being very slow. The main 
problem sterns from the fact that it takes 
a large number of dots to create a circle, 
and that number of dots translates into a 
large number of steps to draw a circle. In 
the example above, it took approximate
ly sixty-four dots to draw a filled-in cir
cle of radius 30 units. Had we tried to 
draw a larger circle, or had we used a 
higher resolution mode, the problem 
would have been even worse. The solu
tion to this problem lies in understanding 
the real nature of the task at hand. 

Mathematics and mathematical 
physics is sometimes called the realm of 
the perfect. Energy truly is exactly re
lated to mass times the speed of light 
squared (Einstein's famous formula). 
But in the world of measured events, 
nothing is ever exact and perfect. 

The same is true of circles. Geometry 
allows us to dream of perfect circles, but 
the realities of trying to draw even one 
(especially freehand!) are such that we 
are willing to settle for reasonably good 

representations as long as they are not 
too lumpy. In fact, the resolution of any 
graphics screen-no matter how good
is a far cry from the perfection of a real 
circle. Therefore, when we set out to 
draw a circle on the screen, we should 
first ask, "How good a circle do we 
want?" 

A quick lesson from geometry will 
help with the answer. As you may know, 
a circle can be approximated as a poly
gon (a figure with many sides). The 
more sides the polygon has, the more it 
looks like a circle. Since the resolution of 
the graphics screen is limited, at some 
reasonable point a polygon will be indis
tinguishable from a circle. 

The advantage of this approach is that 
the Apple III has graphics commands 
available for drawing lines. Since a poly
gon has sides that are all straight lines, 
we can use the line drawing commands 
to represent a circle, finding the number 
of sides in each resolution which make 
reasonable looking circles. The number 
of sides necessary to make a good circle 
will also vary according to the radius of 
the circle, since large circles will be 
more likely to show the lines as straight 
segments. 

Program 2 will let you play with the 
number of sides necessary to make good 
circles and to experiment to determine 
the aspect ratio that is correct for your 
monitor. Modify this program to try 
other graphics modes and see how the 
different resolutions affect the results. 

10 OPEN#l,".grofix" 
20 INVOKE".dl/bgrof.inv" 
30 PERFORM initgrofix 
40 PERFORM grofixmode(%3,~/o 1) 
45 INPUT"step volue: ";stepvol 
46 IF stepvol<=O THEN 170 
48 I NPUT"ospect ratio: ";aspect 
49 ospect= l/ospect 
50 PERFORM grofixon 
60 PERFORM pencolor(% 13) 
70 PERFORM fillcolor(%3) 
80 PERFORM fillport 
85 scole=l40/192 
90 PERFORM moveto(%30*scole*ospect+ 

70,%96) 
100 FOR i=stepvol TO 6.28 STEP stepvol 
110 x=COS(i)*30*scole*ospect+70 

61 
,.. 

A unique program designed to teach principles 
of good programming to children . 

'uses structured program control: 
sequence 
selection 
iteration 
subprogram 

'forces modularity of programs 
'provides for mnemonic naming 
'encourages top-down design 

In addition to the principles of good program
ming, Antfarm is fun! Kids have fun making the 
ant move, eat, plant, in interesting ways. 

A revolutionary tool for the early learning of 
computer programming. 

For 48K Apple 11 , 16-sector drive. 

Nutrichec $59.95 

Diet analysis program featuring: 
- calculates physical activity level from 90 

activities, adaptable 

- food data base based on 1980 RDA contains 
over 600 common foods, user expandable to 
over 900 

- displays and prints intake, suggested intake, 
% of suggested, and index of nutrient quality 
for calories, fiber, fat, protein, 5 vitamins, 
and 6 minerals 

- missing data indicated; makes bar graph for 
% of suggested intake 

- complete user's guide 

For 32K Apple 11, DOS 3.3, Applesoft. 

Appleopoly $29.95 

A hi-res graphic implementation of a long-time 
favorite board game; sound, shows dice rolling 
& tokens moving, manages bank accounts. 

For 48KApple 11, 16-sector drive. 

Send orders, questions, dealer inquiries to: 

~~S ,,. Computer Consulting 
6723 E. 66th Pl. 
Tulsa, OK 7 4133 
918/492-9036 
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120 y=SIN(i)•30+96 
130 PERFORM lineto(%x,%y) 
140 NEXT i 
150 INPUT 0$ 
160 TEXT 
165 GOTO 45 
170 PERFORM RELEASE:PERFORM RELEASE:CLOSE 
180 INVOKE 
190 END 

Program 2 

Several new things are done in this 
program 2. Notice that we invert the as· 
pect ratio because we are adjusting the x
axls only. Further, we have named the 
ratio between the x and y resolution scale 
for use in the repetitive calculations. 
Next, because we are drawing lines this 
time, the program uses the moveto pro· 
cedure to move the graphics cursor to the 
initial point on the circle (in this case, the 
horizontal point to the right of the center 
(origin) of the circle). 

Once a starting point is established, 
subsequent lineto commands will draw 
the circle as a series of line segments. 
Try experimenting with widely vary
ing numbers of steps, from 1 to .02 as an 
example. You will find that at some point 
the circle looks the same, no matter how 
many line segments make it up. By 
choosing the fewest steps that still pro· 
duce a decent circle, you can speed up 
the drawing process considerably. Don't 
forget to experiment with values for as
pect ratio as well. For the Monitor ill, a 
value of 1.3 usually works pretty well. 
Try several values until you are happy 
with the results. 

Multiple Regression 

by Professionals 

for Professionals 

HSD REGRESS 

Comp/de Multiple Regre91/on Analysis 
Up la 25 Vorloblea 
Up to 300 Caaea/Varlable 
Deacrlptlue Statlatlca 
Correlation Motrla• 
Regrf!u/on on Any Subset of Vorlobles 
Regrf!aslon on Any Ord<!r of Vorlab/es 
Hl·Ru Scotterplat & Rea/duo/ Plat 
Keyboard or Diak Data Input 
Coae x Cose or Variable x Vorlob/e Input 
Dato File Creation 
Predlct<!d & Residual Scares File Creation 

$99.95 

Apple II, 48K With Disk, 
3.2 or 3.3 DOS, Applesoft 

Cull (213) 993·8536 lo Order 

or Wrlle: 
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS 

9249 Reoeda Blvd., Sulle I 07 
Norlhrfdgf!, CA 91324 

- VIS.4 
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The next technique for speeding up 
this routine is even more interesting. No· 
tice that we keep calculating the sine and 
cosine of each angle, no matter how 
many times we run the program. 
Furthermore, it should be apparent that 
it's possible to draw a circle of any rea· 
sonable radius by just varying the multi· 
plication factor. Further, it's obvious that 
steps of less than .00 for any reasonable 
radius do not produce better circles. All 
that suggests program 3, an enhanced 
version of the original program: 

10 OPEN#l ,".grofix" 
20 INVOKE".d 1/bgrol.inv" 
25 DIM xcos(63),ysin(63) 
26 FOR i=O TO 63:xcos(i)=COS(i/10): 

ysin(i)=SIN(i/10):NEXT i 
30 PERFORM initgrofix 
40 PERFORM gralixmode(%3,% 1) 
46 INPUT"ospect rotio: ";ospect 
47 ospect= 1/aspect 
48 INPUT"radius: ";r 
49 IF r<=O THEN 170 
50 PERFORM grafixon 
60 PERFORM pencolor(% 1 3) 
70 PERFORM fillcolor(%3) 
80 PERFORM fillport 
85 scole= 140/192 
90 PERFORM moveto(%r*scole*ospect 

+70,%96) 
100 FOR i=l TO 63 
1 10 x = xcos(i) *r*sca le *ospect+ 70 
120 y=ysin(i)*r+96 
130 PERFORM lineto(%x,%y) 
140 NEXT i 
150 INPUT 0$ 
160 TEXT 
165 GOTO 48 
170 PERFORM RELEASE :PERFORM RELEASE:CLOSE 
180 INVOKE 
190 END 

Program 3 

Notice that this time two arrays have 
been set up, both with sixty-four values 
each. Rather than recalculate the sin and 
cos functions, the program does them 
once at the beginning and stores them for 
use later in lines 110 and 120. If you intend 
to do a great deal of this kind of work, or 
if you want to expand the number of steps 
significantly, you may want to create 
another program that calculates the 
values and writes them to a data file. 
Then your circle program could simply 
read the values in at the beginning. 

Notice, too, that these routines are es
sentially identical to the previous ones, 
except that this time you may experi· 
ment with circles of different radii. After 
experimenting with this routine, you 
should see that a general purpose rou· 
tine can be written that will satisfy all cir· 
cumstances. It's most practical to ex· 
press this as a subroutine, with the 
variables being the circle diameter, the 
mode, the scale factor and the center co· 
ordinates. The result might look like this 
program 4. 

10 OPEN#l,".grolix" 
20 INVOKE".d 1/bgrol.inv'' 
25 DIM xcos( 126),ysin( 1 26),xdot(3) 
26 FOR i=O TO 126:xcos(i)=COS(i/20): 

ysin(i)=SIN(V20):NEXT i 
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27 xdot(O) = 280:xdot( 1) = 280:xdot(2) = 
560:xdot(3)= 140 

30 PERFORM initgrolix 
35 INPUT"Mode: ";mode 
37 IF mode<=O THEN 180 
40 PERFORM grolixmode(%mode,%1) 
50 INPUT"pencolor,fillcolor: ";pen, fill 
60 PERFORM pencolor(%pen) 
70 PERFORM fillcolor(%fill) 
75 INPUT"cleor screen? ";a$ 
80 o$=MID$(o$, 1, l):IF o$="y" OR a$="Y" THEN 

PERFORM fillport 
81 INPUT"rodius: ";r 
82 oratio = 1.3 
83 xcen=xdot(mode)/2:ycen=96 
85 PERFORM grolixon 
87 scoleloc=(l/oratio )*(xdot(mode)/192) 
90 GOSUB 900 
150 PERFORM moveto(%0,%8) 
160 PRINT#l;"Press RETURN:"; 
165 INPUT"";a$ 
170 TEXT 
175 GOTO 75 
180 PERFORM RELEASE:PERFORM RELEASE:CLOSE 
190 INVOKE 
200 END 
900 xscale=r*scolefac 
905 xcen=xcen+.5:ycen=ycen+.5 
907 density=(mode=2)+2*(mode<2) 

+3*(mode= 3) 
910 firstx= x~os(O)*xscole+xcen 
915 PERFORM moveto(%1irstx, %ycen) 
920 stepamt= INT(20*(5-density) 

/r)+density 
930 IF stepomt>6 THEN stepamt=6 
940 FOR i= 1 TO 126 STEP stepomt 
950 PERFORM lineto(%(xcos(i)*xscole 

+xcen), %(ysin(i)*r+ycen)) 
960 NEXT i 
970 PERFORM lineto(o/ofirstx, %ycen) 
980 RETURN 

Program 4 

Program 4 ls a considerably enhanced 
version. Notice that we have doubled the 
number of points that can be used, as 
well as introducing the capacity to 
change modes and colors. Since we now 
have different possibilities for the mode, 
we introduce the xdot array, which con· 
tains the horizontal dot density required 
to figure the center and the scale factor. 
The actual drawing routine is now a 
subroutine at line 900, in such a form that 
you could incorporate it into other pro· 
grams. 

To speed up the subroutine for the 
various graphics modes, the concept of 
density is introduced. This factor varies 
between one and three depending on 
whether the horizontal resolution is 140, 
280 or 060 (modes 3, 0 and 1, and 2 respec· 
tively). Note the use of the logical state· 
ments in line 907 to replace a lot of if and 
assignment statements. Be sure you 
work through that program line in your 
mind to assure yourself that the assign· 
ments work as intended. 

The other thing to note is that the 
density factor is used in line 920 to calcu· 
late a reasonable step value for drawing 
the circle. You might want to substitute a 
few values to see just how this works. 
Line 930 makes sure the program uses a 
reasonable number of steps even if the 
circle is extremely small. 

Notice also that in line 900 the value .0 
is added to the center coordinates. This 

'i 
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has the effect of rounding the values 
when they are passed to the lineto pro
cedure in line 900, ensuring more ac
curate plotting. Another new feature is 
that in line 970 an additional lineto is 
added to draw a line back to the original 
point. This ensures that if the step value is 
such that the circle is not fully com
pleted, the last point drawn will be con
nected to the beginning point. 

Line 160 presents another new con
cept. By simply printing to the .GRAFIX 
driver file, you may write text on any 
graphics screen. Furthermore, the text 
can begin on any dot boundary any
where on the screen. That requires some 
pretty tricky software on the Apple II, 
but is a built-in feature of the Apple III 
graphics modes. 

Many more enhancements could be 
added to this program, but instead of 
going on and on, here's an example of 
how the program and routines could be 
modified to draw circle segments (arcs) 
and pie slices, using essentially the same 
techniques. The new program (program 
~) looks like this: 

3 REM ore draw subroutine 
10 GOSUB lOOO:REM initiolize 
20 PRINT"Arc drower pragrom" 
35 INPUT"Graphics made: ";mode$ 
36 IF mode$="" THEN 180 
37 mode=CONV(mode$) 

40 PERFORM grafixmode(%mode,% 1) 
50 INPUT"pencolor,fillcolor: ";pen,fill 
52 drow.rodius=O 
55 INPUT"drow the radii? " 1o$ 
56 a$=MID$(a$, 1, l):IF a$="y" OR o$="Y" THEN 

draw.radius= 1 
60 PERFORM pencolor(%pen) 
70 PERFORM filkolor(o/ofill) 
75 INPUT"cleor screen? ";0$ 
80 o$=MID$(a$, 1, l):IF a$="y" OR o$="Y" THEN 

PERFORM fillport 
82 horiz = xdat( mode )/192 
85 scalefac=(l/orotio)*hariz 
87 PERFORM grafixon 
88 FOR loop= 1 TO 25 
90 r=INT{50*RND(l)+30) 
91 xcen=INT(192*horiz*RND(1)) 
92 ycen=INT( 192*RND( 1)) 
93 stort.rod=3.14*RND{l):end.rad= 

stort.rad+3*RND( 1) 
95 GOSUB 1100 
100 NEXT loop 
150 PERFORM maveto(%0, %8) 
160 PRINT#l ;"Press RETURN:"; 
165 INPUT'"';o$ 
170 TEXT:GOTO 35 
180 PERFORM release:PERFORM releose: 

PERFORM releose 
190 CLOSE:INVOKE 
200 END 
1000 OPEN#l," .grofix" 
1010 INVOKE".d 1/bgrof.inv'' 
1020 DIM xcos(126),ysin(126},xdat(3) 
1030 FOR i=O TO 126:xcos(i)=COS(i/20) 

:ysin(i)=SIN(i/20}:NEXT i 
1040 xdot( O)= 280:xdot( 1) = 280:xdot( 2) = 

560:xdot( 3)= 140 

1050 aratio= 1.3 
1060 PERFORM initgrofix 
1070 RETURN 
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1094 REM r=rodius, scolefoc=ospect rotio * 
relative density 

1095 REM l!cen= x coordinote of center 
1096 REM ycen= y coordinote of center 
1097 REM stort.rod= storting point of ore in 

rodians 
1098 REM end.rod=ending point of arc in radians 
1099 REM drow.rodius= 1 meons drow the radius 

lines ta the endpoints 
1100 xscole=r*scolefac 
1105 xcen=xcen+.5:ycen=ycen+.5 
1110 density=(mode=2)+2*(mode<2) 

+3*(mode=3) 
1115 IF draw.radius THEN PERFORM moveto 

(%xcen, o/oycen):PERFORM 
lineto(o/o(COS(start.rad)* 
xscale+ xcen), o/o(SIN(start.rod)*r+ 
ycen)):ELSE:PERFORM moveto(o/o(COS 
(start.rod)*xscole+xcen), %(SIN 
( stort. rad)*r+ycen)) 

1120 stepamt=INT(20*(5-density)/r)+density 
1130 IF stepomt>6 THEN stepomt= 6 
1140 FOR i=INT(stort.rod*20+ .5) TO end.rod*20 

STEP stepomt 
1150 PERFORM lineto(o/o(xcos(i)*xscale+l!cen), 

o/o(ysin(i)*r+ycen)) 
1160 NEXT i 
1170 PERFORM lineta(o/o(COS(end.rod)* 

xscole+xcen), o/o(SIN(end.rod)*r+ycen)) 
1175 IF drow.rodius THEN PERFORM 

lineto(%xcen,%ycen) 
1180 RETURN 

Progrom 5 

Program ~ is set up to use lines 88 
through 100 to create random centers, 
radii and arc lengths (in radians) and to 
use the subroutine at line 1100 to draw the 
resulting arcs. This routine and the one 
above for drawing circles should equip 
you to do most of the interesting tasks in 
graphics. It's likely that these routines 
will also give you ideas on how to ap
proach other specific projects you might 
wish to tackle. 

Normally, when you run the arc pro· 
gram you'll get some arcs that are par
tially off the screen. Notice that the 
.GRAFIX driver handles such a situa· 
tion perfectly because it treats its graph
ics area as a space of points from -32768 
to 32767, with the screen as a window into 
the total space. This eliminates immeas· 
urable amounts of bounds checking 
within programs, a process that usually 
ends up slowing down the drawing. In ad· 
dition, as was mentioned already, the 
graphics window can be set to anywhere 
on the screen, with any values outside the 
window automatically clipped. 

There are a thousand more topics to 
be covered in exploring the graphics ca
pabilities of the Apple m. Next month we 
will tackle a few biggies, areafill (espe
cially for the circles and arcs we have 
been drawing) and the whole area of 
user-definable character sets. With luck, 
we'll get to some animation examples. 
Until then, dig into your device driver 
manual documentation on .GRAFIX and 
the writeup on BGRAF.INV in the Busi· 
ness Basic manual. There's a whole · 
world inside this system! JI i 







Tradition is an overwhelming presence at the United States 
Military Academy. It is evident from the Civil War regimental 
colors in the chapel and stringent honor code to the hazing of 
plebes and captured Mexican cannon surrounding the Battle 
Monument. 

But there are some decidedly untraditional activities be
hind the massive gray stone walls towering above the plain at 
West Point. And Apple computers play an increasingly impor
tant role in several of them. 

Inside Thayer Hall, erected in 1911 as a cavalry riding hall, 
faculty researchers work on a project designed to put an Ap
ple in the hands of intelligence analysts on the battlefield with 
tactical units. 

Four Apple II computers perform a wide variety of func
tions for members of the Cadet Computer Seminar, an in
creasingly popular extracurricular club. 

A new Apple Users Group was launched in February by fif
teen Apple owners drawn from the cadet corps, staff, and 
faculty alike. 

And the cable TV bulletin board that serves as a principal 
source of local news for the West Point community boasts an 
Apple as its nerve center, determining which message is 
shown when. 

Marching as to War. Cadets will pack a couple of eight-bit 
Apples along with their rifles and folding shovels when they 
embark on field maneuvers at nearby Camp Bruckner this 
summer. 

"We'll take them out and operate in a tent," explains 
Colonel Gilbert W. Kirby, Jr., head of the d~partment of geo
graphy and computer science. "We'll use them for land navi
gation work, fire planning for the artillery, determining what 
weapons to deploy against potential targets, picking out loca
tions, and getting elevations." 

Major Francis J. Monaco, systems manager at the Acade
my, explains how the program is to work: 

Field commanders will no longer have to draw upon per
sonal experience or manual calculations to determine where to 
place weaponry. They'll just tell an Apple what they want to hit 
or, as the Army puts it, to defend from enemy aggression. The 

computer will respond with an oblique view of the terrain 
showing hills, streams, and villages as they might appear from 
a low-flying helicopter. 

After selecting a likely gun position, a commander will key
board its location and be rewarded with a contour plot show
ing precisely what targets would be accessible from that posi
tion and which would be blocked by forests or hills. If coverage 
is inadequate, the commander will pick another position and 
try again. 

To help make a final choice, the Apple will generate a per
spective view of what the terrain actually looks like from the 
weapon position. 

The Apples assigned to do all this are configured with dual 
5.25-inch floppy disk drives, a digitizing tablet, and a color 
monitor. The operating language is UCSD Pascal and the soft
ware was developed at West Point under Colonel Kirby's lead
ership. The power will come from generators on military 
vehicles. 

The maps and plots are generated from topographical data 
for a very limited area of operation in the Apple memory. 
Mass storage of data for wider fields of operations is provided 
by a Corvus central disk drive equipped with twenty-mega
byte Winchester disks each offering 160 times the memory of 
an Apple disk. 

Friendly Touch around the World. Why, then, did the Army 
select the Apple with its limited memory for this crucial work 
on the battlefield? 

"They're so available and user oriented," is the succinct 
rationale offerred by Colonel Gerald E. Galloway, Jr., deputy 
head of the department. He said the Apples with their Amdek 
Color I display screens are two of thirty-three assigned by the 
Army to intelligence units at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, Fort 
Hood, Maryland, and in West Germany for field trials similar 
to those being planned at West Point. 

While the computers involved are small, the weaponry is 
apparently not. The venture was undertaken in cooperation 
with the Defense Nuclear Agency. 

In the field, maps and plots must be generated individually 
from digital data. Back at the computer center, Monaco dem-
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onstrates how time and storage capacity are saved through 
use of a video cassette recorder. Completed maps are copied 
from the display screen and stored on video disks, each of 
them holding M,000 map sheets in far less space than the gen
erating data can be stored on mag tape. 

Kirby has seen enrollment in computer science elective 
courses more than triple since the 1976-1977 academic year. 
"The Army would come to an abrupt halt should its comput· 
ers suddenly be withdrawn," he notes. "No pay, no food, no 
supplies, no personnel, no nothing! The ability of the Army to 
move, shoot, and communicate would vanish." 

In such a climate of growth and burgeoning capability, 
petty annoyances sometimes seem even more frustrating. The 
day we visited his office, Kirby was impatiently awaiting de· 
livery of a joystick for his new Apples . "Then I'll get rid of 
these damn paddles," he grumbled after a minor coordination 
failure. 

Cadet Apple Group Works for a Living. Conversion to Pas· 
cal programming language was, of course, essential to enable 
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Major Francis J. Monaco. 

the map-making Apples to interface with the Corvus multi
plexer. But most of the Apples at West Point continue to oper
ate in Basic. This is true of four Apple II processors in daily use 
by the Cadet Computer Seminar under Monaco's guidance. 

And there's another important difference between the 
battle Apples and the seminar Apples: there's nothing in the 
academy budget to buy computers for extracurricular activi
ties such as the cadet group. 

So Monaco, demonstrating some old Army ingenuity, 
worked a series of deals to finance hardware for the seminar 
through grants from varied sources. In return, the Apple
minded cadets keep the books and produce mailing labels for 
other student organizations ranging from the swim team and 

Judo Club to the Jewish Chapel Choir. 
The cadets• first venture into programming their Apples in 

Pascal came through a similar arrangement with officials of 
the National Collegiate Bicycle Race, held annually at West 
Point. 

"We set up an interactive registration program with rosters 
for each school, structured ten heats, sorted all finishing times, 
and provided placement results," notes Monaco proudly. 

Race officials responded with a grant to help add to the 
seminar's hardware arsenal. "We add a component or two 
each year," adds Monaco. "A line printer and speech syn
thesis equipment are high on our list." 

Meetings Wind Up with-What Else?-Games. The fifty ca
dets in the program pick up hands-on experience with the Ap
ples whenever they can manage the free time. And they meet 
together every other Thursday evening for a formal presenta
tion by a seminar member or faculty guest, followed by some 
spirited competition at football, battleship, or other computer 
games . 

"We try to take some of the pressure off them," says Mon
aco, a 1970 graduate of the academy who recalls the psycho· 
logical burdens of time and academic demands that shape the 
cadet's life . 

The night we attended a Seminar meeting, we entered a 
darkened room to the decidedly unmilitary sight and sounds of 
Musical Kaleidoscope, a six-color light show program that 
keys off the sounds of a tape recorder. 

After ten minutes of that, Joseph Moravec, a fourth termer 
and president of the seminar, presented an equally light-heart
ed demonstration of lo-res graphics. His subject matter: a 
Snoopy calendar. "I'll show you how to do it, not how it works. I 
haven't checked that out yet ," he confided. 

The main item of business was a carefully planned, il· 
lustrated explanation by Moravec of how to program shape ta
bles and load them from memory to disk. The other cadets 
were attentive and full of questions. And Moravec volunteered 
his own assessment of Apple's major strength: "Easy inter-



Do you like thinking games? 
Do you like fast-action 

spectator sports? 
Want to have fun learning 

more about computers 
and programming? 

Think you can program 
better than your friends? 

If you answered YES to any of these questions. 
RobotWar is for you. A game of the future you 
can play today. 
Create a robot by writing a special Battle 
Language program. This program gives your 
robot its unique fighting personality. 
Debug your robot on the Test Bench. 
a cybernetic window into your Robot's 
mind. Is it really checking its 
damage level to consider evasive 
action? Does it increment its radar 
and lasar cannon aim while search
ing for enemies? If all checks out. 
it's on to ... 
The Battlefield . .. Challenge up to four competitors from the Robot Ready Room on your disk. 
Your robot will meet them in the arena where you have a bird's eye view of the mechanical 
carnage. Robots scurry about, radars flash, lasar shots fly and explode ... and only one sur
vives. You're the witness to a futuristic Gladiator spectacle. 
Available on disk for the Apple computer with 48K and Applesoft ROM at computer stores 
everywhere. 

·from the leader in quality software 
~~-s_o_8_W._~_R_E_'M ________________________ ... 

330 N. CHARLES STREET 
BALTIMORE, MD 21201 

... --------------(301) 659-7212 

Apple II 1s o lroderrorl<. c f Apple 
Compu!e1 Coro 
<Muse Software. Inc 

Call or write for 1nformat1on and 

the name of your nearest llllUSE dealer 
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Cadet Joseph Moravec leads the Cadet Computer Seminar. 

face with the user-that's what made Apple such a success." 
Stringent Rules for Private Apples. A few cadets have spe

cial permission to keep personal Apples in their rooms, no 
small accomplishment at an institution where tradition yields 
as reluctantly as it does at West Point. 

A pioneer in this effort is Alex E. Tetreault, a fourth termer 
or senior from Las Vegas. Turned onto computers for some 
time, Tetreault bought his Apple and a Sprinter 40 miniprinter 

AUTHORS WANTED 
A rrLE r /\SCA L/BASIC/ ASSEMBLER 

Can you write the next Wizardry? We are looking 
for top notch programmers to design and imple
ment state-of-the-art entertainment and business 
software. Here is what we can offer you! 

• fcST ROYAL TIES in the business. 

• Professional support designing, implement
ing . debugging and refining your software. 

• Hardware and software development tools 
at cost or free. 

•All production . packaging, distribution and 
advertising are done for you leaving time 
to start new projects . 

• State-of-the-art copy protection is provided. 

Interested? To find out more, call or write: 

Robert Woodhead 

(sir-tech JsoFTWARE, INC. 

6 Main Street I Ogdensburg , New York 13669 
(315) 393-6633 

in November 1980 and began seeking approval to bring it to the 
academy. He got approval on a couple of conditions: 

1. No audio on his monitor. Cadets cannot have television in 
their rooms. 

2. No computer games except on weekends. "I keep my 
paddles locked in the drawer during the week," says Tetre
ault. "But I have lots of company on weekends." 

His Apple doesn't sit idle on weeknights. He uses it as a 
character generator to write papers for class. "And I use it for 
little functions in calculus. It's a big help in finding curves," he 
adds. 

John B. Alumbaugh, a second termer or yearling from Mat
ton, IL, knew next to nothing about computers when he ar
rived at West Point, but he's turned on now. He's even taken 
his Apple to class with him, a first at the Academy. 

Like Mary's little lamb? Not quite. He used it to present a 
demonstration in military science class. 

Alumbaugh found the cost of paper for his Epson MX-80 
printer was becoming a burden, so he borrowed a page from 
Monaco's book and negotiated a deal. The Protestant Sunday 
School keeps him in paper and he maintains its records and 
keeps it in mailing labels. 

Major Monaca with the two Apples slated far an-site training this summer. 

"I'm working on a program so I can call into the main 
frame," says Alumbaugh, "I hope by spring. And I'm writing 
programs for my dad's ice cream store, for check writing and 
keeping his books." 

What To Expect from Apples Who've Been to Boot GI.mp. 
The academy opere.tes an electronic bulletin board over chan
nel 3 of the local cable television system. It carries calendar 
items, announcements, and other news of general interest to 
Academy personnel and residents of the surrounding com
munity. And it is programmed by an Apple II Plus. 

Clearly, Apple's role is expanding all the time at West 
Point. In January, the Cadet Seminar added a Hayes Micro
modem II computerized bulletin board to serve as a resting 
place for information about the computer scene. This new 
component, donated by the Mr. Computer store in nearby 
Wappingers Falls, was put into immediate action. 

Apple users interested in buying, selling, or exchanging 
equipment or merely trading ideas with the computer minded 
cadets can do so easily. Just call 914-938-2044 and put your Ap
ple on the line. But you'd better warn it first not to be startled 
by being addressed as "sir." :m 

Bob Comstock is executive editor of the Record, a major 
daily newspaper in northern New Jersey. Formerly director of 
information for the state of New Jersey, Comstock pursued 
journalism at the expense of a promising future as an out-of
work actor. 



"Programming the Apple is very 
easy to read." 

Jeff Lang, 
Eastern Software Distributors 
Baltimore, Maryland 

"Best book Cl have> ever seen 
about the Apple Computer." 

Data Domain of Bloomington 
Bloomington Indiana 

"Excellent for the beginner 
programmer." 

Mr. Sam Malik, computer Junction 
Elmhurst, Illinois 

"Programming the Apple is the 
best book so far for the Apple. 
BRAVO!!" 

Mr. Lee A. Swoboda 
Poulsbo, Washington 

"Programming the Apple is 
very good book." 

Becky, computer Plus 
Sunnyvale, California 

"This book should become 
the bible!" 

Mr. Richard Fisher, computer craft 
Houston, Texas 

"Programming the Apple is an 
encyclopedia of problem 
solving." 

Mr. Leroy Weber, 
Weber Electronics 
waco, Texas 
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* over 330 Figures, Illustrations, Tables and 
Coding Examples 

* over 6500 lines of written code 
* 12 Chapters, 8 Append ices 
* Glossary contains over 100 definitions 
* Bibliography contains over 60 references 
* Volume contains over 500 pages, 8"x10" 
Suggested Retail $24.95 
Texas residents add 5% sates Tax. Add 52.00 per volume. for shipping & handling 
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THE MOST ELEGANT AUTHORING 
SYSTEM IN THE KNOWN WORLD. 
The system consists of 4 diskfuls: 
Program, Graphics, Module, and Module 
Format/Copy. Requires NO PRO
GRAMM ING knowledge and is 
completely menu driven . 
Includes 130-page manual, 4 diskfuls: 
$250 plus $3.75 post & handling. (Demo 
disk: $1 O plus $2 postage). 

Wasting time calculating grades?? STOP! 'Use our A.E.N. Grading System. Uses number grades or any of 3 types of 
letter grade systems. Reports of single students, categories, students or classes combined. Disk & doeumentatlon $70. 
Does SENTENCE DIAGRAMMING- have your students confused? Use tt:ie only one of its kind. Includes Parts of 
Speech, Usages. 3 levels, 60 sentences. Disk and documentation $24.95. 
The WOAD SCRAMBLER & SUPER SPELLER makes learning spelling fun! ;3 fiJes included. Add your own word files. 
Use for any level. Only $19.95. , 
The CREATIVITY TOOL BOX: Drawing, poetry and music, Action Sounds plus utilities. Tools and aids for programming 
or just for fun! Includes 88-page manual, 3 diskfuls: $44.95 plus $2 post. & handling. 
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on 
the Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Apple III in the emulator 
mode and to require 48K and one di.sk drive. The requirement 
for ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a lan
_qua.Qe card. 
D The new Vi.sion-40 upper /lower case character generator 
from Vista C-Omputer (1317 Ea.st Edinger Avenue, Santa Ana, 
CA 927015; 714-9153-01523) will create arbitrary character sets in 
addition to standard symbols and characters. Various charac
ter fonts; on-screen presentation of exactly what will be 
printed by a special character daisy wheel. $1911.911. D The 
Vi.sion-80 is a video display card allowing the use of lower-case 
text with Basic, Pa.seal, Fortran, CPM, and Assembly lan
guage. Includes full ASCII character set; nine-by-ten dot 
matrix. $3915. D The PROM Development System simulates 
PROM from RAM, allowing any new code to be tested within 
the system before a PROM is burned. Programs 2708, 2716, 
21532, 2732, and 48016 EPROMs. On board memory loadable 
from assembler or disk. $4915. D The Model V1000 dual eight
inch enclosure houses one or two eight-inch single or double
sided disk drive units; will accommodate twenty megabyte 
streaming tape cartridges and forty megabyte Winchester 
disk drives; allows sliding extension of inner chassis for ac
cess to drives for configuration of options or preventive main
tenance. Desk-top or Retma rack mount included. Single side, 
$1,15915; double side, $2,2915. 
D The second annual Eighty/ Apple Computer Show will be 
held from April 2 to April 4 at the Statler Hotel in New York 
City, with over one hundred exhibits of hardware, software, 
books, magazines, and accessories for TRS-80 and Apple sys
tems on view. IBM, Sinclair, and Atari will also be featured. 
For information, contact Kengore C-Orporation (3001 Route 27, 
Franklin Park, NJ 08223; 201-297-21126). 
D Micro on the Apple, Volume 2, including fioppy disk with 
over thirty programs, is the second in a series of books of ap
plications for the Apple from Micro Ink (Box 61102, Chelms
ford, MA 01824; 617-2156-1511115). Articles selected from Micro: 
The 6502/6809 Journal, grouped under headings Machine Lan· 
guage Aids, 1/0 Enhancements, Runtime Utilities, Graphics 
and Games, Hardware, and Reference. 224 pages. $24.911. 
D A Pa.seal database management and reporting system 
designed for file maintenance and reporting from large 
databases has been developed for the Apple II and ill by 
Pascal Systems (830 Menlo Avenue, Menlo Park, CA 940211; 
4115-321-0761). The Data Machine features maximum file size of 
32,767 records, one key field for updating, up to twenty levels of 
possible subtotalling, batch loading to allow mass update from 
a sequential input file, more. $71>0. 
D Rendezvous, a space shuttle flight simulation by JPL se
nior research scientist Wesley Huntress, will be available in 
April from Edu-Ware (Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301; 213-706-
0661). Features earth liftoff, orbital rendezvous, approach, and 
alignment and docking with a space station; a precisely timed 
operation rendered in 3-D Solid Structure Graphics. Gravita
tional forces and engine burn govern flight and orbital calcula
tions. $39.915. 
D The Index is an information resource compiling twelve 
thousand articles, columns, and editorials from nine hundred 
issues of personal computer magazines of the last six years. 
Thirty thousand index entries, separate indices for Apple, 
Atari, TRS-80, and ten others, plus a general index of over five 
thousand entries. From Missouri Indexing (Box 301, Saint Ann, 
MO 63074; 314-997-6470). $14.915. 
D A compilation of all articles and program listings from each 

issue of the twenty major monthly personal computer maga
zines, COMPendium reviews and catalogs by title, author, 
length, difficulty, computer, computer language, and content. 
"Adwatch" section lists advertised products by machine and 
type, and refers reader to magazine containing the full ad. 
From Epicurious (Box 129, Lincolndale, NY 101140). Twelve is· 
sues for $18. 
D Pegasus is a user oriented Pascal database management 
system being marketed by Powersoft (Box 1157, Pitman, NJ 
08071; 609-1589-MOO). Insert, delete, and modify records, view 
database, format and print reports, select subset to print or 
write files to disk files, or perform global editing functions. Al
lows definition of database; subsets can be used as input to ap· 
plications programs; all sorting done upon entry of data. 64K, 
two disk drives, printer. $199.915. 
D Instructor Magazine (7117 Third Avenue, New York, NY 
10017; 212-888-3400) has put together a direct-mail package by 
arrangement with Market Data Retrieval. Ad· Vantage offers 
advertisers fifteen thousand MDR labels of identified comput· 
er users with any one-third or one-sixth page ad throughout the 
spring purchasing period. $1,280 for one-third page; $8711 for 
one-sixth page. 
D SSM Microcomputer Products (2190 Paragon Drive, San 
Jose, CA 915131; 408-946-7400) has introduced the I05, a com· 
bination serial/parallel input/output board, offering two 
asynchronous RS-232 serial interfaces and header selectable 
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an arcade-like race car simulation 

by RICHARD ORBAN 
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• SPECIAL FEATURES • 
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SMITH'S LANDING ROAO 
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DENTON . MO 21629 

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War· 
wick Farm, Karlskoga, and Monaco • Five speed manual or 
automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight 
levels of difficulty. 

e ADDITIONAL FEATURES • 

Speeds to 198 MPH • controlled skids • splnouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turns • 
narrow corners • obstacles • Identif ied circu it features • number ol laps selection • 

flashing last lap indicator • 'Christmas tree' controiied start • switch for silent operation • 
blue pos t marks 300' Intervals • best lap/best race times posted • fully Instrumented conlrol 
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steering indicator• moving speed tape e lap counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating 
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Combined 
Enhanced Graphics Software 

allows you to put what you see 
on the hi-res screen of your Apple II on paper. 

Our combined version is completely menu driven and 
works with any of the printers and interface cards listed below. 

Computer Station's Enhanced Graphics Software is being used by Apple 
owners all over the world. lnfoworld rates this software as excellent in both perfor

mance and ease of use. We happen to agree. Extensive documentation and practice pictures included. 

Requires 48K Apple 11, DOS 3.3, Applesoft (or Apple I I I in Emulation mode) and any one of the printers and 
interface cards below: 

PRINTERS 
IDS 440G/ 445G 
IDS 460G/560G 
Anadex 9501 /9500 
Data South DS 180 
Centronics 739 
Epson MX-80/MX-100 
NEC Spinwriter 5510/5520 
NEC Spinwriter 5530 
Malibu 200 
Diablo 1640 
Qume Sprint 5 
NEC Spinwriter 5515/5525 
NEC PC 8023 

INTERFACE CARDS 
Apple parallel 
Apple Centronics 
Apple Serial 
Apple Communications 
CCS 7720A 
ccs 77208 
ccs 7728 
CCS 7710 (asynchronous) 
MCP - CPS (parallel only) 
Epson parallel (with Epson printer) 

Apple II, Apple I I I, and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Portrait in this ad was done with Computer Station's Dithertizer II (tm). 

· Computer Stations, Inc . 

•• I 11610 Page Service Dr. ·~~ . • ',I 
St. Louis, Mo. 63141 " 

. . ' . (314) 432-7019 . ' · ~ 

.Direct orders will incur $3.00 shipping & handling charge. 
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variable baud rates, supporting a variety of high-speed serial 
data transmission devices. Features three parallel ports; data 
activity monitored via send/receive LED indicators. Multiple 
interrupt modes, including priority, vectored, daisy chain, and 
maskable. $329. 
D Filewriter, a menu-driven text and file manipulation sys
tem, is now available from Plum Software (23492 Helaire 
Court, Los Gatos, CA 9l'i030; 408-3l'i3-4486). Can create data 
statements in Applesoft, enter and delete records; editing, disk 
access, alphabetization, more. $24.9l'i. . 
D Garbo (120l'i West Riverside, Carlsbad, NM 88220; l'i0l'i-88l'i-
6146) is in~roducing three financial programs. The Auto In
surance Rating Program, used with an i1U1urance company 
rating manual, figures total premium costs based on vehicle 
and operator information. Computer will enter all rates from 
each company and give the semiannual payments in the order 
of lowest priced company to highest. Enter change rates, 
secondary classifications, limits and bases, and additional 
charges. Price to be announced. D The Amortization program 
takes principal and interest of monthly payments and prints 
out installment liquidation. Printer. $l'i0. D Job Cost II figures 
job costs by category, allows multiplication of input for the 
purpose of checking extension on invoices or number of hours 
times hourly rate, or allows direct input of single cost. Can es
timate new job cost, entering estimated cost for each menu 
item. Printer. $100. 
D Designed to aid farmers and small businessmen in figuring 
depreciation, investment credits, and tax write-offs, Asset 
Management and Summary from Salba Software (206 East 
Cypress, Elmwood, IL 611'i29; 309-742-8123) adju8t.8 calendar 
year entires to fiscal year data output, allows setting of per
cent, dollar limit, and minimum years allowable for special 
first year depreciation, handles new investment credit, depre
ciation, and elect to expense laws, with optiolUI to adjust tofu
ture tax law changes. Up to ten user established basename 
files to departmentalize filing of schedules. Two disk drives. 
$140. 

D Soft CTRL Systems (Box l'i99, West Milford, NJ 07480; 201-
728-87l'i0) has released Format ROM, an Applesoft word 
processing system which will ensure that print statements are 
formatted to predefined requirements before Applesoft out
puts to monitor or printer. Will right and left justify, indent and 
outdent, center text, pause, skip lines, and redefine charac
ters. Print statement formatting and print using routines add
ed permanently to Applesoft commands. Requires ROM 
board. Either DOS. $49.9l'i. 
D Lobo Drives (3l'i4 East Fairview, Goleta, CA 93011; 80l'i-683-
ll'i76) has developed a CP/M system forthe Apple. Lobo CP/M 
supports all drive types on line simultaneously; can set a speci
fied eight-inch floppy drive in single or double density mode, 
making the Apple II compatible with the industry standard 
CP /M. Includes controller interface for the Apple II. Floppy 
systems from $1,600; hard systems from $3,600. 
D Mlcrosette (47l'i Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043; 41l'i-
968-1604) is addingthe MD-5, a !'il,4-inch disk, to its line of com
puter and audio cassettes. Features reinforced hub and twenty 
silver write protect tabs and color coded labels. Ten disks per 
box. $3.9l'i per disk. 
D In Word Processing, Second Edition, from Prentice-Hall 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ), Arnold Rosen and Rosemary Fielden 
outline the merging of data processing and word processing 
technologies with networking, projecting the incorporation of 
user-friendly work stations into more office designs. Produc
tivity tips used by specialists and executives; critical evalua
tions of equipment, examination of the nature of input/output 
in word processing systems, and advice for setting up person
nel and training guidelines. 416 pages. $18.9l'i. 
D Designed to give small to medium insurance agencies main
frame data processing capabilities with the cost efficiencies of 
a microcomputer, the Series 9000 Insurance Agency Manage
ment system is being distributed by lifeboat Associates (16l'il 
Third Avenue, New York, NY 10028; 212-860-0300). User can 
code up to 999 types of coverage, store carriers with agency 
commission for each coverage type, and maintain agency and 

Make Your Apple The Most Versatile Appliance In Your Kitchen 

THE 
MENU does it all! 
"The Menu" stores up to 399 recipes, classified as Breakfast, 
Lunch, Dinner, Side Orders, and Beverages. You "Browse" 
through the alphabetized recipe list in these categories, choos
ing your Menu selections with a simple keystroke. You can write 
your menu for up to 2 weeks (42 meals); the rest is automatic! 
You can request a printed copy of your menu and an alphabe
tized shopping list of the ingredients needed to prepare the meals 
you've selected (a check list of 60 miscellaneous items can be 

$29.95 

added to the list for your convenience). The shopping list 
automatically combines "like" ingredients and adjusts each 
recipe for the number of people eating the meal. We provide 135 
basic recipes to get you started. Recipes can be added or chang
ed at any time (even while you're making your selections) and 
you may also request a printed copy of any recipe. Since you 
won't be over-buying anymore, "1HE MENU" may pay for itseH 
on your very first shopping trip! 

e Operates With 1-Disc Drive (Specify DOS 3.2 or 3.3) 
• Requires 48K Apple, Disc Drive, and Printer 
• Written in Applesoft Basic and Machine Language 

Use Your Apple For Your Next "Slide" Show 

THE "SLIDE" SHOW ·~fl 
PERFECT FOR: ~ 
• Educators • Free running store 
• Salespeople displays 
• Businesspeople • Lectures 
• Executives • Presentations 
• Cable or closed circuit • Exhibits 

1V nets • Broadcast Television 

$49.95 
SEE YOUR FAVORITE APPLE DEALER 
or send check/money order to: 

C&H VIDEO 
P.O. Box 201 
Hummelstown, PA 17036 

(Specify DOS 3.2 or 3 .3) • PA residen·ts add 6% sales tax. 

Finally, high-res pies are more versatile than 35mm slides ... and 
less expensive! The "slide" show allows you to use your high-res 
pies in a programmed sequence. Think of it as a standard slide 
show on your television with the advantage of IV-like" special 
effect transitions between "slides." 20 different transitions (in
cluding: horiwntal and vertical wipes, ripple effects, column 
wipes, etc.). Wmks with standard Apple pies. Single or multiple 
disc drives. Free run, timed, keypress or game button slide ad
vance. User friendly. NOT copy protected! Compatible with 
NfSC 1V signal processing hardware. Prints slide/ transition 
listing. Written in Applesoft/ Machine Language, 48K, 1 or more 
disc drives, printer optional. Specify DOS 3.2 or 3.3. 

MASTER CARD/VISA ORDERS: 

CALL: 717-533-8480 (9am-9pm) ~~~~~ [tll:R] 
Apple is a registered trademark of __ 
Apple Computer Company 
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producer files with month, year, and last year-to-date com
missions earned. Includes files for claim history and coverage 
code, and ability to provide detailed or summarized reports. 
CP/M card. $950. 
D Micro-Spare (Box 325, Lincoln, MA 01773; 617-259-9710) an
nounces the release of Directory Master, a machine language 
utility allowing direct customizing of disk catalog. Disk 
headers and titles may contain normal, inverse, flashing, 
and/ or control characters; files may be sorted alphabetically, 
reordered, locked, unlocked, or deleted; deleted files recover
ed. All changes written directly to disk, eliminating need to init 
new disk and create extra poke files. Specify DOS. $39.95. D 
LexiCom is a word processing utility that converts Supertext 
files to Applewriter and vice versa, Supertext or Applewriter 
files to standard Apple text files, and standard sequential text 
files to Applewriter or Supertext format. $49.95. DA mperSoft, 
a system for Apples with RAM cards, moves DOS into the 
RAM card, increasing usable program memory by approxi
mately ten thousand bytes. Utility packages accessed with am
persand (&) include print using, sort, store/recall, matrix, and 
directory. Includes relocated version of Integer Basic; patch
es to popular utilities. $59.95. 
D Allowing a wide range of users to handle mathematical ap
plications without the need for programming or computer 
knowledge, MatheMagic is a software product that trans
forms the Apple into a programmable calculator with the 
power and facilities of a computer. Free-form entry up to two 
hundred forty characters, formulas within formulas, built-in 
mathematical functions, disk storage of user-defined formulas 
and variable sets, chain calculations, full hard copy support in
cluding trace function, more. From ISM (Suite 421, University 
Building, 120 East Washington Street, Syracuse, NY 13202; 315-
4 74-3400) . $69.95. 
D Giving readers a historical perspective on the development 
of computer-related curricula in higher education, the Asso
ciation for Computing Machinery (1133 Avenue of the Ameri
cas, New York, NY 10063; 212-265-6300) has published ACM 

FROM 

POOL 1.5 features 

• Realistic, life-like motion 

• HIRES Color Graphics 

• Choice of 4 popular pool Games 

• You've Got to see it to believe it! 

• Only $34.95 

Recommended Curricula for Computer Science and Informa
tion Processing Programs in Colleges and Universities, an 
anthology of eight curriculum reports prepared since 1968 by 
various curriculum committees of ACM. The individual re
ports provide suggested texts and references, representative 
career paths, and specialization tracks. 192 pages. $15 for ACM 
members; $20 for non-members. D Also available: Recom
mendations and Guidelines for Vocational-Technical Career 
Programs for Computer Personnel in Operations; 120 pages. 
$16. D A Model Curriculum for Doctoral-Level Programs in 
Health Computing; 88 pages. $12. D Recommendations for a 
Two-Year Associate Degree Program in Computer Program
ming; 30 pages. $10. 
D International Resource Development (30 High Street, Nor
walk, CT 06851; 203-866-6914) has published Software Intensive 
Portable Products, a report on marketing strategies in the 
future development of electronic clipboards, educational 
toys, hand-held computers, and related products. Ten-year 
forecast, market elasticity and catalysts for expansion, 
economics of software development, distribution, protection 
and maintenance. 189 pages. $1,285. 
D Plexa-Lok is an acrylic snap-on keyboard protector from 
Last Electronics (Box 1300, San Andreas, CA 95249; 209-754-
1800). Leaves air vents free. $19.95. 
D A new family of hi-res in-line color CRTs is now available 
from the electronic components division of Panasonic (One 
Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094; 201-348-5278) in nine-inch, 
twelve-inch, thirteen-inch, fifteen-inch, and nineteen-inch 
sizes. New overlapping field lens decreases separation be- . 
tween the three electron beams in the gun, increasing effec
tive resolution. Standard B-10-277 base, pre-converged 
CRT/ deflection yoke, internal magnetic shield, high-density 
shadow mask for graphic or alphanumeric display; custom 
phosphors available for special display color requirements. 
$300 to $600. 
D Southwestern Data Systems (Box 582, Santee, CA 92071; 714-
562-3670) has initiated a First on the Block program for its 

• 
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Innovative Design Software, Inc. 
• Apple II/Plus is 

a Trademark 
of Apple Computer Inc. 
Pool 1.5 is a trademark 
of IDSI 

P.O. BOX 1658 
Las Cruces N.M. 88004 
(505) 522-7373 
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Visa, MasterCard, 
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zardax™ 

A Word Processor 
for the real world 

When you buy a personal computer for your of
fice, you don't want to take a college degree to use it. 
Computer Solutions has Word Processing software 
so good that it will make you want to buy 
an Apple II. 

We call it ZARDAX - a wonderful 
writing tool for business use. Powerful 
and versatile, yet easy to use and 
natural. 

You enter your text in free-form, insert
ing carriage returns only when you 
want definite paragraph breaks. 
Then watch while ZARDAX prints 
up your copy, breaking it into lines 

diskette so easily, make some changes, and record 
the altered version. Then ZARDAX will print your 
new improved version. Never again will you retype a 

whole document just because you wanted a 
few changes. 

Standard paragraphs recorded on 
diskette can be combined in different ways 
to make new documents. There are all 
kinds of possibilities. ZARDAX supports a 
wide variety of printers. From the best (and 

most expensive) letter-quality 
printers to the cheapest dot-matrix 
printers. ZARDAX's best feature is 
its price - only $295 at your Apple 
dealer. where appropriate. Change margin, 

pagewidth and pagelength with 
simple commands and print up a 
new copy in a different format. 

With ZARDAX, printing 100 
copies is easy. Inserting different 

requires a 48K, 16-sector disk-based 
Apple II Plus 

If your dealer doesn't carry 
ZARDAX, have him mail us on The 
Source CLI 791. Or have him call 
one of our distributors. In the USA, 

specific information into each copy is easy. You can 
be in control of the format of your words and 
sentences. 

Fast recording of your documents on inexpensive 
magnetic diskettes. Retrieve your documents from 

ZARDAX is a trademark of Computer Solutions 

U.S .. Dist. 206-241-1645 

Action-Research Northwest, 11442 
Marine View Drive SW, Seattle, WA 98146. In the 
UK, Rocon Ltd, Radley Road Industrial Estate, 
Abingdon Oxon. Or dealers may write us (S 
at Computer Solutions, P.O. Box 397, 
Mount Gravatt. 4122. Australia. 
APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

U.K. Dist. 0235-24206 
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dealers, featuring priority shipping on all new product re
leases in keeping with their no-charge return policy, and dis
counts allowing purchase of the first copies at greater dis
counts than usual. D Among these new products is Bill Blue's 
Th e Professional series, an update of his original Z-Term com
munications package. The new Professional series consists of 
Z-Term, designed for the CP / M environment, P-Term, a 
Pascal version of Z-Term: Pro, and ASCII Express. All sup
port originate and answer modes and eighty-column boards, 
and feature interactive macros. Z-Term users will be notified 
of prices; ASCII users inquire. D Also from SDS: Mastertype, 
a typing tutorial that is also a hi-res game. Waves of enemy 
words attack throughout seventeen lessons. $34.95. D Norad 
requires you to defend the continent against a high speed, hi
res nuclear onslaught. $49.95. D Merlin is a macro-assembler 
for the novice and experienced programmer. Editor supports 
eighty-column and RAM cards. Package includes Sorcerer, 
generating pseudo-source code from raw binary object files, 
plus labeled and commented Applesoft source listing. $64.95. 
D Munch-A-Bug is a full-feature assembly language pro
gramming utility featuring many new options to aid in the task 
of debugging. $49.95. D Doubletime Printer, the first true print 
spooler, enables the Apple II to print files while simultaneous
ly performing a program. Prints text and binary files, as well 
as Applesoft listings. Includes modified F8 ROM and an inter
rupt driver interface card. $149.95. D The Printographer, a hi
res printing utility, includes picture cropping, inverse inking, 
horizontal or vertical printouts, and multiple magnifications. 
Works with any graphic printer. $49.95. 
D MiniMega, a 5 v~-inch hard disk and floppy backup, is the 
latest hard disk subsystem from Santa Clara Systems (560 
Division Street, Campbell, CA 95008; 408-374-6972), enabling 
ZBO CP /Mon the Apple II. Includes error correction coding and 
an on board microprocessor allowing Apple's cpu to function in
dependently. Includes controller, host adapter, operating soft
ware, power supply, cable, cabinet, and instructions. Stand-

alone 5 megabyte, $3,495; with 1 megabyte floppy backup, 
$4,224. Stand-alone 10 megabyte, $3,995; with floppy, $4,495. 
D MIT Logo is now available for the Apple II from Krell Soft· 
ware (21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 11790; 516-751-
5139). Features Beaver Graphics and Instant Logo Tutor Pack
age. 64K. $179.95. Memory expansion board, $130. 
D Computicker is an electronic communications board and a 
set of software programs that allow the user to harness the 
Apple to the New York Stock Exchange's Network "A" tape. 
Set of commands controls format and content of real-time 
ticker display. Broad tape of all recent trades; focused tape 
updates chosen stocks; selective tape allows active trading 
and queries for current trading information on selected stocks. 
From Wall Street Software (71 Murray Street, New York, NY 
10005; 800-221-2486). $490. 
D Micro Golf is a multiplayer, three-course golf simulation 
from Creative Computing (39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris 
Plains, NJ 07950; 201-540-0445). Built-in handicap system; 
course editor allows user to design own course. $19.95. 
D Three programs-a textile utility, a subroutine library sys
tem, and a blackjack tutor-have been introduced by Pear 
Software (407 Terrace, Ashland, OR 97520; 503-482-8122). The 
Manipulator is a database tool enabling the user to print cus
tom documents and labels or read and write random access or 
sequential text files. File search; data in memory may be 
read, switched, added to, subtracted, fixed, changed, and writ
ten. $34.95. D The Liberator features single keystroke selection 
for add/delete routines, change routines, or select routines; 
catalog/program transfer interface and full calendar func
tion. Programmer's aids and charts. $29.95. D The Count 
teaches basic strategy for playing, betting, and card counting 
in blackjack. Minimizes the house edge; modifiable for differ
ent game conditions, double downs, pair splits, and insurance 
rules. One to six decks. $24.95. 
D Computer Town Barrington (322 West Lake Street, Bar
rington, IL 60010; 312-658-4710) is sponsoring The Computer 

~icro @-op 
Information about Apple software 
Over a thousand Apple owners already belong to the largest software-co-operative in the world. ln Micro Co-op's 
bi-monthly newsletter our experts review and compare the latest software packages available for the Apple, keeping 
you up to date on the newest developments in applications, simulations, utilities, education, and gaming. In addition to 
our opinions, compilations of member surveys let you know how others rate software AFTER they've purchased and 
used it; information that will help you save money. You can also buy almost all your software through the co-op at 
special member prices,' because we purchase in quantity as a group. The co·oP has also just installed a toll-free ordering 
number for members. Some of the publishers whose products we regularly keep in stock for immediate service are 
Adventure International, Aurora Systems, Automated Simulations, Avalon Hill, Brillig Systems, Broderbund, Budgeco, 
California Pacific, Cavalier, CE Software, Continental, DataTransforms, Datamost, Datasoft, Delta, Denver, Edu-Ware, 
Gebelli, Hayden, Highlands, Howard, Infocom, Innovative Designs, Information Unlimited, Interactive microware, 
Lazer Systems, Link, UK, Masterworks, Micro Lab, Micro Pro, Microsoft, MUSE, Nikrom, On-Line Systems, Penguin, 
Personal, Picadilly, Phoenix, Progressive, Quality, Riverbank, Sensible, Sentient, Sierra, Sirius, Sir-Tech, Softape, 
Softtvare Publishing, Southeastern, Southwestern Data, Stoneware, Strategic Simulations, Sub Logic, Synergistic, TG 
Products, United, and Voyager. 

To join Micro Co-op, we charge only a $3 membership fee; we support our services primarily through the 
software that members buy through the co-op. Our goal is to get you the information you need t~ make soft· 
ware decisions you won't regret. Call or write for a free copy of the Co-op Newsletter and more mformatwn, 
or send your $3 membership fee with your name, address, and type of computer. Your comments and 

••••• ~suggestions are always appreciated. 

Post Office Box432, West Chicago, IL 60185 
800-323-0116 for new membership and credit card orders only. 

312-232-1777 for informal ion and from l/linois, A /aska, and Hawaii. 

Visa and Master Card accepted 

*Currently 15% below retail, 
and we pay shipping. 
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Challenge: A R evolution in Classroom and Home, March 13, 
1982, at the Barrington High School. Speakers, demonstra
tions, and exhibits will be featured, emphasizing educational 
topics and home-use subjects. Registration fee deadline March 
5. $15. 
D Software Distrlbutors (9929 West Jefferson Boulevard, Cul
ver City, CA 90230; 2'13-204-6620) has inaugurated a quantity 
one pricing policy for dealers purchasing professional, busi
ness, or entertainment software packages, allowing them a 
greater profit margin than near-retail prices. Return/refund 
guarantee. 
D Providing the equipment interaction isolation and power 
line protection of their line cord series, Isolator, from Elec
tronic Specialists (171 South Main Street, Box 389 Natick, MA 
01760; 617-655-1532) is a direct unit that plugs directly into the 
wall socket. Two channels; maximum 1,875 watt load, 1,000 
watts per socket. $96.95. 
D The Smart Anagraphics, or Securities Market Analysis, Re
porting and Transaction system, designed to perform analyti
cal, graphic, account monitoring, and decision support tasks in 
a desk top system, is available from Software Resources (186 
Alewife Brook Parkway, Cambridge, MA 02138; 617-497-5900). 
Anagraphics consists of an analysis and graphics section, with 
communications, statistics, and account monitoring optional. 
Graphics module creates charts, overlays plots on the same 
graph with separate scaling, and shows two graphs on the 
screen simultaneously; statistics section calculates maxi
mum, minimum, mean, and standard deviation statistics, 
variance of a data series, and correlation and variance/co
variance matrices of a number of series. Communications 
mode allows daily updating of files, retrieving market and 
price data over phone lines. Account monitoring maintains ac
count positions in portfolio and links them to market/price 
data. Features one-button computational functions, automatic 
charting, and macro control to reproduce a chart using other 
variables. Modem, printer, and two disk drives required for 

communications option. First year license fee, $1,400; annual 
fee, $850. 
D IUgh Technology Software (Box 14665, 2201 N.E. 63rd Street, 
Oklahoma City, OK 73113; 405-478-2105) has announced The 
Tool, programming software that streamlines the validating, 
formatting, user input storing, and screen editing aspects of 
Basic programming. Features entry screen generator, data
base manager, and report formatter. Fifteen field validations 
and formats; files may span multiple disk drives. $395. 
D In response to the health concerns arising from extended ex
posure to cathode ray tubes, I-Protect (301 North Prairie Ave
nue, Inglewood, CA 90301; 213-673-1587) is marketing a tinted 
six-millimeter sheet of leaded acrylic for home computer 
users, video game players, and professional terminal 
operators. Attaches to TV or monitor with custom velcro fast
ners; reducing glare and putting invisible sheet of lead in front 
of CRT. On-site installation and customizing, various sizes and 
quantities. From $49.95. 
D Hewlett-Packard (1820 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 
94303; 415-857-1501) signals its entry into the small-format plot
ter market this month with the release of the HP 7470 pen plot
ter. The plotter utilizes low-inertia pen- and paper-moving 
technology to give hard copy capability to small computers 
and control systems. Features two-color capability, hi-res plot
ting, and plotting speed of fifteen inches per second. Business, 
scientific, and technical applications; conversational graphics 
software available to drive the plotter. $1,550. 
D An integrated accounting system with inventory, accounts 
payable and receivable, general ledger, payroll, and data
base, Systems II EX is now available from Westware (2455 
S.W. 4th Avenue, Ontario, OR 97914; 503-881-1477). Generates 
balance sheet and income statement with percentages, 
general ledger report with date, reference number, debits and 
credits, and general journal listing with a thirty-character de
scription field for manual entries. 5JA-floppy, $1,495; 5 mega
byte Corvus, $1,595; 10 megabyte Corvus, $1,695. 
D Station Master is a universal parallel card with printer 

THE CURE FOR THE DISLOCATED 
COMPUTER ... ~I~ JD( 

A computer has a knack for speeding the hands of the clock . It's also true, those hours of concentration at the keyboard are most of the fun . 
But an aching back resting on a tired "*" could reduce your creativity and enjoyment. 
The solution ... the new Basic Comfort II computer desk. Designed by a dedicated computer hobbyist, the Basic Comfort II was built to be a 
pleasurable workhorse. The top accepts the usual peripherals - disk drives . small printer and CRT - and leaves about two square feet 
(15"x25") in front of you for read 'n and writ'n and all those good things . The keyboard shelf 1s 25 " above the floor and that places your 
" left arrow" where your fingers like to be. At about 3 in the morning, just slide your Apple forward taking advantage of the "dust cover" 
feature . 
Proper venting 1s built in, and your tangled web of ribbon and wires has its own " rat's nest " area . There 's also an inconvenient shelf (actually 
a structural-support-turned-shelf) in the knee hole for those items you don 't mind storing in an awkward but accessible location . 
Finished in woodgrain (walnut or light oak) high pressure mica laminate , Basic Comfort II is rugged (70 lbs) and 11 looks so good that your 
Apple may find itself in a place of honor 
Slip into something comfortable for computing. Send $169 .00 check or money order, today . (Fla . residents add $6 . 76 tax ) Mastercharge 
or Visa accepted , card customers may phone for prompt shipment Shipped motor freight, collect , fully assembled . FOB Daytona Beach, 
Florida 
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APPLE. APPLE II AND APPLE Ill ARE REG TR ADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER COMPANY 

NOTE BASIC COMFORT II IS NOT FUNCTIONAL WITH APPLE 111 OR 
OTHER UNITS OF INTEGRAL KE YBOARD-CRT STYLING 
NEW APPLE II DISK DRIVES HAVE SHORTER (1 3") RIBBON 
CABLE THIS WILL REDUCE YOUR UTILITY SURFACE (WRITING 
DESK) TO APPRO X 12 x25 " 

COMPUTER CLUBS/ DEALERS, Multiple orders ship
ped to one location, send $25.00 freight for first unit and 
$1 0 .00 for each add1t1onal unit. Shipment will be by mo
tor freight, prepaid. Per un it shipping costs will be sub
stantially reduced and any overpayment will be re
funded . Walnut or oak finishes can be mixed . 

$169.00 
PLUS SHIPPING 
SHIPPED FULLY ASSEMBLE D 

PICTURE HOUSE 
166 BOYNTON BOULEVARD 
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA 32018 
TELEPHONE (904) 253-7785 
©COP YR IGHT, 1981, PICTURE HOUSE, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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cable from Computer Station (11610 Page Service Drive, St. 
Louis, MO 63141; 314-432-7019) with the ability to put the hi-res 
screen on paper. Options for dumping page one or page two, 
normal or expanded size, picture or plot, and horizontal 
positioning. Accomodates Epson, Anadex, Data South, Cen
tronics, and NEC printers. $175. 
D Gryphon Microproducts (Box 6543, Silver Spring, MD 20906; 
301-946-2585) has whelped a litter of PUPs, user friendly Pascal 
utility programs for the Apple. Pup 1 moves Basic files to Pas
cal disk, produces printer-formatted listings of Pascal text 
files, and sets the system date at boot; Pup 2 moves Pascal 
text files to Basic disk, displays and modifies any byte from a 
Pascal or Basic disk; Pup 3 moves CP /M files to Pascal, dis
plays and modifies any byte from a Pascal or CP /M disk; Pup 
4 is a collection of subroutines, including source code. Col
lectively will allow use of Pascal editor with Apple Basic or 
CP /M programs and use of Basic modem to transfer Pascal 
files. Each, $39.95. 
D Information on over 3,100 common stocks previously ex
clusive to investment professionals in an on-line format ls now 
part of the electronic financial services available to the general 
public from The Source (1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 
22102; 800-336-3366), by arrangement with Media General Fi
nancial Services. Subscribers may request data on price and 
volume trends, earnings and dividends, and shareholder ac
tivity. Data may be obtained for specific stocks or for stocks 
within common industry groupings. Introductory rate: $30 per 
hour weekdays, $15 per hour evenings and weekends, $10 per 
hour after midnight. 
D Island Services (Box 1522, Avalon, CA 90704; 213-1:110-2041), 
known for its trade show displays and computer graphics in 
the fields of advertising, education, and tourism, ls offering a 

, Microcomputer Graphics Course designed to teach anyone 
"with no computer graphics experience how to create function
al graphics using the Apple II, graphics tablet, character 
generator, graphics printer, and basic display programming. 
Forty-hour course, $980; twenty-hour course, $490. 
D A family of half-height (twelve inches deep) eight-inch flop
py disk drives will be available soon from Shugart Associates 
(475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-733-0100). 
The SA810 (single-sided) and SA860 (double-sided) drives are 
designed for personal systems requiring media compatibility 
with the current user base of more than two hundred million 
eight-inch disks. Unformatted storage capacity of up to 1.6 
megabytes in the SA860; track-to-track access time of three 
milllseconds. Direct drive DC motor occupies less than half the 
space of the standard AC motor, generates less heat, elimi
nates solenoid, belts, and pulleys. Features include program
mable door lock and optional metal shields to protect against 
electromagnetic interference. SA810, $386; SA860, $450 in units 
of five hundred. · 
D The new low profile Sn Series of six-hundred-watt switchers 
from Power-One (Power One Drive, Camarillo, CA 93010; 805-
484-2806) offers 75 percent minimum efficiency and a power-to
denslty ratio of 1.8 watts per cubic inch. Five models, from 5V 
to 28V, featuring dual input capabilities of 90-130 VAC and 180-
260 V AC, and internal RFI/EMI filtering. Fully enclosed 
packaging. $595. 
D Atsuko Computing International has introduced Taxman-82, 
an interactive tax management program for VisiCalc and Su
perCalc users. Produces all final calculatiotl8 and results to be 
transcribed to the proper tax form. $95. 
D EASy, an executive accounting system for the Apple III 
with floppy disk, ls the latest addition to the business software 
products line of Denver Software (14100 East Jewell Avenue, 
Aurora, CO 80012; 303-750-9980). An integrated general ledger, 
accounts payable and receivable system for medium-sized 
businesses, EASy ls designed for people with no computer ex
perience and limited accounting experience. Upgradable, 
menu-driven; generates financial and management reports, 
prints invoices, statements, and checks. Add-on modules will 
be available for inventory, word processing, budgeting, 
graphic H;nalysis, and payroll. $565. 
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COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

APPLE 
OWNERS , 

566 Irelan, P.O. Bin ST 
Buellton, CA 93427 

(805) 688-204 7 

SUPER FAN II 
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER* 

$69 
"COOL IT" 

e CLIPS ON-NO HOLES OR SCREWS 
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50/ 60HZ 
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS 
• INCREA SED RELIABILITY-SAVES DOWN TIM E ANO 

REPAIR CHARGES 
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH 

YOUR COMPUTER AND SPEC IAL FAN AND MOTOR 
DESIGN-" QUIETEST FAN ON TH E MARKET' 

• EXTRA l 20V OUTLET FOR MONITO R OR ACCESSORIES 
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL) 

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE I Y EAR WARRANTY 

HOW TO HOOK IT lJP: l ) Cl ip 11 on your APPL E. 2 ) Unplug your l20V ca hle(you won't 
ne l' d ii) 3 ) Plug sh o rt 120V ca bl e from S u pe r Fan II to the back of your com put e r 4 ) Plug the 

.,upply < a hl l-' frnrn ~upn Fa n II 10 your120 V pownsou r<Y 5 ) Turn o n th \' roc k ~r switc h a nd a 
huilt-m. red. n•ddy light com e., on 6) You ar ... a ll se t ro" ( OO L IT'' Th i' ... wit ch a J., o turn .. 

vour com p ut l' r '' off' a nd " o n " 

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED 

SUPER RAM • II 
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER* 

$160 

e PLUG IN SLOT 11 
• GOLD PLATED CONTACTS 
• INCLUDES 5 RAM-ROM OPTION S 
• THIS IS SOPHISTICATED FIRMWAR E 
e EN.JO Y TH E BEST OF BOTH WO RLDS 
• 16K RAM (RANDO M A CCESS M EMORY) 
e INCLUD ES SELECTABLE DIP SWITCH 
• EXPAND S YOUR 48K APPLE TO 64K OF PR O,GRAMMABLE M EMO RY 
• ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR APPLESOFT• OR INTEGER 

BASI C ROM CARD 
e ALLOWS YOU TO RUN APPLES N EW FORTRAN PACKAG E ALSO 

PASCAL AND PILOT- CP/ M ' - COBALT- INTEGER BASIC 
APPLESOFT/ BASIC • VI SICALC - DOS 3.3 

e KEYBOARD CONTROL SELECTION OF RAM OR M OTH ER 
BOARD ROM LANGUAGE 

e INCLUDES: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION S AND 
APPLI CATIO NS NOTES 

e THE SO FTWAR E DEVELO PED BY VARIOUS VENDORS FO R YOUR 
(64K) SHO ULD NOW WORK AS TH EY ADVERTISED 

e TH E MO ST VERSATILE RAM EXPAN SION O N TH E MARKET TO DAY 
e RO M SOCKETS LET S Y OU CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL USES-

DESIGN YO UR OWN SOFTWAR E PROGRAMS 
• LOC KS IN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SO THEY CA N'T BE COPIED 

UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY! 
" When a be tte r product is made, we 'll be the on es to make it!" 

·APPLE 11 COMPUTER and APPLESOFT >\< Plus 6% Califo mio So le s Tax 
a re trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. and $2. 50 shipp ing c h orge pe r it" m. 



The most comprehensive Apple Catalog ever 
offered. Over 200 pages of Apple Computer 
Systems, Displays/Monitors, Printers, Softwate, 
PC Cards, Games, Books and Accessories! 
Proven pro~ucts carefully selected for their 
quality and cost effect iveness by the Apple 
experts at Computer Town. To get your catalog 
send $9.95 refundable with your first order, to 
Computer Town today. 

~~ 
Computer 

Town 

307 S. Broadway•Rte.28•Salem, N.H. 03079 
CALL 800·258·6378 IN N.H. CALL 603·893-8812 

"J TWX 710·366·0507 MICRO COURIER 603·893·4361 
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D The GP100 from Axiom (1014 Griswold Avenue, San Fer
nando, CA 91340; 213-365-9521) is an impact printer with a sin
gle heavy-duty print hammer. Allows dot graphics, alpha
numeric characters, and double width characters to be mixed 
within a single line; characters or image formed by multiple 
hammer strikes as the print head advances across the paper in 
front of the rotating platen. Precision gear train provides 
uniformity of the five by seven dot matrix. $389. 
D Micro-Sci (17742 Irvine Boulevard, Tustin, CA 92680; 714-
731-9461) now offers a full complement of Apple compatible 51>4 
inch drives with the development of its Af subsystem. Drive 
and controller may be used in any combination with Disk Ila; 
software support includes compatability with DOS 3.2 and 3.3, 
Pascal, and CP/M. With controller, ~79; without, $479. 
D The option of a built-in automatic dialer that can interact 
with the terminal operator is now available from Racal-Vadlc 
(222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-744-0810). The 
series VA34M Triple Modems combine a VA3400, a Bell type 
212A, and a Bell 103 in a standalone package. Correct phone 
numbers keyed into memory; automatic redialing; up to sixty 
digits can be stored in any number combinations. Dialer op
tion, $75; factory retrofit for units in use, $160. 
D The Spooler, software for The Pascal Speedup Kit from Stel
lation Two (Box 2342, Santa Barbara, CA 93120; 8015-966-1140), 
allows the user to continue using the Pascal system while con
currently producing printed reports. Disk and printer must be 
in "ready" status while program is executed. Works with any 
printer or interface card; printing task can be killed and re
stored or monitored for pages remaining to print. Requires the 
Mill. $45. 
D XCOMP (7566 Trade Street, San Diego, CA 92121; 714-271-
8730) has entered the Apple hard disk market with the PHD
Personal Hard Disk-10 megabyte subsystem. Built around a 

Winchester 5.25 disk; stores data simultaneously for DOS 3.3, 
Pascal, and CP /M. Equivalent to the storage of sixty-nine Ap
ple floppys; operates as six drives using a phantom drive tech
nique. $3,995. 
D Rainbow Computing (19517 Business Center Drive, North
ridge, CA 91324; 213-349-0300) has released Statistics with 
DAISY, a statistical analysis package for business, scientific, 
and social science applications. Includes full user assistance 
facilities, math and time-series transforms, hi-res plots, cor
relations, multiple regression, hypothesis testing, analysis of 
variance, more. User modifiable. Applesoft in ROM. $79.95. 
D Passport Designs (7815 Main Street, Half Moon Bay, CA 
94019; 415-726-0280) has added Soundchaser Digital, an eight
voice synthesizer and software, to its MCI Music System. 
Voice parameters displayed and alterable during perform
ance; a polyphonic multi track sequencer layers indi victual 
parts, allowing simultaneous production of different timbres. 
Keyboard can be played while sequences are playing back. 
Software defines presets by drawing waveforms and control
ling them with envelope generators, low frequency oscillators, 
and effects generators. $650. 
D Expanding its business software line, Dakln3 (Box 21187, 
Denver, CO 80221; 800-525-0463) has produced two new pack
ages. The Business Bookkeeping System consists of general 
ledger, customer activity, vendor activity, and employee ac
tivity modules, featuring a password option, sort key, and ven
dor master list. $395. D The Budget Planner models data by 
individual monthly entries, straight line, annualized, percent 
of increase/decrease, or percent of other budget features. Re
ports include quarterly, summary, and detail budget model, 
plus departmental reports. $150. D Finally, if the Alkemstone 
has not been found by March 1, the reward for its discovery 
will be upped to $10,000. . . . JI 
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Now with the Program Line Editor (PLE), pro
gram development and modification take only a 
fraction of the time previously required. PLE is the 
most sophisticated program development tool ever 
made for the Apple 11 * computer, letting you devote 
your energies to design, analysis, and testing instead 
of the drudgery of repetitive keying of program lines 
requiring slight changes. 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 

SOPHISTICATED PROGRAM EDITING FEATURES- More than eleven editing commands, such as INSERT. DELETE. 
PACK, and FIND allow you to change a program line with a minimum of keystrokes . 

VERSATILE ESCAPE FUNCTIONS - User definable command sequences can be assigned to any key, then invoked when ' 
ever desired by pressing ESC and that key. Twenty-seven predefined functions come with PLE (ROM version 
functions cannot be mod1fiedl. 

LISTING CONTROL - This feature allows you to control program listings, CATALOGs, etc., with the touch of a key -
stopping and starting them at will, or terminating them entirely. 

LOWER CASE - Lower case characters can now be entered directly from the keyboard without any cumbersome software 
patches. 

PROGRAMMABLE CURSOR CONTROL - Fancy screen displays are made possible with the Programmable cursor 
feature. Four characters control cursor movement in all four directions from within PRINT statements. 

INVISIBLE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE - When booted, PLE actually makes itself a part of the Disk Operating System, 
and thus is unaffected by INT, FP, and MAX FILES commands. 

NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK OR ROM! 
ROM version will operate on tv1ountain Computer, Inc's 

ROMPLUS board or the new Andromeda, Inc . ROM board 
Disk & ROM versions can operate on any configuration 
Apple II or Apple II PLUS with DOS 3.2 or DOS 3 .3 

Apple 11 is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 
DISK, $40.00 I ROM $60.00 

Available at your local dealer or send ch eck or money order 
to SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE, 5221 120th Ave. S.E., Bellevue, 

Washington 98006. 
or call 206-226-3216. Wash. residents add 5.4% sales tax. 



COLLEGE BOARD SAT* PREP SERIES 
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-11 

E.K: h program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past 
exams and presents material on the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is 
provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards. 

S.A.T. , P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. - Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, 
Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance 
show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores. Price $229.95 

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes 28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation
ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams. 

Price $289.95 

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES 
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a 

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and 
assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a struc
tured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction. 

This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer 
capability covering worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats. 

Special editions available for California Proficiency Assessment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call 
for Prices. 

M.I.T. Logo for Apple $179.95 
Odyssey In Time 

This spectacular adventure game adds a 
new dimension of excitement and complex
ity to Time Traveler. 

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal
lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional 
eras. Each game is different and may be in
terrupted and saved at any point for later 
play. $39.95 

Time Traveler 
The best of the adventure games. Confronts 
the player with complex decision situations 
and the demand for real time action. Using 
the Time Machine, players face a challeng
ing series of historical environments. To 
succeed you must build alliances and 
struggle with the ruling power. Each game 
is unique. $24.95 

Isaac Newton + 
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable 
educational game ever devised - ISAAC 
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to 
assemble evidence and discern the under
lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced 
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc
tive game that allows players to intervene 
actively by proposing experiments to deter
mine If new data conform to the "Laws of 
Nature" In question. Players may set the 
level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly 
complex. 

(Includes Alice In Logoland) 
*NEW* 

F.G. Newton 
Full Graphics Newton. This 
version of Isaac Newton pre
sents all data in graphic form. 
Because data is graphic rather 
than symbolic, this game is 
suitable for very young child
ren. Players may select diffi
culty levels challenging to the 
most skilled adults. 

$49.95 

*MICRO-DEUTSCH* 
Micro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les
sons, covering all material of an introductory 
German course. Four test units also included. 
Grammar lessons use substitution transformation 
drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills. 
Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit
able for use with any high school or college text
book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony 
Brook. Available tor Apple II and PET ICBM. (PET version 
includes a special foreign language character chip.) ~lso 
available soon: MICRO·FRANCAIS . MICRO-ESPANOL. 
MICRO-IVRIT, MICRO-YIDDISH, MICRO-CHINESE, MICRO
JAPANESE. $179.95 

*NEW* 
*Pythagoras and The Dragon* 
Mathematics In a fantasy game context. Based 
on The Sword of Zedek, Pythagoras and The 
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to 
the player. When called on for aid, Pythagoras 
poses math questions, and depending on the 
speed and accuracy of the player response, con
fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an 
ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of 
Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity. 
Depending on the level chosen, problems range 
from arithmetic through plane geometry. 

32K $39.95 

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoh Tutor Series 
Krell Sof tware Corp. has no official ties with the 
College Entrance Exam;nation Board or the 
Educational Testing Service. Krell is, however, a 
supplier of p;oducts to the E.T. S. 

PROGRA:v!S AVA ILABLE FOR 
T RS-80, APPLE n, PET & ATARI 

N.Y.S. residents add sales tax. 

A ll programs require 16K • TRS-80 programs require 
LE VEL !I BA SIC <t A PPL E p rograms require Apple
sof t BA SIC 

"The State of the Art in Educational Computing" 

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139 
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When you turn your computer on, the speaker beeps, the 
screen shows the Apple II logo, the disk drive comes to life, the 
disk operating system gets loaded into RAM from whatever 
disk happens to be in your drive, and some program-the so
called boot or greeting program on your disk-gets run. What 
does all this mean? In particular, what do we mean when we 
say that the computer "runs a program"? What's a program 
and how do you run one? 

The next few columns are going to be devoted to general 
concepts about programs and programming. We're not going 
to get into programming techniques, since there are several 
columns in this magazine that do a superb job of teaching pro
gramming in various languages. Instead, we'll describe the 
different languages available on the Apple and deal with 
notions that apply to programming in any language. 

When your computer is on but apparently in idle, when 
you're looking at that familiar right-hand bracket and your Ap
ple appears to be waiting for instructions from you, you're 
actually running a program. That program is called the Ap
plesoft Interpreter or the Basic Interpreter. 

There are a good many things you can do while running the 
Basic Interpreter. For example, you can type print 
42*8. 79~sin(.5/tan(. 75)) and as soon as you hit return you'll see 
the product of 42 and 3.79 raised to the power of the sine of half 
a radian divided by the tangent of three quarters of a radian, 
expressed to a precision of seven decimal points. From the 
perspective of human experience, this response from the com· 
puter occurs instantaneously. 

But you could accomplish the same thing with many pocket 
calculators. It might be a little more awkward-you might have 
to go through several distinct steps and look at intermediate 
results-but still you could get the same answer in almost the 
same amount of time. So what distinguishes a computer from 
a calculator? 

Putting Three and Three Together. Well, while running 
your Apple's Basic Interpreter, you could also type print "My 
name is Jonathan Apple." In a flash when you hit return, you'll 
see that sentence-the letters between the quote marks-re
peated on your screen. That's something you couldn't do on 
many calculators. 

You could also ask your Apple to print 3 = 3 and you'd get a 
one in reply. The number one in this case is the Basic In
terpreter's way of telling you that it has evaluated the proposi
tion 3 = 3 and found it true. If you typed print 3 > 3, you'd get a 
zero on your screen, meaning 'tain't so. 

The numbers zero and one in response to a proposition like 
3 = 3 are called Boolean values. Your computer has the ability to 
evaluate the truth or falsity of propositions according to the 
rules of what's called Boolean logic, and this capacity enables 
it to make judgments and vary its behavior according to what
ever exigencies arise. 

What if you type 10 print 8 = 8 and hit return? Nothing at all 
happens except you get another Applesoft prompt. When you 
type run and hit return, however, you'll get a one again. 

When you type commands that are not preceded by a num
ber, you are said to be using your computer in immediate exe-
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cution ; and you get an immediate response from the comput
er. When you precede your order with a number , you are said 
to be operating in the deferred execution mode, so named be
cause the order doesn't get carried out until you type run. If, 
before you type run, you have entered several instructions pre
ceded by different numbers, they 'll all get executed, in as
cending order according to the numbers you 've given them. 

This activity-typing numbered instructions and executing 
them in sequence with the run command-is what's called pro
gramming. Or rather , it's one kind of programming. 

The Proper Ambience. Remember we said that when you 
were looking at the Applesoft prompt you were actually 
running a program called the Applesoft or Basic Interpreter. 
When you run a program in Basic, like our humble little 
10 print 3 = 3, you 're still running the Basic Interpreter. Actual
ly, you 're running an applications program within the context 
or environment of a systems program. The Basic Inter preter 
is a systems program; the programs you write in Basic and 
the ones you buy on disk to do all sorts of useful, entertaining 
stuff for you are applications programs. 

The Basic Interpreter falls into the general categor y of sys
tems programs called programming languages. That means 
it's a special kind of systems program designed to facilitate the 
writing and execution of applications programs. Other kinds of 
programming languages that can be run on an Apple II in
clude Integer Basic , Pascal, Forth, Pilot, Cobol, Microsoft Ba
sic, Fortran, Logo, and Lisp. There are others, too. Some of 
these languages require that additional hardware be added to 
the standard Apple II Plus. We'll describe the more popular 
languages and discuss their hardware and software require
ments eventually. 

Languages are not the only kind of systems programs. Disk 
operating systems, like DOS 3.2 or DOS 3.3, constitute another 
important category. DOS 3.3 is the system most widely used by 
Apple owners at the moment, although the UCSD P ascal Sys
tem is becoming more and more popular and there 's a fair
sized contingent who run their Apples primarily in an operat
ing system called CP /M. 

The function of the disk operating system is to control a ny 
kind of functioning involving the floppy-or hard-disk drive . 
That includes such things as interpreting and executing com
mands to show what files are on the disk, arranging the physi· 
cal layout of data on the disk, creating or deleting files , mov
ing files from one place to another, and so on. 

A Basic Working Relationship. If your turn on your ma
chine with the DOS 3.3 System Master disk-or another disk 
initialized with DOS 3.3-in the drive , a body of code making up 
the operating system gets loaded fr om the disk into memory. 
There it cooperates with the Basic Interpreter. 

Once DOS gets into mem ory, it acts like a censor reading 
the mail addressed to the Basic Interpreter. It scans every
thing you type at the keyboa rd to see if your m essages are in
tended for it instead of for the interpreter . So, if you type a 
command like ca talog that DOS recognizes as one of its own, 
the Inter preter never sees it ; DOS just goes a head and exe
cutes the command. 
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DOS and the Basic Interpreter could be said to work co
operatively. DOS gets first priority, but passes on to Basic any 
messages it doesn't recognize. If you don't happen to have a 
disk drive, or if DOS doesn't happen to be in memory, Basic 
will get along fine. It just won't know how to do anything in
volving the disk. Type catalog in that situation, for example, 
and you'll be charged with a syntax error. 

As a side point, if you have DOS in memory and you type 
catalogit, you'll get a syntax error message from DOS. The 
operating system will find in the first seven letters of your 
message a match to its own vocabulary, so it will nab the com
mand; then it will complain about those extra keystrokes. If, 
on the other hand, you type catalarge, DOS will look at the 
sixth character, say, "Nope, this ain't mine," and pass the 
word to Basic. Basic will look at it and say, "No friend of mine, 
either" and issue its own error message. When you make a 
syntax error, you can tell who's complaining because Basic 
puts a question mark before the error message and DOS does 
not. 

The situation that prevails with Applesoft or Integer Basic 
and DOS, where the operating system and the language essen
tially sit side by side, although the operating system gets the 
first look at incoming mail, is a little unusual. It's more com
mon that the operating system is so essential to the language 
that the language won't perform without it. You might say that 
the operating system creates the environment in which the lan
guage can function, much as the language creates the en
vironment in which your application program can be written 
and run. 

This is one of two reasons why the choice of an operating 
system has so important a bearing on the things you can do 
with your computer. If you want to run Pascal or Apple For
tran, you have to have the Pascal operating system. If you 
want to run Microsoft Basic or Microsoft Fortran, you have to 
have CP/M. 

The other reason is that the operating system governs the 
way data is stored on disk. If you want to read a program ere-

A bold claim, yes. 
But we believe so strongly in this system we'll send it to you without your 

risking a thing. Try it, check it out, convince yourself it works. 
If you like it, we'll bill you. If you don't then just send it back. You're not 

obligated at all 
It's exciting because it works. It actually teaches mathematics. It will even 

introduce new concepts. 
Fancy graphics and sound? No. Mathware works through carefully 

constructed questions that produce conceptual understanding. It works 
through immediate, accurate feedback. And it works because the computer is 
asking the right question at the right time at the right level for each student 

MATHWARE is the result of thousands of student hours of use and 
research. Most important it is developed by MATH CITY, a leading educational 
service specializing in math instruction. 

MATHWARE™ 
Where Numbers Come Alive 

ated under CP /M-in the CP /M environment, as they say
and your Apple is expecting to find data on disk laid out in the 
manner of DOS 3.3, you're going to get a plague of 1/0 errors. 
That's also the reason why the stuff written for Brand X com
puter won't run on your Apple. The program for that foreign 
devil may be written in a version of Basic very similar to Ap· 
plesoft, and if you could get it loaded into memory you could 
modify it easily enough to run, but the difference in operating 
systems makes the alien disk unreadable. 

The Power Behind the Throne. There's one other impor
tant systems program that affects your everyday activities 
with the Apple, and that's the System Monitor. Most of what 
the Monitor does happens behind the scenes, in a sense; you 
don't interact with it in quite the same way you do with DOS or 
the Basic Interpreter, unless you happen to write your pro
grams in assembly language. 

The Monitor controls your machine from the moment you 
turn it on. It's responsible for that first beep from the speaker, 
the appearance of the Apple's name on the screen, and the 
booting of DOS. Once all that has been accomplished, the Moni
tor passes control over to the partnership of DOS and the Ba
sic Interpreter, but it remains at the ready, available on com
mand. All you have to do is execute a call-151 command from 
Basic and the Monitor's asterisk prompt will appear. 

The Monitor's functions can be broken down roughly into 
two categories. First, it provides a tool for manipulating 
memory. When you're talking to the Monitor-that is, when 
you're looking at that asterisk prompt-you can inspect the 
contents of any location in the Apple's 615,1536-byte range of 
memory addresses. You can put any value between 0 and 21515 
into any of the first 48K of addresses (you can't alter the upper 
16K because those addresses are located in ROM), and you can 
move large sections of memory from one set of addresses to 
another. 

So the Monitor provides a tool for the direct manipulation of 
the contents of memory. You can also inspect and manipulate 
memory from Basic, via peek and poke statements, but it's 

SYSTEM H · Designed for use at home. 
• Teaches kids to use the computer 
• Stores all records 
• Controls correct difficulty level 
• Five distinct disks to choose from: 

l Addition & Subtraction 
2 Multiplication & Division 
3 Fractions Concepts & Applications 
4 Decimal Concepts & Applications 
5 Percents, Ratios, and Negatives 

SYSTEM S · Designed for use by schools 
• Contains all System H features 
• Complete record storage for 50 students 
• Diagnostic tests 
• Automatic concept selection based on test results 
• Covers all concepts lst - 8th grade 
Both systems require 48K Apple with Applesoft ROM and l disk drive. 
SYSTEM H · $59 per disk 
SYSTEM S - $350 for entire 8-disk system 
Please see your dealer or call or write: MATHWARE/MATH CITY 
4040 Palos Verdes Drive North, Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274 (213) 541-3377 
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PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER: 
The premier personal and small business financial 
system. Covering all types of accounts including 
check registers, savings, money market. loan. credit 
card and other asset or liability accounts, the system 
has these features: 

Monthly Transaction Reports 
Budgets Income & Expense 
Reconciles to Bank Statements 
Prints Checks & Mailing Labels 
Automatic Year-End Rollover 
Prepares a Net Worth Report 
Searches for Transactions 
Handles Split Transactions 
User-Friendly Data Entry Forms 
Fast Machine Language Routines 
Extensive Error Trapping 
HI-RES Expense/Income Plots 

For Apple ,; (48K) ........ . ............. $74.95 

COLOR CALENDAR: $29.95 
Got a busy calendar? Organize it with Color Calendar. 
Whether it's birthdays, appointments. business 
meetings or a regular office schedule, this program 
is the perfect way to schedule your activities. 
The calendar display is a beautiful Hl·RES color 
graphics calendar of the selected month with each 
scheduled day highlighted in color. Using the daily 
schedule, you can review any day of the month and 
schedule an event or activity in any one of 20 time 
slots from 8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: 
Both Programs $249.95 

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry ac
counting system employing screen-oriented data 
input forms, extensive error-trapping, data valida
tion and machine language routines for high speed 
operation. The series includes these two modules: 

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system 
with these features: 

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per 
month. 

• Extensive check register management system 
(similar to our PFM). 

• Prints checks and mailing labels. 
• Produces these reports: 

Transactions Journal 
Account Ledgers 
Income Statement 
Balance Sheet 
Account Listings 

Requires Apple II, 48K RAM, 
1 disk drive ... . ...... . ........ . ....... $149.95 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: A flexible system with 
these features: 

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per 
diskette. 

• Prints invoices and customer statements & 
address labels. 

• Interfaces to General Ledger. 
• Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet. 
• Produces these reports: 

Aged Receivables 
Sales Analysis 
Customer Listings 
Invoice Search 

Requires Apple II, 48K RAM, 
2 disk drives .......................... $149.95 
Both Programs ........................ $249.95 

UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: 
An electronic spread sheet structured around a 100 
row x 20 column table. User defines row and 
column names and equations forming a unique 
template. Table elements can be multiplied, added, 
subtracted, divided, summed, averaged and accum
ulated. Hundreds of unique templates can be created. 
used, stored and recalled for later use. Supplied with 
8 standard templates ready for use covering these 
subjects. 

Cash Flow Analysis 
Proforma Profit & Loss 
Proforma Balance Sheet 
Real Estate Investment 
Sales Forecaster 
Source and Use of Funds 
Job Cost Estimator 
Inventory Analysis 

Price (Apple 11, 48K) ........... . . . ....... $89.95 

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL I & II: 
Entire Series $259.95 

LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME ANO MONEY. Simulate 
your digital logic circuits before you build them. 
CMOS. TTL or whatever. if it's digital logic, this 
program can handle it. The program is an inter
active. menu driven, full-fledged logic simulator 
capable of simulating the bit-time response of a 
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It 
will handle up to 1000 gates, including NANOS. NORS. 
INVERTERS. FLIP-FLOPS. SHIFT REGISTERS. COUNTERS 

up to 20 user-defined random, or binary input 
patterns. Accepts network descriptions from 
keyboard or from LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation 
(48K) ..... . . . ......................... $159.95 

LOGIC DESIGNER: interactive HI-RES graphics program 
for designing digital logic systems. Draw directly on 
the screen up to 10 different gate types, including 
NANO. NOR. INVERTER. EX-OR. T-FLOP. JK-FLOP. 0-FLOP. 
RS-FLOP, 4 BIT COUNTER and N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER. 
User interconnects gates using line graphics com
mands. Network descriptions for LOGIC SIMULATOR 
generated simultaneously with the CRT diagram 
being drawn ............ . ..... . . . ..... $159.95 

MANUAL ANO DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and 
demo disk illustrating capabilities of both pro-
grams) ................................ $29.95 

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL Ill & IV: 
Entire Series $259.9.1 

CIRCUIT SIMULATOR: Tired of trial & error circuit 
design? Simulate & debug your designs before you 
build them! With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a 
model of your circuit using RESISTORS. CAPACITORS. 

INDUCTORS, TRANSISTORS, DIDOES, VOLTAGE and CUR
RENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform res
ponse to inputs such as PULSES. SINUSOIDS. SAW
TOOTHS. etc .. . all fully programmable. The output is 
displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE-STYLE PLOT of the 
selected waveforms or as a printed table of voltage 
vs time. Handles up to 50 nodes and 100 components. 
Requires 48 RAM ...................... $159.95 

CIRCUIT DESIGNER: Interactive HI-RES graphics pro
gram for designing electronic circuits. Draw directly 
on the screen up to 10 different component types, 
including those referenced above. Component inter
connect list for CIRCUIT SIMULATOR generated auto-
matically, Requires 48K RAM ........... $159.95 

MATHEMATICS SERIES: 
Enti re Series $49.95 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program 
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, determines 
the mean, standard deviation and ' plots the fre
quency distribution of user-supplied data sets. Prin
ter, Disk, 1/0 routines. 
. . ....... . ..... . ......... . . .. . ... ... . . ~995 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot of 
any function. Automatic scaling. At your option. the 
program will plot the function, plot the INTEGRAL 
plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS. MAXIMA. 
MINIMA. INTEGRAL VALUE ....... . ......... $19.95 

MATRIX: A general purpose. menu driven program 
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of 
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of 
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS ... . .... . $19.95 

3-0 SUFAACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and 
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES PLOTS of 
3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable equa
tion. Disk save and recall routines for plots. Menu 
driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden line or 
transparent plotting ....... . ............. $19. 95 

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES: 
Entire Series $29.95 

RED BARON: Can you outfly the RED BARON? This fast 
action game simulates a machine-gun DOGFIGHT 
between your WORLD WAR I Bl-PLANE and the baron's. 
You can LOOP. DIVE. BANK or CLIMB-and so can the 
BARON. In HI-RES graphics plus sound .. . .. $14.95 

BATTLE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. 
HORNETS' DIVE·BDMBER squadron. Your targets are 
the Aircraft carriers, Akagi, Soryu and Kaga. You 
must fly your way through ZEROS and AA ARE to 
make your DIVE-BOMB run. In HI-RES graphics plus 
sound .................................. $14.95 

SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943. The enemy convoy is 
headed for the CONTROL SEA. Your sub, the MORAY. 
has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS'. 
Easy pickings. But watch out for the DESTROYERS -
they're fast and deadly. In HI-RES graphics plus 
sound ........ . ........................ $14.95 

FREE CATALOG-All programs are supplied on disk 
and run on Apple II w/Disk & Applesoft ROM Card 
and require 32K RAM unless otherwise noted. De
tailed instructions included. Orders shipped within 
5 days. Card users include card nµmber. Add $2.00 
postage and handling with each order. California 
residents add 61/,% sales tax. Foreign orders add 
$5.00 postage and handling per product. 

-VISA 

SPECTRUM 
SOFTWARE 
142 Carlow, P.O . Box 2084 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

FOR PHONE ORDERS: 
[408) 736-4387 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 
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less convenient to do it that way; in Basic you can only read or 
write to one address at a time. 

The other aspect of the Monitor's function is the introduc
tory one; it provides a library of routines that perform rudi
mentary operations-things like beeping the speaker, putting 
characters on the screen, clearing the screen, and so on. If 
these routines were not available as a prepackaged body of in
structions permanently stored in the Apple, a programmer 
would have to re-create the code every time he wanted to do 
one of these fundamental operations. Even the Basic Inter
preter uses the Monitor; when you execute a Basic command 
like home , the Interpreter momentarily passes control of the 
machine over to a certain portion of the Monitor program, 
which clears the screen and returns control to the Interpreter. 

So now it appears that when you run a program in Apple
soft you've got an applications program running in the context 
of a language program with the cooperation and support of 
both a disk operating system and a system Monitor. All of 
these things-applications program, language, operating sys
tem, Monitor-can properly be called programs. So what's a 
program? 

A program is a set of instructions to the 6502. So what's an 
instruction? 

What 6502 Means to You. While your computer is on, the 
6502 is constantly scanning its range of memory addresses, 
fetching the contents of memory locations into its own internal 
registers-holding areas-and examining those contents. 
Each memory location holds an eight-bit binary number. 
Some of those binary numbers have the effect of causing the 
6502 to perform some action; these numbers are called op
codes, operands, or just instructions. 

The fact that a certain binary number-a certain pattern of 
ones and zeros held by a memory address-causes the 6502 to 
do something it wouldn't otherwise do is determined by the 
structure, or architecture, of the microprocessor. To say it 
another way, the instruction set of the microprocessor is hard-
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wired into the chip. 
The kind of things that the opcodes tell the 6502 to do are 

very elementary-things like load a certain value or the con
tents of a specified memory location into one of the internal 
registers, add the contents of two registers, or compare two 
values. Nothing here so complicated as the Basic print 
statement. 

All the simple things, in fact, that we take for granted from 
our computers have to get broken down into myriad rudimen
tary steps. The 6502 only does one miniscule thing at a time; of 
course, it does those things in a great hurry, and that's its prin
cipal value to us. 

Adding two and three and putting the results on the screen 
would be done in something like the following manner: the 
value two would be loaded into one of the 65Q2's registers. Then 
the value three would be loaded into another register. Then the 
contents of the two registers would be added, and the sum 
would be deposited back into one of those two registers. Final
ly the contents of that register would be copied into the appro
priate address in the area of memory that governs text output 
to the screen. 

Each of these steps would have to be ordered up by its own 
opcode. And the values two and three would also have to be 
somewhere in memory where the 6502 could find them. 

This raises another question. Memory contains both in
structions and the values upon which instructions are carried 
out-both operands and data. How does the 6502 distinguish be
tween them? 

It tells by context. When the processor reads the instruc
tion 00100000 (hex 20), for example, it knows that the following 
two bytes of memory will hold not another instruction but, 
rather, the data on which opcode 00100000 is to be carried out. 
Those next two bytes are sometimes said to comprise the argu
ment for opcode 00100000. Some opcodes require no argument; 
others take one byte, and still others, like 00100000, require two. 
The processor knows which is which. It also knows-by keep
ing track of what it's doing-when 00100000 is not an opcode at 
all, but a datum or argument for some other opcode. 

Getting back to the question of what a program is, one way 
to answer would be to say that a program is the sum of all the 
opcodes and arguments in memory at any given time-in 
other words the entire contents of memory. By this kind of defi
nition there could be only one program in memory at a time, 
and, in fact, from the 6502's point of view, that's exactly the 
case. 

Class Distinctions. Since the Monitor, the operating sys
tem, the interpreter, and your applications program are func
tionally and conceptually-to human minds-distinct, it's 
customary to consider them as separate, cooperative pro
grams. And, in normal speech, the word is used only to desig
nate your applications program-the set of code that's actual
ly doing some useful work for you. 

Instructions and data that are put into the computer's 
memory by you, either by your writing a program or by your 
loading one in from disk or tape, are called software. Theim
plication is that they are temporary residents of memory and 
are not essential to the functioning of your computer. DOS is 
also a piece of software , since you have to load it in from disk. 

The System Monitor and Applesoft Interpreter, on the other 
hand, belong to a different class of programs, called firm
ware . What's firm about them is that they are permanent resi
dents of memory, so long as you don't pull out or physically 
alter the eight ROM chips on your motherboard. It's possible to 
have other programs in firmware as well; you can buy a ROM 
card to sit in one of your peripheral slots, and you can get 
equipment that will burn your favorite programs into ROM 
chips that you can then plug into that board. 

The term hardware is reserved for the physical com
ponents of your system-the chips and connecting circuitry. 
By extension you could also refer to the processor's micro
code-the set of primitive instructions that govern its activi
ty-as hardware' since those instructions are determined by ' 
the physical architecture of the processor chip. JI 

' 
·' 
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starring JULIUS CAESAR • CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS • CAVEMEN · ROBIN HOOD • BENJAMIN FRANKLIN • CLEOPATRA and YOU 
With a Cast of Thousands · 

executive producer KEN WILLIAMS • produced by BOB DAVIS 
i:;. i:;. i:;. written and directed by ROBERTA WILLIAMS i:;. i:;. i:;. 

project development: TERRY PIERCE, ERIC GRISWOLD, RORKE WEIGANDT, JEFF STEPHENSON 

UA ULTIMATE ADVENTURE 

48K APPLE II or II PLUS 

- ~------

Admission $99.95 
()N•lHIE systems 

36575 Mudge Ra nch Road • Coarsegold . CA 93614 • 209-683-6858 

Add $ I 00 for shipping VISA. Mastercard. C 0 D. or checks accepted 





ST WE GOT RID OF 
THE LOWER CASE ADAPTER 

and put lower case on the screen 
WITHOUT HARDWARE. THEN WE GOT RID OF · 

THE 80 COLUMN BOARD 
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and put seventy columns of text on the screen 
WITHOUT HARDWARE . .. 

THEN WE GOT RID OF 
WASTED EDITING TIME 
by developing printer spooling 

AGAIN WITHOUT HARDWARE! 

AND WE'RE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR 
NEW WAYS TO SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.1~~~' 

When ON -LINE SYSTEMS began work on SUPERSCRIBE II, we wanted to make it the 
most powerful word processor on the market. We began by putting in boldfacing, 
underlining, form letter capabilities, global search and replace, support of multiple disk 
drives, full macro capabilities. generation of up to four indices, complete formatting 
capabilities, a software based keyboard buffer, ' full editing capability of any DOS 3.3 text 
or binary file (including APPLESOFT programs) and all other features you need. for professional word processing. That was just the 
beginning . . .. 

Our next step was to make SUPERSCRIBE II hardware independent, so we eliminated the lower case adapter and the SO column · 
board. SUPERSCRIBE II is the only word processor on the market to offer true software based lower case and a 70 column screen 
available today. 

The move that put us over the top was the introduction of printer spooling* which allows you to do your editing while printing, 
making your word processing time more efficient. 

With SUPERSCRIBE II, we've added all the features you need , did away with all the problems you can do without, and we did it all at 
a price that you can afford-$129.95. 
'Printer spooling feature only available for printers with APPLE parallel or SSM AIO interface, and EPSON printers/APPLE II and APPLE II Plus are registered trade 
marks of APPLE COMPUTER INC. 

We Don't Think That Word Processing Should Cost An Arm And A Leg, 
And At On-Line Systems, We Won't Stand For It. 

SUPERSCRIBE II runs on any 48K APPLE 11 / 11 Plus with DOS 3.3 and is available now at your local computer store or order directly from .. . .. . 

ON•lf NE systems 
...,.__ 36575 MUDGE RANCH ROAD · COARSEGOLD, CA 931;14 • 209-683-6858 

VISA, MASTERCHARGE. CHECK. C.0.D . 



WE'RE BUILDING UP SPEED 

A recent article in "INTERFACE AGE" tested 45 of the most 
used BASICs on 48 different microcomputers. That article 
judged that if you are an APPLE owner writing programs in 
APPLESOFT, you have the nineteenth fastest BASIC/ com
puter combination tested.* 

- THAT WAS BEFORE EXPEDITER II.-

If you're an APPLE owner with EXPEDITER II writing 
programs in APPLESOFT, you can now have your BASIC 
program judged second in the same comparison - with a 
minimum of effort. You need only LOAD your program, BRUN 
EXPEDITER, then save your program. 

EXPEDITER II is a new programming utility which translates 
your APPLESOFT programs into machine language, usually on 
the first try. Problem spots in the code are flagged during 
compilation. The new compiled code supports all the features of 
APPLESOFT including HI-RES graphics, shape tables, LO
RES graphics, defined functions and DOS commands. 
EXPEDITER II is the only compiler to support global string 
variables easily. There is no additional BASIC syntax to learn. 
The only real difference you 'II notice with the new program is 
that it's faster - usually two to twenty times faster. 

Other APPLESOFT compilers are available for the 
APPLE, but none have all the features of EXPEDITER II. 
EXPEDITER II, with its new MEMORY COMPRESSION 
OPTION can reduce your compiled program size by up to 50 
percent. (Remember: a machine language program is normally 
bigger than a BASIC program that does the same thing). It's also 
compatible with MMS II** to help you solve any memory 
problems you might encounter. 

The race has just begun 
We make your compilation process easier by providing a 

symbol table and address listings for each line of your BASIC 
program. EXPEDITER II even allows you to reserve areas for 
machine language subprograms or graphics. Debugging is 
facilitated by EXPEDITER Us support of the Applesoft TRACE 
command. 

We at ON-LINE SYSTEMS believe that the APPLE II is a 
powerful machine, and we're constantly trying to make it better 
and easier to use . Thats why we offer a full line of utilities written 
by some of the best programmers in the field. The only limits we 
feel the APPLE should have, are the limits to your imagination. 
.. Write for more information on the INTERFACE AG E article . 
.. • MMS 11 is a utility program by QN,LlNE SYSTEMS that relocates the Disk Operating 
System on your memory expansion board. A\'ailable for $49.95 . 

EXPEil/TER Jt 
The Optimizing Applesoft* Compiler 

By Shmuel Einstein and Dennis Goodrow EXPEDITER 11 is a trademark of Einstein /Goodrow 

EXPEDITER 11 runs on anv APPLE ll/ll ' with 48K APPLESOFT m ROM and is available 
for 99.95 at your local computer sto re o r order directly from 

ON•l.INli' systems 

36575 Mudge Ranch Road • Coarsegold, CA 93614 
209-683-6858 

Add one dollar for shipping Visa, Mastercharge, C heck, COD 



rrHE 
GENERAL MANAGER 

THE SHORT CUT TO YOUR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT NEEDS 

• Easy 10 use-Simply design lhe screens you wish lo use for data entry. Your 
database is crealed aulomalically. 

• lnformalion may be relrieved such as: list all cuslomers who owe over 
$1.000 wilh an invoice over 30 days old or who owe over $10,000 dollars. 

• APPLESOFT interface provides complele access 10 your informalion and 
allows you 10 1ailor THE GENERAL MANAGER 10 YOUR needs. 

• Selecled fields from selecled records can be wrillen 10 a standard lexl file . 

Some database programs let you perform calculations so you can 
easily handle economic projections, sales forecasting, and cost 
accounting. Other database programs give you a wide range of 
search and selection options so you can find the information you 
need to make daily decisions. Still others format the screen for 
easy data entry so anyone can use the database. But now, one 
database program PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER. 
THE GENERAL MANAGER is designed after large mainframe 
database management programs. The hierarchial structure allows 
up to sixteen unique record formats which interrelate to form the 
total database. You design the screens the way you want them 
and then fill them in. It's just like working with a set of blank 
forms. Information from one screen can be automatically used in 
other screens. Any fields can be used in complex calculations to 
figure costs. interest. payment terms, discount rates, recipe 
proportions. and many more applications. The data built on one 
screen may easily be used to make comparisons or build totals on 
another screen. 
THE GENERAL MANAGER provides easy-to-use APPLESOFT 
interface using the ampersand command which allows user 
programs to read. write. update and delete database records. 
Uses for this interface are limited only by your imagination. In 
addition. using your selection criteria, THE GENERAL MANAGER 
can write selected fields of selected records to a standard DOS 
text file to be used by word processors or other existing 
programs. 

Visa, MasterCard, Check, COD 

• Expand your dalabase at any time wilh no loss of exisling data . 

• Easy lo use reporling capability provides automalic formalling and totals. 

• Easily sort lhe enlire dalabase or selected porlions for reporting. 

• Full range of calcula1ion capabililies including logical operalions. 

• Your database can span over one hundred diskells using one to four drives 
or a hard disk. 

• Complete lulorial and reference manual. 

With THE GENERAL MANAGER you are never stuck with your 
original database format. You may change the length and type of 
fields, add and delete fields and add entirely new screens at any 
time with no loss of existing data. As your needs change The 
GENERAL MANAGER will change with you. The unique access 
method of The GENERAL MANAGER allows your database to 
span over 100 diskettes using from one to four disk drives or a 
hard disk while at the same time using the minimum amount of 
disk storage to store your data. The GENERAL MANAGER has 
the flexibility to handle a recipe file or an entire business system. 
A complete tutorial and reference manual leads you through the 
many uses of The GENERAL MANAGER and presents a number 
of solid applications. 
THE GENERAL MANAGER is designed to work FOR you. You 
mold it to your operation and it gives you the information you 
need, when you need it. in just about any format you want it. 
THE GENERAL MANAGER, a database management program 
that finally BRINGS IT ALL TOGETHER for only $99.95 
THE GENERAL MANAGER runs on any 48K Apple 11 or II Plus wilh single or 
muhiple disk drives and is available al your local compuler store or order direct by 
sending $99.95 plus $1.00 lo cover shipping and handling lo . 

ON-LINE systems 
36575 Mudge Ranch Road 

Coarsegold, CA 93614 
209·683·6858 
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on 
the Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Apple III in the emulator 
mode and to require 48K and one disk drive. The requirement 
for ROM Applesojt can be met by RAM Applesojt in a lan
guage card. 

- Zork II. Sequels in microcomputing entertainment have, for 
the most part, escaped the fate of their counterparts in film 
and literature. Perhaps the relevant question about Zork II, 
however, is not how it managed to equal and possibly even sur
pass its predecessor, but how either Zork or Zork II managed 
to stand alone. 

That's because Zork, Zork II, and the expected Zork III are 
children of the mainframe Zork, a single adventure that's been 
cleverly cleavered by Infocom into three parts in order to fit on 
the microcomputer. 

Regardless of its past or its predecessor, Zork II is a de
light to play. A text adventure, it is of the high quality, logic
loyal wing of that genre, populated only by such gems as the 
original Adventure, Zork, and Cyborg. Where Cyborg 
reached-and retains-the mountaintop in terms of plot and in
tegration of player with adventure, Zork II joins Zork as the ul
timate in text adventuring technique and communication. 

The people at Infocom clearly do not like to speak in mono
syllables and two-word phrases, and they don't expect you to 
either. Both Zorks will listen to anything you have to say, and, 
as long as you obey one or two Zorkal rules of grammar (no 
complex sentences, no conditionals, for example), they're like
ly to understand you. 

You can tell Zork, "Get the box, the bucket, the pearls and 
the globe then open the box then examine the box and the 
bucket. Walk north then tell the robot 'Push the round button 
then walk south.' Walk south. What is a grue?" You'll end up 
with all the things you requested, in the same room where you 
started, having been north to fetch the robot, who will have 
pushed the proper button. And you'll know what a grue is, for 
whatever that's worth. 

Little things are convenient in Infocom's games. For ex
ample, the Apple editing diamond has not been disabled, so if 
you want to repeat a command or correct one, you simply es
cape-I J or K to the spot and arrow over what you want to re
peat. Saving is easy in any case, but if you're using two drives 
it's extremely quick and laborless. And you can save eight dif
ferent games at once; default is always the last one you saved. 
Disk access is so well done that you'll never notice it. 

The plot in Zork .. _. isn't. Or at least it's peripheral. A story 
it's got, but it's mostly a series of loosely connected events. 
Some relate to each other, but many are there just for the puz
zles they afford and the general flavor they add to the adven
ture. None is out of place, and they're superior puzzles yet all 
very logical. 

Where Zork-the-first was very reminiscent of the original 
Adventure, Zork II somehow escapes the mold. It is fresh and 
interesting. Yet the conquerer of Zork will recognize land
marks from time to time. As in Zork, the adventurer can't de
pend entirely on shank's mare. There's no raft in Zork II; look 
for a means of travel far more esoteric. 

You do not need to have played Zork to play Zork II; but, if 
you haven't, you're apt to want to pick up the first Zork after 
the fact. MCT 
Zork II, Infocom (M Wheeler Street, Cambridge , MA 02138; 617-492-
1031). $39.9~. 

Photar. By Steve Baker. It's been a very long time in micro
computer industry terms since Softape, one of the first two 

publishers of software for Apples, published a really good 
game. In the old days, Softape had Bob Bishop, whose experi
mental games seemed eons ahead of anyone else graphically. 
But Bishop left Softape, and technique caught up with Bishop, 
and Softape faded. Bill Depew's Apple-21 kept them going; 
then the word processor Magic Window, from their sister com
pany Artsci, made them well. But new games died and old 
ones, well enough executed, just weren't what people wanted 
anymore. 

Steve Baker had published much through Softape. His Mi
crogammon 2.0 is still one of the two best backgammon 
games on the market by far and the most fun to manipulate, 
but backgammon is not the rage it was a year or two ago. Now, 
gamers want fast action, arcade-style, in the home-type 
games. Baker began trying, but the extra spark that makes a 
hit was never quite there. He kept trying, and so did Softape, 
never quite giving up on each other. 

Photar may be the payoff. It's fast, it's active, it's varied, 
it's fun. 

The game is best played with a joystick, letting your space 
ship move throughout the bottom third of the playing area. 
Throughout the area are stationary meteorites that you can de
stroy with several shots. Groups of-what? stars? Saturn's 
rings? who cares?-enemies float in, breaking formation to 
weave down one row at a time to collide with and kill you. 
These are little, pesty creatures who can hide behind the me
teors and appear from behind new, low-hanging meteors just 
above you. If they do make it to the bottom, move up-they'll 
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turn around and start weaving toward the top in the same way. 
When you shoot them, they become meteors. 

Far more dangerous are the black holes that fly in erratic 
patterns at crazily varying speeds, always in the same area 
you're limited to. They are after you, one at a time, and they're 
very hard to avoid. They're also worth good points if you can 
get them. From time to time, what appears to be the mother
ship of the meteors streaks down from the top, always at an an
gle. If you don't shoot it, it's apt to leave a path of meteors be
hind it all the way to the bottom. 

Finally, a harmless object crosses the upper screen every 
so often, usually well guarded. This fellow is worth 1,000 
points; but paying attention to shooting him often results in 
wipeout by black hole. 
. With all this going on, Photar is a very active game. The 
graphics are well animated color hi-res, and the sounds, which 
can be turned off, are loud and brassy and appropriate. 

Photarhas only one fault, and it's a quality the author and 
publishers thought of as a feature. You get only one ship per 
game. When you're hit, you're killed. That's that. 

If you can live with having only one ship per, and you like 
home-arcade shoot-'em-ups, you're apt to have a good time 
with Photar. MCT 
Pho tar, by Steve Baker, Softape (10432 Burbank Boulevard, North Hol
lywood, CA 91601; 213-985-5763). $29.95. 
Conglomerates Collide. By Paul Mason, Louis R. Mayne, and 
Robert E. Siegling. As a first product from a new company, 
Conglomerates Collide is outstanding; the care and quality 
that obviously went into its making promise good things from 
the Arizonans whose name sounds like a Scottish thane. 

A game of business simulation, Conglomerates is more 
simply executed than many similar board games and than 
Strategic Simulations' Cartels and Cutthroats. Each turn rep
resents a full year, for instance, and the only influence you 
have over the sort of company you control is its name. This 
doesn't matter, however, since the product of your imaginary 

contemplating 
a byte 

For one full year, many of you have been wondering how long we would con· 
tinue sending you Softalk tree without trying to put the touch on you for some
thing, whether a subscription, software, peripherals, kidney beans, defective 
grommets. or spare Edsel parts. Now comes the magic moment. 

Softalk commissioned graphics artist Robert Zraick to do August's cover 
with a poster in mind. The robot contemplating a bite is evocative both of Ro
din's The Thinker and the Genesis passage on the Garden of Eden ... not to 
mention the possible significance to our favorite technological fruit. 

The artist and Soflnlk are sharing in the profits from the poster. Snftalk will 
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shipping and handling). two hundred artist's proofs, signed by Robert Zraick, 
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The size of the poster is 24 inches by 34 inches . The artist's proof will be hand
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Robert Zraick's art will grace any computer room, and your purchase will 
help others become more self-sufficient. 
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Softalk Poster 

11021 Magnolia Boulevard 
North Hollywood, California 91601 

company is irrelevant anyway. 
What you do control are mergers and acquisitions , whether 

to accept offered loans, when to pay off loans, and the pur
chase and sale of your company's stock. Factors are the prime 
interest rate, rate of interest on investment, and price-earn
ings ratio of the company. 

All these things affect your personal equity. For instance, if 
your company acquires a subsidiary, the stock value rises and 
so does your equity. But to become truly rich, you'll have to sell 
stock so you can acquire more valuable subsidiaries, thus rais
ing the stock value sharply. But, when you sell stock, you lose 
personal equity. Consequently, you can have the most suc
cessful company by far and lose the game because it ends be
fore you've bought back your stock-or because you can't af
ford to buy it back. 

Random events affect the world situation-the prime inter
est rate most obviously. Individualized, apparently random 
events affect individual players. 

Don't let the simplicity fool you. This is a difficult game to 
win, at least against the opponents provided on computer by 
RockRoy in the computer-play mode. 

There are two other modes: Solitaire and Collide. Solitaire 
actually allows as many as four players, but it is limited to fif. 
teen year-turns and is designed for trying out strategies and 
learning. 

Collide requires two players and can have as many as four. 
Here the game is limited only by the number of companies 
available to be acquired. The game ends at the end of the 
round during which the last company is claimed. 

Conglomerates Collide excels among games of this genre 
in its visual bells and whistles. It opens with a full color hi-res 
screen of a businessman with briefcase rushing from a heli
copter on a rooftop. Along with gathering players' names and 
company names, it asks each player to choose a headquarters 
location from a list of twenty world cities. Then, as each play
er's turn begins, a city skyline appears with the appropriate 

Dea ler inquiries invite d . 
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trade center in front. An animated helicopter flies in and lands 
on the trade center roof, with sound effects; a minute person 
gets out and, with coattails flying, runs across the roof to the 
access door, slamming it behind. It's very nicely done. MCT 
Conglomerates Collide, by Paul Mason, Louis R . Mayne , and Robert 
E. Slegling, RockRoy (7721 E. Gray Rd. Suite 103, Scottsdale, AZ 
85260; 602-998-1577). $39 .95 . 

Bez-MX. The theory of deterrents has held off a nuclear holo
caust to date and allowed for costly defense projects in this 
country like the MX missile system and B-1 bomber. Many peo
ple wonder if the complex guidance systems in modem mis.slles 
would perform properly in the event of an actual war. Many 
people also wonder if the proposed MX deployment plan, in
volving underground silos with interconnecting transportation 
rails, is really a good way to fool the enemy. 

Games are never meant to mhajc reality completely and 
war games are no exception to this rule. Nonetheless, in a good 
war game you can at least partially make the decisions that 
might face a general or commander in real combat. Usually 
this involves laying down a strategy against an opponent and 
watching that strategy succeed or fail, as the case may be. 

Bez-MX can be played in several different ways, mostly 
limited by whether or not you have game paddles. In the soli· 
taire version, it's you against the computer as you try to de
fend your country against attack while attempting to destroy 
the enemy's abillty to wage war. 

You start with eight MX missiles deployed in silos around 
your country. During each round, you can either move them or 
launch them. You are given two B-1 bombers and the option of 
one mission per round. The B-1 can either defend your terri
tory or bomb your opponent's territory. After each round, you 
are given two bonus MX missiles, if your factory is stm intact 
enough to make them. · 

Bez-MX comes with a playing map that is a grid with x and 
y coordinates. You enter the coordinates of the enemy terri
tory you want bombed or hit by a mis.slle. The mis.siles tend not 

to be as accurate as the B-1 bomber, unless you launch several 
at a time, blanketing an area. In the solitaire version, after en
tering the strategy commands you just sit back and watch the 
battle unfold. A quick eye and good memory are needed, since 
the battle itself might be over in fifteen seconds. During the 
battle is the only time you can see the effect your mis.siles and 
bombs are having on the enemy. 

In the solitaire version of Bez-MX, the computer makes for 
a tough but not unbeatable opponent. Getting through more 
than ten rounds is an indication that you are getting good at it, 
though this is truly a game where you can win the battle and 
lose the war. It's a good warm-up for the advanced two-player 
version. 

In the advanced version of Bez-MX, it's possible to make 
real-time changes in your strategy through the use of game 
paddles. You do this by controlling the precise instant that mis
sile launches occur by using the paddle button to launch them. 
With the paddle you can also vary the flight of your B-1 bomb
er along the y coordinate when it is defending. This makes it 
possible to intercept missiles and enemy bombers. 

Similarly, being able to launch the missiles when you 
chooshllows you to intercept enemy bombers (or at least try 
to, since the B-1 destroys 86 to 90 percent of all missiles it 
comes in contact with) . 

In the advanced version, you also have the headache of de
termining how to utillze the population. You have to delegate 
so many people to farming, working in the cities, working at 
the airfield, working at the MX missile site, and, most impor
tant, working in the factory where the MX missiles are manu
factured . If you misjudge the percentage of population that 
should be working at a given task, you find yourself in trouble. 

There is scoring in Bez-MX to determine who wins, though 
a low score does not necessarily indicate a badly played 
game. It is easy to rack up points bombing cities and farms, 
but destroying the more crucial things like the runway and fac
tory are what help you win the game. 

WHY YOU NEED THE INSPECTOR. 
I f you're serious about programming, you need 

to set all your utilities together in one place -
inside your Apple. The Inspector comes on an 
Eprom that simply plugs into the D8 socket, or on 
a disk ready to merge with Integer Basic for 
automatic loading on boot. Either way, it stays at 
your fingertips, ready to call without disturbing 
your current program. 

The Inspector puts you in total control of both 
memory and disks. You can search forward 

read and alter files, locate strings in memory or on 
disk. The uses are enclless. The manual, alone, is an 
education. And it's always there when you need it. 

Vou need the most powerful disk and memory 
I utility available for your Apple. You need the 

Inspector. 

See your local dealer, or order direct for just 
$49.95. Mastercard and Visa holders order 

toll-free, 1-800-835-2246. 

O'\fti/\io 
and backwards, edit, read nibbles, 
map disk space, dump the screen 
to a printer, examine every secret 
of your Apple. Use The Inspector 
to repair blown disks, undelete 
files, input "illegal" commands, 80 • by 

OMf.GA MICROWARE, INC. 
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CHICAGO. IL 60606 
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Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Compuler, Inc. 
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The hi-r es graphics are interesting but not very spectacu
lar; a lthough crucial to the two-player version, they are not the 
chief attraction of the game by any standards. The sound ef
fects are also negligible and don't add much to the game. 

If you can find someone who doesn't mind pretending 
they 're Dr. Strangelove, the two-player version of Bez-MX 
makes for a pretty good game. It is not as long or involved as a 
board game like Risk, but it provides the same kind of thrill. 
You risk all to gain everything and, if you lose, all you've real
ly lost is an hour or two. 

Unfortunately, real life is rarely so innocuous. It would be 
nice if there were only games, but the sad truth is that we all 
live in very dangerous times. If only the leaders of great na
tions could solve their differences with the help of a computer 
game, instead of with the lives of real people. 

Bez-MX comes complete with a twenty-four-page instruc
tion book and requires an Apple II plus with 48K and one 13 or 
16 sector disk. DU 
B ez-MX, Bez (4790 Irvine Boulevard, Suite 108B, Box 19633, Irvine, 
California 92714). $29.95. 

Suicide. By Steve Hawley. In the beginning, there was New
ton's Third Law of Motion. Then there was video Pong. This 
evolved into Breakout, but that got buried beneath the thun
dering herd of Pac-Man/ Asteroids/Space Invaders progeny 
that have since shaped the course of computer arcade game 
history. 

But now there is a game that goes back to the beginning, 
takes the basic Pong concept, and actually does something 
unique with it, turning the attack-and-destroy arcade gestalt 
into one of defense and protection. Suicide involves no lasers, 
phasers, blasters, alien hordes, or threats to one's continued ex
istence. Instead, the gamer must prevent an inexhaustible 
population of little pink lemminglike beings from leaping hap
pily to their deaths. Intent on making little pink lumps of them
selves at the bottom of the screen, they are manifestly an
noyed when you save them with your paddle and bounce them 

back to the top, from which they immediately try again. 
There are tricks: if you save a single-antenna creature you 

lose a lot of points: they are defectives-they're supposed to 
die. (Here, the issue of selective breeding and genetic selec
tion presents the potential for some lively discussions around 
the keyboard.) Make sure never to miss the ones falling head
first; they were evidently pushed, and are not happy. Saving 
them rewards you with bonus points. 

Paddles offer more control, but the joystick is faster, a fac
tor you will appreciate at the higher levels. Scoring factors are 
intricate and interdependent; you are timed, with a maxi
mum allowable casualty count at each level. Each little pong
person you save is ten points; each one who goes splat is mi
nus ten. 

The expressions on their faces are the most intriguing part 
of the game. The rudiments of character (happy /sad), the 
moral ambiguity of the whole situation (these guys want to 
die), the tension inherent in having responsibility for so many 
lives; of having to choose between plummeting bods on either 
side, knowing you can save one but never reach the other in 
time ... this, rather than more meanies and bigger explo
sions rendered in greater detail, is the kind of sophistication 
that arcade-type games should now strive for. 

The game is interesting. And different. It figures that it 
would take a return to the roots, arcadewise, to produce a 
unique and involving game from the most simple physical 
premise. AC 
Suicide, by Steve Hawley, Piccadilly Software (89 Summit Avenue, 
Summit, NJ 07901; 201-277-1020). $29.95. 

The Count: A Winning Blackjack System. By Max McKee. 
This program teaches a simplified version of the card-count
ing system for beating blackjack devised by Edward Thorpe in 
his book Beat the Dealer. McKee's system is to count minus 
one for any ten or face card, nothing for aces, and plus one half 
for all other cards. In this manner the player keeps a running 
score of all cards played and varies his betting and play of the 
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The ACCOUNTANT, by Decision Support Software, 
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advantages of an automated double entry system even if 
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provides an individual or business with timely, accurate 
data to plan, monitor and control their finances. The 
detailed records contained in The ACCOUNTANT's data 
base will enable you to itemize each and every legitimate 
tax deduction. DBCALC, a VisiCalc"' interface, retrieves 
data from The ACCOUNTANT's data base and creates 
a VisiCalc" file of actual and projected financial data 
which can be used for financial simulations and tax 
computations. 

The ACCOUNTANT requires an APPLE II 
with 48K, APPLESOFT on ROM, single or dual drives, 
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hand accordingly. 
Where McKee parts company with Thorpe and most of 

Thorpe 's followers is that he doesn't advocate the correlation 
of the running count with the number of cards remaining in the 
dealer's hand or shoe. Thus a count of Hi, say, has the same 
implication for strategy whether there are twenty cards re
maining to be played or five and a half decks. Since a true 
measure of the deck's eccentricity-its favorability or unfa
vorability for the player-has to consider the number of cards 
remaining, and since most casinos now play multiple-deck 
games, this seems like a crucial point. 

Th e Count offers a single-player hi-res game of blackjack, 
with a number of rules options. You can specify the number of 
decks, whether the dealer deals to the bottom card or shuffles 
after 75 percent of the cards have been played, the permissible 
hands for doubling down, and so on. If you like, the program 
will coach you on the counting technique and strategy. At your 
discretion it will reveal the current count value and the appro
priate play. 

The program will also teach a beginning player the basic 
strategy of the game-the best possible play without counting 
cards. If you master the basic strategy you've got almost even 
odds against the casinos. 

There's an automatic mode in which the computer plays 
against itself. This feature allows you to run the program all 
night or longer and test the effectiveness of its counting ap
proach. In auto mode, The Count modulates its betting by the 
following scheme: at zero or negative counts, it bets one unit; 
from zero to +1.5 it bets five, from +2 to 2.5 it bets 25, and at 
higher values it goes to 50, 75, and 100 betting units. Here again, 
the tactics advocated seem a little unrealistic. Such huge bet
ting increases run the risk of disastrous short-term losses, even 
though they pay off big if the bankroll holds out. 

One appealing feature of the automatic mode is that it 
keeps a record of how the player has fared at various count lev
els; it keeps a running score of the number of bets won or lost 
at unfavorable, even, and favorable conditions. It also keeps 

FROM 

Requi res 48K AP PLE II / P lus and DISK II 

track of the total number of hands played in a given run. It 
would be nice if it also recorded the high and low values of the 
player's stake for a given run; that way, you could test the 
probability of your going broke on a streak of bad luck. (\ 
The Count: A Winning Blackjack System, by Max McKee. Pear Soft· 
ware (407 Terrace, Ashland, OR 97620; (603) 482-8122). $24.911. 

Fantasyland 2041 A.D. By John Bell. Crystalware's leader 
John Bell has a superior imagination and a true knack for see
ing the potential for a game where others have overlooked it. 
Many must be the fantasy gameplayers whose eyes have 
grown bright with anticipation while leafing through Crystal
ware 's catalogue-qua-magazine. 

Imagine a fantasy adventure neither in space nor in medie
val times, and not the amorphous present of Mystery House ei
ther. Come to think of it, it could be a million times and places, 
couldn't it? John Bell thought of it. Among his titles are Ore
gon Trail (American pioneers lived true adventures-and we 
don't pay enough attention to them, to paraphrase Bell) and 
Fall of the House of Usher, which promises, according to title 
and blurb, to be a pre-Victorian gothic horror mystery. Usher 
is not what It promises-the graphics were state of the art two 
years ago and the mystery is meaningless-and Oregon Trail 
is not available yet. But the ideas are terrific, and they are 
Bell's forte . 

John Bell has another forte. His full-color, full-scene hi-res 
graphics are computer paintings, not cartoons. Coming upon 
one will startle and delight you. They are so well done that you 
soon cease to mind that the majority of screens contain only in
dicative outline hi-res graphics and that some places-such as 
desert-are indicated by lack of graphics altogether. 

In Crystalware's most ambitious offering to date, Fantasy
land 2041 A .D., Bell shows yet one more exciting quality: the 
ability to think big and be undaunted by the scope of the task of 
implementing his thoughts. Fantasyland consists of three two· 
sided disks, one side for each place you need to traverse to fin
ish the game; and each place comprises around sixty-four 
screens, six to ten of which are Bell's full-screen art work. 
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HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH? 
An interesting question and, in these financially turbulent 

times, an important one. Surprisingly, most people do not, ex
cept in, a general sense, know the answer. 

Although most would agree that it is necessary and impor-
. tant to plan for their financial future, few have taken the time 
to take the first step. Taking that first step requires determin
ing, with some degree of accuracy, exactly what is one's cur
rent financial situation. This is accomplished by further deter
mining how much income is coming in and how it is being 
spent. "THE HOME ACCOUNTANT" is designed to 
faci I itate that very important first step. 

What Does ''THE HOME ACCOUNT ANT'' Do? 
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All that talent and creativity would seem to be a good basis 
for superior software; but somewhere along the way, some
thing has gone wrong. Attention to detail appears not to have 
existed in the programming cycle. Where detail was consid
ered in gaming values, it has not always been weighed care
fully against playability. For example, while most screens 
have only the barest indications of the kind of terrain you 're in, 
your character's ease of movement varies according to the ter
rain, so that crossing the desert is fast, but moving through a 
screen on which mountains are indicated is drudgery, because 
acceptance of keyboard input is delayed. 

In our numerous attempts to play Fantasyland, the 3.2 Ap
ple version currently available at this writing, the game found 
·numerous ways to end. It variously went off into space with 
frozen keyboard, froze the player character in one screen 
where he could move freely within that screen and everything 
else worked but he could not move to another location, and 
aborted in the midst of saving. 

Within play, some bugs hinder and some help. Hostile char
acters blocking the way occasionally disappear in spirit only, 
while their images become inanimate obstacles on the screen. 
Although· it's suggested that you speed up movement by hold
ing down the repeat key, the occurrence of random events is 
not equipped to stop your extra input from being read and thus 
takes the keystroke ahead that repeat gives you as rejection of 
whatever was being offered. Inputting a minus figure in the 
buying sequence in the market enables you to sell goods at full 
price instead of at the partial price you would get in the selling 
sequence. 

The 3.3 version Crystalware sent So/talk turned out to be a 
preliminary set of disks, seemingly not yet tested. Bell blamed 
industrial sabotage as the cause of their unfinished state. 

John Bell's programs hold the promise of being larger
than-life games of the Clardy/Automated Simulations genre. 
What Bell needs is a patient, benevolent, detail-oriented Ap
ple-programming partner who is willing to hone and polish 

utilib] cit\] 
21 of our most-asked-for Apple Utilities 

Bell's rough creations. 
Until he gets such a person or the equivalent, Fantasyland 

2041 A.D. remains an appetizing but undigestible fruit. MCT 
Fantasyland 2041 A.D. , by John Bell. Crystal Computer (17429 Bluejay 
Drive , Morgan Hill, CA 95037; 408-778-2966). DOS 3.2; 3.3 version to be 
released. $59.95. 
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Special Effects, by Mark Pelczarski and David Lubar, Pen
guin Software (Box 432, West Chicago, IL 6018~; 312-231-0912). 
As if the Complete Graphics System were not complete 
enough, Penguin has augmented that earlier utility with this 
new bag of tricks. Actually, while Special Effects can be used 
as a complement to the Complete system, it also has a great 
deal to offer as a standalone item. 

The painting module allows you to make pictures by ma
nipulating a set of "brushes" with game paddles or joystick. 
Joystick is recommended, since diagonal movement is hard to 
control with the paddles. The brushes are shapes that can be 
edited with a subprogram of the Complete Graphics System, 
should you have that package as well. 

Like its predecessor, Special Effects offers a set of 108 com
posite hi-res colors. At any point while drawing, you can step 
out of the painting module and examine the palette; the pro
gram uses the second hi-res page to display the color options, 
sixteen at a time. The painting module also has routines that 
allow you to double or quadruple a portion of your drawing and 
edit it point by point. 

The second major program subdivision, called appropri
ately the graphics tricks module, lets you flip your picture up
side down or flop it left to right. Or, you can produce a mirror 
image of half of it onto the other half. There are also routines to 

by Bert Kersey 4BK Appleso~ ROM 

For YOUR Big Apple-Q.Jr 21 most-asked-for Apple Utilrties on one big 
disk---USt .Fonnattt:r makes property spaced & indented listings with 
printl~r paoge breaks. Each program statement is on a new line with lf
Then's & Loops ca led out; a great de·bugger.1 C•Uil09 In any num bcr 
of columns & any poge-wldth to CRT or printer. Automatically post 
the Run-Number & last-used Date in your programs. M•ke •ny 
comm•nd ln'l'biblc in your ~tings; Access program lines in memory 
for garn.,ge rq>aiir & "illegal" alteration; Quickly sort & store info on 
disk; Run any Apple soft file while on other stays intact; Renumber 
to 6SS3S; Sove inverse, INVISIBLE & trick file names; Convert dee to 
hex & binary, or INT to FP; Append programs; dump the te:iit 
screen to ANY printer . More too: 11 Progr•ms lot.II 

PLUS • . • APPLE TIP BOOK HUMBER THREE! 

WITH EACH ORDER, YOU WILL RECEIVE ••• 
0 Dos Boss, Utility City or Alpha Plot on Applesoft Disk 
D A 40-page Apple Tip Book (each entirely different) 

40 PAGES or new tips , tricks & articles- .. DOS Trickery," "Copy 
Stoppers·· Programming the Re set Key"' & much more Plus 
understandable eKptanations ol how each U·Gty Program works
One of the best Apple learnmg tools on the market today1 

t/ Utility City on A ppJeso tt D1SK 
V Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book = 3 
l/' Apple PEEKS, POKES & POINTERS Chdft 

alpha plot 
Hi-Res Apple Graphics/Text Utility 
by lcrt Keney & Jack Casddy 48K ll:EOJlll:ED 

HI-RES DRAWi MG: Crute hi-res p ictur es & charts, 
~ppendablc to your pro~rHms. Keybo.,rd or Paddle control; Op
tional Xdraw Cu~sor (see ~nes before. you draw.I ); Any color mix or 
RfVEJISE (opposite of background); Circles, Bo,,;es & Ellips.es , filled or 
not. Bonus Programs too-SCRUNCHER stores hi-res in "5 lrttle as 1 / 3 
normal disk space . SHIFnl trdnsfers any portion of the hi·res screen. 
AISo superimpose hi-res images and conve rt Hi-Res to Lo-Res & bdck 
for fascinating abstracts! 

HI-RES TEXT: Beautiful upper & lower C"5e with Descenders 
color or reverse; Positionable anywhere (NOT restricted by Htabs & 

~~~-iz~~~~~~l(~~~a:=~~~l~~~~l~~~i~~t~~~~ 
directional typing; up, down, even b<!lc.lcw.,rds! 

0 An 11 x17 Apple PEEKS, POKES & POINTERS Chart 

dorborr 
DISK COMMAND EDITOR 
by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy 

A classic utility you will ENJOY! Aen.,me Commands: "Catalog .. can 
be ''Cat," etc . Save-Protect your programs; Unauthorized copy at· 
tempts p roduce "Not Copydble'" message. l ·Key Program Selection 
from catalog (extremely handy! ). Catalog Customizer-Change Disk 
Volume message to you r tJtle; Omit or "lter fi le cod es; Catalog by file 
type, etc . Rewrite Error Messages- "Syr:tax Error" can be "Oops i" 
or anything you want! 

A ll of Dos Boss's change feaure:s may bt: appended to your pro · 
grams, so that anyone using your disks on any Apple (booted or 
not) will be formatting DOS the way you designed It! 

PLUS ••• APPLE TIP BOOK HUMBER TWOI 
W'ith valuable DOS information: '"Poking Around 1n DOS,'' "Making 
Programs Unlistable ," "Two-Sided Disk Tips," "Care of Your Drives," 
"Creative: Peeking & Poking,'' "3 2 '15 3 3," £tc. 
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disk) · 
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- Fast-loading auto-boot to title page 
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- One or Two player options 
- Several skill levels 
- Optional gravity effects 
- Menu driven for easy use, regardless of age or ability! 

' ... ~ .. 
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smooth arcade-quality animation. · -:> 
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transfer some or all of a picture from one hi-res page to the 
other, or to copy a portion of a picture from one screen loca
tion to another. 

Like those of the Complete system, the Special Effects 
tricks are designed to be available to your own programs, and 
the documentation offers sample code to show you how to use 
them. 

Particularly handy in that regard are the packing and un
packing routines. These permit the saving of pictures on disk 
in less than the usual thirty-four sectors. The compaction is 
made possible by a storage technique that codes patterns in 
the picture instead of saving the screen bit by bit. 

Finally, Special Effects includes a conversion facility that 
will rename pictures to match the conventions of the Com
plete Graphics System and-handier still-will let you trans· 
late character fonts from Apple's DOS Toolkit or various Syn
ergistic Software products into the format employed by Pen
guin's Complete package. For paddles or joystick, $39.90; for 
graphics tablet, $69.9:J. 
D Neutrons, Level-10 (Box 21187, Denver, CO 80221; 303-426-
6090). Neutrons is the latest entry in the pinball category of 
games for the Apple. Played with a keyboard or paddles, it in
corporates some elements of bumper pool, with the added 
challenge of a moving trap that swallows the ball. 

Hitting the return button covers up the trap for a few sec
onds, while controlling the bumpers is accomplished by push
ing the buttons on the paddle or using the A key and the left ar
row key. You've got ten neutrons in a game and if you keep one 
on screen long enough it splits in two, making it doubly diffi
cult. 

Neutrons is not a hard game to master; after an hour of 
playing, it should not be hard to get a score in the hundreds of 
thousands. The color graphics and animation are fairly stan
dard as are the sound effects. Neutrons allows up to four play
ers, taking turns. $29.9:J. 
D Roach Hotel, by Mike Livesay, Micro Lab (2310 Skokie Val
ley Road, Highland Park, n... 60030; 312-433-7MO). Keep telling 
yourself: "It's only a computer game .... "They know you're 

alone ... don't go in the kitchen .. . and all manner of other po
tential subtitles which present themselves to the imagination. 

Yes, the bugs are back. There probably isn't going to be 
much middle-ground of opinion on Roach Hotel. Past or pres
ent residents of aging apartment buildings may take a sort of 
vicarious satisfaction from it, or they may grow pale and turn 
away, shaking uncontrollably. Anyone who has experienced a 
midnight encounter with a hardy representative of the planet's 
oldest surviving species suddenly spotlighted on the linoleum 
knows that the experience carries with it a unique and primal 
sensation, which one may not care to repeat voluntarily. 

Roach Hotel voluntarily repeats it. Your foot is located at 
the top of the screen, poised to discourage the roach incursion 
from reaching the hotel in the center. The hotel is a multi-story 
A-frame, which allows for some nifty bank shots as you drop 
your shoe on the roof, letting it slide out and down to your in
tended target below. 

The foot/roach interface is the major "effect" of the game, 
and it was obviously a programming labor of love. Love takes 
many forms. 

You have several species to contend with, each worth dif
ferent point scCJ1res, but all proceeding inexorably toward their 
single goal, bringing to mind, in manner and appearance, an 
enemy aircraft silhouette identification drUl. Most are neither 
fast nor dangerous. The spiders go for your foot but are easily 
avoided if you don't want to try for extra points. This, how
ever, gives you virtually no chance of ultimately prevailing. 
Taking out ten spiders debugs the hotel, bestows bonus points, 
and advances you to the next level. 

The real difficulty, in authentic pest control simulation 
style, is that there are eventually many more of them than 
there is of you. After they completely occupy the hotel, they 
raise their flag, bring down the house, and end the game. 

Alternately, a quicker finish comes after the second time a 
spider has managed to bite your foot. Tpls makes for some 
pretty short games, which some may consider to be a bit 
disappointing. 

others, however, may not. $34.90. JI 

,__ __ -+By 1990, more than 10 million personal computing systems will be in use. It's no secret that Apple 
Computer is out to insure that our System Software products continue to makea significant impact on 
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D Putting a Whole New Face on Things. 
Three marketing professors have de· 
vised a new application for Herman 
Chernoff's computer-generated faces, ac· 
cording to a recent Wall Street Jour· 
nal. Vijay Mahajan of the University of 
Pennsylvania's Wharton School, David 
Huff of the University of Texas, and Will· 

iam Black of the University of Arizona 
use faces as a way of expressing visually 
complex business data about the finan· 
cial health of organizations. 

Chernoff, a mathematician at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
first developed his technique in 1973. His 
aim was to come up with a way of mak· 
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ing large amounts of interrelated infor· 
mation understandable to people at a 
glance. He decided that a computer· 
drawn face on which relevant informa· 
tion was plotted would be more mean· 
ingful to people than would endless 
graphs and charts. 

In their new application of Chernoff's 
technique, profes&ors Mahajan, Huff, 
and Black take financial information 
from a company's annual report and as· 
sign it to facial features. Such things as 
the length and angle of the eye brow, the 
diameter of the ear, and the contour of 
the mouth become significant indicators 
of cash t'..ll'llover, inventory turnover, t:t.e 
ratio of current assets to current liabili· 
ties, and so on. Facial features change as 
variables change. 

Their technique serves well as a 
means of comparing the health of two dif· 
ferent companies over a period of time. 
Certainly, various people interpret facial 
expressions differently, and the profes· 
sors concede that their technique needs 
further refinement. But when people say 
that the outlook for a particular compa· 
ny is cheery-or grim-don't be sur· 
prised if they don't ply you with compli· 
cated graphs and charts to support their 
views. They may be basing their assess· 
ment on the information they get from 
computer-generated faces. 
D Rent a What'? Want to fight a com· 
puter? Call Rent-A-Kvetch and let their 
trained staff do it for you. Kvetch is a 
Yiddish word, the meaning of which can't 
adequately be described in English, but 
which refers to a person who's good at 
complaining. B. L. Ochman is such a 
kvetch, and she fovnded this organiza· 
tion dedicated to artful, legitimate com· 
plaints. Ochman says she'll handle just 
about any complaint, and a good percen· 
tage that come through her office are 
computer snafus that originated in de· 
partment stores and mail-order houses. 

Ochman's favorite involves a man 
who received a bill from a large store in· 
forming him that he owed a balance of 
"$00.00." The man ignored the bills that 
came month after month that requested 
he pay this outstanding amount-always 
"$00.00." Letters continued to come, 
threatening him with a collection agency 
unless he paid the amount of "$00.00" in 
full. Finally a warrant came for his ar
rest. 

Totally at a loss as to what to do, the 
man called Rent-A-Kvetch. B. L. Och· 
man advised him to write the company a 
check for the amount of $00.00. 

"It worked," she laughs. "HI;) was 
never bothered again." 



Wizardry-a revolutionary game for your APPLE 11 com
puter. Never before has a game done so much, so well, so 
fast! Groups of up to 6 adventurers explore a deep and 
mysterious maze in search of loot and glory. Brawny 
fighters, frail mages, nimble thieves, all must cooperate to 
survive. Not only must you battle hordes of monsters, but 
you must also solve the secret riddles hidden in the 
mazes. Starting from the safety of the castle, you must 
map the 30 maze as you move through it, swiftly running 
down the corridors and smashing through doors! Sud
denly you encounter a group of monsters in their hideous 
lair' Leaping to the attack, swords swinging, your fighters 
wreak havoc amongst the monsters' Mages utter spells, 
c~wsing destruction! Thieves skulk around in the corners, 

and priests attempt to bring the blessings of the gods 
upon your party' After the melee, there may be a chest to 
open, traps to evade, and loot to be divided! 

A partial list of Wizardry features includes-A 10 level 
maze-8 character classes-5 races-20 stored on disk-
30 maze display-complete castle-hundreds of monsters 
and magic items-monsters appear in mixed groups-50 
castable spells, usuable by players, magic items and even 
monsters-44 page illustrated manual and much, much 
more all for $49.95 (N.Y. residents add sales tax). 

But don't take our word for it, Wizardry received reviews 
in the May issue of Creative Computing, the April issue of 
Popular Mechanics, page 38, and the August issue of 
Softalk magazine. 

At Leading Computer Stores Everywhere 

[s. t h) SOFTWARE, INC. Dept. F 
lr- ec 6 Main Street I Ogdensburg, New York 13669 I (315) 393-6633 

Apple is the registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC. 
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Another Rent-A-Kvetch customer was 
billed twice for a vacuum cleaner she had 
bought from a large store. She wrote let
ter after letter explaining her case to the 
company, but she always received re
plies signed by a Mr. Hamilton who sug
gested she pay her bill immediately. 

When Ochman entered the case, she 
first tried to contact Mr. Hamilton. It 
didn't take her long to discover that no 
Mr. Hamilton existed-just a computer 
using the name. 

"I kind of find this work challeng
ing," confesses Ochman. "I guess I like 
being a detective. 

"I also understand the business struc
ture. Although I don't know much about 

" SO~TAL~ 
computers, I know when they make an 
error, they won't undo it. A person has to 
do that." 

And Ochman doesn't see any reason 
for micro owners to worry. Most of the 
computers she becomes involved with 
are large mainframes-like Mr. Hamil
ton. 
0 Computer Alarm. If your wake-up call 
sounded particularly sexy or friendlier 
than usuarthe last time you stayed in a 
hotel-think back. It could have been a 
computer you were listening to. Several 
hotels around the country are taking ad
vantage of computer technology to solve 
the problem of how to wake up their 
guests. It was just too big a job for tele-

Two-Voice Music Synthesizer 
The only two-voice music synthesizer 
for the Apple computer that does· not 

require additonal hardware. 
OntySZ9.95 

.. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc . 

9::rnsoft~o175 Barbur Blvd. /Suite 2029 I Portland, Or 97219 I (503) 244-4181 
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phone operators in some of the larger es
tablishments who sometimes had more 
than one hundred guests request a wake
up time of eight a.m. exactly. Invari
ably, the sleepers who received the later 
of the hundred phone calls weren't being 
awakened in time, so a computer was as
signed the job. 

International Micor Systems in Phoe
nix, Arizona, is currently revamping 
their old computerized system that 
awakens hotel guests with a recorded 
"Good morning" message, available, in
cidentally, in just about any language. 
When the hotel operator receives a call 
from a hotel guest requesting this ser
vice, the operator punches in the room 
number, the date, and the specified 
wake-up time on the computer key
board. If the guest requested a wake-up 
call at seven-thirty the next morning, the 
phone in that guest's room would ring at 
exactly seven twenty-five. The computer 
makes a notation if nobody on the other 
end picks up the phone, and calls back at 
exactly seven-thirty-five. 

"It's very dependable." explains 
Chuck Nasziger of Micor. "It tries five 
minutes before the hour and five min
utes after the hour." The company works 
closely with Craig Recording Studios in 
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania; Craig pro
vides the sound effects for the tape re
cording, which range from a foreign 
greeting to a rooster crowing. The tape is 
triggered by the computer. 

In case the room occupant complains 
he missed his appointment and ques
tions whether his wake-up call was over
looked, the computer also prints out hard 
copy-written proof that an attempt was 
made to rouse him. 

According to Nasziger, Micor is cur
rently working on a new version of the 
system that will be more streamlined 
and cost efficient. One of the main differ
ences is that hotel guests will no longer be 
listening to a tape recorded message. In
stead, they will be talking directly with a 
computer. 

"And it won't even sound like a com
puter. You can tell tape recordings-they 
hiss-I can't stand listening to them. But 
hearing the same message from a . com
puter isn't much different from talking to 
either you or me." 

The old system is currently in use at 
Ramada Inns, Marriotts, and Hyatt Re
gencies. Other hotels have their own sys
tem, like the Fontainebleau in Miami 
Beach. There a thermometer on the roof 
gives the current temperature along with 
a recorded wake-up call. The computer 
pulls out .the appropriate voice track 
based on the temperature reading from 
the roof. 

The Beverly Hilton in Los Angeles 
also has a computer that activates wake
up calls. However, some of their guests 
stipulate that morning calls come from a 
human and not a machine. "And they are 
accommodated," says a spokesman for 
the hotel. JI 
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Last month, we discussed various standards for interfac
ing peripherals to the Apple II. In particular, we defined the 
RS-232 serial and Centronics-type parallel standards with 
which almost all printers, modems, and terminals are con
nected. This month, we'll describe some of the interface 
boards on the market. Although all of these boards conform to 
one of the standards just mentioned, their operation and fea
tures are quite varied. Therefore, we will first examine the fac
tors upon which evaluation of these boards can be based. 

Parallel Boards. As you'll recall from last month, the Qm
tronics parallel standard specifies the signals, voltage levels, 
and timing necessary for the proper transfer of data. How
ever, this standard leaves several parameters undefined. 
Some printers stray even further by using a modified "Cen
tronics-type" standard. This usually means that the data 
and/or handshake signals are inverted from the normal stan
dard. Furthermore, many powerful features can be in
corporated into a parallel board by using the Apple's 1/0 ROM 
expansion. 

One of the undefined parameters mentioned above con
cerns the high-order bit of the transmitted data. Since most 
data is transferred using the seven-bit ASCII code, the eighth 
bit is left unspecified. Most of the older printers ignore this bit 
anyway and, in fact, some printer cards don't even send it. 
However, many of the newer printers do use this bit to select 
alternate character sets or print graphics. 

Therefore, if you're going to use one of these printers, it's 
important that you know how a printer card handles this bit. If 
the card always keeps the bit low, that card will work fine for 
text but cannot be used for graphics. If this bit is transmitted 
unmodified via the Apple's Monitor routines, then it will al
ways be high when text is being sent. This is so because of the 
way ASCII characters are stored in the Apple's memory (high 
bit on, also known as negative ASCII) . If this is the case with 
the printer you use, then you may have to adjust your printer 
(usually by changing a dip switch) or modify the cable to avoid 
the unwanted character sets or graphics. Full feature boards 
will allow this bit to be changed via software either by poking or 
with a control sequence. 

Several boards simplify the Centronics standard down to 
the minimum ten-wire interface. This deletes busy, select, 
paper empty, fault, and other such signals to and from the 
printer. Although these signals are seldom used, some older 
printers require that the busy line be connected. Most printers 
manufactured today, however, can provide full handshaking 
with the acknowledge signal and thus work with the simplified 
interface. Considering the way things progress in the comput
er field, it probably is a good idea to have the full interface; fu
ture software or printer features may require the use of these 
extra lines. 

Probably the simplest nonstandard to deal with is the line 
feed on carriage return. Some printers automatically provide 
a line feed (moving the paper to the next line) whenever they 
perform a carriage return (moving the printhead back to the 
left margin). Note that while a typewriter performs these op
erations simultaneously, they are two separate functions on a 
printer. If the printer does not supply its own line feed, the 
computer must send the appropriate ASCII code (OA in hex) 
following each carriage return code. 
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Most printer cards can be configured to work with either 
kind of printer. Many printers today have an option that al
lows you to select for the line feed or not. If both your printer 
and interface card give you a choice, then it doesn't matter 
what you use as long as the two agree. If the printer is not get
ting line feeds when it should, ft . will print everything on the 
same line over and over again. If things are the other way 
around, you'll get double-spaced printing. All things being 
equal, it's probably better to let the printer generate the line 
feed, especially if you have a print buffer. 

All of the boards we tested contained some driver software 
in PROM. This makes it possible to call them up from Basic 
using the familiar PR# command. Aside from providing sim
ple parallel output, on-board firmware can also add many 
printer-related features, such as line and page length control, 
tabbing, left and right margin setting, and screen dumps. The 
default values for many of these features are also contained in 
the firmware or are possibly selectable through dip switches or 
jumpers. Most boards allow the values to be changed via 
software. 

To allow screen dumps of the hi-res graphics pages, a soft
ware routine customized for your printer is needed. Several 
such routines are available on disk, but the more elaborate 
printer cards include this in their firmware. Along with dump
ing either hi-res page, one can usually change the size of the 
image, rotate it, or invert it (change black to white and vice 
versa) and any combination of these . If your printer has selec
tion between bidirectional or unidirectional printing, you may 
wish to use the latter for graphics. It will take twice as long to 
complete a picture, but the detail should be cleaner as a result 
of the more accurate printhead alignment. 

Finally, if you hate waiting for the printer to finish before 
regaining use of the computer, consider one of the new buf
fered printer cards. The specs to look for here are: buffer size, 
ability to disable the buffer (for test purposes), ability to clear 
the buffer (in case you make a mistake), and text compres
sion. This last feature can make a small buffer seem much 
larger by reducing the number of bytes it takes to store a given 
portion of text. In a formatted program listing or columnar 
data printout, for instance, there will usually be many places 
where several spaces in a row are to be printed. Normally, 
each such space would take up one byte in the buffer. Text 
compression, however, might reduce this in the following 
manner. 

As each character to be printed comes in, it is checked with 
the preceding character. If the two match-meaning that you 
have at least two of the same characters in a row-then a 
counter is started. Instead of placing the subsequent charac
ters (all the same) into the buffer, the counter keeps track of 
how many times the character repeats. 

When the first new character appears, the result in the 
counter is placed into the buffer in some unique way, such as 
with its high-order bit set. At the other end of the buffer, thi8 
code being retrieved will cause the printer to repeat the la.st 
printed character the appropriate number of times. If 8UCh a 
technique is used, any number of repeating characters (in this 
case, up to 127) can be represented in the buffer by only two 
bytes. With typical printouts, this can effectively increa8e the 
buffer size by 20 percent to 60 percent. 
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&rial Boards. With serial boards, all the criteria for parallel 
interfaces apply (except the simplified ten-wire standard). 
Furthermore, there are several other factors with which to 
rate a serial board's capabilities. First is baud rate, the speed 
at which the data transfer takes place. Some printers and 
modems operate at only one baud rate. If that is the case with 
your peripherals, you only need be concerned that the serial 
board you select can be used at that particular rate. For gen
eral use , the more flexible the baud rate is, the better. 

Keep in mind that modems and external terminals require 
duplex operation (two-way communication) while a printer is 
generally treated as a receive-only device. Some printer/seri· 
al card configurations, however, may require the return data 
link for handshaking information. 

When your printer or other external device can operate at 
several baud rates, it is desirable to have an interface board 
that can match the highest speed available. Higher speeds 
usually require that the handshaking be done very carefully. 

The several forms of hardware handshaking presently in 
use have subtle differences that may be either good or bad for 
you; all interface cards may not work equally well with any 
given printer. 

After you've considered baud rate, you're ready to make 
choices regarding word length (five to eight bits), parity con
trol (odd, even, or none), and number of stop bits. Again, these 
settings should match those specified for the equipment to be 
connected. If in doubt, eight bit/no parity / one stop bit usually 
works. 

If the complete RS-232 standard is implemented, you may 
find it necessary to add certain jumpers inside the cable be
tween the computer and the other device. Some boards allow 
this jumpering to be done on the board itself along with pin se
lection for the handshaking signal. Look for as much flexibili
ty here as possible. All "RS-232 standard" devices are not 
equal and some can be very hard to interface . 

On to the Boards! To set the pace for the other interface 
boards, we'll examine the three cards currently available from 
Apple Computer. These have been around a long time now, 
and, although they do not represent the state of the art, they 
have set the standard with which other boards need to be com
patible. In particular, the control command sequences have 
become entrenched within many programs. Therefore, to al
low software compatibility, most interface cards recognize 
these standard control codes. 

Apple Parallel Printer Interface Card. In terms of our pre
viously described criteria, this board stacks up as follows. The 
on-board firmware sets the high-order bit low, but all eight bits 
can be accessed with user-written software. The simplified 
ten-wire interface is augmented by a configuration block. This 
allows selection between positive or negative going signal8. 
Line feed control, line length, and printer command character 
are set easily, thanks to the parallel card's firmware. These 
commands are all signalled by first sending the printer com
mand character (usually control-I) : 

Control-In N-Turns off printing to the video monitor and 
sets the line length to n columns. 

Control-I I-Restores printing to the video screen. 
Control-I K-Disables automatic line feed generation. 
Control-I control-letter-Changes the printer command 

character to the designated letter. 
Control-letter control-I-Changes the printer command 

char acter back to control-I. 

To activate any of these commands, just print the corre
sponding sequence of chara cters as shown above. This can be 
done either from the keyboard, in the immediate mode, or 
from within a program. The following Basic line, for example, 
will turn on the printer card and set the line length to eighty 
columns: 

100 PRINT " ctr l-d PR#l " : PRINT "ctrl-i BON" 

Most programmers dislike the use of control characterl! 

within the print statements. For one thing, they do not show up 
on the video screen. Another problem ls that when listing the 
program, these commands will be executed by the printer 
card. A better approach would be to use the CHR$ function: 

10 D$=CHR$(4):1$=CHR$(9) 
100 PRINT D$" PR = 1" : PRINT 1$"80N" 

Integer Basic, however, does not support the CHR$ function. 
Therefore, it would be nice to have some way to make the 

printer card ignore the embedded control commands. This can 
be accomplished using the last two commands above. Typing a 
control-I followed by any control letter changes the printer 
card's command character to that letter. Thus, the control-Is 
found within the program no longer have any effect on the 
card. The program can now be listed to the printer without any 
side effects. When you are ready to run the program, the com
mand character can be changed back to control-I. This fea
ture is even more important on other cards that have many 
more commands. Price of the Parallel Printer Interface Card 
is $180, including cable. 

Apple Communications Interface Card. This card provides 
full-duplex serial communication at either 110 or 300 baud. For 
this reason, it ls used mainly for connecting modems or ex
ternal terminals. It can be used to drive a serial printer, but its 
slow speed and lack of handshaking make it a poor choice (it ls 
possible to correct these deficiencies, but this requires making 
hardware modifications). 

Full control of the data word format is available by poking, 
and lower-case input can be optionally converted to upper case 
for display on the Apple's screen. The Comm Card's firmware 
permits Basic control with a PR# statement for output and In# 
statement for input. It further supports the following 
commands: 

Control-A control-H-Selects half-duplex terminal mode of 
operation. 

Control-A control-F-Selects full-duplex terminal 
operation. 

Control-A control-I-Sets baud rate to 110. 
Control-A control-3-Sets baud rate to 300. 
Control-A control-X-Cancels terminal mode. 

The Communications Interface Card sells for $225 and 
comes with a DB-25 connector that mounts on the back of the 
Apple. 

High-Speed Serial Interface Card. This was Apple's an
swer to the need for a serial card that could run at higher 
speeds to drive printers or terminals. In many ways, it's prob
ably one of the worst boards Apple made, but it does have 
some features not found on other serial boards. 

To begin with, there are no provisions for handshaking. As 
a band-aid fix when duplex operation is not required (for 
example, use with a printer), it is possible to send the hand
shake signal over the receive data line. This requires a soft
ware patch or replacement of the card's firmware. 

The High-Speed Serial Card also performs its data transla
tion via software (as opposed to the usual hardware UART). 
This can present some other problems, especially if interrupts 
are being used. 

On the positive side, this board supports communication at 
rates from 75 to 19,200 baud. Data format, lower-case conver
sion, baud rate, line length, and line feed are all software con
trolled through pokes. A very nice feature of this board is the 
use of seven dip switches to set the default values of several pa
rameters. Three of the switches set the baud rate; one allows 
for a carriage return delay; two more set the default line 
length to 40, 72, 80, or 132 characters; and the last switch con
trols the line feed generation. 

The carriage return delay is used in lieu of handshaking 
when connecting to some printers. It causes the computer to 
wait about one-fourth of a second after every carriage return. 
This compensates for the time needed by the printhead to re
turn to the left margin. Apple's High Speed Serial Interface 
Card goes for $195, including a rear-mounted connector. 
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SSM Microcompute r Products. SSM was one of the first in
dependent companies to offer interface boards for the Apple . 
They make a serial board (ASIO), a parallel board (APIO), 
and a dual serial/ parallel board (AIO). These boards are well 
designed, but the firmware included with them originally was 
rather weak. No command codes were implemented and all 
parameter changes had to be made by poking. 

Recently, however, SSM has revised all of its firmware and 
added a new board-the AIO-II. With the new firmware, the 
APIO now emulates Apple's parallel card. This board can also 
be used for general purpose parallel interfacing, providing two 
bidirectional programmable eight-bit ports. The standard 
firmware works with Centronics-type printers but optional 
PROMs are available to handle other printer standards. The 
PROMs can even be replaced with RAM chips to allow load
ing a custom driver onto the card from disk. 

The ASIO board provides serial communication at 110 to 
19,200 baud with full handshaking. Two connectors on the 
board allow it to act as either a DTE or DCE device, eliminat
ing the need for special cable wiring. The standard firmware 
emulates a parallel card for printer compatibility. For use 
with modems or terminals, the optional communications firm
ware can be installed. This makes the ASIO board look like an 
Apple Communications Card, including its "dumb terminal" 
operation. 

The AIO board combines the functions of both the APIO and 
ASIO. The firmware can support only one interface, however, 
so extra software must be written to use both ports. Although 
still available, this board will eventually be replaced by the 
AIO-II. 

The AIO-II sports several firmware options and seven 
jumper-selectable controls. These jumpers configure the 
board for line feed generation, DCE/ DTE operation, se
rial/parallel operation, and positive or negative strobe, data, 
and acknowledge. This should provide the user with enough 
flexibility to connect any printer. Although simultaneous opera
tion of both ports is possible, extra software must be supplied 
for them to work independently. 

Optional driver software is also available for using the SSM 
boards with PMcal and CP / M. Pricing on the boards is as fol
lows: APIO, $109; ASIO, $149 including cable; AIO, $195 in
cluding parallel and serial cables; and AIO-II, $225 (cables 
cost extra). 

Tymac Controls PPC-100. Offering a little bit more than the 
average parallel card, the PPC-100 allows the high-order bit to 
be set high or low by simple poke commands. Aside from this, 
the board performs exactly like the Apple parallel board. No 
configuration block is used, so the printer must conform pre
cisely to the Centronics standard. The PPC-100 board sells for 
$139 including cable. 

Orange Micro Grappler. The Grappler interface combines 
an enhanced parallel card with on-board graphics dump rou
tines. The enhancements include treatment of the full set of 
status lines and the following additional commands: 

Control-I B-Enable bell. Allows Control-Gs to be passed to 
printer ringing its bell if it has one. 

Control-I H-Allows hi'gh-order bit to be sent to printer. 

Control-I nL-Set left margin to the nth print poeition. 
Control-I nP-Set page length to n lines per page. After 

every n lines, six line feeds will be outputted to start a 
new page. 

Control-I nR-Set right margin to nth character. 
Control-I S-Dump present text screen to the printer. 
Control-I X-Turn off high-order bit to the printer. 

These new commands are impressive enough, but the real 
power of the Grappler is in its graphics capabilities. Following 
a control-I with a G instructs the board to print out a hi-res pic
ture subject to the following optional parameters: 

2-Print hi-res page 2 instead of page 1. 
D-Print the graphics image double size. 
I-Invert the image (reverse black and white). 
L-Print image at the left margin previously set. 
R-Rotate the picture 90 degrees. Allows several pictures 

to be shown adjoining. Can simulate a chart recorder. 

As an example of these commands, if you typed control
IGDI2R, you would receive a printout of the hi-res page 2 
double size, inverted, and rotated ninety degrees. Since there is 
no standard for graphics printing, the firmware in the Grap
pler must be matched to the particular printer you are going to 
use. If you change printers, the card will still be good for print
ing text, but the graphics commands will probably not work. 

Orange Micro deserves credit for advancing the state of the 
art in Apple printer boards. Several new boards have ap
peared with Grappler-compatible features. If imitation is in
deed a form of flattery, then Orange Micro should be pleased. 
Price of the Grappler is $165, including cable. 

Olensky Bros. Smart II. Touting a 3K print buffer with text 
compression, this board also adds margins and tab setting to 
the bMic parallel board. Two dip switches allow the buffer 
and/ or extra features to be disabled; with both switches on, the 
board emulates an Apple Parallel Card. Most of the new com
mands are accessed with a control-Vas follows: 

Control-VS aaa,bbb,ccc, ... -Sets up to sixteen tab stops at 
the absolute print positions specified. 

Control-VT-Tab to next stop. 
Control-V Ln-Set left margin. 
Control-V Rn-Set right margin. 
Escape K-Sets pass-through mode on. 

The pass-through mode allows special text to be transmit
ted without interference by the Smart II firmware. It turns off 
text compression, margins, and tabbing. This was the only 
board tested that passed text out with the high bit set. This re
quired us to change our printer settings to use seven-bit code, 
giving up its alternate character set capabilities. The Smart II 
also has an LED to indicate when the buffer is full. Price of the 
board is $225 including cable. 

Practical Peripherals Microbuffer II. As usual, we've kept 
the best for last. The Micro buffer II combines the best of all the 
other boards and then does a bit more. 
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DB MASTER even better. 

MORE FEATURES IN 
DB MASTER VERSION THREE. 
Computed Fields. Perfect for accounts receivable, 
inventory control and similar applications. Each 
record may now include up to 10 computed fields. 
And field values are automatically re-computed 
and displayed each time a record is edited. 

Totaling in the Search Mode. Tell DB MASTER 
which field to total and which records to use. A 
running summary of records found and the field's 
sum, average and standard deviation are displayed 
on the screen. 

Audit Trail. Option to automatically print each new 
record as it is entered. 

NEW REPORT GENERATOR 
OPTION CAPABILITIES: 

o Number Formatting with commas. 
o Auto-Date Record Selection for printing daily, 

monthly or annual reports. 
o Printing of averages and standard deviation 

when printing column totals. 
o Ability to make last minute changes in printer 

and report parameters. 

PLUS THE FEATURES 
THAT MADE DB MASTER NUMBER 1. 

Dynamic Prompting™.Userdesigned screen forms. 
Short form capability. Powerful report generator. 
Custom DOS for faster retrieval and program 
chaining. Automatic data compaction. Password 
file protection. Multiple sort keys for fast, conven
ient records retrieval. And much, much more. 

© 1981STONEWAREINCORPORATED 
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MORE POWER WITH 
DB MASTER UTILITY PAK #1. 
Restructure. Modify a file format without re
entering your records. Add, delete, move, modify 
or re-name fields-even add new computed fields 
to existing files. 

Interface. Move data back and forth between your 
DB MASTER files and Data Interchange Format 
(DIF)* text files. Exchange data with Visicalc*, Visi
plot*, Executive Secretary*, etc., or your own pro
grams. 

Replicate. Duplicate everything in your DB MASTER 
files except the records. Use the replicates for 
monthly or yearly files, or send them for data entry 
at multiple locations. 

Merge. Combine data from two or more files with 
the same format (such as Replicates) into one file. 
Special "Selective Merge" and "Merge and Delete" 
options can maintain separate active and inactive 
files, build subfiles, and many similar tasks. 

UPDATE YOUR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
WITH DB MASTER VERSION THREE. 

See the new DB MASTER Version Three at your 
local computer store. Put it through its paces. Then 
add the power of Utility Pak #1, the first in a planned 
series of Utility Paks. 

If you're a registered owner of an earlier version of 
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Rob Swigart had arrived. 
Within moments, the science fiction writer from Northern 

California would be meeting with lngo Preminger, the Holly
wood producer (M*A *S*H) who would later commission him 
to write the screen adaptation of his most successful book, Lit-
tle America. · 

This was the big time, the big bucks, and Swigart, the Sili
con Valley satirist, stood outside the PSA commuter terminal 
watching the wealth wheel by. A Cadillac, a Rolls, a Cadillac, 
another Rolls-on and on just like the idiot recording, made 
popular by the movie Airport, droning overhead about the 
white zone for loading and unloading of passengers only. 

This was Los Angeles, land of hype and hypocrisy. No place 
for an upstater and certainly no place for a writer. Swigart had 
heard the stories. About the studio heads who gave great meet
ings and wouldn't know a screenplay if it fell on them. You 
came here to remind yourself that evil was not an abstraction. 
You came here for all the money those chauffeured movie 
moguls paid their writers. 

Only where was lngo, brother of Otto, the Austrian with a 
voice like a twenty-one gun salute? Why, standing at our pil
grim's feet, giving greeting and ushering Swigart to the park
ing structure across the street. For there, in a common stall, 
surrounded by Hondas, Capria, and Chevettes, stood lngo's 
Hollywood limo: a blue, '71 Volkswagen Beetle. 

Swigart laughs as he recalls his rendezvous with lngo 
"Three Homes" Preminger, the mogul who mauled his Holly
wood preconceptions. For lngo is Swigart's kind of guy and 
this, on a small scale, a Swigart kind of story-a free spirit in a 
cock-eyed world rising above the banalities and incongrulties 
to make a game of life. 

We are gathered in Swigart's cozy office cottage behind his 
tree-shaded home in Redwood City, the one that has followed 
the Silicon Valley's soaring fortunes by appreciating from $42,· 
000 to $350,000 in ten years. Swigart, hands behind his head, is 
rocking in a high-backed swivel chair upholstered in shocking
ly decadent and unwriterly red velveteen. Behind him, on a 
long table, the tools of his solitary trade: an Apple III, a Sony 
CRT, and a Diablo Printer, which moments before whipped 
out the final pages of his Little America script. 

Here is a man at peace in two language worlds-the fie-

tional cosmos he creates using English and the literal world he 
manipulates with his Apple Writer word processor. "Push a 
button and in one and a half hours a whole script, one hundred 
seventeen pages, is typed. Push another button and you can 
move huge files around. You feel so powerful." 

The power inherent in technology, in those sublime gad
gets we call computers, fascinates Swigart both in fact and in 
fiction. In his novel, The Time Trip, Swigart's computer pro
grammer hero harnesses a bank of government computers, in
to which he has illegally tapped, to the linear accelerator at 
Stanford University to travel 4,000 years back in time. His pur
pose? To retrieve his deceased wife from the hereafter, the lit· 
tle woman having checked out by sticking her comely Mid· 
west head in a microwave oven. 

It's a neat trick, but in Swigart's absurdist world neatness 
doesn't count. There are limits to technology and languages 
that attempt to order the crazy universe. lntimately, our hero 
learns, all life is fiction, a play on words. Winning isn't as im
portant as having fun in the game, in valulng language for it
self. "I've always felt that the language of science and tech· 
nology is very romantic, particularly when you get into the eso· 
teric aspect of basic research, such as high-energy physics," 
observes Swigart. "They'll talk about subatomic particles as 
having strangeness and charm, even a romantic streak." 

Swigart is intrigued by the notion of crossover, of the in· 
creasing power of electronic machines to simulate the real 
world. They may never bridge the gap, but brother Swigart 
relishes the prospect. "I'm really interested in the unification 
of East and West, in the right and left hemispheres of the 
brain," he explains. "Science is interested in the why, technol
ogy in the how, but traditionally there's been a split between 
them. I'm concerned about the creation and wholeness, which 
means understanding technology in a spiritual as well as a ma
nipulative sense." 

All this is very serious thought food for a guy who claims to 
be nontechnical, but the way Swigart tells it, it's perfectly 
natural. Computers are as much a part of the natural environ
ment as trees in the forest. That certainly was true in Swigart's 
neck of the woods. Back in the seventies, every whiz kid in San 
Mateo County was turning the family garage into a computer 
laboratory. You could no more ignore that incredible activity 
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than you could the psychological impact of technology on man, 
long a Swigart preoccupation. "It affects the way you think 
and creates certain limitations. Like phones," he deadpans. 
"They're always ringing when you're in the bathroom, the im
portance of the call always being inversely proportional to the 
urgency of nature's." 

Yes, at times there does seem to be some machinelike con
spiracy against man-from sadistic laundromat washers that 
tear families of socks asunder to larcenous vending machines 
that goad you to kick them. Such tension between the animate 
and inanimate worlds bore looking into. It was time for Swi
gart-teacher, poet, cello player, and screenwriter-to bite the 
Apple, to taste of the forbidden fruit. 

The Agony and the Ecstasy. Writing is not by nature a plea
surable occupation, but Rob Swigart is enjoying it more now 
that he has an Apple III. He loves its superb keyboard and the 
way his fingers fit the scalloped keys. He marvels at its speed, 
the capacity of its memory, and the flexibility of its operating 
program. But mostly, he just likes playing with it. When you're 
a gadget freak, your tools are your toys. 

" . .... . . . . .. . ... . . 
~ .......... ... 
"":: .. .... .. 

"To tell you the truth, I'm not even sure I'm saving more 
time using a word processor instead of a typewriter," he says 
of his Apple Writer program. "I know I do a lot more editorial 
tinkering because it's so easy to make changes, but I don't 
know about my productivity. I just have a lot of fun playing 
with it." 

Playing, of course, has its serious side, as Swigart discov
ered when he started hammering out Ingo's script. Scripts pre
sent certain formatting problems because dialogue blocks and 
scene directions employ margins of varying widths. "Basical
ly, I was dealing with four different margin settings," he ex
plains. "Because you don't get on the screen what you even
tually get on the page, you have to format the stuff as you do it 
so that when it prints, it prints the script." 

Another problem was not as easily solved. Because scripts 
are constantly undergoing revision-with scenes being moved 
from one place to another-scene numbering is customarily 
left to the last moment. To cope with this, Swigart spent two 
taxing days writing a utility subprogram that consecutively 
numbers scenes during the final print run. 

The printing itself, however, created another headache for 
Swigart, though the prescription was easily filled thanks to the 
Apple's flexible operating system. "Due to the printer's age, it 
required certain handshaking routines, but I was able to con
figure the system in a way to make it work," Swigart ex
plains. "With another computer, you would have had to ex
change hardware to get it to work. It's nice to know the Apple 
is software-driven rather than hard-wired, so that if some daz
zling feature comes along you can reconfigure your system to 
accommodate it." 

It's also nice to know, he adds, that this new word process
ing program features a glossary that stores frequently used 
names and phrases. And that his files contain ~8,000 charac
ters as opposed to the 12,000 on his old Easy Writer program. 
Now he keeps his entire script on four files (two disks) instead 
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of seventeen. Mention of the Easy Writer program evokes a 
nightmare recollection: the transfer of his script files from 
Easy Writer to Apple Writer. And it does sound horrible. 

"I had to boot up Easy Writer on the Apple II, then get an 
Easy Writer file disk, take a file off of it, put in another Easy 
Writer file disk, turn off the machine, boot up this program, put 
the Easy Writer file disk in drive one and the Apple DOS file 
disk in drive two and run this program transferring the Easy 
Writer file from the Easy Writer file disk to the Apple Writer 
disk, turn off the machine and boot up Apple Writer, transfer 
the file from the DOS disk to an Apple Writer disk, turn off the 
machine, boot up Easy Writer, delete the Easy Writer file from 
the Easy Writer disk, and put another file on it. I had to do that 
with seventeen files to get the script transferred over," says 
Swigart, gasping for breath. Then triumphantly: "But it 
worked." Is this a man happy with his Apple Writer? In the 
main, yes, but he does have a few bones to pick. As currently 
configured, there's no way to know where the page breaks are, 
so you don't know where to place a script's headers, footers, 
and continued lines. An optional. page line, and a decent bunch 
of utility programs in word processing language, says Swi
gart, would eliminate the system's few bugs. He figures they'd 
be easy to write, but he'll leave that housekeeping chore to 
others. "A programmer I'm not," says Swigart. 

Lust For Life. If not a programmer, who is this nontechni
cal man who plays the cello, cheats at computer games, and 
writes science fiction based loosely on Greek tragedy? A man 
of many parts. 

In his forty-one years, this Princeton alumnus has been a 
police reporter, a poet, a textbook salesman, a documentary 
filmmaker, a teacher, a California think tank futurist, and the 
author of four books. Now, as they say, he are a screenwriter. 

It's been a learning experience, with Swigart apprenticing 
under one of the best, Preminger's co-producer, J. P. Miller 
(Days of Wine and Roses). "I thought I knew all this stuff," 
says Swigart. "I wrote the first draft based on a course in film 
comedy I taught. What I did was Xerox the book, cut the chap-

ters out, and then restructure and paste. They said throw out 
the book, keep it moving, and dramatize everything." 

Screenwriting not only calls for a different technique, it re
quires a new mindset, says Swigart. ''When you write a novel, 
every word you write down they get, but when you write a 
script nobody's going to read it. Maybe a couple of executives 
and the director, but that's it. Scripts are not movies. They're 
packaging, designed to sell a bunch of lawyers who wouldn't 
know a movie if it fell on them." 

Books are another story, and the eclectic Swigart is experi
menting here as well. Hie latest, The Book of Revelations, ex
plores ecological questions and represents his most serioua 
and political work. "It's easy for me to be sort of goofy and ab
surd," Swigart confides. "It's much harder to be serious." 

But why, Rob? 
"Scared," he says. "When you 're reading to people-which 

I like to do-and they're laughing, you're getting feedback. 
When you read something serious and there's no vil!ible, audi
ble response, you don't know whether they're asleep." 

At the moment, though, Swigart is more concerned with the 
sleep state of his interviewer. He's afraid he hasn't been quot
able. This, after all, is the self-promotional age of the writer ce
lebrity, the pugnacious Norman Mailer and the dapper Tom 
Wolfe. It's part of the hype borrowed from the painterly arts, 
from Dalis and the Pollocks. The quotable prospects are look
ing dismal when suddenly, gratefully, Swigart brightens with 
inspiration. "Yes," he wryly observes, "you can't get by with 
just cutting your ear off anymore." JI 

Jonathan Miller edited several magazines from time to 
time at East/West Network, a publisher of in-flight magazines 
in Los Angeles, and there distinguished himself as a nonpareil 
author of office memos. Formerly with the Los Angeles Her
ald Examiner, Miller had recently joined the ranks of starving 
writers when Softalk offered to let him string for his supper, 
which he'll be doing regularly. 
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Before getting into this month's topic (yes, folks, we really 
are going to do graphics this time!), there is a little house
cleaning left over from the first two columns. First of all, you 
can use all the commands given to date in deferred mode, to 
wit: 

10 LIST 
20 RUN 

Try it. You'll like it. Second, you can use peek and poke to look 
at almost any area of memory or to modify it. Try the follow
ing little routine: 

10 POKE 1024 + X, 193 
20 X = X + 1: IF X < 1024 THEN 10 

You might want to try numbers other than 193 in line 10 and 
then examine the effect. 

So much for loose ends. Here is this month's vocabulary 
list: 

TEXT GR HGR 
HCOLOR HPLOT RND( 1) 
PLOT HPLOT . . . TO 
VLIN HLIN ANO 

HGRZ 
COLOR 
TAB(lO) 

This month we promised to explore the Apple's graphics 
capability. To understand how the Apple can switch between 
text mode and graphics mode we are going to have to bite the 
bullet and take at least a cursory look at how the Apple's 
memory is organized. When Steve Wozniak ("the Woz") and 
other early explorers first mapped out the memory of the Ap
ple, they placed boundaries between regions at nice even num
bers to make them easier to remember. Unfortunately, they 
were not using the decimal numerical system at the time, so 
much of the beauty of this arrangement may be lost on the 
casual observer. The numbers on the left side of this map are 
decimal; the ones on the right, hexadecimal (which is just like 
decimal if you have sixteen fingers). Hexadecimal numbers 
are indicated by the dollar sign placed in front of them. 

49151 $BFFF 
(an 48K 
Apple) 

24576 

16384 

8192 

2048 

1024 

768 

512 

256 

0 
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graphics 
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Keyboard buffer 

Nothing much 

The infamous zero poge 
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$4000 
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$800 
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$100 

$0 

hy Doug CBrlston 
The numbers on both sides of this diagram are addresses. 

When we poked 193s into memory a short time ago, we poked 
them into the area between 1024 and 2048. This is the area of 
memory that is displayed on your television when you are in 
text mode (which you are right now unless you have looked 
ahead). 

Now try adding the following line to your program: 
5 GR 

The command gr puts you in graphics mode. If you poke 
this area of memory now, instead of A's you'll see rows of 
colored stripes being plotted on the screen. We are not going to 
get into why the rows don't load in order or what causes the 
stripes to be different colors-these would lead us pretty far 
afield. But this little demonstration is important because it 
shows that the same area of memory can represent text or 
graphics. 

Apple graphics come in two flavors: low resolution (lo-res 
to those in the trade) and high resolution. Lo-res graphics can 
plot up to forty blocks in forty rows, in sixteen different colors. 
Hi-res gives you 280 dots horizontally and 192 vertically, in 
eight different colors (although two of them are black and two 
are white, which is another way of saying you really get white 
plus four other colors). In addition, in hi-res, you have an op
portunity to draw on either of two different screens. 

Those screens come from a different area of memory than 
the part we just poked. If you look at the memory map above, 
you will find two areas side-by-side, one marked "Hi-res, page 
1" and the other marked "Hi-res, page 2." A little quick sub
traction will show that these areas are far larger than the lo
res area we have been fooling with up to now, which makes 
sense when you think about it, since there are 280 by 192 dots to 
keep track of rather than 40 by 40. 

You can display any of these screens on your television. 
Type text and then list your program. Now change line 5 to 
read: 

5 HGR (remember how to edit?) 

Run it. The screen clears, and for a while nothing happens. 
Then four rows of A's appear at the bottom of the screen. At 
least that's what happened at this computer. 

Hgr is a composite command, which means that it tells the 
computer to do a whole lot of things. First, it tells the comput
er to take the video output from the area of memory called hi· 
res page 1. Then it tells it to clear this area of any accumu
lated garbage, so the screen is blank. And finally, it tells it to 
open a four-line text window into the text page at the bottom of 
the screen, presumably so you can put a title on whatever pic
ture you are about to draw. 

Let's take another look at our program. Type text and then 
list to retrieve it. To prove that hgr redirects the television's at
tention to a new area of computer memory, let's rewrite our 
program so that it pokes into the area called .hi-res page 1 on 
our map. The new program should look like this: 

5 HGR 
10 POKE X + 8192, 193 
20 X = X + 1: IF X < 8192 THEN 10 
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Does everyone understand why line 20 uses the number 
8192? Because when x equals 8192 then x + 8192 (from line 10) 
will equal 16384, which is the end of hi-res page 1. Now run the 
program and be patient. After all, this will take eight times as 
long as filling the lo-res page. 

If all went well, the screen should be filled with color (ex
cept for that window into the text page) and you should all now 
believe that hi-res page 1 is located where it's supposed to be. 
We can do the same thing with hi-res page 2, by the way. The 
command to direct video output from page 2 is hgr2, which is 
pretty logical when you think about it. Hgr2 differs from hgr in 
only two respects. First, it won't work if you only have a 16K 
Apple (since your memory doesn't extend up that far-16K 
means 16 X 1024, which equals 16384, the top boundary of page 
1). Second, it doesn't automatically open a text window at the 
bottom of the screen (you can open one yourself with a well
placed poke, but we won't get to that until a little later in this 
episode). 

You may at first question the value of having two hi-res 
screens available to you, when you don't even know what to do 
with one yet. Well, we'll write a little "page-flipping" program 
next time that should convince even the most skeptical that 
two is better than one. 

But let's get on with the business at hand first. Try entering 
the following program: 

5 HGR 
10 HCOLOR = 1 
20 X = RND(l) * 279 
30 Y = RND(l) * 159 
40 HPLOT X,Y 
50 GOTO 20 

We have a whole mess of new commands here. As you re
call, hgr stands for hi-res graphics. Hcolor sets the hi-res color. 

Hplot plots a dot on the hi-res screen. (The equivalent com
mands on the lo-res screen are gr, color, and plot.) H color can 
be set to any value from 0 to 7. The values O and 4 are always 
black, 3 and 7 are white. The others vary a great deal depend
ing on your television but are usually green (1), blue (2), 
orange (5), and violet (6). 

Hplot must always be followed by two values, separated by 
a comma. The first value represents the X coordinate (that is, 
the column) of the dot to be plotted. The second value is the 
vertical row or Y coordinate of the dot. The X coordinate can 
range from O to 279 (if the value ever is less than o or greater 
than 279, the Apple will stop with a beep and print "?Illegal 
quantity eror in .... " You may have to type text to read this 
message, since all errors are printed on the text page). The Y 
coordinate can range from 0 to 191. (We cut it off at 159 in line 
30 up above because there was no reason to plot dots on the 
part of the screen that is overwritten by the text window.) 

Rnd(x) is the Applesoft random number generator. As long 
as the x is a positive number, rnd(x) will return a random 
value between 0 and 1 each time it is used. Therefore, if you 
want a random number between 0 and 279, you just take 
rnd(x) and multiply it by 279. Rnd(x) is a useful way of getting 
nonsense on your computer screen. 

Just for the fun of it, try modifying line 20 to read as fol
lows. Then try to predict what will happen before you run it. 

20 X = RND(l) * RND(l) * 279 

It would take a long time to get anywhere if all you could do 
is plot dots. Fortunately, it isn't. Hplot can be used to draw 
lines as well. Add the following line to your program: 

6 HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0: HPLOT 279,0 TO 279, 159: HPLOT 279, 159 
TO 0, 159: HPLOT 0, 159 TO 0,0 
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H color= 3 sets the color of the border to white. Then each of 
the next four commands draws a straight line from the first set 
of coordinates to the second. Actually, it wasn 't necessary to 
write four separate commands like we did. The following line 
would work equally well: 

6 HCOLOR = 3: HP LOT 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279, 159 TO 0, 159 TO 0,0 

Hplot can be used to draw diagonal lines as well. After you 
have run the program above to your heart's content, try add
ing the following line : 

7 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279, 159: HPLOT 0, 159 TO 279,0 

Run it. Now we're cooking. Perhaps you would like to title 
this work of art. You could add the following lines to your code: 

1 HOME 
8 VTAB22:HTAB10:PRINT"GLYCOL STUPOR" 
9 PRINT TAB (lO)"BY ANN BYE" 

Now run it one more time. Ain't that grand! A classic cross 
between dynamic art and genetic drift. You may not have 
noticed the very subtle way in which we snuck in another for
matting command. Tab differs from htab in that it can only be 
used inside a print statement (and htab can never be used in
side a print statement). 

Anyone mad enough to want to save the above creation 
can do so by typing: save Stupor (if on a disk system) or just 
plain save (if you have a cassette based system). 

Now, we are not going to ignore lo-res graphics utterly. 
However, most of our examples from now on will be on the hi
res screen. The lo-res equivalents to the hi-res hplot . . . to 
command are vlin and hlin. They are used like this: 

Vlin 0,39 at 3 means draw a vertical line from row 0 to row 
39 in column 3 

Hlin 0, 39 at 5 means draw a horizontal line from column 0 to 
column 39 in row ~ 

A table of the lo-res colors can be found in Appendix 0 of 
your Applesoft manual. Once you have absorbed all this, try to 
write a lo-res version of Glycol Stupor. Then compare it with 
the listing at the end of this column. The diagonal lines should 
be a real challenge. 

Now that everyone has had a chance to play with the 
graphics some, let's go back to basics for a while . The video 
display of the Apple is controlled by four sets of switches. 
These switches are located in the Read Only Memory (ROM) 
of the Apple and are so sensitive that they can be toggled mere
ly by looking at them. Here they are: 

Set Purpose Address 
lo Displays screen in g ro phics mode ... 9232 
b Displays screen in text 49233 

2o Closes text window ot screen bottom ... 9234 
b Opens text window ot screen bottom 49235 

Jo Displays poge 1 on screen 49236 
b Displays poge 2 on screen 49237 

4o Displays $400 oreo (text/lo-res) 49238 
b Displays one of the hi-res screens 49239 

You can look at any of these locations by peeking them, like 
this: X=peek( 49233). So if you want to use hgr to turn on page 1 
of the hi-res screens but you don't want the little text window to 
appear at the bottom of the page, you would add a line like this 
to your program: 

10 HGR: X = PEEK(49234) 

That should do it. Now let's see if you can turn on the hi-res 
page 1 using only peeks. (First type text or press reset to get 
back to your normal text page.) Go to it. Your finished effort 
should look something like this, although not necessarily in this 
order: 

1 X = PEEK(49232) 
2 X = PEEK(49234) 
3 X = PEEK(49236) 
4 X = PEEK(49239) 

Hgr is a lot simpler, isn't it? 
The Softalk Random Walk. Let's try one last problem using 

some of the new commands we have learned. Let's write a pro
gram to draw a random walk. The first thing to do, as we have 
learned, is to flowchart the problem. A flowchart of this prob
lem might look like this: 

I Turn on graphics screen 

I 
I Initialize variables 

I 

I Plot start point 

I 

I Add random number to x and y 

I 
/ yes I 

Are x and y still on screen? ...... I 

lno 

I + or - to fix x or y value 

-...I 
Plot new value /I 

l 

Our listing might look something like this: 

10 HGR:X = PEEK (49234) 
20 X = 140:Y =96 
30 HCOLOR= 3 
40 HPLOT X,Y 
50 X = X - 5 + RND( 1) * 10 
60 Y = Y - 5 + RND(l) * 10 

I 
I 
I/ 
I' 

v 
I' 

I 
I .... 
I / 

70 IF X > 0 AND X < 279 ond Y > 0 AND Y < 179 THEN 130 
80 IF X < 0 THEN X = X + 280 
90 IF X > 279 TH~N X = X - 280 
100 IF Y < 0 THEN Y = Y + 192 
110 IFY > 191 THENY = Y-192 
120 GOTO 40 
130 HPLOT TO X,Y 
140 GOTO 50 

.... 

There are a couple of new ideas in here as well as the Ap
plesoft and command and a new way to use hplot . . . to. But 
pay closest attention to the way the X and Y values are altered 
in lines ~O and 60, and to the tests in lines 70 through 110. To fig
ure out what each part is doing here, try omitting parts of the 
program. For example, place a goto130 at line 6~ (which will 
cause the program to skip all the tests). Or eliminate line 120 
altogether. What happens in each case when the wandering 
line hits the edge of the hi-res screen? 

We'll examine this program a little more closely next time. 
We'll also start using the game paddles to control our video 
output. 

Finally, as promised, here is a lo-res version of Glycol 
Stupor: 

1 HOME 
5 GR 
6 COLOR= 15: VLIN 0,39 AT 0: VLIN 

0,39 AT 39: HLIN 0,39 AT 0: HUN 
0,39 AT 39 

7 X = O:Y = 0 
8 PLOT X,Y: PLOT 39 - X,Y: X = 

X + l:Y = X: IF X < 40 THEN 
8 

9 VTAB 22: HTAB 10: PRINT "GLY 
COL STUPOR": PRINT TAB( 10) 
"BY ANN BYE" 

10 COLOR= 2 
20 X = RND (1) * RND (1) * 40 
30 Y = RND (1) * RND (1) * 40 
40 PLOT X,Y 
50 GOTO 10 JI 
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SOS to the Rescue 

T4MIND YOUR 4PPLE Ill 
DY JO~N J~PP\ON 

How Does the Program Talk to the Printer? Consider a pro· 
gram happily working away, its subroutines recurring, its 
logic circuits looping, until, in a twinkling, it has computed an 
Important Result. Imagine its excitement, its syntax all 
aquiver. The program must tell the world its Important 
Result. But how? ... Aha! It knows. It will tell that notorious 
blabbermouth, the printer. That will spread the word quickly 
enough. 

But wait. The printer lives in a rough neighborhood. The 
program mustn't be seen there. What to do? 

In Boston, where the Lodges speak only to the C&bots, and 
the C&bots speak only to God, the solution ls well known: send 
a servant to tell someone else to find someone to do the job. The 
solution's much the same in the Apple ill. One just has to know 
where to find the right middlemen. 

SOS Brings Help. Programming the Apple ill ls really quite 
smooth and simple, once you get by some initial complexities 
of the operating system. In fact, the Sophiaticated Operating 

System (SOS) greatly increases the computer's power and 
versatility and, in the long run, simplifies many programming 
tasks. But, when you first encounter the Sophisticated Operat· 
lng System, it may seem alarmingly complex. 

How, then, ls information transferred from program to 
printer in the Apple ill? Not directly. Information goes 
through middlemen, and the principal middleman is the 
driver. There are, in fact, many different drivers, each one as· 
soclated with a device. 

There are all sorts of widgets you can connect to your Ap
ple ill. Most people tend to focus on the central processor it· 
self, the main section of the computer where the fancy stuff is 
done. After all, that's what you really bought. But without all 
the attached gadgets, your computer would be deaf, dumb, 
blind, and helpless. These attached thlngamaglgs are called 
devices. 

Some devices live up to the name pretty well. A printer is ob
viously a device. And it doesn't greatly stretch the lmaglna· 
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tion to call the monitor screen and disk drives devices, too. But 
how about the keyboard, or the audio capability, or the 
graphics department? It's not quite so obvious that graphics is 
a device. Graphics seems more like a program, since it's all in 
software. But in the Apple III, graphics is a device, and it's 
handled just like all the other devices. 

A Basis for Comparison. Some devices are mostly soft· 
ware, like graphics; others are mostly hardware. But most de· 
vices are really a mixture of hardware and software. Consider 
for a moment an Apple II with attached Silentype printer. The 
Silentype connects to the Apple II with a cable that ends in a 
circuit board, and the circuit board is installed in one of the 
slots inside the Apple II. So what the Apple II does is send in· 
formation to a particular slot. The circuit board in that slot 
then picks up the information and sends it on. The circuits and 
software on that attached circuit board are really an integral 
part of the Silentype printer. Information is processed for a 
while on the circuit board before being sent on to the print· 
heads. The circuit board, in effect, functions as a software-type 
intermediary between the Apple II and the printer. 

Now what happens in the Apple ill? In this case, the Silen· 
type plugs directly into the back of the computer. The circuit 
board is gone, but you can't eliminate the software middle· 
man. The Silentype still isn't any smarter; it still needs to have 
that information processing done. But, instead of using a plug
in circuit board, the processing in the Apple ill is done by a 
special program in the main computer memory, the driver. 
This driver program is written specifically for its associated 
device and functions only with that device and no other. 

The printer driver is stored on the boot disk, along with 
other drivers for other devices. When the disk is booted, the 
special driver program is loaded into memory right along 
with, and as part of, the rest of the operating system. The 
driver program is not part of the user program; it's hidden 
away where you can't find it or look at it, even if you want to. 
It's the perfect middleman, silent and not too expensive, al· 
though it does take up a couple thousand bytes of RAM. Fortu· 
nately, the Apple III has quite a lot of RAM. 

The best approach to understanding all of this is to think of 
a driver as being actually part of the device it's associated 
with. Consider it to be a sort of (soft) connecting arm by which 
the device attaches to the computer. And that's really what it 
is-a software plug-in board. Don't be confwied by the fact that 
the driver comes on the boot disk and is loaded into RAM. 
Functionally, it's really part of the device. It is even pur
chased with the device. If you buy a Winchester hard disk, or a 
clock, or some other goody, it must come with its own driver. 
Part of the job of plugging in a new gadget is plugging in its 
driver. 

Thus each separate device has its own driver. If an Apple 
ill has six devices attached, then it must have the correspond· 
ing six drivers in its memory. If a device's driver isn't in place, 
the Apple III considers that device not to exist. Without an ap
propriate driver program to go with it, a device is useless. 

On the other hand, it's equally pointless to have a driver 
program in memory, using up available RAM, if you don't own 
the corresponding device or if you don't plan to use the device 
for the program at hand. It's desirable to plug in only those 
drivers needed at the time and to remove others, just as you 
might remove an unused connecting circuit board from its slot 
to make room for another. This is one of the jobs accom· 
plished by the System Configuration Program, which we'll talk 
about shortly. 

Name That Driver. So how, then, does a program get in 
touch with a driver? That's simple; it calls the driver by name. 
Since all contact with the outside is done through the various 
drivers, the program can use the very same method for all. 
This is a great simplification. With the Apple ill, the program 
never needs to worry about where a device is located, what slot 
it's attached to, how it likes its data cooked, or anything else. 
That's for the driver to worry about. The program just calls 
whichever driver it wants, by name. 

Okay. So what name? Well, the program must use the ap-

propriate pathname. "Aha!" you say, "and what is a path
name?" Well, a pathname is an elaborate sort of a.filename, 
which is ... Why don't we just start with a file? 

What the computer does all day, when it's not just waiting 
around, is process chunks of information. It stores a lot of these 
collections of information right in its main memory. These 
chunks of information are not files. They have names like ar
rays, stacks, and variables. And since they are in memory, 
they are all immediately available to the central processor. 
They are already inside. 

But certain other collections of information are stored out
side the computer, on disks, tapes, and whatnot. These are 
files. To deal with these outside collections, the central proc
essor must arrange to have them brought inside. Later on, af
ter processing, such a collection may be returned outside to its 
storage area. This is "intake and output" (I/0). A file is any 
external collection of information that might get involved in 
I/0. 

The usual way one encounters files is to see them listed by 
name in a disk catalog. We usually tend to think of a file as a 
specific chunk of information stored on a disk. 

If we think a little harder, though, we can also picture a file 
as a string of data bytes, a linear or one-dimensfonal array, 
similar to a long train of cars on a railroad track. The essen· 
tial point is that all the small pieces of data are arranged one 
after another in a succession. And, being human, we can also 
visualize the train from above; that is, we can see the train (or 
file) as a whole. Because of this ability to picture a file's length 
and composition, we tend to think of a file as an object. 

The View from the Middle. Computers have no such abili· 
ty. They process information one byte at a time. In some 
larger computers a byte may have 16 or 32 or more bits. But 
even this byte size is still a very small amount of data. Gen· 
erally speaklng, computers hack away one very small slice at 
a time. Of ~ourse they hack very rapidly. 

When the central processor receives input from a file, the 
data comes pouring in one byte after another. It's like stand
ing in the mouth of a railroad tunnel as a train comes forth, car 
after car. The computer's viewpoint is always from the mid
dle of the track. It doesn't see the whole train as an object. It 
just sees the next car in line. The different tunnels (or files) all 
look much alike; they just have different names, the file· 
names. So the computer sees all files the same way. 

From the computer's point of view, anything is a file if it is 
a hole in the outside wall through which a stream of data pours 
in or into which a stream of data can be made to disappear. 

Thus they keyboard is a file-data comes from it. And the 
screen is a file-data goes out to it. And disks and printers and 
speakers are also files. All the computer sees is a hole, with 
data flowing in or out. And in the Apple ill, as we have seen, all 
I/0 takes place through middlemen, the drivers. So in the Ap
ple III, the drivers also are files. 

Since a file is just a collection of information, it's perfectly 
possible to make a collection of collections. And this larger col
lection is also a file. In this way it's possible to construct a 
branching family tree of files, sub/files, and sub/sub/files. The 
slash is used here to separate the various levels because that's 
the way Apple ill likes it written. An example of such a hier· 
archy of files might be: 

Disk Catalog 

DISKl 
FRUITS 

ORANGE 
PEAR 
APPLE 

RED 
GREEN 

VEGETABLE 
POTATO 
SQUASH 

MEAT 

File type -(for humans only) 

Volume or device 
Directory 

File 
File 
Subdirectory 

File 
File 

Directory 
File 
File 

File 

In the Apple ill a file's name is its complete name: 
/DISKl/FRUITS/ APPLE/RED. This is a compound name 
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constructed of the local name at the rightmost end, preceded 
by the names of each successively larger collection of which it 
is a part. The leftmost name is the name of the root of the tree. 
Thus the complete (compound) name of a file forms a path
way to the file through the family tree. So it is called a 
pathname. 

Organizationally Speaking. To make things easier for hu
mans, the leftmost component of the pathname is often re
ferred to as a volume name or a device name. The rightmost 
component is the local filename. And the names in between, if 
any, are directories and sub/directories and sub/sub/direc
tories. This makes the organization of a floppy disk more obvi
ous to humans. But to the computer they are all files. 

There are rules for constructing the separate component 
filenames: Length must be no more than fifteen characters. 
Only digits, letters and periods are allowed. Lower case is auto
matically capitalized. No blanks are allowed. Filenames must 
start with a letter. A filename standing alone is preceded by a 
slash if it is a volume name (a particular disk), a period if it is 
a device name (really the driver, of course), and nothing if it is 
a local filename. When filenames are put together into a path
name, successive names are separated by slashes, and the 
leftmost name is preceded by a slash (volume name) or a peri
od .(device name). 

To contact the printer, for example, the program would use 
the name .PRINTER (note the initial period). The name 
.AUDIO will direct output data to the speaker, and 
/RECIPES/DESSERTS/APPLE.PIE refers to the local file 
APPLE.PIE in the directory DESSERTS on the floppy 
disk named RECIPES. 

Human nature being what it is, most of us immediately at
tempt to invent impossible pathnames, such as 
.PRINTER/SUBDIR/LOCFILE. This doesn't work. Printers, 
keyboards, speakers, and so on are character devices. That is, 
they send or receive one character at a time but do not store 
blocks of data that we humans recognize as separate entities. 
So it makes no sense to talk. about a subdirectory of a printer. 
Only block devices are allowed directories and subdirectories. 
But those clever folks who designed the system knew you 
would try it anyway, so they armed SOS with a whole arsenal 
of error messages. 

Apple III does, of course, have block devices: the floppy 
disks. It comes with one floppy drive built into the box, and it 
only takes about two seconds (and some cash) to add as many 
as three more. These floppy disk drives are obviously devices 
and are addressed, using the usual pathname conventions, 
with the device names .Dl, .D2, and so on. Presumably the 
disk drives also have a software driver program in SOS just as 
all the other devices do. But this driver is unremovable, al
ways present, and transparent. This means it can be ignored 
(which is a good thing because the imagination staggers at the 
confusion of names in a disk drive driver). 

Just as one can address .PRINTER, so one can address .Dl 
and get whatever disk is currently in that disk drive. If you 
can't remember the disk's volume name but know that there is a 
file on the disk called GOOD.STUFF, you can get to it with the 
pathname .Dl/GOOD.STUFF. Or you can list all the contents 
of a disk in drive 2 with the Business Basic command: cat .d2. 

A more common occurrence might be that you want a pro
gram to talk to GOOD.STUFF on the disk named /MYPRO
GRAMS, but you don't know which drive that disk will be in 
during future program runs. No problem. Just use the name 
/MYPROGRAMS/GOOD.STUFF and the operating system 
will search through all the disk drives to find it. In other words, 
when communicating with disks you can begin the pathname 
with either a device name (.Dl) or a volume name (/MYPRO
GRAMS), whichever is more convenient. 

Prefix Paves the Way. In its never-ending effort to make 
things easy, the Apple III has yet another handy feature for 
pathnames. This is the prefix (or in Business Basic, the PRE
FIX$). The prefix consists of some or most of the beginning of 
a pathname. The user sets the prefix to part of the route. Then 
you need type only the local filename, and the operating sys-

tern will insert the prefix. Suppose, for example, you want to 
talk to /FOODS/ FRUITS/APPLES/ RED and also to 
/ FOODS/FRUITS/ APPLES/BAD. 

Just set the prefix (from Basic): 

)PREFIX$ = " / FOODS/ FRUITS/ APPLES" 

Now you just use the local filename RED or BAD and SOS will 
automatically add the prefix (and the necessary slash for a 
separator). The rule is: If the given name starts with a slash or 
a period, it is taken to be a complete pathname. Otherwise the 
prefix is added. Although the prefix is not strictly necessary, it 
is certainly a great convenience, and, once you've got a grip on 
pathnames, the prefix is very easy to set and use . 

In the Apple III, every disk has a volume name. It is named 
during the initial formatting process, although the name can 
subsequently be changed if desired. Whenever a disk is boot
ed, the prefix is initially set to the volume name of that par
ticular disk. So the prefix is always set to something, unless, 
out of appalling perversity, you set it to nothing with : 

)PREFIX$="" 

The prefix is among those ultimately convenient features 
that are terribly confusing to the newcomer. One can suffer 
considerable frustration before it is clear why THISFILE is ac
ceptable on one occasion and .D2/THISFILE is required on an
other. Finally one realizes that the system is adding this mys
terious prefix, which is set correctly on the first occasion but 
inappropriately on the second. 

You may have noticed that we have gradually stopped talk
ing about driver names and started talking about device 
names. They are really the same thing. Drivers are named for 
the devices they serve and can, in practice, simply be ignored. 
One just pretends to talk to the device. This is okay because a 
driver is functionally transparent. Its services are needed but 
are not readily apparent. Only when you want to make 
changes in drivers-to add or delete or modify a driver-do 
you need to deal directly with the drivers themselves. And that 
job is accomplished by means of the System Configuration 
Program. 

The System Configuration Program (SCP). The Apple III 
comes with a variety of goodies, one of which is a floppy disk 
labeled System Utilities that contains a variety of housekeep
ing facilities. With this disk, you may easily format (initialize) 
disks, copy disks, rename volumes and files, and transfer or 
delete individual files and groups of files. All these things are 
done in a very straightforward manner. But the utilities disk 
also contains the System Configuration Program for manipu
lating drivers. 

The SCP is not quite so simple to deal with as the rest of utili
ties disk, especially for an Apple III novice. It has gone through 
several revisions intended to make it friendlier and easier to 
use. The latest version comes with "System Software 1.1" and 
is the version discussed in this article. While the SCP seems 
complex, in reality, it is difficult only if you have not yet 
mastered the rules for pathnames or you don't clearly view the 
driver as a software "plug-in board" that belongs to the de
vice. When pathnames and drivers are clearly understood, the 
SCP is quite easy to use. 

As we have already seen, every device has associated with 
it a driver program that is used by the central processor as a 
middleman for contacting the device. These driver programs 
are stored on the boot disk, and when the disk is booted, they 
are loaded into memory along with, and as part of, the operat
ing system (SOS). If six devices are to be used, then the cor
responding six driver programs must all be availa ble on the 
boot disk and be successfully loaded into the operating system 
portion of memory. 

A Collection of Drivers. The various drivers are not, how
ever, stored on the disk as individual files. They are gathered 
together in a single basket, a file whose name is SOS.DRIV
ER. When one catalogs a boot disk, SOS.DRIVER must ap
pear somewhere on the list, although it doesn't matter where . 
But a file of that name must be present if a disk is to boot sue-
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cessfully. The collection of drivers contained in this basket will 
then be loaded into memory and the drivers made available 
for use . 

The name SOS.DRIVER is a bit unfortunate because it is 
not Immediately obvious that this Is a collection of drivers 
rather than something which somehow drives SOS. SOS.DRIV
ERSET might have been a happier choice. 

It's Important to realize that SOS.DRIVER Is a typical disk 
file. It can, for example, be copied to another disk or to the 
same disk under another filename. Or it can simply be re
named. Thus you can have two separate copies of the same 
driver collection on the same disk at the same time. Which
ever Is named SOS.DRIVER is the collection that will be load
ed and brought into service when the disk is booted. Drivers 
are loaded only at boot time. 

The System Configuration Program is a mearui-the only 
means-of restructuring the driver collection, SOS.DRIVER. 
All changes are made to the disk file, not to the drivers pres
ently functioning In the computer. One can add, delete, or 
modify drivers and thereby generate, on the disk, a new and 
different SOS.DRIVER file. Subsequently, when the Apple III 
Is rebooted, this new system configuration will be loaded into 
memory and will begin to function. 

To start the System Configuration Program one merely 
boots the utilities disk and selects S from the main menu. The 
SCP menu soon appears, and the first item on this menu is 
"Read a Driver File." At this point, a further word of ex
planation Is In order. 

Operating System Memory versus Program Memory. 
When you boot the utilities disk, some drivers-used by the utili
ties disk programs-are loaded into the computer. But these 
drivers are placed In the operating system portion of memory, 
which is separate from program memory. Program memory 
Is the storage area for strings and arrays and other data used 
by the program. As a rule , programs can access only the data 
in program memory, not areas reserved for the operating sys-

tern . Thus when the SCP starts running, there are, initially, no 
drivers in the program memory. They are still on the disk, or 
scattered around on several disks. So the first step in custom
izing a new SOS.DRIVER file is to read into program memory 
all the drivers you want to have in your new system. 

When you select "Read a Driver File" from the SCP menu 
you are asked to give the pathname of a file containing driv· 
ers. This can be the SOS.DRIVER collection from one of the 
boot disks, or some other file containing one or more drivers. 
The utilities disk itself, being a boot disk, has some drivers in 
its SOS.DRIVER file. The following table shows the drivers 
present oi;i various (unmodified) Apple III disks: 

/ BASIC/ SOS.DRIVER 

.SILENTYPE 

.AUDIO 

.PRINTER 

.GRAFIX 

.CONSOLE 

.RS232 

/PASCAL 1 / SOS.DRIVER / UTILITIES/ SOS.DRIVER 

.GRAF IX 

.SILENTYPE 
' .AUDIO 
.PRINTER 
.CONSOLE 

.FMTDl 
+ .FMTD2 
+.FMTD3 
+.FMTD4 
.SILENTYPE 
.PRINTER 
.CONSOLE 

The .FMTDl..4 drivers on the utilities disk are really all one 
unit. They are used to format disks In the respective drives. 
The .CONSOLE driver controls both keyboard and video 
screen, so it's difficult to Imagine any useful configuration 
without it. In addition to these collections of drivers, the utili
ties data disk contains each of the above drivers as an individ
ual file (CONSOLE.DRIVER, and so on). 

The Sllentype printer comes with a disk that contairui two 
different Sllentype drivers: BIG.DRIVER and SMALL.DRIV
ER. The big driver can type in three different type fonts but 
occupies some fifteen hundred bytes more memory. 

Any other devices you may purchase come with their own 
drivers. The Apple ProFile hard disk, for example, comes with 
a disk containing a file named PROFILE.DRIVER. 
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If you answer the "Read a Driver File" prompt with an ap
propriate pathname, such as (.D2/SOS.DRIVER, /BASIC/ 
SOS.DRIVER, /MYDISK/CONFIGUR.1) the drivers con
tained in that file will be copied into program memory and list
ed on the screen. Additional files are then successively read, as 
desired, and their contents will be shown added to the list. If 
two or more collections of drivers are read, there will un
doubtedly be duplications. Use the "Delete a Driver" option to 
remove duplicates and other unwanted drivers from the list. In 
this way, by adding and deleting drivers, you end up with a list 
containing only those drivers you wish to have in the new sys
tem configuration. 

System Parameters. A complete and proper SOS.DRIVER 
package also contains one other set of data that is not a driver 
but is similar. It does not appear on the screen in the list of 
drivers. This set of data is the System Parameters and con
tains information for the Apple III operating system: 

System Parameters: 
1. Number of Disk III drives 
2. Peripheral slot assignments (for those devices using 

cards installed in the expansion slots) 
3. Character set (several different sets available) 
4. Keyboard layout (which keys shall be where) 

. The information in System Parameters can be changed by 
selecting that option from the menu and following subsequent 
instructions. The parameters will then automatically be in
cluded in the new SOS.DRIVER package being constructed. 

When you read various drivers into program memory, at 
least one of the files used will probably be a previous 
SOS.DRIVER file. In that ca.se , a set of System Parameters 
will already be present. They are read in from the first 
SOS.DRIVER file selected, and can then be modified using the 
"Change System Parameters" option. On the other hand, if all 
the drivers have been read in individually (from the Utilities 
Data disk, for example), then you must .also separately load a 
character set and a keyboard layout, . specify slot assign
ments, and specify the number of disk drives in the system. All 
of that is done via the "Change System Parameters" option. 

Drivers themselves may also be modified, and that is done 
with the "Edit Driver Parameters" option. All drivers, of 
course, have names. That's how they are contacted. But the 
name of a driver can be changed to almost anything you de
sire, as long as it begins with a period and follows the usual file
name rules. Whatever name you assign is the name your pro
gram must then use to contact the driver (and its correspond
ing device). If you get tired of typing .SILENTYPE you can 
change it to .SIL or even .S. Remember, however, that in the 
long-run, the most convenient name is one whose meaning will 
be a.s obvious a month from now a.s it is today. 

Some drivers have other modifiable features. The printer 
driver, for example, can be set to transmit data to the printer 
at a variety of speeds (baud rates). This, along with other op
tions, allows the printer driver to service printers from vari
ous manufacturers. Such options can be changed by altering 
information in the "Configuration Block Data" via the "Edit 
Driver Parameters" option. Configuration block data is stored 
in hexadecimal code, and you must follow the instructions in 
the manuals for that device. 

Generating a New Drlver System. When the new 
SOS.DRIVER package is properly configured, it needs to be 
stored on the boot disk to be ready for use. From the SCP menu, 
select "Generate New System." The new system is validated 
to be sure all necessary steps have been carried out. Then 
you're asked for a pathname where the new file should be 
stored. 

The whole point of creating a new driver system is to have 
it function. And in order to function it must be on a boot disk, 
and it must be named SOS.DRIVER. If, at this point, there is 
no such file on the destination disk, the next step is easy. Just 
type /volume/SOS.DRIVER and you're in business . On the 
other hand, the new system is most often a replacement for a 
previous SOS.DRIVER. In that ca.se, the destination disk al
ready contains the previous file named SOS.DRIVER. If it's in 

drive 2 and you type .D2/ SOS.DRIVER, the disk drives whirr 
for a while and you are asked: 

.D2/ SOS.DRIVER already exists. Delete? !Yes/ No] 

An affirmative reply deletes the old file and stores the new one 
in its place. If all goes well, you should be able to reboot the Ap
ple III with the new system, and it will begin to work. 

There's one danger in the above procedure. In order for a 
boot disk to function, a properly constructed SOS.DRIVER file 
must be present. If, for any reason, the new system you have 
constructed fails to work, you'll no longer have the old 
SOS.DRIVER file to fall back on. Since you are undoubtedly a 
sensible person, you'll have been working with backup disks all 
along, so you'll still have the originals with which to begin 
again if need be . 

Another sensible precaution is to store the new system tem
porarily under some other filename. When the "Generate New 
System" prompt asks you where to put it, type .D2/ NEW
DRIVER. Now you'll have both systems on the disk. Use the 
"Quit" option to leave the SCP, and select "File handling com
mands" from the main menu. Rename: 

SOS.DRIVER - > OLDDRIVER and NEWDRIVER -> SOS.DRIVER 

You're now ready to try booting the new system, and if it 
doesn't work, you can always use the utilities program to 
change the names back again. 

Does it all seem terribly complicated? Well, even so, it's 
worth it. Once your new system is up and running, you can just 
concentrate on programming and the Sophisticated Operating 
System will work for you, silently and efficiently. And if you 
should buy some marvelous new gadgets, you can quickly revise 
your system to include them. The energy you devote to working 
through the initial complexity of pathnames and drivers and the 
System Configuration Program is amply compensated by the 
power and versatility of the Apple III. Once you're over the initial 
bumps, it's smooth sailing from then on. ll 
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The Huge-Memory RAM Boards 
Several months ago we examined 

various RAM expansion boards for the 
Apple II. Since the appearance of the 
original 16K language card from Apple, 
a slew of lower priced 16K boards with 
better features have found their way into 
the marketplace. And if 16K was good, 
then 32K or 64K must be better-witness 
the ads for several boards in this range. 

As predicted, however, the race to see 
who can cram the most memory onto one 
card has not stopped there. The follow
ing is a report on two new RAM boards: 
the 128K Soft Disk from Legend Indus· 
tries and the 2156K App-L-Cache from Sor
rento Valley Associates. 

Double Density. Legend Industries, 
manufacturers of the 64K board previ
ously reviewed in this column, has. pulled 
oft a neat trick with the 128K Soft Disk. 
By rearranging things a bit, they have 
been able to fit all 16 RAM chips plus the 

9Y J~~~R~Y MAZUR 
associated circuitry on a board no larger 
than their 64K version. In keeping with 
the usual procedure, this board is in· 
stalled in the computer by removing one 
RAM chip and moving it onto the board. 
A short ribbon cable is then inserted into 
the empty socket on the motherboard. 

From a software standpoint, the Soft 
Disk appears to the system as eight sep
arate 16K language cards. Selection of 
the active bank is accomplished by writ· 
ing or poking the appropriate number in· 
to memory location $0>84. This is identi· 
cal to the operation of the 64K board. Of 
course, each 16K bank further divides the 
$DOOO-$EOOO block into two sub-banks, as 
per the language card. 

All this bank switching increases the 
amount of time it takes to read or write to 
the card; however, since we are dealing 
with RAM and accessing it via machine 
language routines, response is still rela· 

tively fast. In fact, as its name implies, 
the most significant use of the Soft Disk is 
as a disk emulator. With the software 
provided, it is possible to load an entire 
floppy disk into the Soft Disk. Intorma· 
tion can then be read, modified, sorted, 
or whatever at three to ten times the 
normal disk access speed. It necessary, 
the new information in the Soft Disk can 
then be downloaded back onto floppy disk 
with one simple command. 

There's one catch, however. While 
you're working with the RAM image of 
the disk stored in the Soft Disk, a power 
failure or computer glitch can wipe out 
any changes you made since you last 
saved the information to disk. The moral 
of this, as always: update often. 

Installation and operation of the disk 
emulator is similar to that described for 
Legend's 64K board, except that now an 
entire disk worth of information fits onto 
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a single card. Previously, this required 
either two 64K boards, taking up two 
slots, or specially formatted "half
disks." Up to four Soft Disk cards can be 
installed in different slots, each emulat
ing a disk drive with any given slot and 
drive number. 

The Soft Disk comes with the disk 
emulator software, Memory Master (a 
utility that moves DOS onto the RAM 
board), and a 44-page manual. A firm
ware selector program is also included 
that allows Applesoft or Integer ROM 
card owners the option of installing their 
ROM board into any slot of the Apple. In 
this way, one can have both languages in 
ROM without having to give up some of 
the RAM board to hold the alternative 
language. Price of the entire system is 
$750; this includes Disk Emulator soft
ware for either DOS 3.3, Pascal, or CPM. 
The other operating system emulators 
can be purchased for $:10 extra. 

Oink Oink. Cramming 2:S6K of RAM 
(that's 32 chips!) onto a single Apple
sized peripheral board would seem to be 
an impossibility. However, Sorrento Val
ley Associates has done the impossible by 
designing a piggyback, two-board sys-
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tern that plugs into slot o. 
The main board contains 64K of RAM 

plus all of the associated circuitry neces
sary to interface it to the Apple's memo
ry space. You'll also find 2K of EPROM 
on this board that contains some useful 
routines for controlling the RAM selec
tion (interesting indeed, as this is the only 
RAM board to contain such firmware; in 
fact, it is the only board we know of that 
resides in slot O and uses the 2K ROM ex
pansion space between C800-CFFF). 

The main board itself is fairly large, 
extending almost to the keyboard. At
tached to the back of this board, just to 
the left, is the piggyback expansion with 
the remaining 192K. Together they make 
a nice, neat package, taking up only one 
slot. Since the App-L-Cache must be in
stalled in slot 0, it would appear that you 
are restricted to only "one per 
customer." Installation of the board is 
similar to the installation of other RAM 
boards except that two !C's are removed 
from the motherboard and replaced by 
jumpers. 

By the way, if you're wondering 
where they got the name "App-L
Cache," it comes from a term used in 
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computer systems at a competitive price ." INFOWORLD 

DATA PERFECTT.M.LJK APPLE & AT ARI introductory .price 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT $99.95 
Complete Data Ba·se System. User orientated for easy and fast operation. 100% Assembly language. Easy to use. You may 
create your own screen mask for your needs. Searches and Sorts allowed, Configurable to use with any of the 80 column 
boards of Letter Perfect word processing, or use 40 column Apple video. Lower case supported in 40 column video. 
Utility enables user to convert standard files to Data Perfect format. Complete report generation capability. Much More! 

EDIT 6502 T.M. LJK 
This is a coresident - two pass ASSEMBLER, DIS
ASSEMBLER, TEXT EDITOR, and MACHINE LANGU
AGE MONITOR. Editing is both character and line 
oriented. Disassemblies create editable source files with 
ability to use predefined labels. Complete control with 41 
commands, 5 disassembly modes, 24 monitor commands 
including step, trace , and read/write disk. Twenty pseudo 
opcodes, allows linked assemblies, software stacking 
(single and multiple page) plus complete printer control, 
i.e. paganation, titles and tab setting. User can move 
source, object and symbol table anywhere in memory. 
Feel as if you never left the environment of BASIC. Use 
any of the 80 column boards as supported by LETTER 
PERFECT, Lower Case optional with LCG. 

LJK DISK UTILITY APPLE $29.95 
This menu driven program allows the user to manipulate a 
variety of different file types. Binary, Text, and Source 
files may be easily converted into each other. The pro· 
gram may be used with APPLE.SOFT*, VISCALC*, and 
other programs . These program files may be readily 
adapted for multiple use including editing with LETTER 
PERFECT word processings. 

MAIL MERGE/UTILITY 
$29.95 
ATARI 

This menu driven program combined with LETTER 
PERFECT allows user to generate form letters and print 
mailing labels . With the Atari, you may CONVERT 
ATARI DOS FILES, or Visicalc files compatible for 
editing with LETTER PERFECT. Utility creates Data 
Base files for Letter Perfect. 

LOWER CASE CHARACTER 
GENERATOR $24.95 

'f.\!''<>1+ - /ll234S67pt•;<•>?IAICDEFG Ht HDPQ stu2wxvzt'l"- ocd•fthi.;kl•no 
,.,.. vwxyz{I) 

Lower Case Character Generator for the Rev. 7, Apple 11 
or II+ computers. When installed, this Eprom will generate 
lower case characters to the video screen. Lower case 
characters set has two dot true descenders. Installation 
instruction included. Manual includes listing of software 
for full support and complete instructions for shift key 
modification. Compatible with LETTER PERFECT. 

LJK ENTERPRISES INC. 
P.O. Box 10827 
St. Louis, MO 63129 
(314) 846-6124 

DEALER 
INQUIRES 
INVITED 

"Trademarks of: Apple Computer - Atari Computer - Epson America - Hayes Microcomputers - Personal 
Software - Videx - Bit 3 Inc. - M&R Ent. - Advanced Logic Systems - Vista Computers 
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CONTROL CODE 

Bit Pattern Breakdown 

CONTROL ADDRESS: 

SLOT 0 CONTROL -----

BIT PATTERN OF LEAST 
SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

$C08x __ y, 
MARCH 1982 

larger mini and mainframe comput
ers-"cache memory." Cache memory 
refers to a block of very fast memory 
that is used as a buffer between the 
speedy cpu and other slower memory de
vices. True cache memory handles this 
buffering automatically, coming into 
play whenever the slower memory is ac
cessed. The App-L-Cache, however, will 
most probably be used as a disk emu
lator that requires the manual transfer of 
data between disk and RAM. At present, 
this software is available for all Apple 
operating environments-DOS 3.3, Pas
cal, and CP/M. 

PAGE SELECT j 
0 - FRONT 

APP-L-CACHE STATUS 
RAM(*) WRITE PROTECT(+) 

l - AUX 

0 
0 
1 
1 

0 
1 
0 
1 

on on 
off off 
off on 

on off 

SVA has also taken a different ap
proach in the mapping scheme used by 
the App-L-Cache. They've divided the 
256K of memory into sixty-four banks of 
4K each. Referring to Figure l, you can 
see that the top three banks occupy the 
space normally used by a language card, 
namely $DOOO-$FFFF. Note, in particu
lar, that the top two banks ($3E and $3F) 
are always mapped into the top BK of 
RAM. The lower 4K then becomes a 
window through which any of the 64 
banks can be accessed. Bank $3D is the 
default, or front page, while the selected 
bank is referred to as the AUX page. In 
this manner it can be made to resemble 
the language card. Figure 2 gives a com
plete description of how the RAM and 
ROM on the App-L-Cache is controlled. 

IGNORED~~~~--~~~~ 
EXCEPT FOR SC08F Dual purpose address 

(see table below) 

(*) RAM - 'on': APP-L-CACHE mapped to 5D000 - SDFFf 
'off': APPLE on board ROM mapped to SDOOO - SFFFF 

( +) WRITE PROTECT - Two seqcent i al reads are required 

Functional Table 

sc oao 0000 Selects RAM, FRONT page, and WRITE PROTECT 
SC081 00 01 SeJ E-Ct.s ROM, FRONT pag e , and 1'1RITE ENABLE if accessed twice 
SC 082 0010 Se lects RQ ,"1, FRONT pa ~ e, and WRITE PROTECT 
>C 083 0011 Sel e c ts RAM, FRON T page, and WRITE ENABLE if accessed twice 
>C OBB 1000 Se lects RAM, 11:·x page, and WRITE PROTECT 
SC089 1001 Se l0c t s ROM, AUX page, and WRITE ENABLE if accessed 
S(O oA 1010 Selec t s RO~, fl :'X pag e , and 1'1RIT£. PROTECT 
SC08 B 1011 Selects RAM, AL:x page, and WRITE ENABLE if a cce"ssed 

SC08f 1111 READ - Switches on the 2k ROM and 
READS card status with the format of: 

BITS 
0-5 bank selected 

6 page (0-FRONT,l-AUXJ 
7 APP L£ 12k ROM or APP-L-CACHE selected 

( 1-ROM, 0-RAM l 
WRITE - Se l ec ts the bank 

SCFFF Switches off all peripheral card ROMs 

Note: RAM - APP-L-CACHE RAM mapped into I/0 addresses 
ROM - APPLE on board ROM mapped into I/O addresses 
WRITE ENABLE - if address is accessed twice consecutively 

Figure 2. 

RAM card remains intact. 

twice 

twice 

In terms of software, SVA has done an 
elaborate job of interfacing the App-L
Cache to Pascal (l.O and 1.1). This is 
achieved by adding a special SYS
TEM.STARTUP and associated files to 
the boot disk. When the Apple is powered 
up, it can then load Pascal, link in the 
App-L-Cache, and automatically copy 
the contents of a selected disk into RAM. 
In fact, there's even an option by which to 
delete those files that are only used for 
booting, thus freeing up an extra forty
seven blocks. To the Pascal operating 

system, the App-L-Cache appears as a 
480-block floppy disk drive designated as 
volume #12. Consideration has also been 
given to the reset key on the Apple; al
though pressing reset requires you to re
boot the system, all information in the 

DOS 3.3 support is not as integrated as 
Pascal. First, it requires that the system 
be booted with a special DOS. Then a Ba· 
sic program must be run to install the 
emulated disks. The App-L-Cache ap-

APPLEWRITER® EXTENDED 
One of the most popular text/word processors for APPLE® computers 
has been extended to provide more uses for the excellent capabilities in 
APPLEWRITER®. The extended features offer the following additional 
capabilities: 

e TEXT to APPLEWRITER®, APPLEWRITER® to TEXT conversion 
e Edit Text, APPLESOFT® files 
• Create and edit EXEC files 
• Print exit allows use of underline, bar characters 
• Underline words, l:Dold face words 
• Send document to disk for mass mailings 
• Put symbolic parameters in text for variable text 
• Hex character generation to make full use of printer enhanced 

modes (i.e. color ribbon, enhanced characters, etc.) 
• Print time change facility to selectively override fill justify mode 
• EXTRA! Reset intercept routine causes branch to ONERR routine 
• And More 

•APPLE, APPLEWRITER and APPLESOFT are registered trademarks of Apple 
Comp uter, Inc. 

APPLEWRITER® EXTENDED requires a 48K APPLE® with 
APPLEWRITER®, APPLESOFT® in ROM and DOS 3.2 or 3.3 
Distributed exclusively by: 
EASTERN SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 

Baltimore Chamber of Commerce 
17 Commerce St. Room 6 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
1-800·638· 7 563 
In Maryland 1-301-539-5022 

Suggested retail only $34.95 

BRILLIG SYSTEMS, INC. 
10270 Fern Pool Ct. 
Burke, VA 22015 
703/323-1339 
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Memory Expansion for Apple® 
The company that brought you the first 32K RAM board 
for Apple II® and Apple II+® now offers: 

11128K RAM 
ALL FOR ONLY 

$599 

$425 
1132K RAM 

STILL ONLY 

$239 

Our newest product. Fully compatible with 
Saturn's 32K RAM board, 16K RAM cards 
and language card. 

Includes 5 comprehensive software packages: 
1. MOVEDOS (relocates DOS) 
2. RAMEXPAND (for Applesoft®, Integer®) 
3. PSEUDO-DISK for DOS 3.3 or 3.2 
4. PSEUDO-DISK for CP/M® 
5. PSEUDO-DISK for PASCAL 

A medium range memory expansion board which 
can be upgraded to 128K at a later date. 
(Upgrade kit sold for $175) Includes all 5 
software packages offered with the 128K board. 

The old favorite for Apple users. Includes our 
first 3 software packages (above) with CP/M® and 
PASCAL pseudo-disks now offered as options 
($39 each). 

VC-EXPAND™ 
MEMORY EXPANSION 
FOR VisiCalc® 

Expand memory available to Personal Software's 
16 sector VisiCalc®. Add 32K, 64K, or even 
128K to your present workspace (even if you 
already have a 16K card in use!) with this 
program plus one or more Saturn boards. 
Simple operation. 

ONLY 

• $100 
Srl7U'R1t 
S1fS7&?itS .. , 
(313) 665-6416 

P.O. Box 8050, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 
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Chart your financial future 
with MicroFinesse™ 

In this fast-paced business world, the 
best way to stay competitive is to be able 
to see your financial alternatives clearly 
and make decisions fast. 

That's why P-E Consulting Group Ltd. 
developed MicroFinesse, a complete 
package providing professional financial 
forecasting PLUS full high
resolution color graphics sup
port, including pie charts, 
histograms and graphs, for the 
financial projections you create. 

Now this evolutionary finan
cial resource plann ing tool 
eliminates the time-consuming 
reprogramming required for 

financial model consolidation or expansion. 
Micro-Finesse's menu-driven command 
format can also generate up to 15 user
defined reports per model, with visuals, 
without reprogramming. 

Previously available only for main-frame 
applications, the MicroFinesse· program 

can now be purchased at 
leading Dealers nation-wide. 
MicroFinesse is specifically 
designed for the 48K Apple 11® 
with the Apple Language Card. 

So when your variables are 
many and your time is limited, 
take a good look at the financial 
artistry of MicroFinesse. 

Micro Finesse 
Distributed by: ~OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill 

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 548-2805 

Apple II 1s a reg istered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

..J 
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pears as two drives in slot 1. Drive 1 is a 
full thirty-five tracks for 140K of storage; 
drive 2 is only twenty-five tracks or lOOK. 
The upper 16K of the RAM board acts 
like a language card. To move files from 
a floppy disk into RAM, either Fid (for 
selective copying) or Apple's Copy utility 
(for an entire disk) can be used. It takes 
about twenty-nine seconds to load in an 
entire disk using Copy. 

At press time , SV A announced that 
they will soon support full disk transfer to 
and from the App-L-Cache in DOS 3.3. 

To get some feeling for the speed of 
App-L-Cache, we copied the DOS 3.3 Sys
tem Master from Apple into it. Then we 
compared the time it took to verify all of 
the files on this disk using Fid. This is a 
good test since it requires a lot of disk ac
cess. For the floppy disk version, this 
task was accomplished in about fifty sec
onds. When the same command was is· 
sued to the emulated disk, it finished in 
less than five secOhds-ten times faster! 
The only thing lacking with DOS opera
tion is a utility to download the entire 
RAM image back onto a floppy disk. It 
Fid is used, it will take forever because of 
having to stop at each file to answer the 
prompt lines. Copy can be used, but that 
entails the overhead of initializing the 
disk again. Presumably, other copy pro
grams could also be used, but a fast, sim· 
ple update utility would be welcome. 

The App-L-Cache is available from 
Sorrento Valley Associates. Price of the 
entire system including 2ll6K board, disks 

SO~TALKI} 

for all operating systems, and a loose
leaf style manual is $1,345. The main 
board (64K) is also available separately 
and can be expanded later on to the full 
2ll6K. 

A Bug Uncovered. While some of the 
RAM boards were being tested for this 
series of articles, a peculiar problem was 
discovered. Several manufacturers 
claim that it is possible to use more than 
one RAM or ROM board in any combina
tion of slots. This becomes important 
when both languages are desired along 
with full disk emulation. While at first 
this idea may seem reasonable, certain 
boards may not work. 

Take for example the Apple Lan
guage System Card. In addition to being 
a 16K RAM board, it also contains an auto
start Monitor ROM. Therefore, when
ever the RAM is not active, this ROM 
takes over the $F800·$FFFF space. In 
fact, because of this, the Monitor ROM on 
the motherboard is never used and can 
even be removed. From this discussion, 
it is obvious that the language card can· 
not be completely "turned off" from the 
$F800·$FFFF space and therefore will 
conflict with any board in another slot 
that tries to use this space. 

Our first attempt to run such a com· 
bination of cards was unsuccessful; the 
computer would just hang up whenever 
the RAM card was accessed. Because we 
had a modified language card (see 
"Make Your Apple More Flexible," 
Softalk, December 1981), it was possible 
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to disable the language card's ROM, at 
which point the problem disappeared. 
Since no mention of any incompatibility 
was made in the instruction manual, we 
contacted the manufacturer about this. 
The company was unaware of any prob
lems and insisted that their board could 
be used simultaneously with a language 
card. We tried their board in several 
other Apples and found that it worked in 
every machine except the original one. 

After scrutinizing both the hardware 
and software, we came to the following 
conclusion: Although technically speak
ing the memory conflict described above 
does exist, it appears that the RAM board 
is capable of overriding the language 
board's PROM. This is probably so be
cause the RAM board drives the data bus 
through a high-current bus driver IC. 
Simply stated, this chip has more power 
to put its information on the bus while 
swamping out the signals coming from 
the language card. 

Although this answers the questipn of 
why this arrangement works on alinost 
all Apples (we may have the onJ,y Apple 
on which it doesn't), it also indicates that 
there may be a reduction in the comput
er's reliability and/or component life. 
Therefore we recommend that you elimi
nate this condition. 

Fortunately, the solution is quite sim
ple. For the language card, it involves the 
addition of a single switch as outlined in 
the aforementioned article. Applesoft 

GOTO 152 

Your Pascal too slow? 
Not anymore ••• 

wirh rhe PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT, which includes THE MILL: rhe eosiesr 
woy ro give you• Poscol sysrem o Tremendous performonce boosr. 

Here is how ir works: 
1) Plug in THE MILL 
2) Run our configuror1on progrom one rime 
J ) Thor's oll 

You now hove o JO ro JOO% fosrer Poscol P-moch1ne, ond you 
don'r hove ro recompile. reprogrom or relink. FORTRAN users moy 
also roke odvonroge of THE PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT. Conrocr your 
locol Apple deoler for more informor1on. 

THE ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT KIT 

STELLATION TWO mokes ovoiloble rhe rools necessary ro roke full 
odvonroge of THE MILL. Enrer rhe world of true MULTIPROCESSING 
w1rh THE PASCAL SPEED-UP KIT ond THE ASSEMBLER DEVELOPMENT 
KIT. ovoiloble only from STELLATION TWO. 

Find our obour 
THE MIU and ger 
involved w orh rhe 
horresr irem on rhe 
personal compurer 

morl,er rodoy. 

No exisring personal compurer 

con give you rhe power, 
performance ond price of THE MILL'S 

THE MILL transforms · 
the 8-bit Apple 11 

inro o compurer rhor acts like o 
16-bir machine THE MILL hos 

unique hardware feorures rhor 
permir rhe 6809 ro run or full 

speed ( 1 megohem:) and 
allow rhe 6502 ro run or 

6809-6502 combinoroon · 

P. 0. BOX 2J42 
SANTA 13Al\13ARA, CA. 9J120 
(805) 966-1140 





For some, the annual West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco is a unique educa
tional opportunity with hundreds of conferences to attend and exhibits to study. For others, 
it is a place to meet with the top minds in_the microcomputer industry and exchange new 
ideas. Still others attend the fair just to get a sneak preview of new products soon to be re
leased onto the market. And many, no matter which they come for, also claim the fair to be 
the social event of the year in the microcomputer world. 

The Seventh West Coast Computer Faire seems to be all that and more, with everything 
from tutorials for novices to state of the art technical presentations for the expert. Held the 
third weekend of March at the San Francisco Civic Auditorium, the West Coast Computer 
Faire is the largest trade exhibit of microcomputers for end users in the United States. 

This year's fair boasts more than one hundred conference speakers and about six 
hundred auditorium exhibits. "And with that many presentations and demonstrations, you 
cover everything in sight," says Jim Warren, the creator and yearly coordinator of the 
event. 

Warren's hardly exaggerating. Just for starters, some of the topics to be discussed in
clude "Biomedical Applications of Computers," "Micros in Local Government," "Legal 
Issues," "Software Protection," "Inexpensive Expansion of Your 6302," "Computers in 
Speed Reading," "Enhancing Your Apple II," "Bionic Speech Processing as an Alterna
tive to More Traditional Forms of Speech Recognition," "Computer Networks in the United 
Kingdom," "Micro Based Geographical Informational Systems," and "How To Use the 
Computer To Design Tiffany Lamps." 

Approximately six hundred booths will display computer applications in music, pre
school education, agriculture, home, business, and much more. There will be booths selling 
everything from computer systems and computer components to computer T-shirts. 

Warren expects between twenty-five thousand and forty thousand visitors to the fair 
from all ove~ the United States as well as large groups of enthusiasts from Australia, 
Canada, Japan, and South America. 

The average West Coast Computer Faire attendee, according to Warren, may be from 
any of a wide range of careers and interests. "We usually attract the serious hobbyist, 
computer or electronic professionals, and people who are using the computer as an infor
mation processor in their profession or avocation. A lot of people also come because they 
realize computers are the future and they'd better learn about them." 

Warren, who is himself a computer professional, first conceived the idea of the West 
Coast Computer Faire back in 1976, about the time when microcomputers were first coming 
into existence. He originally intended it to be a swap meet and considered Stanford Uni
versity as a possible site. When his request to use Stanford's facilities was turned down, 
Warren briefly considered taking over a nearby field, but he settled for the San Francisco 
Civic Auditorium, which had, among other things, electrical outlets. And when thirteen 
thousand people crowded into the first show during the spring of 1977, Warren knew he had 
created much more than the average swap meet. 

"People are interested in learning all they can about their micros," Warren explains. "If 
computerists with good ideas just knew about the other people doing similar things in the 
same fields, they could get together, learn from each other, and do things that much 
better. 

''The conference program is the value of the fair. The major feature is an opportunity to 
exchange significant technical information." 

And what does Warren see in the future? The Eighth Annual West Coast Computer 
Faire, of course! 

"The only thing larger is the National Computer Conference in Illinois," admits Warren. 
"It's the largest in the world, but it's about big computers only-the Univac, IBM, PDP. My 
show is for owners of micros-the real computers." 

The Seventh West Coast Computer Faire is being held March 19, 20, and 21 at the San 
Francisco Civic Auditorium in San Francisco. A $115 pass covers admission to all three days 
of the show. JI 

Previewins 
the West Coast Computer Faire 
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They soid it couldn't be done . 

There were doubters, critics, jealous competitors, ond even the outhor himself . 

But against all odds, the greatest feet since Joe DiMaggio's fifty-six gome hitting streok hos finally been completed. Worthy to be coiled one of the seven 
wonders of the modern world, Assembly Lines : The Book con no longer be coiled Assembly Lines: The Foble. 

This magnificent obsession of Roger Wagner's consists of reprints of his popular Softolk Assembly Lines column from October '80 through December '81. 
Laboring mightily, Wegner hos fleshed out ond mode additions to these fifteen columns. Like some benign deity of old , Wegner hos olso bestowed on us 
mortals o veritable pantheon af on appendix thot expends heroically on the original moteriol. 

If yau ore one of the victims thot benefited from Soffa/k's honesty when we foiled to deliver the book earlier, then now is the time to try ogoin. We won't 
return your money this time . You' ll get either Assembly Lines: The Book or two shores of stock in Slipshod Software. 

If you held off until you could octuolly see o copy of Wagner's book then the woit is over. Of course you still con't exactly see o copy, not unless you go to 

the West Coost Computer Foire in Son Francisco, Morch 19-21, where there will be odvonce copies for display ond sole. 

Toke our word for it. Assembly Lines: The Book will dozzle your mind ond thrill your computer. Imagine being oble to soy thot you were the first person on 
your block to hove Roger Wagner's book. Your neighbors will be peo green with envy os they see you learning assembly longuoge programming ot o basic 
level while they ore stuck ploying Bloodbath or tackling VisiGrind. 

Worth more then o chonce to perform on stoge with the Rolling Stones, Assembly Lines: The Book costs o low low $19.95, plus $1.50 for postage and 
handling. 

This is not a deol to be passed up. Send in your order ond payment now ond your knowledge of microcomputers will never be the same agoin. 

Softolk Book 
11021 Mognolio Boulevard 
North Hollywood , Colifornio 91601. 
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly 
Language, Part 18 

Last month we examined the techniques for passing data 
back and forth between Applesoft and machine language in the 
form of standard Applesoft variables. This was greatly facili· 
tated by the use of the already existing internal Applesoft rou· 
tines. A natural extension of this idea is to use other internal 
Applesoft routines as may be appropriate to our given task. 
One of the most interesting applications of this is in the area of 
hi-res graphics, as indicated by recent correspondence to this 
magazine. 

There are two main reasons for doing hi-res graphics from 
machine language. The first and most obvious is speed. By do· 
ing many of the operations directly in machine language, the 
basic overhead (so to speak) of Applesoft is avoided, thus pro· 
ducing a noticeable speed increase in the overall program. Be 
aware however, that since we are still ultimately calling Ap· 
plesoft routines, the speed increase has a certain limit. Great
er speeds are obtained only by creating specialized and dedi· 
cated routines that perform only a specific function. The nor· 
mal Applesoft routines are designed to be flexible and to occu· 
py a minimum of space. Faster routines will do less and possi· 
bly be-larger in terms of memory use. The trade-off must be 
weighed. 

The second reason is simply the convenience of being able 
to do the same things, including graphics, from machine lan
guage, that you are able to do from Basic. To this end, the tech· 
niques presented in this article should be quite adequate. In fu· 
ture issues, we'll explore the creation of specialized routines 
that give higher speed and independence from the Applesoft 
routines. 

Ground School. Before jumping into the intricate details of 
the various routines, we'll impose upon your patience long 

, enough to describe briefly the model of Apple hi-res graphics 
used for the current discussion. This may seem unnecessary, 
but it will provide the common ground for the points to be 
made in this particular presentation. As you'll see in later ls· 
sues, there are a number of different ways of looking at the to
tal screen environment. 

For the time being, we'll use an approximation of what ls 
usually viewed as the "classical" explanation of the hi-res 
screen in figure 1. 

The array of possible points to be plotted consists of a field 
of 192 lines, each of which ls made up of 280 points. If a mixed 
mode of graphics plus text is selected, only 160 graphics lines 
are displayed. On the majority of Apples, six colors are avail· 
able: black, white, green, violet, orange, and blue. 

The colors have been assigned to eight numeric values, as 
follows: 

Set 1 

0 = Blackl 
1 =Green 
2 =Violet 
3 = Whitel 

Set 2 

4 = Black2 
5 = Orange 
6 = Blue 
7 = White2 

White ls created by plotting two color points right next to 

each other lgreen/violet or orange/blue). Black, when specifl· 
cally plotted, ls done by turning off two adjacent color dots. 

The model gets shaky when we have to tell you that things 
like "odd colors" (green or orange) can only be plotted at odd 
x-coordinates (l,3,15 ... ), and that "even colors" (blue or violet) 
can only be plotted at even x-coordinates (0,2,4 ... ). It gets even 
worse, but we'll save the horror stories for next month. For the 
time being, you'll have many fewer headaches if you limit 
yourself to using the colors from only set 1 or set 2. Even bet· 
ter, stick to black and white for the time being, and fewer mys· 
terious things will happen. 

Landmarks. A number of the fundamental hi-res routine 
entry points are more or less documented in various publica
tions relating to the Apple. A brief summary is given here: 

Routine Address Description 

HGR 
HGR2 
HCLR 
BKGND 

$F3E2 
$F3D8 
$F3F2 
$F3F6 

HCOLOR $F6FO 

HPOSN $F411 

HPLOT $F4157 

HFIND $Fl5CB 

HLIN $F153A 

0,0 ($0,0) 

~ 

0, 159 ($0,9F) 

It 
0, 160 ( $0,AO) 

it-

Initializes to hi-res page l, clears screen. 
Initializes to hi-res page 2, clears screen. 
Clears current screen to blackl. 
Clears current screen to last plotted 
HCOLOR. 
Sets HCOLOR to contents of X register 
(0·7). 
Positions hi-res "cursor" without plotting. 
Enter with X,Y (low,high) =horizontal po
sition, accumulator = vertical position. 
Identical to HPOSN, but plots current 
HCOLOR at coordinates given. 
Returns current "cursor" position. Useful 
after a DRAW to find where you've been 
left. Coordinates returned in: $EO,El = 
horizontal (low ,high) , $E2 = vertical. 
Draws a line from last plot to point given. 

($8B,4F) 139,79 

j, 

Figure 1. 

($117,0) 279,0 

J, 

($117,9F) 279, 159 

~ 
($117,AO) 279, 160 

~ 

Hi-res screen coordinates. 
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Routine Address Description 

A,X (low.high) = horizontal, Y = vertical 
position. 

SHNUM $F730 Puts address of shape number indicated 
by X register into $1A,1B; returns with 
X,Y (low.high) also set to address of that 
shape table entry. 

DRAW $F601 Draw shape pointed to by X,Y (low,high) 
in current HCOLOR. Note: X,Y point to 
specific entry, not the beginning of the ta
ble. Call SHNUM first. 

XDRAW $F65D Erases shape just drawn (if there) by do
ing an exclusive or with the screen data. 
Load X,Y (low,high) with address of shape 
to XDRA W or call SHNUM first with X 
register = shape number. 

A Test Flight. To illustrate how these are actually put to 
use, assemble and run the following program: 

1 ******************* 
2 • HIRES DEMO - #1 • 
3 ••••••••••••••••••• 
4 • 
5 • 
6 
7 
B • 
9 PREAD 
10 WAIT 
11 PBO 
12 HCOLOR 
13 HGR 
14 HPLOT 
15 HPOSN 

L I 
The gnos1s version of P-LIS P 

has been ackn owledged· as 
the finest a nd most complete 
available for App le m icro
computers. and. with the addi
llon o f floating point math and 
HI -RES graphics. it becomes an 
indi spensable tool for edu
cators: scientists . business ex 
ecutives. mathematicians. or 
app lications requiring arhlicial 
intelligence This excellent pro 
gram is now avmlable lor only 
SI 99 95 ( DOS. 3.3 on ly ) 

Included in an attract1ve 
binder is a ninety page u ser·s 
manual which will md you i n 
c reating your P-LISP programs 
This manual is also avmlable 
separately lo r $20.00. which is 
fully refundable on purchase o l 
the p rogram 

P-LISP will run on a 48K o r 
larger APPLE ll /I I ~. and w!ll 
take advantage of ALL avml -

OBJ S6000 
ORG S6000 

EQU SFBlE 
EQU SFCAB 
EQU SC061 
EQU SF6FO 
EQU SF3E2 
EQU SF457 
EQU SF411 

s p 
for the Apple JI 

able memory Supplied with the 
interpreter are several sample 
programs including a complete 
ELIZA 

For those ol you who do no t 
fully understand P-LlSP. we have 
available the P-LISP Tutonal for 
$25 00 This expertly writ ten text 
is bound in a handso me binder 
and is packaged to include a 
disk containing all the sample 
programs referenced in the text 
a t no extra charge 

App !esoll I n ROM or a l onQuoge car d I§ ne ed ed 

10 1 tlootiri.g p a in! math 

formerty Pegasys Systems, Inc. 
4005 Chestnut Street-Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Orders Only: 800-523-072S-Penna. Residents: 215-387-1500 
Penosylvon10 residen ts odd 6._ soles to:r. Apple 1s o llodemorlr. or App le Com p u!er Inc 

16 
17 
lB 
19 
20 
21 
22 

6000: 4C 11 60 23 
6003: 01 oc 04 24 
6006: OC 12 3F 25 
6009: 20 64 2D 26 
600C: 15 36 lE 27 
600F: 07 OC 2B 

29 
6011: 20 E2 F3 30 
6014: A2 03 31 
6016: 20 FO F6 32 

33 
6019: A9 OC 34 
601B: AB 35 
601C: AA 36 
6010: 20 57 F4 37 
6020: A9 17 3B 
6022: A2 01 39 
6024: 20 3A F5 40 

6027: A9 17 
6029: A2 01 
602B: AO 9F 
6020: 20 3A 

6030: A9 OC 
6032: A2 OC 
6034: AO 9F 
6036: 20 3A 

6039: A9 OC 
603B: A2 OC 
6030: AO OC 
603F: 20 3A 

6042: A9 03 
6044: B5 EB 
6046: A9 60 
604B: B5 E9 

604A: A2 OC 
604C: 20 lE 
604F: 9B 
6050: DO 02 
6052: A9 01 
6054: B5 E7 
6056: A9 lB 
605B: 20 AB 
605B: A2 01 
6050: 20 lE 
6060: B4 F9 
6062: A9 lB 
6064: 20 AB 

6067: A2 BB 
6069: AO OC 
606B: A9 4F 
6060: 20 11 
6070: A2 01 
6072: 20 30 
6075: A5 F9 
6077: 20 01 

607A: AD 61 
6070: 30 92 
607F: 10 C9 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

F5 46 
47 
4B 
49 
50 

F5 51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

F5 56 
57 
5B 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

FB 64 
65 
66 
67 
6B 
69 

FC 70 
71 

FB 72 
73 
74 

FC 75 
76 
77 
7B 
79 

F4 BO 
Bl 

F7 B2 
B3 

F6 B4 
B5 

co B6 
B7 
BB 
B9 

HLIN 
ROT 
SCALE 
SHNUM 
DRAW 
PTR 

• 
ENTRY 
TABLE 

• 
E2 

• 
BORDER 

• 
• 

• 

• 

SET 

• 
READ 

Rl 

• 
DSPLY 

• 
CHK 

• 

EQU $F53A 
EQU SF9 
EQU SE7 
EQU SF730 
EQU SF601 
EQU $EB 

JMP E2 
HEX 010004 
HEX OC123F 
HEX 206420 
HEX 15361E 
HEX 070C 

JSR HGR; CLR SCRN 
LOX #S03; WHITE = 3 
JSR HCOLOR 

LOA #SOC; Y = 0 
TAY 
TAX ; X = 0 
JSR HPLOT; PLOT 0,0 
LOA #S17; 
LOX #SOl ;X = S117 
JSR H LIN ; HLIN TO 279,0 

LOA #S17 
LOX #SOl ; X = 279 
LOY #S9F; Y = 159 
JSR HLIN ; HLIN TO 279, 159 

LOA #SOC 
LOX #SOC; X = 0 
LOY #S9F ; Y = 159 
JSR HLIN; HUN TO 0, 159 

LOA #SOC 
LOX #SOO; X = 0 
LOY #$00 ; Y = 0 
JSR HLIN ; HUN TO 0,0 

LOA #S03 
STA PTR 
LOA #$60 
STA PTR + 1 ; SET TABLE TO $6003 

LOX #SOC ; PDL(O) 
JSR PREAD 
TYA 
BNE Rl 
LOA #SOl;FIX 'O' -> '1' 
STA SCALE 
LOA #SlB 
JSR WAIT 
LOX #SOl ; PDL(l) 
JSR PREAD 
STY ROT 
LOA #S lB 
JSR WAIT 

LOX #SBB 
LOY #SOC; X = 139 
LOA #S4F ; Y = 79 
JSR HPOSN 
LOX #$01; SHAPE #1 
JSR SHNUM ; FIND SHP ADDR. 
LOA ROT 
JSR DRAW 

LOA PBO 
BMI E2 ; BUTTON PUSHED 
BPL READ ; NO PUSH 

When run, this routine will draw a border around the hi
res screen, and then draw the shape defined by the table in the 
center of the screen. Scale and rotation values may be changed 



DATA CAPTURE 4.cr 
"Fhe most advanced and easiest to use telecommunications program for use 

with the MICROMODEM II@ or the Apple COMMUNICATIONS CARD@. 

If you use your Apple It::@ computer to communicate with other Apples or with timesharing systems, then you need Data Capture 4.0. 

If you want to save stock quotes, ai rline schedules, electronic mail, or other data from a remote computer system for future use, 
then you need a smart terminal program for your Apple lltt~ . Data Capture 4.0 is the most user friendly and most flexible program of 
this type. It is specifically designed to take advantage of all the features of the Micromodem II@, but it works equally well with the Apple 
Communications Card@ and several other popular serial 
interface cards. 

Data Capture 4.0 is the only Apple II@ smart terminal 
program available which is fully copyable and modifiable. 
This means that you don't have to worry about backup. 
Go ahead and make all the backup copies you need. 

The unprotected format and helpful documentation 
make modifications to Data Capture 4.0 very easy to 
perform. In addition, fu ll technical support is available by 
phone from Southeastern Software. 

Data Capture 4.0 has many other features. Incoming 
data files are automatically captured regardless of length. 
Data in the memory buffer can be viewed, edited, printed, 
saved to or loaded from disk, or transmitted to the remote 
system at any time. An unattended mode of operation is 
provided so that you can call your Apple from another 
location and send data to it or load data from it. Data 
Capture 4.0 is fu lly compatible with the Apple Il l@ in 

Requires DISK II@>, Applesoft II@> and 48K of Memory 

DATA CAPTURE 4.0@ 1980-Southeastern Software 

"Appl&"', Apple II Plus"', Disk II® and APPLESOFT II!'!> are trademar1<s of Apple 

ComputAr Company. 

SOURCE - Source Telecomputing Corporation . 

"M1cromodem® is a trademar1< of D.C. Hayes Associates, Inc. 

emulation mode. It is also compatible with all popular 
lower case adapters for the Apple JI@, including the widely 
used shift key modification. An automatic logon utility for 
use with the SOURCE is provided with Data Capture 4.0. 
Also included is a HELP tex1 file containing the latest tips 
and suggestions on using Data Capture 4.0 effectively 
(many of these are the result of feedback from customers) . 

See your local Apple dealer today for a demonstration 
of Data Capture 4.0 or order direct from Southeastern 
Software at the address below. 

(Please include $2.50 for postage and handl ing.) 

If you presently own a previous version of Data Capture 
you may upgrade to the new version for the difference in 
price plus $2.50 for postage and handling. MASTER CARD 
or VISA orders may be placed by phone. 

DATA CAPTURE 4.0 . . . ... ... .... . .. .. .. ... .. $65.00 
DATA CAPTURE 4.0 I 80* ......... . . . . . . . . ... $90.00 

*Specify either Videx, Smarterm , Double Vision or 
Sup 'R' Term inal version 

- Dealer Inquiries Invited -
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binations of positive and negative numbers are shown in the 
four quadrants: 5 10 

Y+ 

-,+ +,+ 

+,-

5 • • 
~A ~ 

(5,5) B 
(10,5) 10 • 

/"\:. 

Y- c 
Even this, though, is more than we need to do Apple graph

ics, because the screen is done entirely in positive values, with 
the origin (0,0) in the upper left corner: 

(5, 10) 

Motion. So much for discussions of elementary graphing. If 
you understood the first example of drawing the border on the 
screen, all this is already known to you. The real'!on we men
tion it is to prepare you for the next idea, the one of motion. ..--------x+ 

ft\. 
(0,0) 

+,+ 

Y+ 

When something is moving, we say it has a velocity. Ve
locity has only two components, direction and magnitude. That 
is to say that the only things we have to worry about when 
simulating a moving object are its speed and direction of 
travel. Speed is measured in units of distance per unit of time. 
In the case of our screen display, something moving from point 
A to point Bin one second would have a speed of +G unitl'I per 
second. Likewise for something moving from A to C. Negative 
values are used to indicate something moving in a direction op· 
posite the given coordinate system. An object moving from B 
to A in one second would have a speed of -G units per second. 

The location of objects can always be given by the number 
pair associated with the X and Y (horizontal and vertical) 
axes. 

Now at this point you may find yourself tempted to throw up 
your hands and say, "I can tell where he's going and it doesn't 
sound fun!" You might think you're going to plunge deeper 
into the esoteric and rather uninteresting ramblinge of a 

Donald Brown's world of 
adventure. Continuing chal
lenges face characters who are 
developed, trained and sent on 
from disc to disc. SwordThrust 
allows you to fight, flee, even 
charm or make friends with ad
versaries. By far the most unique 
adventure game yet created. 
Already available: "The King's 
Testing Ground", "The Vampyre 
Caves", "Kidnapper's Cove", "The 
Case of The Sultan 's Pearl" and 
"The Green Plague". Each is a 
unique adventure with new 
characters in strange places. 
More on the way1 
Master Diskette "The King's 
Testing Ground" $29.95 
Each additional adventure $24.95 

(Who want to have fun) 

The strategy of chess and the 
action of combat! Jim Jacobson's 
provided hours of terror as you 
attempt to flee an enemy base 
(where you've been held captive). 
Robots, drones and stormtroopers 
will stop at nothing to get you. 
All YOlJ have are your wits and a 
few weapons. 
Mission Escape $24.95 

High finances and the stock 
market have driven more than one 
person insane. Donald Brown's 
game gives you the chance to 
match wits against up to 8 other 
players in a fast paced game of 
high stakes. Secret information, 
price fluctuations and the SEC all 
combine to drive you crazy, rich 
. . . or broke! 

Wall Street ;)i24.95 

All games requ ire 48k Apple !I f<• or Apple lll l") 
wi th Applesoft in R.O .M . and one disk drive 

CE Software• 801 - 73rd St.• Des Moines, Iowa 50312 • (515) 224-1995 



MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. 
Read how the unique, inexpensive MENU GENERATOR™ can organize 

all your program disks and save hours of non-productive work. 

Just fill out a simple form like this ..... . 

' Picture this: 
You sit down at your Apple II and boot your 

own custom sxstem disk. 
A "menu ' of numbered options appears . 

Perhaps one says "RUN FILE DEVELOPER." 
Another says "BOOT 13 SECTOR DISK." Other 
options you've defined might be "GAMES" and 
"HOME FINANCES." 

Say you select "GAMES" - just by entering 
a single digit. 

Immediately, another menu appears listing 
the games you own. If the one you select is on a 
different disk, the computer requests you to 
insert that disk and press a key to run it. 

If this sounds like a convenient way to use 
your computer system, you're right. 

If it also sounds like a lot of work to 
program, you're right again. 

Until now . 

Introducing the MENU GENERATOR. 
Now creating your own custom menus is as 

simple as filling out a form on your computer 
screen. 

Just run the MENU GENERATOR, and tell 
it what you want each menu option to say, and 
what action to take when that option is selected. 
You can RUN or BRUN a program, boot another 
disk, execute user-written BASIC statements , or 
perform any valid DOS operation . 

MENU GENERATOR will compile your 
entries into a neat, attractively-formatted screen 
menu, then automatically write a documented, 
bug-free Applesoft program to generate and process 
the menu. 

You can list, copy, and modify this program 
if you want to add your own touches. A single disk 
will hold data for up to 150 different menus. 

To create professional-looking menus like this. 

Make it easy on others, too! 
If you write frograms that other people are 

going to use, you'] find that a few good menus are 
worth 100 pages of instructions. You'll be 
thankful , too, when you put the program aside for 
a couple of months and then try to use it again! 

Pays for itself the first time you use it. 
Using the MENU GENERA TOR should save 

at least 95% of the time you'd spend writing your 
own menu program.Atjust $39.95,can you afford 
not to have this great labor saver working for 
you? 

MENU GENERATOR comes complete with 
program disk, backup disk, and 40-page manual . 
It runs on a 48k Apple II Plus, under DOS 3.3 . 

Ask your dealer for MENU GENERATOR, or 
order direct from Crane Software for $39.95 
(shipping included). Payable by VISA, Master 
Card, check, or COD. California residents add 6% 
sales tax . 

Give your Apple a lift. 
~ron\9 
~®f~w~r~ 

~IA~.. Crane Software Inc. 
16835 Algonquin, Suite 611 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 
(714) 846-8005 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Apple II and Applesoft are trademarks 

of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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physics teacher and end up who-knows-where and for what 
good reason anyway? 

Well, first of all, you're only going to have to wade ln a very 
little bit deeper (the scary part comes when we try to do nega
tive numbere In binary!). And second of all, the point of all thh1 
will be the simple goal of bouncing a little ball around on the 
screen. As it happens, we mu.et know a little of how the uni
verse works if we are going to simulate it on our TV screen. 
And If you really intend to end up with 8paceship11 careening 
wildly about, you'll have to 11how a little determination now to 
get the basics under your belt. So much for the half-time pep 
talk. 

The sticky question is how to handle objects that are mov· 
ing from, sa1, point C to A. Aa a cue of extremely good for
tune, it turn!! out we can consider the components of the mo
tion quite easUy, and achleve the 8ame end re8ult we want , 
without even having to know the objects' real diagone.l !peed. 

What this mearui i8 that we can glve an object both a hori
zontal and vertical component to it8 motion, and then do the 
appropriate calculatlon8 separately. 

Speed can be rephrased M "a change in poeitlon with re
epect to time." On the screen, what thle meana ie that 80me
thing will appear to move coil8istent with the real world M long 
as we keep replottlng Its position in a regular manner. The 
tlmebaee of the operations end& up depending on how faet we 
cycle through the replottlng pattern. Since an example can 
work wonders, let's take a moment to examine a program In 
(oh no!) Applesoft: 

10 HGR 
20 X= O, Y= 80 
30 V-=1 
100 REM DRAW LOOP 

HCOlOR = 3: REM WHITE 
120 HPLOT X,Y , REM DRAW OBJECT 
130 HCOLOR "' 0: REM BLACK 
140 HPLOT X,Y : REM ERASE IT 
200 REM MAKE IT MOVEI 
210 x"' x + v 
220 IF X > 278 THEN V = V" (-1) 
230 If X < 1 THEN V = V • (-1) 
240 GOTO 100 

This program will bounce a tiny epot off the left and right 
sldee of the screen. The important thinp to note are that 1) 
motion Le eimulated by adding a co11.11tant velocity factor V to 
the position of each cycle, 2) the object Is eraeed from ite old 

position before being redrawn at the new one, and 3) a bounce 
is basically a complete reversal of the velocity factor, t1tat 11!1, 
the value is multiplied by minw one. The l!lpeed with which ev
erything ls executed depend& on the inherent epeed of the pro· 
gramming language and how fast we can cycle through the 
service loop. If for some reMon the loop ehown wM too fut, 
you could put a for-next delay loop in anywhere along the line. 
If it wa.s too slow, you could lncrea.se the .speed factor, V, from 
1 to a larger number. Larger number.s produce more jerky mo
tion, however. The other option would be to write it in machine 
language! 

Before doing that, though, let's make it two-dimenaional by 
glving the ball both horizontal and vertical component.! to it.s 
motion: 

10 HGR 
20 X=140:Y=BO 
3o xv--1,YV=l 
100 REM DRAW LOOP 
110 HCOLOR "' 3, REM WHITE 
120 HPLOT X,Y: REM DRAW OBJECT 
130 HCOLOR .. 0: REM BLACK 
140 HPLOT X,Y : REM ERASE IT 
200 REM MAKE IT MOVEI 
210 X = X +XV: Y "' Y + YV 
220 .IF X > 27B THEN XV= XV" (-1) 
230 IF X < 1 THEN XV= XV" (-1) 
240 IF Y > 1.58 THEN YV • YV " (-1 ) 
2.50 IFY<lTHENYV=YV*(-1) 
260 GOTO 100 

In thil!I program, we watch both component.! of motion, ver
tical and horizontal. Again, a bounce conai8t8 of taking the 
negative value of the component we are rever.slng. The flicker 
1.s caused by erMing the dot .so econ after we draw It and alee 
by the .scanning nature of the TV or monitor, It can be 
smoothed out by adding a line: 

125 FOR I "" 1 TO ,5, NEXT I 

Thl.s will alee slow down the speed of the ball a bit, but it 
doe.s help the overall screen appearance. You are advi.sed to 
watch thi.s fascinating program run for a while, meditating on 
the nature of the programming .steps occurring throughout the 
travel, and particularly at each bounce . Thl.s concept ie eseen
tial to any further animation efforte on your Apple. 

We'll continue thie diecwslon next month. Jll 



The complete word on Apple Hand Apple 111 prod
ucts comes from the folks atVanLoves. The 1982 issue 
will be available soon in a form less bulky than pictured 
above, with details on more current software and more 
current peripherals than you ever imagined were avail
able for your Apple. 

Here's a resource no Apple owner should be 
without. Hundreds of pages of brief descriptions on 
software and peripherals as well as a list of companies, 
a list of Apple clubs, and a list of books. 

Added to this year's edition is a comprehensive in
dex that will make using the directory even easier. 

The plethora of products now available makes your 
Apple more exciting. Wouldn't it be heavenly to have 
Vanloves at hand to help make the best choices? 

At computer stores and book stores everywhere, or 
order from: 

QvAnLoves ---------- 800-255-5119 
Vital 

Information Inc. 
7899 Mastin Dr. Overland Park KS 66204 
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For starters, it has a 16K buffer expandable on board to 
32K. It supports all of the Grappler-type text and graphics 
commands, and it can even dump mixed text and graphics 
screens. Microbuffer II uses a CMOS microprocessor to con
serve the Apple's power supply and keep the heat down. It has 
a self test mode, 40/80 column default select, bypass mode (to 
emulate an Apple Parallel Card), and a reset disable switch. 
This last switch allows the printer card to continue sending, 
even when the Apple's reset button has been pressed. 

Another nice feature is the buffer zap command, control-I 
Z. This allows you to clear out the buffer in case you don't want 
the rest of it printed out. Although the unit we tested used the 
simplified 10-wire connector, we were informed that an im
proved version has already been designed. It will carry the full 
standard and have several other new features. 

Practical Peripherals seems to have a very judicious pol
icy about updates-anyone purchasing an earlier board will be 
allowed to exchange it for the improved version. The Micro
buffer II can be purchased with either a 16K buffer for $2119 or 
with 32K for $299. 

Another way to get serial and parallel interface capabil
ities is with one of the multi-function cards on the market. We 
will evaluate several of these in the May issue. 

IRE VDU 
·1 11¥ FOi 
DEMO ll&K? 
Demo Disk magazine is a new idea. On one two-sided diskette you get 
short demos of current software. 

Some of the most important software publishers in rnicrocomputerdom 
will provide tasty previews of their products. Many types of software 
will be on the first issue including educational, entertainment, and util
ity software. 

It's like going to the movies and seeing two hours worth of coming 
attractions. 

Soon you will be able to get Demo Disk free at your local retailer. But 
you can get an advance look by stopping by the So/talk booth at the 
West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco, March 19-22. Bring a 
blank diskette and you can °get the first issue of Demo Disk free of 
charge. For those without a . blank disk, copies of Demo Disk will be 
available for $3. 

See you at the fair and don't forget that blank diskette! 

As you can see, we've come a long way from the simple 
parallel interface board. What we are also starting to see is a 
prime example of what is called distributed processing. We 
can now have the Apple's cpu executing the desired program, 
sending data to an intelligent pinter card. The microprocessor 
there takes the data in at the Apple's speed, and then handles 
transmission to the printer. In most cases, there will be one or 
more microprocessors in the printer to handle all of its vari
ous functions. 

Looking back the other way, we can also have a co-proces· 
sor board like the SoftCard, Mill, 8088, or even 68000 board han· 
dling all the data processing, using the Apple's 61!02 for simple 
1/0 handling. In a future column we will examine other inter· 
face standards such as the IEEE GPIB and local networks. 

JI 

Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014; ( 408) 
996-1010. SSM Microcomputer Products, Inc., 2190 Paragon Dr., San 
Jose, CA 95131; (408) 946-7400. TYMAC Controls, c/o Microware Dis· 
tributing, 1342-B Route 23, Butler, NJ 07405; (201) 838-9027. Olensky 
Bros., Inc., 3763 Airport Blvd., Mobile, AL 36608; (205) 3*4-7448. Or
ange Micro Inc., 31150 E. La Palma, Suite I, Anaheim, CA 92806; (800) 
854-8275 toll free. Practical Peripherals, Inc., 31245 La Baya Dr., West
lake Village, CA 91362; (213) 991-8200. 

OLIVIERl'S 

By now, you are probably convinced, a.s we were, of 
what a nice person Softalk business columnist Peter Oli
vieri Is. Few of us suspected the streak of secret 
voyeurism that revealed itself when he demanded that we 
molest you with the nosy questionnaire you'll find on the 
attached card. 

Oh, he tried to cover It up. "The results could be very 
interesting to all our readers," he proclaimed. "After all, 
It doesn't ask our readers to give their names .... 
Wouldn't you like to know what sort of folks our fellow Ap
ple owners are?" Then came the giveaway: "Send them 
to me. The results will be fun to analyze .... "Fun, Pet· 
er? Hmmmm. 

Nevertheless, Softalk likes to keep Its writers happy, 
and, well, maybe It would be kind of fun ... and Interest
ing ... 

We've paid the postage already, so all you need to do Is 
fill out the card, tear It out-It's already perforated-and 
stuff It ... In a mailbox. It'd be ideal if you could do all 
this by April 15, but If you don't think of It until you're 
reperuslng the magazine In September 1996, send It then 
anyway. Your Info may not make the first roundup, but a 
wizened, crotchety Softalk staff will have a good laugh. 

Help us humor everyone's favorite business writer, 
the cute little guy In the Mind Your Business logo. Send in 
your Inquisition Questionnaire today. 

INOUISITION 



Fill in and mail your questionnaire before April 15, 1982. 

About You 
Age ____ State of residence --------- Occupation _________ _ 

Sex Highest education level --------- Annual Income-----
About Your Apple 
How many Apples have you? Disk drives? ___ _ 

Circle configuration: 

Model: II II Plus III DOS: 3.2 3.3 

Memory: 16 32 48 64 128 2:16 

Circle the peripherals you have: 

Printer (brand and model?------------------------

Hard disk (storage?-----
Communications card--------- SoftCard ______________ _ 
Language card--------- Graphics tablet ______________ _ 

Other---------------------------------~ 
How many disks do you own? ____ _ 

What percent of your computer time do you use your Apple for: 
Home use ____ _ Business use ____ _ 

About Software 

DBMS 

Finance 

Taxes 

Accounting 

VisiCalc 

Statistics 

Package 
Type 

Own 
Now 

Brand 
Name 

Buy 
Soon 

Not 
Interested 

-~p_!e~ - - - - - - - ------+-------+------+-------t--------
Word Processor 

Plotter 

Graphics Package 

Games 

Games 
Games 

Some General Questions 
Do you write any of your own programs? ... If so, would your programming !eve be: Be-

ginner ... Intermediate ... Advanced . .. When you buy a piece of software, what are 

the most important characteristics for you? List as many as you wish In order of prefer-

ence~----------------------------------

What are the major drawbacks for you In using your system? 

What do you like most about your system? 

Any comments you'd like to share with other readers? 

Please fill out this card, pull it out, fold It along the dotted line, fold it over, and staple It 
closed. It needs no envelope or stamps. 
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Mind You• 
Business 

BY P~T~R OLIVl~RI 
One of the first questions prospective microcomputer own

ers ask is "What is the best personal computer?" The second 
question is usually "What can a microcomputer be used for 
anyway?" Most readers of this column have already found 
their answer to the first question, so in this month's install
ment, we'll provide some answers to question number two. 

Homing In. A personal computer is often used for games. 
Indeed, after its introduction into the home, the primary role of 
this new resident may be as an entertainer. After all, some of 
those games are great, and besides, applications for the home 
have not yet matured. As packages begin to appear that really 
tap the potential of the personal computer in the home, it's 
very likely that we'll see an increase in microcomputer sales, 
particularly as related to educational applications. In addi
tion, the microcomputer seems to be making a real place for it
self in small businesses. Well tested applications in account
ing, finance, data management, and so on, make the Apple a 
natural additional employee. 

Another setting in which the personal computer is making 
its presence felt is in businesses that are run from the home. 
Such businesses may be the primary means of support for an 
individual or family or may be the source of additional income. 

It's a good bet that as soon as people in the home begin to 
realize the microcomputer's potential, this market will de
velop rapidly. We'll begin to see an enormous growth in appli
cations, as well as an increase in the number of small busi
nesses.Home-based businesses will emerge to provide word 
processing/ report preparation, mailing list maintenance, in
come tax preparation, graphics design, letter writing and 
many other services. With this in mind, we'll be devoting a fu
ture column to a review of the potential applications of that 
personal computer of yours. 

Certainly, whether you're thinking of using your Apple in 
your current business or of going into business because you 
have an Apple, a guide that provides some help along the way 
is likely to be useful to you. Next issue will mark the beginning 
of a four-part series that will ultimately become A Guide for 
Planning and Using a Computer in a Small Business. The origi
nal plan had been to start the guide in this month's column, but 
readers are probably more interested right now in timely tax 
information, so the guide will begin next month instead. It will 
be well worth the wait (or the weight). 

Tax Time Draws Nigh. After the "Ides of March" comes 
the "IRS of April." If you're like most of us, you dread assem
bling all the documents and paperwork, struggling through the 
calculations, and then wondering in the end if you could have 
saved more money by doing your taxes some other way. You 
may have thought about income averaging, or about filing 
separately instead of jointly, only to decide against these meth
ods when you realized that they can sometimes require three 
times as much work as your usual methods. 

Let's face it. Doing taxes is a pain! 
Computers can help. After all, they're designed to perform 

routine, repetitive, boring, calculation-oriented tasks. (How 
better to describe doing taxes.) But there aren't a lot of tax 
programs available. Such programs are difficult to write, and 
even more difficult to maintain, particularly with so many 
changes in tax law each year. Because a variety of supple
mental forms may be chosen by particular taxpayers, it is dif
ficult to design a complete package. 

Tax Packages-Who Needs 'Em? Your first step in de
termining whether a tax package might be of use to you is to 

i 
assess your needs. If you don't itemize, if you file the shortest 
form possible, or if you evade taxes altogether, it's obvious 
that you don't need a tax program. And if you have several 
businesses, a multitude of tax shelters, and 140 tax prepara
tion books, it's wise to stick with your professional advisor. 

But if you do your own taxes, have one or two reasonable in
comes, itemize, use some of the additional forms, or have a 
small business, it's well worth it to consider obtaining and 
using one of the tax preparation programs. 

Of course, these packages don't tell you how to do your 
taxes. They don't advise you about what deductions to take, 
and they can't provide you with receipts that you don't al
ready have. 

A tax program will, however, do all of the calculations for 
you. It will allow you to try different methods (that is , filing 
jointly, separately, and so on), and to store all of your results 
on disk for comparison. In fact, if you're one of those really 
organized people, you can use a tax package at the end of each 
month throughout 1982 to keep your records up to date and 
have most of the work done by the time tax season rolls around 
next year. 

Who's Got What? Various software companies offer tax 
packages for the Apple. Among the ones we know of are two 
tax planning packages from Aardvark Software: Individual 
Tax Plan, designed for use by CP As and other professionals 
($300), and Personal Tax Plan ($130). Both programs are in
tended as aids in tax planning, rather than as tax preparation 
tools. 

Microlab offers a tax preparation package called Tax Man
ager (see Marketalk Reviews). This program is meant for use 
by individuals who are filling out Form 1040. An extensively re
worked version of a program formerly available from Taso, 
Tax Manager retails for $150. A $30 extended update fee pro
vides current users with information on any changes in rates 
or tax laws on a yearly basis. 

Other manufacturers have programs that will run on 
CP /M-based systems or an Apple with a language system. If 
you're an accountant or have very complex or detailed tax 
needs, you'll want to look carefully into what forms and options 
are provided by the various software vendors. 

One excellent tax package we're acquainted with is Tax 
Preparer from Howard Software. Priced at just $150, Tax Pre
parer is worth every penny (and of course, as is the case with 
any tax program, its cost is deductible). This package takes 
you through Form 1040 line by line and stores the information 
you fill in on the form. If a line on 1040 requires an entry that's 
the result of filling out another schedule (for example, Sched
ule A for deductions), you can exit Form 1040 and go to the ap
propriate schedule. After you've completed that schedule, the 
result of your labors is automatically posted in the proper po
sition on Form 1040. 

At any time while you're completing a form, you may exer
cise an option that allows you to spell out what may have led to 
the entry of a particular figure. For instance, if a line item on 
one of the forms equals $1,098, you can store a list (including 
alphabetic descriptions and dollar amounts) that backs up this 
figure . Lists of this sort can contain up to 1,000 items and can 
be added to or modified at your choice. In addition, lists can be 
printed along with the forms. The manual is well done, easy to 
use, and takes you through a sample set of forms to familiarize 
you with the program's features. 

Each year, for a modest additional charge, you can obtain a 



THE COMPLETE 
MAILING 
LABEL & 

FILING SYSTEM 

ULTRA PLOT 
SUPERB BUSINESS 

GRAPHICS 

AND THE 
INTERFACE 

BETWEEN THEM 
(WITH FILE UTILITIES) 

· Also included, special disk: 
Introduction To File 

Maintenance With Your 
Apple Computer 

(Available Separately: $10.00) 

"The Friendliest System for Your Apple™" 
Now you can use our Complete 

Malllnq Label Ir Flllng System for 
dynamic file maintenance: labels 1 to 4 
across, duplicate labels, customized 
labels; elaborate multi-level 
COUNT /SORTs, range sorts and partial 
field sorts; Formatted 80-column (or 
more) reports. A friendly manual and 
straightforward disk menus make this 
system a breeze to learn and use. 

Ultra Plot is beautiful business 
graphics, completely menu driven 
(with no commands to learn). Create 
Bar Charts, Stacked Bar Charts, Line 
Graphs, Filled Line Graphs, Scatter 
Charts, Pie Charts, Hi-Low Graphs, and 
(UNIQUE) Map Charts. Includes 
statistics. Data files or pictures may be 
saved to disk, edited, superimposed, 
etc. 

The Ultra Plot/Complete Malllng 
Label Ir Flllng System Interface 
allows you to use your mailing system 
data files to create Ultra Plot data or 
picture files. See' all of your mailing 
system information in graph or chart 
form! This utility will total and average; 
search, sort, and count. Also includes 
utilities: merge, reformat, index any 
field, subfile creation based on any 
search/sort you want. 

Your first step (and maybe your last) 
with your Apple Computer. 
Requires Applesott ROM, 48K, 1 or 2 
Disk Drives, DOS 3.2 or 3.3, Muffinable. 
8 Diskfuls, 5 part 3-ring manual $175 

VISA-MASTERCARD . See It at your dealer 

SMALL 
BUSINESS 
TRILOGY 
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new disk that contains the latest tax law updates and the new
est tax tables. In addition, new forms and options are always 
being added to the package to make it as complete as possible. 

The IRS is very particular about how forms are filled out or 
printed. Several options that conform to IRS guidelines are 
provided within the package, but even if you had to recopy the 
numbers by hand, this package would have saved you a great 
deal of time and effort. 

Resource Corner-Expanding Your Professional Library. 
If you're doing some of your own programming, you'll need to 
get involved at some point with using data files. If you haven't 
learned all about them already, you'd be well advised to pick 
up a copy of Apple Basic for Business by Alan J. Parker and 
John F. Stewart (Reston Publishing Company, $17.95 hard, 
$14.95 paper). This book is one of the better introductions to the 
use of Basic for writing programs on your Apple for applica
tion in your business. 

The book covers the components of Basic, and does so by 
using examples from a business setting. Chapters include 
material on data entry, using sequential files, adding and de
leting records from files, using direct access files, and princi
ples of designing programs. Information about graphics, edit
ing, and data base management is also provided. The many 
listings of Basic programs that are included in the book make 
it even more valuable. 

Basic Training. The Basic Handbook by David Lien 
(Compusoft Publishing, $19.95) is actually an encyclopedia of 
the Basic programming language. It was designed as a ref
erence for Basic. Thus, it contains a wide range of Basic state
ments (that is, those for Apple, TRS-80, Digital, and so on) . The 
book is attractively laid out, and the pages contain all of the 
statements in the language in alphabetical order. 

Each page begins with a short explanation of the function of 
a particular statement, followed by a test program that illus
trates its use and allows you to determine how the statement 

will work on your computer. A sample run of the test program 
is also provided. Next, alternative spellings and variations in 
usage are presented, along with another test program, if ap
propriate, to demonstrate a particular feature. 

The reader is then directed to any statements that might be 
related to the one being examined. If you're already familiar 
with programming but need to look up the syntax of a particu
lar statement every once in a while, this book should be on your 
bookshelf. And if you happen to work In an environment where 
several versions of Basic are used, you'll find this reference 
invaluable. 

If you're interested in using your personal computer In 
starting up your own business, you may be interested in a book 
called INC. Yourself by Judith McQuown (Warner Books, 
$5.95). This book has nothing at all to do with computers but it 
is a very readable and reliable reference for setting up your 
own corporation. It includes discussions about how to incorpo
rate, selecting an office site, dealing with your employees, ob
taining insurance, handling medical benefits, developing tax 
shelters and profit sharing plans, and preparing tax returns for 
your new business. Those of you who have been tempted to start 
your own business, perhaps from your home, should find this 
book quite useful. 

Special Reports. You may at some point want information 
about what printers are available for micro and minicomput
ers. Or you may be interested in learning more about word 
processing. Datapro Research Corporation offers a wide va
riety of unbiased reports on the latest Information processing 
products and methods. 

These reports include specifications, prices, character
istics, user ratings, product comparisons, selection guidelines, 
and so on. Reports cost $15 apiece; among the most recent ti
tles are "Glossary of 263 Word Processing Terms," "Manage
ment Guidelines for Office Automation," "User Ratings of 
Computer Systems," "How to Select and Install a Small Busi-

Supercharge Your APPLE //* 

The Axion RAMDISK™ 320K Memory System for 
the Apple II and Apple II Plus' provides access 
speeds never before available. The Axion memory 
system is designed to interact with Apple DOS 
3.3' and Apple Pascal 1.1' like two standard flop
py disk drives while delivering the lightning fast 
access speeds of RAM memory. This also leaves 
32K of RAM for advanced programming techni
ques. The interface board is slot independent and 
draws no power from your Apple . The 
rechargeable battery system built into the unit 
provides three hours of backup in the event of a 
power loss. Drop by your local Apple dealer or 
contact Axion, Inc. for more information. 

• Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 

• Pascal is a Trademark of U.C.S.D. Regents 

• Plug-in compatibility 

• 320K bytes of RAM (200NS) memory designed 
to function like two 35 track floppy disk drives 

• Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3 and Apple 
Pascal 1.1 

• Same size as the Apple Disk II' Drive 

• Invisible memory refresh ·even with the Apple 
iurned off 

• Rechargeable battery system built-in to pro
vide 3 hours of auxiliary power 

• Slot independent interface board · draws no 
power from your Apple 

• All firmware is in static RAM on the interface 
board 

• Includes software for diagnostic, fast load and 
copy routines, and business applications __.. 

A><LON 

170 N. Wolfe Road, 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(408) 730-0216 
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ness Computer," and "All About 149 Microcomputers." A list
ing of available reports can be obtained by writing to the com
pany directly (or visit your local library and see what they 
have from Datapro). 

A Helpful How-To. If you already have your own business 
and are considering using your computer in it, you should also 
consider getting a copy of Jules A. Cohen's How to Computer
ize Your Small Business (Prentice Hall, $7 .95). (This paper
back will also be useful to you if you have not yet decided on 
what computer or computer components you want or need in 
your business.) The book is easy reading and contains some 
good advice. 

The opening chapters cover data processing and comput
ers. In subsequent chapters, the author presents a plan for se
lecting the best system for your particular needs. He traces the 
steps necessary to evaluating what your needs are, and then 
provides checklists for you to follow in actually documenting 
your needs. Sample forms are also provided, along with ac
tual examples of many of the principles and steps suggested. 

New Perspective. This next recommendation is geared to
ward those of you who would like to know more about comput
ers, not from the electronic or design points of view, but from 
the user's or manager's perspective. The volume in question is 
a hardcover text entitled Information Processing Systems for 
Management by Hussain and Hussain (Richard D. Irwin 
$24.95). It is not for or about the Apple, but addresses instead 
what managers need to know about computers and how they 
can be applied to a firm's operations. 

This very readable book includes chapters on software, 
hardware, input ·and output equipment, storage devices, tele
processing, design of a database, database management sys
tems, developing an information system, conducting a feasi
bility study, designing a system, implementing a system, 
quality control, security, computer applications, and many 
other topics. 

Again, this book is not specific to the Apple, or even to 
microcomputers. But it's a thorough and well organized text, 

neither too technical nor too light. If you're thinking seriously 
of taking the next step toward expanding your horizons about 
computers, this book may be for you. 

The Readers Speak. "Of course, I like Softalk. However, 
are there other magazines that I should be reading or that 
might be valuable for me?" E. N., Columbia, South Carolina. 

I am certainly not biased when I say that I think Softalk 
(even with its new subscription policy) is the best reference of 
all for the Apple user. It's well written, more thorough in its 
coverage than any other magazine, and the best one-stop-shop
ping guide for the Apple that exists anywhere. 

Of course there are other magazines that are well written 
and valuable, although I don't think I'd necessarily subscribe 
to them just because I owned an Apple. As I said, Softalk is the 
only definitive Apple resource. While other magazines may 
have articles on Apple applications, or even a regular depart
ment that covers Apple applications, other magazines also 
cover many other machines. 

I look to other magazines for information or articles that 
are of particular interest to me. To answer your question (I 
feel like Santa Claus in Miracle on 34th Street telling you to 
shop at Gimbel's instead of Macy's), I like Creative Comput
ing (Morristown, NJ), It has a lot of equipment reviews, as 
well as articles about computing and artificial intelligence, 
and I find it interesting reading. Occasionally I purchase 
copies of Byte and Personal Computing (both Petersborough, 
New Hampshire). 

So long, and have a great month. JI 

Haward Software, 8008 Girard, Suite 310, La Jolla, CA 92037; (714) 
454-5079. Aardvark Software, 783 North Water Street, Milwaukee, WS 
53201; (414) 289-9988. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Road, Highland 
Park, IL 60035; ( 312) 433-7550. Datapro Research Corporation, 1805 Un
derwood Boulevard, Delran, New Jersey 08075; (609) 764-0100. Compu
Soft Publishing, 1050-E Pioneer, El Cajon, CA 92020; (714) 588-0996. 
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; (201) 592-2000. Richard D. 
Irwin, Homewood, IL 60430; (312) 957-5800. Warner Books, New York, 
NY 10001; (212) 484-80()(). Reston Publishing, 11480 Sunset Hills Road, 
Reston, Virginia 22090; (703) 437-8900. 
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Mana~f1ent 
System ZZ 

Price .......... . .. $120.00 
(California residents add 6% sales tax) 

COMPUTERIZED 
MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS 
1039 Cadiz Drive • Simi, Calif. 93065 

(805) 526·0151 

Visa, Mastercard and Dealer Inquiries welcome 

48K Apple with disk and 
ROM Applesoft required 

DOS 3.3 

ORGANIZE YOUR TAX RECORDS 

NEW RELEASE 
V" A unique concept for personal 

finance management, budgeting 
and tax accounting! 

V" A program that can be custom 
tailored to your unique require
ments under program control 
with absolutely no programming 
skills required! 

V" Packaged in a stand-up easel 
binder with over 200 pages of 
step by step documentation 
written in easy to understand 
laymen terms! 

V" Free back-up disk provided! 

,_-1 Completely menu driven, error 
avoiding, self-prompting entry 
system for data base input! 

//' Enter an entire month's check
ing, charge card, savings and 
cash accounts in just a few 
minutes through the use of 
unique 1 - 3 key entries! 

//' Great for small business and tax 
accounting applications! 

//' A bank reconciliation program 
with " real time" file balance 
totals as entries are made! 

//' A budget program that allows you 
to set up and maintain your own 
budget! 

//' An audit program that totals all of 
your files by budget or tax code 
for any 1 to 12 month period with 
year to date totals! 

//' A powerful search program that 
will find and group any given data 
by the codes that you define! 

//' Unlimited single entry dispurse
ments to different accounts! 

V" Absolutely the most versatile and 
complete personal and small 
business financial management 
system available for the Apple! 
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YOU CAN AFFORD 
TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft: 
A package for year-long record-keeping and year-end tax filing; prepares returns for several 
forms & all schedules using on-screen facsimiles; prints 1n IRS format for filing; buy now and 
purchase low-cost updates at year end. 

CREATIVE FINANCING by HowardSoft: 
A flexible package for evaluating real-life loans & investments; provides cash flow & R-0-1 
projections as well as payment tables and objective decisions; can be used to determine yield 
to maturity of discounted bonds, present value of annuities stream, buy vs. lease decisions, 
APR of loans including wraparounds and analyses of all new loan types. 

REAL ESTATE ANALYZER by HowardSoft: 
A tool for objectively comparing alternative investments and projecting future results; profes
sional in both analyses of cash flow & R-0-1 and client-oriented report printouts; allows what-if 
studies for changes in property values, loans, rents, taxes, operating expenses and the value of 
money; perfect for cash and profit projections on new or old rental property. 

ALL 3 ARE UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST TAX LAWS, INCLUDING ACRS 
DEPRECIATION AS CREATED BY THE I98I ECONOMIC RECOVERY ACT. 

Howard Software Services 
tor the SERIOUS Personal Computer User 

8008 Gl!ard Ave .Sulte 310 I La Jolla, CA 92037 1 (714)4545079 



PUT YOUR APPLE TO WORK FOR YOU! 
WITH THE THUNDERCLOCK PLUS™ 

As an APPLE user you already know all the things your APPLE can do. Now Thunderware 
expands that list with the THUNDERCLOCK PLUS, the complete clock/calendar system 
for your APPLE! Your programs can read the month, date, day-of-week, hour, 
minute, and second in any of APPLE'S languages. On-board batteries keep 
your THUNDERCLOCK running accurately when your APPLE is off - for up 
to 4 years before battery replacement. But that's just the beginning. 

The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is the most useful and versatile peripheral 
you can put in your APPLE. It can keep your disk files organized by 
time-and-date-stamping them, it enhances the usability of many of the 
new business/professional software packages for accounting, filing, and 
time management, and it can remotely control lights and appliances 
for security or display purposes in your business or home. 

SOFfWARE PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY 
Many of today's important software packages for data-base 
management, business applications, communications, and time management are designed to use the 
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS. If you have or plan to purchase any of these packages, a THUNDERCLOCK will greatly 
enhance their usefulness. 

•VISIDEX* (Personal Software) •DB MASTER and MICRO-MEMO (Stoneware) •MICRO-COURIER and MICRO
TELEGRAM (Microcom) •THE CASHIER and THE STORE MANAGER (High Technology) •BUSINESS PLUS and 

DISK VOLUME 254 

*A 006 'HELLO 
*A 006 CLOCK 
*A 004 FRAME 
*A 004 DISK. INFO 
*B 003 BACKOFF 
*B 005 SCREEN 
*B 002 TCPUTIL 
*B 004 SiiTIME .O 
*A 007 ADIGCLK 
*A 011 SET TIME 
*I 009 IDIGCLK 
*A 007 TIME 
*A 003 SLOT FINDER 
*A 014 DEMO 

07/07 16:37 
0.6/08 09 :07 
06/08 09:08 
06/17 16:13 
06/17 16:13 
07/24 17:32 
06/17 16:13 
06/17 16:13 
05/19 08:05 
06/08 09:08 
05/19 08:05 
06/08 09:08 
07/07 16:56 
06/17 16:14 

NET-WORKS (Advanced Data Systems) ... and many others! 

THUNDERWARE'S DOS-DATER 
Our new DOS-DATER software upgrades the regular DOS on 
your disks so that DOS will use the THUNDERCLOCK to time
and-date-stamp disk files. Every ti me a program is saved or a file is 
modified, the current date and time to the minute are stored in 
the CATALOG with the file's name. You can tell at a glance when 
a program was saved or when any file was last modified. And this 
time/date stamping feature is completely automatic. That means 
any program which uses DOS will time/date stamp its files! 

REMOTE CONTROL 
Add Thunderware's X-10 INTERFACE OPTION to your 

THUNDERCLOCK PLUS and your APPLE can control lights and appliances through your BSR X-10 Home Control 
System on your pre-defined schedules. Our powerful SCHEDULER software allows you to create and modify 
schedules easily and execute them in the 'background', while using your APPLE for other tasks in the 'foreground'. 
Use your APPLE for energy management, display and security lighting, or laboratory/process control. 

Our PASCAL Software lets you use all the THUNDERCLOCK'S features in PASCAL and sets the F)iler date 
whenever you boot. 

You get all this versatility in just one peripheral system. Backed by a full one year warranty. See your APPLE dealer 
for a demonstration, or contact us for more information. We'll give your APPLE the best time around! 

Suggested retail prices: 

THUNDERCLOCK PLUS ........................... $139 

X·lO INTERFACE OPTION ......................... $49 

PASCAL SOFTWARE DISK ......................... $29 

DOS-DATER/DEMO DISK ........................... $29 

MANUALS ONLY,each ................................... $5 

Distributed by Apple Computer, Inc. 
and Computerland Corp. 

THUNDERWARE, INC. 
P.O. BOX 13322 

Oakland, CA 94661 
(415)-652-1737 

*Requires software supplied on DOS-DATER/DEMO disk. 

BSR X-10 " a trademark of BSR (USA) LTD. 

APPLE II i; a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC 
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Last month we discussed the utility program STAT.COM, 
and in relationship to that program we discussed the manner 
in which CP /M handles the interaction between itself (the sys
tem) and the outside world (the peripherals). Typically, this ls 
set up in one of two ways-either by the manufacturer of the 
system for those systems that are sold with all peripherals in 
place and functioning or by the CP /M user in those systems 
whose components are supplied separately or who may have 
purchased CP /M separately from Digital Research or one of 
its agents. In the latter case and occasionally in the former, the 
user ls required to write his own BIOS, or at least modify a 
sample BIOS supplied with the system. While this ls not terri
bly difficult in most cases, it ls by no means a trivial task, and 
a firm understanding of both CP /M and the system to be inter
faced to would be required. 

In Apple CP /M, the task is doubly difficult because of the 
fact that the CP /M Apple is a dual-processor system. For this 
reason, the BIOS was preconfigured by Microsoft for the most 
standard peripherals, and a means was provided to alter the 
BIOS to handle any special peripherals the user might wish to 
install. The means for making these alterations-and the sub
ject of this month's column-ls the utility program CON
FIGIO.BAS. 

CONFIGIO, unlike the utilities we have dealt with before, ls 
not a standard Digital Research program. In fact, no direct 
method of BIOS alteration ls normally provided in most other 
CP /M systems. This ls either because all configuration possi
ble has been done by the manufacturer, or because the user 
himself, having written or rewritten the BIOS in the first place, 
ls in a position to alter it. The Apple CP /Muser however, ls not 
in a position to alter the BIOS directly, nor ls he the owner of a 
nonexpandable system. Consequently, Microsoft implement
ed the BIOS with a special area they called the I/0 Configura
tion Block, or IOCB, that allows changes to be made easily to 
the BIOS I/0 control arrangement. Thus the Apple ls some
thing of a special case, and we hope all the better because of 
that singularity. 

CONFIGIO as a utility ls also unique in another way. It ls 
comprised of 186 lines of Basic code (that's right, Ba.eic) and 
contains several Z-80 machine language subroutines stored in 
the program as data statements. Using Basic routines and 
calling these Z-80 subroutines, CONFIGIO is able to alter di
rectly the IOCB and thereby allow the user to customize a sys
tem for specific peripherals. Before we take a closer look at 
what CONFIGIO does however, we need to know a little more 
about the structure of the IOCB, so we're going to take some 
not inconsiderable space to examine its physical structure. 

Each Apple CP /M system disk contains an IOCB that de
fines the way that CP/M system, if it's running in your Apple, 
will communicate with the outside world. Perform a cold boot 
with that disk, and you load that IOCB into memory. You may 
perform any number of warm boots or disk changes after that 
and you will not change the IOCB that was loaded from the 

original boot disk-until and unless another cold boot ls per
formed. The IOCB ls loaded into memory at Z-80 addresses 
F200H through F3FFH. Several items are located within this 
range of memory. Those items and their addresses are listed 
in table 1. 

The three user patch areas, located from F200 to F37F, are 
specific areas of RAM allocated as free space for the user to 
place peripheral driver routines that may be needed for non
standard peripheral cards or special filter-type routines that 
perform some operation on data either going to or coming 
from the peripheral. 

Next, the I/0 vector table ls simply a series of two-byte ad
dresses that are vectors into the standard BIOS routines han
dling the function to which the vector is assigned. For exam
ple, we described list output vector #1 last month as the loca
tion of a two-byte address of the general-purpose printer driver 
located in the BIOS. It is these vector contents that you must 
alter to point to your routine in the patch areas listed in table 1, 
when you wish to substitute your own driver for the standard 
one. More on this later. 

The next two areas in the IOCB are the software and hard
ware screen function tables. Basically, screen functions can be 
described as macro operations performed by the CRT display 
(usually referred to as the terminal, regardless of whether it's 
truly an external terminal or part of the computer itself). For 
example, if you wanted to clear the terminal's current line of 
unwanted characters and your cursor was at the beginning of 
the line, you could simply print sufficient spaces to erase the 
unwanted characters. Or you could issue sufficient carriage 
returns to scroll the display off the screen. Most terminals, 
however, have certain bullt-ln operations that perform such 

Address Ronge 

F200 to F27F 
F280 to F2FF 
FJOO to F37F 
F380 to F395 
F396 to FJAO 
F3Al to FJAB 
FJACto F3B7 
F3B8 
F3B9 to FJBF 
FJCO to FJDA 

FJDB to FJDD 
FJDE to FJDF 
FJEO to FJEF 

FJFO to FJFF 

IOCB STRUCTURE 

Function 

user potch o reo-slot 1 
user potch o reo-slot 2 
user potch areo-slot 3 
1/0 vector toble 
softwore screen function toble 
hordwore screen function toble 
keyboard redefinition toble 
number of system disk drives 
slot types toble 
the 6502/ Z-80 mode switching routine ond miscellaneous vec
tor locations 
not used 
Z·80 address of the SoftCord 
not used except os miscellaneous locations to store temporary 
do to 
Apple 6502 reset, NMI, ond other vectors 

Tobie 1. 
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functions automatically. Things like clear screen, clear to end 
of line, clear to end of page, and so on, are done in hardware for 
the most part and as such are much faster than the primitive 
methods we just described. Each type of terminal supports a 
certain number of functions-some more than others-and 
each has its own character or sequence of characters that it 
recognizes as being a function command rather than charac
ters to be dlsplayed. If all the various computer system and ex
ternal terminal manufacturers used the same sequence of 
characters for these functions, or at least for the more com
mon ones, things would be much simpler. Unfortunately they 
do not, and therefore the problem of screen-function protocols 
arises. 

Since CP /M systems are usually found on computers re
quiring external terminals, there is no way for the software 
producers to know in advance what sort of terminal functions 
their progTams will be dealing with. It's common, therefore, 
for them to set up their progTams to output screen functions in 
a common protocol, identify the protocol used, and leave it to 
the user to make a translation to the protocol used by his hard
ware if that protocol is dlfferent. 

This is where the screen function tables in Apple CP /M 
come in, and they are a very important interface between the 
system and the hardware. They take the output of the soft
ware, examine it against a table of function calls of the proto
col the software is using, and, if a screen function is being sent, 
translate it to the characters required by the protocol of the 
hardware. If that seems like a lot of work, it is, since every 
character output is examined in just this way. You may be 
wondering just how the terminal determines whether a char
acter or sequence of characters is a function or just something 
to be dlsplayed. It can be done in several ways, but the most 
common way is by the use of a lead-in character. 

The lead-in character is usually a nonprintable character, 
such as an escape or control character, that tells the terminal 
to examine the character immediately following it. If the fol
lowing character matches one that the terminal recognizes as 
a screen function character, then the terminal performs the 
function; if not, then the character (and sometimes the lead-in 
character as well) is displayed normally. There are nine 
screen functions in Apple CP/M; they're shown in table 2. 

Consequently, there are eighteen bytes in the table, nine for 
software protocol and nine for hardware protocol, that repre
sent the identifying characters for each screen function. There 
are also two bytes that represent the lead-in characters re
quired by the protocols used for software and hardware, and fi· 
nally, there are two addltional bytes representing the address
coordlnate offset and the order of coordlnate transmission. 

To see how it works then, let's take the typical example of a 
system using WordStar with one of the standard eighty-col· 
umn boards. The software table in this case would have to be 
set for Soroc protocol, since this is the protocol used by Word
Star when it commands screen functions. The hardware side 
would be set up for Datamedla, since this is the protocol used 
by both the Videx and M & R Sup-R-Term boards. When Word
Star, during its normal output, decides to clear screen, it sends 
an escape followed by an asterisk. CP/M sees the escape, 
which is the lead-in character for the software side of the ta
ble, and doesn't output it, but instead waits for the next char-

l . .. clear screen 
2 ... clear to end of page 
3 ... clear to end of line 
4 •. . set normal text mode, (noninverse; also known os low light) 
5 ... set inverse text mode (high light) 
6 . .. home cursor 
7 ... address cursor (meaning send cursor to position based on X, Y coordinates) 
8 .. . move cursor up one line 
9 ... nondestructively move cursor forward 

Tobie 2. 

acter. If that character matches an entry in the table, as it does 
in the case of the clear screen entry, CP /M looks on the hard
ware side for the correspondlng entry and finds the FF or 
form-feed character, which is an ASCII 12 (decimal). It also 
looks to see if the hardware requires a lead-in character, finds 
that it does not, and simply outputs a decimal 12 to the eighty
column card. If it had received an escape character from 
WordStar and could not find a correspondlng table entry 
matching the next character, that next character would be 
sent to the screen and the lead-in character dlscarded. 

The next area in the IOCB is the keyboard redefinition ta
ble. This table was designed to make available to Apple CP /M 
users certain characters that their software may require, but 
that the Apple keyboard is incapable of generating. It is set up 
so that, as the screen function table does with output, every 
character of input is examined as it is received to see if it 
matches one of the entries in the table. If it does, the character 
you have designated to replace it is transmitted instead. If it 
doesn't, the character is passed on as is. 

Certain characters used with the eighty-column boards 
cannot be redefined, however, as perhaps you have found out. 
CP /M comes with control-K translated to a right square brack
et. If you tried to redefine this to something else or even to 
eliminate it when using an eighty-column card, you found that 
it seemed not to work. This is because CP /M never saw the 
control-Kin the first place. The eighty-column card, which also 
handles input, made the translation to a bracket before giving 
the character to CP /M. If you wish to make control-K really be 
control-K, the only way to do it with your present hardware 
configuration is to use the translation table to translate the 
bracket back into control-K. Once you've done that, you'll find 
that when you type control-K it appears as control-K, even 
though it is going through two separate translations. Each 
translation entry requires two bytes, one for the existing char
acter and one for the new one. There are twelve bytes used for 
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·- X-Y . .c_oorcj_i_riate command for exciting and 
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VALUE CARD TYPE 

0 ... No cord detected in that slot 
l ... Cord of unknown type 
2 ••• An Apple Disk 11 controller cord 
3 ... Apple COM cord or CCS 7710A serial 
4 ... Apple high-speed serial cord, Videx Videoterm, M & R Sup-R-Term, or Ap

ple Silentype Printer cord 
5 . . . Apple parallel printer cord 

Tobie 3. 

this table, so a maximum of six characters can be redefined-
The byte immediately following the redefinition table is 

used by CP /M to keep track of the number of disk drives avail· 
able to the system. It's not necessarily a true count, since it's 
simply the number of disk controller cards in use times two. 
CP /M has no way of determining if there are two drives on 
each card, so this number may not be correct. It is originally 
set on cold boot and changed only on subsequent cold boots. 

The next area of the IOCB is the slot types table. This table 
is also created during the boot process and not updated until a 
subsequent cold boot sequence. In this table, which corulists of 
seven bytes, one each for slot numbers 1 through 7, is con· 
tained a value that corresponds to the type of card CP /M 
thought it recognized in the specified slot during the boot se· 
quence. To identify cards, CP /M looks at two bytes of the ROM 
on the card, 6502 addresses $CN05 and $CN07 (where N is the 
slot number), and compares them to a table of values for cards 
it supports. Because of the nature of the hardware, it is possi· 
ble for CP /M to mistake an unknown card for one of those it 
recognizes, but most common cards will be recognized prop· 
erly. The card values and types it will recognize are listed in 
table 3. 

This information can be put to use in applications pro
grams, for example in programs that automatically configure 
for forty or eighty column output by examining the value in the 
byte for slot 3. 

The next area of the IOCB is the 6502/Z·80 control-transfer 
loop routine between F3CO and F30F (which also includes 
some miscellaneous temporary storage and vector locations). 
This loop, on 6502 code, is a recursive means of constantly 
transferring control between the 6502 and the Z.80. The first 
nine bytes, which are first executed during the boot sequence, 
set up any RAM board that might be in the system and then en
able the Z.80 by writing to the address of the SoftCard. The 6502 
is placed in a "hold" condition at this point, but when it is reac
tivated by writing again to the address of the SoftCard, it will 
pick up where it left off with the instruction at $03C9. At this 
point, the 6502 again resets the Ram board and then performs a 
subroutine at $FF3F that restores its registers from the regis
ter-save area. Its next action, at $03CF, is to execute a subrou· 
tine whose address is stored obviously at $0300 and $0301. 
When that's completed, the 6502 executes another subroutine 
at $FF4A that saves its registers in the save area; and finally it 
goes back to $03CO to activate again the Z.80 and put itself on 
hold until the next time it's "turned on." 

While this seems unnecessarily complex, it allows you to do 
some interesting things, such as easily calling 6502 subrou· 
tines from Z.80 mode. All you have to do in 8080 or Z.80 assem· 
bly language is store the address of the 6502 subroutine you 
wish to call in the address field at $0300 (low-order byte), and 
$0301 (high-order byte) and write to the address of the Soft· 
Card (which, as we said, is found in Z.80 location F30E and 
F30F). The control-transfer loop will do all of the dirty work 
for you and leave you back in Z.80 mode when your routine 
does an RTS. The 6502 control vectors all point to this routine 
also, so that if, for example, a reset is encountered during the 
execution of your subroutine, Z.80 recovery will take place. 

Actually, the control transfer loop occupies only the Z.80 ad· 
dress locations from F3CO to F30A. The remainder through 
F300 is not used, and the addresses F30E and F30F are used 
by the BIOS to store the address of the SoftCard during the cold 

. , boot sequence for future reference and use by the system. 

The last area of the IOCB, F3FO to F3FF, contains the Ap· 
ple break, reset, Applesoft, &, Monitor control-Y, nonmaskable 
Interrupt, and interrupt request vectors (see page 65 of the Ap
ple II Reference Manual for more information). The actual 
vector addresses have all been changed to point to the begin· 
ning of the control-transfer loop so that resets, for example, 
will always leave the Apple in Z-80 mode. 

Now that we've seen what the IOCB is and does, we can 
now look at why and how CONFIGIO alters it. 

When you run the CONFIGIO utility, you will notice that it 
first initializes itself. By looking in the program listing, you can 
see each of these initialization steps in detail, but for our pur
poses, suffice it to say that they consist of setting up the ma
chine language subroutines and informing CONFIGIO of ex
isting system parameters. At this point, the main menu will be 
displayed, and from this menu you can determine the four 
functions that CONFIGIO can perform. They are: redefining 
the software and hardware screen function tables for the dis
play device, redefining the keyboard translation table, and 
loading and patching in user peripheral driver routines. The 
last item in the menu simply allows an original IOCB to be 
read in from a specific disk and a restructured IOCB to be writ· 
ten out to disk. 

Now that you understand the structure of the IOCB and how 
it functions, the first two items, screen function and keyboard 
redefinition, are pretty self-explanatory. In these cases, CON
FIGIO simply is a means to alter easily the character values in 
the tables, using words and methods that are easier for us hu· 
mans to understand. For that reason, we'll not discuss these 
further. 

What seems to confuse many SoftCard users is the concept 
of patching in peripheral handling routines, and that will be 
our topic for the remainder of the column. 

In last month's column we covered the concepts behind 
user handling routines in some detail. So for our current pur-

The Numeric Keypad For Your Apple ][ 
If you have an Apple ](, and would like fast numeric 
input and a calculator, relax, you can now have both. 
For VisiCalc" users, the TKC Numeric Keypad has 
special keys for entering data, deleting entries and 
cursor movement in four directions. A special auto
repeat key moves the cursor across the screen until 
the key is released. The numeric keys are positioned 
to enhance the numeric data and calculator entry 
speed. Keys to multiply and divide have been added 
to increase hardware capabilities. 

For additional information on the Numeric 
Keypad andother TKC products for your 
Apple, contact your local authorized TKC/ 
Apple dealer or 

The Keyboard Company 
7151 Patterson Drive, Garden Grove, CA 92641 

(714) 891-5831 
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poses, we'll simply highlight the important points. There are 
occasions, such as the case of nonsupported peripherals, where 
the user needs to force CP /M to recognize the peripheral or 
cause output to and input from the peripheral to be in a form 
different from the way the BIOS normally handles it. For want 
of a better term, we'll call these substitution patches, since 
they're complete in themselves and do not depend on the stan
dard BIOS routines. Also, there are occasions when it is desir
able to use a routine simply to alter the I/0 traveling to or from 
a peripheral device before sending it on to the standard BIOS 
routine. These we'll call.filter patches, since their job is to act 
as a filter through which the I/0 must pass. In both cases with 
Apple CP /M, it is necessary to place in memory your routine 
to perform this function and then alter the normal vector that 
CP /Muses to send output or receive input via the BIOS to point 
instead to your routine. If your routine is a substitution patch, 
no further action need be taken. If, however, your routine is a 
filter-type patch which somehow alters the I/0 before letting it 
go on its way, then the normal BIOS vector will have to be 
saved and placed in your routine. In both cases CONFIGIO is 
capable of handling most of this drudgery for you. To see how, 
we'll take a look at a typical case. 

A good example for us to use is the problem that occurs 
with some printers (mostly Centronics), regarding extra line
feeds. As we've seen in earlier discussions on file handling, 
CP /M in its normal operations automatically places a linefeed 
at the end of every carriage return. Unfortunately, these line
feeds also get transmitted whenever output is sent to the print
er. Since the Apple does not store or transmit linefeeds, print
ers designed primarily for use with it usually insert them au
tomatically. The result is unwanted double-spaced output. 

Early in the SoftCard's history, users brought this fact to 
Microsoft's attention and a means was devised to circumvent 
the problem using a filter-type patch named NOLF (for NO 
Line Feed, of course). We'll now examine NOLF in detail to 
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see just what is happening. While this column is not aimed pri
marily at assembly language programmers, it is assumed that 
those readers interested in patching CP /M have some knowl
edge of assembly language and ASM.COM. Those of you with
out such specific knowledge would probably benefit from fol
lowing through the discussion below with a friend who has such 
knowledge. An assembly language printout of the patch is in
cluded here, and when we make references to it, we'll use the 
addresses running down the left margin to identify where we 
are. 

If we were a typical user faced with the problem above, our 
first step would be to design a machine-language filter that 
would be able to strip linefeeds from character output. Assum
ing that we have only ASM.COM to work with, we'll design the 
routine in 8080 code. The process will be as follows: All line
feeds following carriage returns will be ignored; any linefeeds 
not following carriage returns will be output normally; and fi
nally, carriage returns that are output immediately following a 
carriage return character (extremely rare), will also be ig
nored, since the printer would then issue two linefeeds. The ac
tual routine that performs this begins in the listing with the la
bel NOLF: at OlOB and ends with the label NOTCR: at OllC. 
This is not all we have to do, however, to create a patch file 
that CONFIGIO can use. 

First, our assembler in this case-made up of ASM.COM 
and LOAD.COM-will not be able to create a loadable COM 
file that is assembled at any place other than address 0100 hex. 
On the other hand, since the program will need to be located 
and run in the patch area in high memory, we need to estab
lish its true origin (in this case F26A near the top of the slot 1 
patch area) and define an offset that is the difference between 
the two. By adding the offset in every memory reference we 
can resolve this problem. The origin is defined with the label 
ORIGIN and the offset with the label OFF$ at the beginning of 
the listing. You will notice then that in all branch instructions 
and data fetch instructions we have added the value of OFF$. 

The second thing we need to do is establish the information 
CONFIGIO will need when loading the file. Referring to the 
SoftCard manual on CONFIGIO, we see that the first eleven 
bytes of any patch file need to be in a certain format. They are 
fairly well commented in the listing, so we'll highlight them 
only briefly here . 

Bytes 

2-3 

4-5 

6 

7 

8-9 

10-ll 

Address 

0100 

0101 

0103 

0105 

0106 

0107 

0109 

Purpose 

This byte is the number of potches to be mode in this op
erotion. 
These two bytes ore the ploce where CONFIGIO is to in
stoll the potch. We use the ORIGIN volue here. 
These two bytes ore the length of the progrom set by us
ing the LENGTH volue estoblished neor the end of the 
listing. 
This byte tells CONFIGIO whot type of potch to moke; l 
if it is o substitution potch, 2 if it is o filter-type potch. 
NOLF is o type 2 potch. 
This byte is the number of the'IOCB vector to be potched. 
In this cose, since we ore using the LST: device, which it
self uses List Output Vector #1, the SoftCord monuol tells 
us this is vector #10. 
Used only for type 2 potches, these two bytes ore the od
dress in our routine where CONFIGIO is to ploce the ex
isting contents of vector #10 so thot our routine will go 
on to the BIOS to complete its output. We specify the lo
bel NOTCR plus one, so the two bytes will reploce the 
zeros in our listing. 
These two bytes ore the oddress thot we wont CON
FIGIO to place in the IOCB vector, so thot it will point to 
our routine. We use the lobel ORIGIN here since thot is 
olso the entry point of our routine. 

Now that we've done all the hard work, all that remains to 
install our routine in memory is to assemble it with ASM.COM 
and create a COM file using LOAD.COM. It is usually best to 
rename these files so that they have a .PAT extension. This is 
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so that you will always recognize them as patch files and the 
chance that someone may try to execute them will be mini
mized. The listing that follows is the print file result of this pro-
cess. 

NOLF- ELIMINATING EXTRA LINEFEEDS 

NOLF.ASM 

;THIS PROGRAM STRIPS LINEFEEDS FROM A 
;CR·LF SEQUENCE SENT TO THE PRINTER . 

;THIS VERSION ALLOWS MULTIPLE LINEFEEDS TO PASS 
;THROUGH. ORIG BY N.K. MODIFIED 5/ 1/ al BY G.T. 
;MODIFIED l / 12/ a2 BY G.T. 

0100 ORG OlOOH ;ORIGIN FOR ASM'S BENEFIT 

0100 
0101 
0103 
0105 
0106 
0107 

0109 

OlOB 
OlOE 
OlOF 
0110 
0112 
0115 
0116 
011a 
0119 
01 lB 
OllC 

01 
6AF2 
1500 
02 
OA 
7CF2 

6AF2 

217EF2 
7E 
71 
FEOD 
C27BF2 
79 
FEOA 
ca 
FEOD 
ca 
C30000 

ORIGIN SET OF27FH-LENGTH ;TRUE ORIGIN, END OF SLOT l 
;PATCH AREA MINUS PROG LENGTH 

OFF$ SET ORIGIN-NOLF ;ESTABLISH PROGRAM OFFSET 

; 11 BYTES OF INFORMATION FOR CONFIGIO 

DB ;NUMBER OF PATCHES TO MAKE. 
DW ORIGIN ;PLACE TO PUT PROGRAM CODE. 
DW LENGTH ;LENGTH OF PROGRAM CODE. 
DB 2 ;TYPE OF PATCH ( l OR 2). 
DB 10 ;IOCB VECTOR# TO CHANGE. 
DW NOTCR+OFF$+1 ;PLACE TO PUT EXISTING IOCB 

;VECTOR CONTENTS. 
DW ORIGIN ;NEW VECTOR CONTENTS TO PLACE 

;INIOCB. 

;ACTUAL PROGRAM CODE FOR PATCH 

NOLF, LXI H,CRFLAG+OFF$ ;POINT TO CR FLAG 
MOY A,M ;GET LAST CHAR SENT 
MOY M,C ;PUT CURRENT CHAR. IN CRFLAG 
CPI 13 ;WAS lAST CHAR A (RETURN]? 
JNZ NOTCR+OFF$ ;NO? THEN PRINT CURRENT CHAR. 
MOY A,C ;GET CURRENT CHAR. 
CPI 10 ;IS CURRENT CHAR A LINE FEED? 
RZ ;YES?, RETURN WITH NO OUTPUT. 
CPI 13 ;IS CURRENT CHAR A (RETURN]? 
RZ ;YES?, RETURN WITH NO OUTPUT. 

NOTCR, JMP 0000 ;INSTRUCTION THAT SENDS CHAR . 
;O'S ARE WHERE EXISTING VECTOR 
;CONTENTS ARE PUT BY CONFIGIO. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
THE small laboratory computer system with LARGE capabilities from Interactive 
Microware, Inc. 

APPLAB HARDWARE PACKS MORE POWER .. . for collecting data and 
controlling your laboratory instruments. It includes a 12·bit analog voltage In
put, a 12-bit analog voltage output, a digital aenu lnputs,8 d ig ital control out· 
puts, a 32-bit real-time clock and two 16-bit timers/counters .. . ALL ON A 
SINGLE APPLE INTERFACE CARD! 

QUICKl/O SOFTWARE MAKES IT EASY _ .. Simple commands in BASIC 
give you control of all hardware features of APPLAB. Sample programs and 
eHy·to·uae manuals will enable you to start using your APPLAB system right 
away. Additional software for laboratory appllcatlona is available at extra cost. 
A complete ulf·teat diagnostic program is included to assure you that all of the 
hardware is working properly and accurately. 

MAKE APPLAB YOUR LAB PARTNER! 
A • Savsa tlms by eliminating manual calculations. 

P • Is saay·to·uae because the manuals and software are complete and 
well written. 

P • Savu money by adding convenience and utility to older Instruments. 
L • Has a grut memory to store and organize experimental data. 
A • Is veraatlla; it works with many different instruments. 

B 
• Is more 1ccur1t1 than reading a meter or chart recording. 
• Is fully supported by a dedicated team of scientists. 

GREAT PRICE/ PERFORMANCE .. . The APPLAB Add·on Package with In
terf ace card , cables, self·test module. OUICKl /0'" software and manuals is 
availabl~ today for ONLY $495. 

Put a complste, reliable computar ayatsm in your laboratory FOR ONLY 
$3595, including a 48K APPLE II+ computer, disk drive, graph ics/text printer, 
video monitor and APPLAB Add·on Package. 

Send for FREE hard ware and software brochures or enclose $10 for com· 
plete manua ls. For fHteat seNlce, call in your VISA/MasterCard order NOW. 
Dealer inquiries invited! 

• m• INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC. 
lwl P.O. Box 771, Dept. s K State College, PA 16801 

CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION 

011 F 
0015 
0120 

CRFLAG, DS l 
LENGTH EQU $-NOLF 

END 
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;LAST CHAR SENT, GOES HERE 
;LENGTH OF PROGRAM CODE 

There are a couple of final points to recognize in making 
patches to the IOCB. First of all, the breakdown of the patch 
area into three slot-dependent areas is arbitrary, and was done 
so that different patches for different peripherals would be less 
likely to conflict with one another. In actuality, NOLF could be 
placed anywhere in the three blocks and no difficulties would 
be noticed. There is, however, one area of the IOCB that should 
be avoided, and that is the upper portion of the slot 3 patch 
area, from F34A to F37F. This area has been used by Micro
soft in placing code to take care of problems found in the early 
releases of CP /M. This still leaves considerable space at the 
user's disposal for his own purposes. 

The second important point to consider is the fact that for 
each vector there can only be one type-1 patch by definition. 
This is apparent because a type-1 patch, being a substitu
tion, ends within itself; that is, It doesn't store the current vec
tor contents within itself and use them to branch back into the 
BIOS. Each new installation of a type-1 patch, therefore, will 
simply replace the old vector contents with the new one. 

In type-2 patches, however, extreme care must be taken 
when installing a second patch to the same vector. We can see 
why by examining what CONFIGIO does in this case. Re
member that the current vector contents already point to a 
routine In the patch area. CONFIGIO first loads your routine 
into the patch area, either writing over the old one or not, de· 
pending on where you have set it up to run. Next, CONFIGIO 
places the start address of your routine into the appropriate 
vector, saving the old vector contents. So far, so good. Next it 
takes these old vector contents and places them into your rou
tine as the place to go when it exits, and this is where the prob
lem can occur. Since they point not into the BIOS, but into the 
patch area, if the new patch is in the same place as the old one, 
then when your routine goes to exit, it will branch back into it
self with undefined, but probably nasty, consequences. Of 
course, if the new routine does not overwrite the old one, then it 
will exit to the old routine when done, and the old routine will 
exit to the BIOS when it finishes. This may or may not be a 
problem, depending on whether or not you wanted to replace 
the old one with the new one or have two filters for the 1/0. 

For this reason, when replacing one type-2 patch with an
other, start with a fresh copy of the IOCB in memory by using 
CONFIGIO to read it in off your original Microsoft master 
disk. On the other hand, when you want to install two type-2 
patches you will have to make sure that they do not overwrite 
each other; in practice it is usually better simply to rewrite the 
patch to perform both functions. CONFIGIO is designed to tell 
you if you are patching a specific vector a second time and ask 
you if you wish to patch anyway. This gives you a safety check 
on this potential problem. As a final note on this problem, some 
vectors have been patched by Microsoft, with the patches in 
the area from F34A to F37F that we mentioned earlier. There 
should be no conflict with your patch routines, however, so long 
as you avoid this area; but be aware that CONFIGIO will re· 
port prior patches made with some vectors. This simply points 
up the fact that you must keep track of what routines you've in
stalled and their locations. 

As has been said many times, the simplest things U8Ually 
are the ones forgotten. So with that in mind, be sure that when 
the patch has been successfully installed you remember to U!le 
option 4 to write the new IOCB out to the disk you wish to alter. 
If you don't, you'll find yourself at best repeating the process 
and at worst examining your routine to find the bug that's 
causing it not to work. 

This discussion of the IOCB has been somewhat lengthy and 
esoteric. Even at that, we may not have covered all of the 
points of confusion. If this should be true in your case, you are 
urged to write and let us know. The column will reflect what you 
as its readers want to hear, and further discussion of any of the 
subjects covered so far and those to be covered in the future 
will be made at your request. Until next month . . . JI 



MONEY BUSINESS 
Beat the l.R.S. 
You'd always pay the minimum Federal income tax if you 
had the knowledge and time to examine 120 tax return 
options. Well, now you can do it, with Datamost's TAX 
BEATER. 

Written by an l.R.S. Enrolled Agent, with 24 years of 
financial and tax planning experience, the TAX BEATER 
automatically evaluates up to 120 return options from 
your input. It searches and finds the best tax path for 
you ... displaying up to 15, and ready to print out the 
optimum method so you pay the minimum! 

The TAX BEATER can handle it all. From income averag
ing to loss carryovers to 
dividends, alimony, 
pension to special 
exclusions . It 's 
perfect for the 
average tax-
payer . .. indis- \\ .. 
pensable for 
the financial 
professional. It's 
so complete, so 
logical that, es
pecially in this in
terim year of un
usual tax revisions, 
it can easily pay for 
itself many times 
over. Be ready for the 
l.R .S .... with TAX 
BEATER, the program 
that's updated for the 
1981 tax laws! 

$129 .95 on disk for 
Apple II*. Complete with 
thorough, easy to follow 
documentation . 

............... ., 
----.,·--·~-- .. , . 

VISA/MASTERCHARGE accepted. 
$1.00 shipping/handling charge. 
(California residents add 6% tax) 

• Apple 11 1s a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 

Beat the Real Estate game 
Real Estate has always been the major wealth-builder. 
In fact, more millionaire dynasties owe their creation to 
investments in real estate than anything else. And, it 
doesn't matter ... boom times or bust ... inflation or 
deflation ... the knowing investor can make money, even 
create an empire! 

But, the key to real estate success is accurate analysis of 
opportunities, knowledge of cash flows, return on invest
ment, current and future profitability, tax consequences 
and other interrelated information - all needed, all 
necessary to making the right decision. 

And that's what REAP (Real 
Estate Analysis Pro

gram) is all about. It 
takes your input, 

probes for the 
right informa-

tion , scrutinizes 
the data, the 

opportunities ... 
and automati-

' cally delivers the 
facts ... showing 

you the possibilities 
and why one situa

tion may be superior 
to another. In short, 

REAP can help you 
reap bigger profits. 

That's why REAP is the 
program for any inves

tor ... a must program 
for the sophisticated 
investor. Don't option, 

commit, invest or buy 
without it ... whether you 
just want to make good 
money or create a suc-

cessful real estate empire! 

$129.95 on disk for Apple 11*. 
Complete with thorough 
easy to follow documen-

tation . 

19273 Kenya St. 
Northridge, Ca. 91326 

(213) 366-7160 
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THE BAS C Solution . 

Last month's Basic Solution con
tained a new input routine for Applesoft 
Basic that would perform automatic 
math functions transparent to the rest of 
the program. Those of you who didn't get 
a chance to look at that subroutine may 
wish to go back to last month's issue and 
review it. Many of the programs we'll be 
supplying in upcoming issues will use 
that subroutine. 

In this month's installment, we'll dis
cuss a function for the Apple that soft
ware alone cannot handle adequately. 
Many people have attempted to create 
software capable of handling this func
tion, but it cannot be done adequately 
without additional hardware. 

How many times have you been run
ning one of the programs you use quite of
ten and found yourself waiting for the 
program to enter an input statement be
fore you could begin typing? If you were 
to go ahead and type, the Apple would re
member only the last character you 
typed when the program finally entered 
the input routine. Some sort of input buff. 
er is needed to hold many characters 
transparent to the software until they are 
needed. 

Many programmers have attempted 
to peek at the keyboard location to test : 
whether a character is waiting. If a char
acter is present, it is placed in a buffer 
zone and normal processing resumes. 
While this system serves the needs of 
most beginning typists on the Apple, the 
moment a proficient typist enters this 
system, the program usually can't view 
the keyboard fast enough to catch every 
character typed. 

Many computer systems, including 
the Apple III, have a special kind of key
board that is interrupt driven. If any key 
is pressed at the keyboard, the program 
is immediately halted. The computer 
places the keyboard character into a 
RAM buffer and then returns to the pro
gram, which continues as though noth
ing had happened. The Apple II key
board, however, is not an interrupt sys-

tern, so this method is impossible . 
A number of companies have created 

front-end hardware for the Apple that 
will buffer the keyboard automatically, 
even if the programs are busy. To take 
advantage of this capability, you must re
move the bottom of your Apple to gain 
access to the keyboard and attach the 
necessary hardware. 

We have reviewed three such sys
tems: the Keyboard Plus System by La
zer Micro Systems, the Keyboard Buffer 
by Vista Computing, and the Keyboard 
Enhancer by Videx. The systems from 
Videx and Lazer also hook up the shift 
key for those of you who require upper 
and lower case input. 

Visit your local computer dealer and 
find out which of the systems are avail
able for your review. Bring in copies of 
whatever software you use on a regular 
basis and make sure there is no problem 
running your software with the key
board buffers in place. 

When looking for a keyboard buffer, 
make certain that it has some means of 
clearing the buffer out. If you happen to 
make a typing error, you don't want it to 
result in a syntax error. Some of the key
board buffers available also allow the Ap
ple to generate a number of the key
strokes that were previously unavail
able, such as the underline, the open 
bracket, and others. 

Just for fun, here is a subroutine that 
will create a small keyboard buffer so 
you can see how one works. 

1 HOME:TEXT 
2 PRINT "AS SOON AS YOU'VE READ THIS 

MESSAGE,": PRINT "BEGIN TYPING 
SOMETHING. YOU WON'T BE": PRINT "ABLE TO 
SEE WHAT YOU'RE TYPING. A": PRINT 
"GRAPHICS SCENE WILL APPEAR ON THE" 

3 PRINT "SCREEN, FOLLOWED BY A PROMPT. 
WHEN": PRl"/T "YOU SEE THE PROMPT, STOP 
TYPING AND": PRINT "HIT RETURN TO SEE 
WHAT YOU TYPED INTO": PRINT "THE 
KEYBOARD BUFFER.": PRINT 

4 PRINT "START TYPING *NOW*.": GET TS: 
PRINT T$ 
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5 GOTO 400 
10 REM **************** 
20 REM ** 
30 REM ** KEYBOARD BUFFER 
40 REM ** 
50 REM **************** 
100 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < 127 THEN RETURN 
110 GET AS 
115 IF BUFFUL = l THEN AS = "": RETURN 
120 IF AS < > CH~~ (8) THEN 200 
130 IF LEN (BS) < 2 THEN BS = '"': RETURN 
140 BS = LEFT$ (B$, LEN (BS) - 1): RETURN 
200 IF A$ = CHRS (13) THEN BUFFUL = l: 

RETURN 
210 BS = B$ + A$ 
220 RETURN 
250 REM ********** 
260 REM ** 
270 REM ** END OF ROUTINE 
280 REM ** 
290 REM ********** 
400 REM ************** 
401 REM ** 
402 REM ** SAMPLE PROGRAM 
403 REM ** 
404 REM ************** 
410 BUFFUL = O:B$ = "": REM START NEW 

BUFFER 
420 HOME 
425 GR: G=INT(RND(l)*l5)+1: COLOR= G 
430 FOR X = l TO 39 
440 Y = INT ( RND (1) * 100) 
450 GOSUB 10 
460 IF Y > 35 THEN Y = Y - 20: GOTO 460 
470 VLIN 38 - Y,38 AT X 
480 NEXT X 
500 PRINT TAB (10) "THIS IS THE PROMPT "; 
510 FOR PAUSE = l TO 300: NEXT PAUSE 
520 IF BUFFUL = 0 THEN INPUT "";AS 
530 BS = TS + BS + A$ 
540 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 10 
550 PRINT "YOU TYPED IN: ": PRINT: HTAB 8: 

PRINT B$ 

The Basic Solution welcomes your 
comments and ideas on future articles 
and subroutines. If one of your subrou
tines is used in a future Basic Solution, a 
$10.00 credit toward your next software 
purchase will be available at your local 
computer store. Send your letters to Sof
talk Basic Solution, 11021 Magnolia 
Boulevard, North Hollywood, CA 91601. 

JI 



Accounting Plus II 
It Figures 

L figures that the same people who 
brought you Accounting Plus* on the larger 
computer systems wouldn't forget the Apple:"* 
Accounting Plus II brings to the Apple 
Computer a completely integrated, easy to use 
accounting system. Accounting Plus II doesn't 
require any special hardware, only 48K of 
RAM and two floppy drives or hard disk, 
and you don't have to be a CPA to use it. 
Accounting Plus II organizes and streamlines 
your paper flow and generates checks, 
invoices, statements and purchase· orders on 
pre-printed forms. The system supports a solid 
audit trail which your business requires and 
your accountant demands. 

Modules now available: 
• General Ledger 
• Accounts Receivable 
• Accounts Payable 
• Inventory with purchasing 

For additional information call or write 
Systems Plus Inc., 3975 East Bayshore, 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 Phone 415/969/7047 

Seeing is believing. 

Systems Plus 

*TM of Software Arts Citrus Heights, CA. 
••TM of Apple Computer Inc. Cupcrtmo, CA. 



The wildest, most addictive adventure game to date-a 
genuine merger of fantasy and real-time arcade elements. 

" A virtuoso feat of programming ... " - New York Magazine. 
For the Apple II or II Plus, 48K. $29.95. 

- By Silas Warner. 

'· ™MIBE 
, · 347 N. Charles Street 

Baltimore, MD 21201 (301)659-7212 
Call or write for information and lhe name of your nearest 

' MUSE dealer. Apple ts a l'M of Apple Compuler Corp. 
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Softalk Presents 
ftle Bestsellers 

The microcomputer marketplace, and specifically the Ap
ple market, continues strong in the face of worsening eco
nomic news. In early February, when White House officials 
were making a daily routine of making bleak economic pro-

This Last 
Month Month 

Strategy 5 
1. 1. Castle WoHenstein, Silas Warner, Muse 
2. 2. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic 
3. 4. Dark Forest, Tom Momin! and Jerry Jewell, Sirius 
4. - Space Adventure, Alick Dziabczenko, Sierra Software 
5. 5. ID-Res Computer Goll, Stuart Aronoff, Avant-Garde 

Creations 

This Last 
Month Month 

Adventure 5 
1. 3. ID-Res Adventure #4: Ulysses and the Golden Fleece, 

Bob Davis and Ken Williams, On-Line Systems 
2. 
3. 
4. 

4. Zork II, Infocom 
- The Prisoner, David Mulllch, Edu-Ware Services 
1. ID-Res Adventure #3: Cranston Manor, Harold 

DeWitz and Ken Williams, On-Line Systems 
5. - Cyborg, Michael Berlyn, Sentient Software 

This Last 
Month Month 

Fantasy 5 
1. 1. Wizardy, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead, 

Sir-tech 
2. 2. Ultima, Lord British, California Pacific 
3. 3. Empire I: World Builders, David Mulllch, Edu-Ware 

Services 
4. 5. Alkemstone, Level-10, Dakin5 
5. 4. Crush, Crumble and Chomp, Automated Simulations 

This Last 
Month Month 

Business ID 
1. 1. VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert 

Frankston, Personal Software 
2. 2. Personal Filing System, John Page, Software 

Publishing Corporation 
3. 5. VisiFile, Creative Computer Applications/Colin 

Jameson and Ben Herrman, Personal Software 
4. 3. DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and Jerry 

Macon; and Barney Stone, Stoneware 
5. 4. VisiTrend/VisiPlot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch 

Kapor, Personal Software 
6. 6. BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, 

Apple Computer 
7. 7. PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing 

Corporation 
8. 8. VisiDex, Peter Jennings, Personal Software 
9. - BPI Accounts Receivable, John Moss and Ken 

Debower, Apple Computer 
10. 9. Accounting Plus II General Ledger, Software 

Dimensions, Systems Plus 
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The Leader in Apple Graphics 

by Chris Jochumson and 
Mark Pelczarski 

Now anyone can put profes· 
sional graphics into their own 
programs. The Graphics Magi· 
cian contains machine language 
animation routines that use the 
same techniques as most of the 
popular Apple arcade games. 
Three animation editors let you 
design your figures, their paths, 
and assemble animation with up 
to 32 independent objects. 
Also included is a hi-res 

picture/object builder that lees you score hundreds of 100-color pictures 
.·.'on a single disk and recall them quickly from your own programs. These 

· >exact routines are being used in the new graphic adventure games from 
' . . Scott Adams' Adventure International. Plus, a new shape editor greatly ex· 
. tends the capabilities of Apple shape tables with multicolors and angles 

that are preserved on scaling. All design of graphics is done through menu· 
· driven editors; to use in your programs, just attach our machine language 

routines. Extensive documentation makes this package easy to use for the 
beginning programmer, yet flexible enough for the most advanced. 

Add a New Dimension 
to your Apple! mk:m Ctlfll rt ~ .sysh.!lll"> lnc 

with THE SPACE TABLET 

~~-Y-~ersion of The Complete Graphics 
f;Y: System, specifically designed to 
:;,:·~·- _accept input from three dimen· 
>ff · · sions. In addition, the Space Tablet 
> _includes machine language soft· 

•0 ware that allows you to design 
. your own programs using 3-D in· 
: ' put. This unique hardware/software 
' package also comes at a very pal· 

atable price •• half the cost of most 
standard graphics tablets. See your 
Penguin Software dealer today! 

a 3-D Graphics Tablet 

This incredible new device pro· 
duced by Micro Control Systems, 
Inc. functions as a standard graphics 
tablet in two dimensions, until you 
decide to expand to real-world 
3-dimensional input. Now you can 
trace 3-D objects, either real or 
imaginary, then view and modify 
them in 3-D perspective with your 
Apple computer. The 16"xl3" 
tablet comes with a customized 

THE COIVlll ... .. 
GRAPHICS sfS''.: "~~~~ 

by Mark Pelczarski II 
This improved version of the already pop
ular Complete Graphics System is a com· 
plete and easy to use Z-dimensional and 3· 
dimensional graphics design package for 
the non-programmer. Create color 
screen images with lines, circles, el· 
lipses, automatic 108-color filling, and 
"paintbrushes". Use high-resolution 
text anywhere on the screen in dozens 
of colors. Create and edit shape tables, 
and shrink pictures for multiple dis· 
plays. Amazing 3-D routines let you 
draw the parts of 3·D objects on the 
screen, then assemble, rotate, and edit 
them visually in true 3-D perspective. 
All the software is easy to use, even 
for the novice. Programmers can use 
the graphics, and even our machine 
language routines, in their own soft· 
ware. This one package gives you more 
than most other graphics software 
packages combined. Find out why The 
Complete Graphic.~ Sy.<tem is top rated 
in Apple graphics. 

by Mark Pelczarski 
Like nothing else on the market, this unique sof 
package allows you to escape the "coloring hoe 
proach to computer graphics, giving you a palett(o 
colors and 96 different brushes for creating or el) · · 
color computer images. Also included is a ma 
mode that lets you magnify images 2 or 4 titnes 
them point-by-point, a "picture packer" that :le 
store images in a fraction of the space normally take 
a set of tricks that allow you to reverse colors,,pe 
mirror images, and move parts of screen images a 
and to other pictures. Special Effects is great as a. 
alone package •• or the perfect complement"' · 
The Complete Graphics System. ' 

The Complete Graphics System II 
paddle/joystick version $69.95 
Apple Tablet or Hi-Pad version $119.95 All Products Now on Non-Protected~ :; 

Additional Fonts and Character Sets 
for The Complete Graphics System 
(50fontsontwodisks) $19.95 

The Graphics Magician 
paddle/joystick version $59.95 

Special Effects 
paddle/joystick version $39.95. 
Apple Tablet or ~i-Padver~ion 

The Space Tablet, with cu!to~ 
,,. the C~rnpl;~~ Gr.~~;fc,S · · 

; , ,·~~-. • , -~' . :.r ~.~B:~i~Ji~t 

for your Convenience 

See your dealer, or contact us. 
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nouncements, Apple dealers were describing their business in 
such glowing terms as: "our best January ever" or "the sec
ond best month in our history." 

Many observers thought that Apple's "Welcome IBM" ad 
was a case of sheer bravado; what now seems clear is that 
whoever has been hurt by IBM's entry into the marketplace, it 
hasn't been Apple. Oddly enough, the product that's benefitted 

Thie Last 
Month Month 

Home ID 
1. 7. Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, 

and Steve Pollack, Continental Software 
2. 2. Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, Special 

Delivery Software, Apple Computer 
3. 3. Tax Preparer, James Howard, Howard Software 
4. 1. Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft 
5. 4. Home Money Minder, Bob Schoenburg and Steve 

Pollack, Continental Software 
6. - Tax Manager, TASO, Micro Lab 
7. 8. Mastertype, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software 
8. 9. Dow Jones News & Quotes Reporter, Apple Computer 
9. - Tax Beater, Jack and Carol Lennard, Datamost 

10. - ASCII Express, Bill Blue, Southwestern Data Systems 

Thie Last 
Month Month 

Hobby ID 
1. - Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Brothers 
2. 1. DOS Tool Kit, Apple Computer 
3. 3. DOS 3.3, Apple Computer 
.4. - DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle 

Brothers 
5. 4. Locksmith 4.0, Omega Microware 
6. 6. Zoom Graflx, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software 
7. - A2-3Dl Graphics Package, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic 
8. - Alpha Plot, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle 

Brothers 
9. 8. TASC, James M. Peak and Michael T. Howard, 

Microsoft 
10. - Graphtrix, Steve Boker, Data Transforms 

Word Processors 9 
Thie Last 

Month Month 

1. 2. Superscribe II, David Kidwell, On-Line Systems 
2. 1. Apple Writer, Apple Computer 
3. 4. WordStar, MicroPro 
4. 5. Easy Writer, John Draper, Information Unlimited 

Software 
5. - Letter Perfect, WK Enterprises 

most from the competition is the Apple ill, which many 
thought might be blown away by the Personal Computer. 

Nevertheless, it's still the Apple II that fuels the market
place , and January was a month when the Top Thirty under
went its most significant revision yet at its upper levels. Visi
Calc, Personal Filing System, and Snack Attack held their re
spective positions of first, third, and fourth. But seven new 
companies joined them in the first ten. 

Leaping into second place is On-Line's hard-luck word pro
cessor, Superscribe II, a remarkable achievement for a prod
uct with such a checkered past. First introduced as Super-

1 script, the software was full of bugs. Just as the product was 
starting to gain acceptance. On-Line was forced to change the 
name because of a potential infringement with a competing 
product. Now, even as it's finally reached the zenith of the Ap· 
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ple word processor world, its name will again undergo change 
because of possible infringement problems. Under what oom 
de guerre David Kidwell's program would next appear was un
known in mid-February. 

Jumping into the first ten from nowhere on the list were 
David's Midnight Magic; Broderbund's answer to Raster 
Blaster; and Home Accountant, Continental's answer to its 
own Home Money Minder. 

Reaching the top ten from lower echelons of the Top Thirty 
were Wizardry, fifth; VisiFile, sixth; DB Master, ninth; and 
VisiTrend/ VisiPlot, tenth. 

' There were also a number of oldcomers to the Top Thirty
programs that had been there before but had dropped off the 
list. In this category were BPI General Ledger, Flight Simula
tor, Ultima, Ulysses and the Golden Fleece, Falcons, and Zork 
II. Utility City from Beagle Brothers made the Top Thirty for 
the first time. 

Personal finance is becoming a foremost consideration 
among Apple owners, with seven of the Home 10 programs 
reflecting this interest. Home Accountant bested Personal Fi-

Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 9.0 percent of 
all sales of Apples and Apple-related products volunteered to participate In 
the poll. 

Respondents were contacted early In February to ascertain their sales 
leaders for the month of January. 

The only criterion for Inclusion on the list was number of sales made
such other criteria as quality of product, profitability to the computer 
retailer, and personal preference of the Individual respondents were not 
considered. 

Respondents In February represented every geographies! area of the 
continental United States. 

Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted In 
the index number to the left of the program name In the Top Thirty listing. 
The Index number Is an arbitrary measure of relative strength of the 
programs listed . Index numbers are correlative only for the month In which 
they are printed; readers cannot assume that an Index rating of 50 In one 
month represents equivalent sales to an Index number of 50 In another 
month. 

Probability of statistical error Is plus-or-minus 4.5 percent, which 
translates roughly Into the theoretical possibility of a change of 3.11 points, 
plus or minus, In any Index number. 

Got What It Takes? 

· Call or. Write: 
-----..::::::==-~::. ..... ::.-:.::.~---=~-:~------:=.::.::_ - -- - -- -- -- -------- -- ---:;;;;::::::;:;;:;;;:~ - -

CAVALIER COMPUTER 
-----C 0 IP 0 I A Tl 0 N-----
1217 CAMINO DIL MAl-DIL MAI, CAUFOINIA 92014 

(714) 711·1MI 

nance Manager and Home Money Minder in one category, . 
while Howard's Tax Preparer fended off challenges from Mi
cro Lab's Tax Manager and Datamost's Tax Beater. Dow 
Jones News and Quotes Reporter also made the Home 10. 

Utility City displaced DOS Tool Kit as leader of the Hobby 
10. It was one of three Beagle Brothers programs on that 
chart-DOS Boss was fourth and Alpha Plot was eighth. 

The Business 10 remained relatively stable. BPI Ac
counts Receivable was the only new entry to the list. VisiFile 
moved from fifth to third, while DB Master dropped from third 
to fourth and VisiTrend/VisiPlot dropped from fourth to fifth. 
Personal Filing System maintained its position as the bestsell
ing database program for the second month, but both VisiFile 
and DB Master, the former king, were closing ground. 

Other than Superscribe's leap into first place among word 
processors, the biggest news was a new face in fifth. Letter 
Perfect, LJK's versatile entry, finally cracked the list after 
hovering nearby for several months. JI 

"1e Top Thirty 
Month Month Index 

1. 1. 185.81 VlslCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and 
Robert Frankston, Personal Software 

2. 14. 89.74 Superscribe II, David Kidwell, On-Line 
Systems 

3. 3. 86.81 Personal Filing System, John Page, Software 
Publishing Corporation 

4. 4. 84.86 Snack Attack, Dan Illowsky, Datamost 
5. 15. 76.57 Wlzardy, Andrew Greenberg and Robert 

Woodhead, Sir-tech 
6. 22. 72.18 VlslFlle, Creative Computer 

Applications/Colin Jameson and Ben 
Herrman, Personal Software 

7. 68.77 David's Midnight Magic, David Snider, 
Broderbund Software 

8. 68.28 Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry 
Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental 
Software 

9. 12. 61.45 DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane 
and Jerry Macon; and Barney Stone, 
Stoneware 

10. 21. 59.01 VlslTrend/VlslPlot, Micro Finance 
Systems/Mitch Kapor, Personal Software 

11. 18. 54.13 Apple Panic, Ben Serki, Broderbund Software 
12. 9. 53.65 Sneakers, Mark Turmell, Sirius Software 
13. 7. 51.70 Castle WoHensteln, Silas Warner, Muse 
14. 10. 46.82 Apple Writer, Apple Computer 
15. 8. 43.41 Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, 

Special Delivery Software, Apple Computer 
16. 38.53 BPI General Ledger, John Moss and John 

Debower, Apple Computer 
17. 38.04 Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic 
18. 5. 35.60 Gorgon, Nasir, Sirius Software 
19. 11. 33.65 Raster Blaster, Bill Budge, BudgeCo 

33.65 ffitlma, Lord British, California Pacific 
21. 33.16 Hi-Res Adventure lil'1: ffiysses and the Golden 

Fleece, Bob Davis and Ken Williams, On-Line 
Systems 

22. 17. 31.70 Tax Preparer, James Howard, Howard 
Software 

23. 2. 31.21 Olympic Decathlon, Tim Smith, Microsoft 
24. 19. 30.24 Bug Attack, Jim Nitchals, Cavalier Software 
25. 28.77 Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Brothers 

28.77 Falcons, Eric Varsanyi and Thomas Ball, 
Piccadilly Software 

27. 15. 28.29 DOS Tool Kit, Apple Computer 
28. 27. 27.31 WordStar, MicroPro 

13. 27.31 Beer Run, Mark Turmell, Sirius Software 
30. 24.39 Zork II, Infocom 
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